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by
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ABSTRACT

Data were obtained on the composition and kinetics of formation of
key compounds or classes of compounds resulting from the pyrolysis and
hydropyrolysis of two coals (a Pittsburgh Seam Bituminous and a Montana
Lignite) in a captive sample apparatus.

Thin layers of coal were heated in strigs of stainless steel wire
mesh at heating rates between 100 and 15,000 C/sec to peak temperatures
between 150 and 11000C. Samples were held at these peak temperatures for
times ranging from 0 to 30 seconds, Pressures studied ranged from vacuum
to 100 atm of either hydrogen or helium. Gaseous and light liquid products
were analyzed by vapor phase chromatography; heavy liquids and solids
were characterized by elemental analysis.

Pyrolysis results suggest that certain products (CO2,U20) are linked
to particular structures within the coal (carboxyls, hydroxyls). These
and other products of pyrolysis can be modelled as arising from one to
many distinct first order reactions, a procedure which gives activation
energies typical of pyrolysis of many simpler organic compounds. A free
radical chain mechanism is supported.

The behavior of the non-softening Montana Lignite is markedly dif-
ferent from that of the highly caking Pittsburgh Seam Bituminous Coal.
Ahypothesis concerning the important role of hydroxyl groups during pyr-
olysis receives tentative support.

The effect of hydrogen during hydropyrolysis manifests itself prin-
cipally during what would be the major hydrocarbon formation phases of
ordinary pyrolysis. The yield enhancement observed during pyrolysis in
gaseous hydrogen is reflected mainly in increased yields of methane.

Various previously proposed models and mechanisms of pyrolysis and
hydropyrolysis are evaluated in light of the new data, and several new
approaches and interpretations offered.

Thesis Supervisor: Jack B. Howard, Professor of Chemical Engineering
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1.0 Summary

1.1 Introduction

Previous research at M.I.T. on coal pyrolysis in inert gas and in

hydrogen (hydropyrolysis) was based on the measurement of coal weight loss,

referred to as volatiles yield (Anthony, 1974; Anthony and Howard, 1976;

Anthony et al., 1974, 1975, 1976). Although these previous studies made

good progress towards explaining pyrolysis and hydropyrolysis phenomena, it

was apparent that a fuller understanding of the phenomena could only be

achieved via more detailed chemical analyses of the processes. To this

end, this investigation has focussed upon product compositions (liquid,

gaseous, and solid) and the kinetics of pyrolysis and hydropyrolysis.

Two coals were chosen for this study, a Pittsburgh Seam (No. 8)

Bituminous Coal and a partially dried Montana Lignite. These coals are

considered to be representative of the large reserves of Eastern U.S. caking

coals and Western U.S. lignites, respectively. The analyses of these coals

are presented in Table 1-1.

1.2 Background Literature

Pyrolys is

Unfortunately in studying coal pyrolysis the characterization of the

reactant is as difficult, if not more difficult than, the characterization

of the products of the process. Because coal is a somewhat heterogeneous

insoluble solid with a large number of distinct moieties, many of the

traditional chemical and spectroscopic techniques for organic structure

determination cannot be applied easily or unambiguously. A brief review

of current thinking on the structure of coal is presented' in section 3.1 of

this thesis. Some general structural characteristics can be inferred from
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Table 1-1 Characteristics of the Coals Examined

Proximate Analysis,

Wt.% (as-received)

Ultimate Analysis,

Wt.% (as-received)

Petrographic Analysis,

Wt.% (mineral-matter-free)

Bituminous 
t

1.4

38.9

48.4

11.3

Carbon

Hydrogen

Nitrogen

Sulfur

Oxygen*

Moisture

Ash

Lignite
59.3

3.8

0.9

1.1

18.2

6.8

9.9

Bituminous
67.8

4.8

1.3

5.3

8.1

1.4

11.3

Vitrinites

Semi-Fusinite

Fusinite

Micrinite

Exinite
+ Resinite

Lignite
69.7

15.2

7.9

5.2

2.0

Bituminous
84.5

4.5

3.3

4.4

3.3

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 TOTAL 100.0 100.0 TOTAL 100.0

* By difference.

t The Lignite is a partially dried Montana Lignite from the Savage Mine of the

Knife River Coal Mining Company.

tt The Pittsburgh Seam (No. 8) Bituminous coal is from the Ireland Mine of the
Consolidation Coal Company.

Moisture

V.M.

F.C.

Ash

Lignite
t

6.8

36.9

46.4

9.9

100.0



a knowledge of the more traditional classification parameters, those from

the proximate, ultimate, and petrographic analyses of the coal.

Fig. 1-1 summarizes some of the more important structural characteris-

tics of the carbon-hydrogen skeletal structure of coal. The aromaticity

(fa) is the fraction of carbon in coal which is present in aromatic

structures. Fig. 1-1 presents various estimates of aromaticity as a

function of coal rank (represented by the weight percent carbon in the coal,

on a dry, mineral matter free basis). For reference, the Montana lignite

(74.7% C, d.m.m.f.) is estimated to have an aromaticity of about 0.7, and the

Pittsburgh Seam bituminous (80.7% C, d.m.m.f.) around 0.8.

While the carbon in both coals is predominantly located in aromatic

structures, other evidence suggests that these aromatic structures are not

the large fused ring aromatic clusters once thought to be the backbone of

coal structure. Instead, as the data in the lower half of Fig. 1-1 suggest,

the average size of the average aromatic ring clusters is only 1 or 2 rings

in the case of lignite, and 3-4 rings in the case of the bituminous coal.

Based on these data (and many other structural details described in section

3.1) Given (1960) proposed his now classic model of a coal molecule shown

in Fig. 1-2. The essential feature of the model is that coal is a polymer-

like material composed of repeating 9-10 dihydroanthracene units. The fact

that hydroaromatic hydrogen can be thought of as evenly distributed through-

out the structure has important ramifications with regard to the chemistry

of pyrolysis. Also important to the chemistry of pyrolysis is the distribution

of oxygen functional groups.

Based on work with model compounds Van Krevelen (in collaboration with

Wolfs and Waterman, 1960) advanced a general theory of coal pyrolysis.

These model substances were polycondensation products of various poly-

cyclic aromatics with formaldehyde and had the general structure (possibly
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branched):

Ar - CH ]X=-H, -OH, -CU3, -OCH

.. n

X

The theory is summarized in Fig. 1-3 and the essential elements of the

theory include:

- "Depolymerization" occurs in a completely random manner and is

followed by hydrogen disproportionation. The hydrogen in the

aliphatic bridging structures or on alkyl substituents is that

which stabilized free radicals. Radicals which cannot be stabilized

by hydrogen repolymerize and form the coke residue; stabilized

light molecular weight materials are volatile.

- After primary carbonization is complete and the remaining solid is

heavily cross-linked and aromatic in nature, the remaining

aliphatic hydrogens and the bulk of the aromatic hydrogens are lost.

- The addition of hydroxyl functional groups (X=OH) onto the substance

significantly decreases the yield of tar compared to the analogous

substance with no -OH group. This is explained in terms of a

competition for reactive aliphatic hydrogen between water and

hydrocarbon forming reactions.

The concept of hydrogen donor structures within the coal is supported by

existence of chloroform extractable (hydrogen-rich) material in the coal.

Removal of this material prior to pyrolysis destroys the softening

properties of otherwise caking coal (Brown and Waters, 1966). The softening

phenomenon is clear indication for the existence of lower molecularweight

species in the coal - it is not a physical melting phenomenon.
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Model substance of coal

Lower molecular fraction Higher molecular fraction

Structures poor Structures rich
(Fusing) in reactive groups in reactive groups

(Intra-molecular (lrtra-and inter-molecular
disproportionation) condensation with release

of water)

Low molecutar Depotymerizat n fraction Depolymerization fraction
components -of enriched with (aliphatc') impoverished in hydrogen

the original hydrogen, capable of
c t evaporation

ot (Condensation with
release of side

(Evaporation) (Decomposition) chains or side groups)

Primary tar Primary gas Semicke Wate

(Pyrolysis with release Pyrolysis CH4 (Condensation (Water gas
of side chains and with release reaction)functional groups) of hydrogen)

CO. C

Secondary far $econdary gas
(HT tar) (HT gas) Coe Wter

Primary carbonization
(below 500 *C)

Primary carbon zation
products

Secondary carbonization
(over 500%*C)

Secondary carbonization
products

FIGURE 1-3. OVERALL MECHANISTIC SCHEE FOR PYROLYSIS

OF COAL-ThDEL COMPOUNDS. (WOLFS ETAL. 1960)



Because of the large number of distinct chemical moietles'which

characterize' coal, it is not surprising that more success' has not been

attained by correlation of the weight loss with simple overall rate

laws:
dV * n

-- = k (V- V)

where k k0exp (-E/RT), the Arrhenius rate constant

V volatile yield at time t

V volatile yield at time t +> 0

n = reaction order

Recognizing this fact, Anthony et al. (1975) proposed to model the pyroly-

sis of coal as being composed of a large number of distinct reactions i:

k.(V. - V.)

For mathematical convenience, it was decided that the reactions i should

be distributed according to activation energy by the Gaussian form (mean

activation energy E0, standard deviation a)

f(E) = [(2,l/)2 -l2exp -(E - E0 )
2 /2aj

Anthony et al. enjoyed good success fitting data on pyrolysis of the same

two coals as examined in the present study.

Further verification for the concept of a wide distribution

of activation energies for pyrolysis is provided by some recent data

on gas evolution during pyrolysis (Campbell and Stephens, 1976, Fig. 1-4).

For a more detailed discussion of pyrolysis models, the reader is referred

to a recent review of the pyrolysis literature by Anthony and Howard (1976).
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Hydropyrolysis

The study of Hydropyrolysis is still in its infancy compared to the

study of pyrolysis (the early interest in the latter primarily due to

an interest in coke-making). Hydropyrolysis is a phenomenon distinct from

slow hydrogasification (C + 2H CH). It is characterized by a rate of2 4

the same order as pyrolysis and several orders of magnitude faster than

slow hydrogasification.

It is felt that the general scheme relating pyrolysis and hydro-

pyrolysis is of the type: G+H CH4 , C2H6

coal.-volatiles + active char
A

inactive char

The modelling of hydropyrolysis has focussed principally on the competi-

tion between hydrogenation and "deactivation" of active sites within the

char.

1.3 Apparatus and Procedure

The apparatus (Fig. 1-5) consists of five components: the reactor,

designed to contain a coal sample in a gaseous environment of known pres-

sure and composition; the electrical system, used to expose the sample to

a controlled time-temperature history; the time-temperature monitoring

system; the product collection system; and the product analysis system.

The reactor designed for atmospheric-pressure and vacuum pyrolysis work,

consists of a 6-inch (15.24 cm) long, 3-inch (7.62 cm) diameter pyrex

glass pipe, blind-flanged at both ends by stainless steel plates having

electrical feedthroughs' and gas inlet and outlet ports. The coal-sample

is held and heated in the vessel by a folded strip of 325 mesh stainless
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steel screen positioned between two relatively massive brass electrodes

as shown in Fig. 1-6. The reactor used for high pressure hydrogenation

work is similar, except of course- that the shell is stainless steel

rather than glass.

The electrical system consists of two automobile storage batteries

connected in series to the reactor electrodes through a time-controlled

relay switch which cuts in either of two variable resistors at a predeter-

mined time. This circuitry permits independent control of heating rate

(102 - 10 *C/s) and final sample holding time and temperature (150-1100*C

for up to 30 s). The temperature-time history of coal is recorded by a

chromel-alumel thermocouple (24 pm wire diam., 75 pm bead diameter) placed

within the sample and connected to a Sanborn fast-response recorder.

Approximately 10-15 mg of powdered coal is spread in a layer one to

two particles deep on a preweighed screen which is reweighed and inserted

between the brass electrodes. The reactor is evacuated and flushed three to

five times with helium and then set at the desired experimental pressure.

The sample temperature is raised at a desired rate to a desired holding

value which is then maintained until the circuit is broken. Sample cooling

by convection and radiation then occurs rapidly since the electrodes, the

vessel and its gaseous contents remain cold during the experiment, but not

so rapidly as to avoid the occurrence of significant weight loss during

cooling.

The yield of char, which remains on the~ screen, is determined gravi-

metrically. Products that condense at room temperature (tars and oils,

hereafter defined as tars) are collected primarily on foil liners within

the reactor and on a paper filter at the exit of the reactor. Any con-

densation on non-lined reactor surfaces is collected by'.washing with



methylene chloride soaked filter paper. The tar from all three collections

is measured gravimetrically.

Products in the vapor phase at room temperature are collected at the

conclusion of a run by purging the' reactor vapors through two lipophilic

traps. The first trap consists of a 3 inch (7.62 cm) long, 1/4 inch (0.635

cm) diameter tube containing 50/80 mesh Porapak Q chromatographic packing.

The trap is operated at room temperature, and collects intermediate weight

oils such as benzene, toluene, and xylene. The second trap is a 15 inch

to 5 foot long, 1/4 inch diameter tube (38.1 cm x 0.625 cm) also packed

with Porapak Q but operated at -196*C in a dewar of liquid nitrogen. This

trap collects all fixed gases produced by pyrolysis, with the exception of

hydrogen which is determined by direct vapor phase sampling with a

precision syringe.

Products are released for gas chromatographic analysis by warming the

first trap to 240*C and the second to 100*C. The intermediate weight oils

from the first trap are analyzed on either a 50/80 mesh, 3% OV-17 Porapak

Q column, 6 ft x 1/8 in (183 cm x 0.318 cm) 50/80 mesh Porapak Q column,

temperature programmed from -70 to 240C at a rate of 16*C/min. The hy-

drogen is analyzed on a 10 ft x 1/8 in (305 cm x 0.318 cm) 80/100 mesh

Spherocarb column at 0*C. A Perkin-Elmer Model 3920 B chromatograph with

dual thermal conductivity/flame ionization detectors and a Perkin-Elmer

Model 1 integrator are used for all the analyses.

Elemental analyses of the raw coal and char samples were performed by

Galbraith Laboratories, Inc. of Knoxville, Tennessee.

The weight of the coal and screen was determined to within +0.01 mg;

hence, the uncertainty of the total weight loss measurement is about 0.1%

by weight of the coal. The products quantitated chromatographically
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(except H20) are subject to calibration uncertainties of 1 to 3% of the

mass of the species measured. Thewater measurements were somewhat more

troublesome because of (1) moisture loss from the coal during the short

time lapse between weighing the sample and performing the run and (2) mois-

ture gain by the experimental system during assembly under high humidity

conditions. The net uncertainty in the measured water yields caused by these

opposing effects is about 2% by weight of the coal. The tar measurement

has its largest uncertainty in the washing procedure. The maximum error

for atmospheric pressure runs is about 1% by weight of the coal. The

inherent uncertainty of the thermocouple measurements is about + 8*C over

the present range of temperatures. The ability of the selected thermocouple

effectively to track the temperature of the sample at the highest heating

rates was confirmed by experiments with thermocouples of different bead

diameters.

Some discoloration of the screen used to hold the sample caused

concern that the screen may be a source of error, for example through

catalysis of primary pyrolysis or secondary cracking reactions. Experimental

assessment of the role of the screen included passivation of the surface

with a vacuum deposited layer of gold on some screens and copper on others,

and variation of the number of layers of untreated screen through which the

volatiles had to escape. Both gold and copper are less catalytic to crack-

ing reactions than is stainless steel, and diffusion of these metals in

stainless steel is too slow to destroy the integrity of the surface layer

in even the longest residence times of this study. None of these cases

lead to significant differences in the total yield of volatiles or in the

composition of gaseous products included in the present study. Therefore,

any error caused by the screen appears to be negligible for present purposes.



This result is not surprising in view of the high escape velocity of

volatiles from the sample and hence the low residence time of volatiles

near hot screens. Nevertheless, untreated stainless steel screens in a

similar apparatus are reported (P. Solomon, United Technologies, personal

communication, 1976) to react significantly with hydrogen sulfide.

This species is not of present concern.

1.4 Results

Pyrolysis of a Montana Lignite

All results in this section are reported for the partially dried (as-

received) Montana lignite in the particle size range 53-88p (74p average

diameter).

With the exception of the data points carrying a double symbol (see

below), the volatile product compositions shown in Fig. 1-7 were obtained

when different samples of the lignite under 1 atm (101.3 kPa) of helium

were heated at approximately 100
0 *C/s to various peak temperatures indica-

ted on the abscissa. The samples were cooled at roughly 200*C/s beginning

immediately when the peak temperature was attained. The total yield of any

product or group of products is given on the ordinate as a weight percent

of the partially dried lignite.

The lowest curve represents the yield of tar as defined above, which

increases with increasing temperature to an asymptotic maxima of about

5.4% by weight of the lignite at temperatures above 750 to 800%. This

material has an empirical formula of CH1.500.1N0.01

The distance between the tar curve and the next one above it represents

hydrogen and all hydrocarbons lighter than tar. The maximum yield of these

species occurs at the higher temperatures and is only about 3.3% by weight
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of the lignite. The main components are methane (1,4%), ethylene (0.6%),

and hydrogen (0.5%), with identified ethane, propylene, propane, and

benzene and unidentified trace hydrocarbons making up the balance. The

effect of temperature on yields of methane, hydrogen and ethylene is shown

in Fig. 1-8. When the peak temperature is increased' above 500*C the

methane and ethylene yields increase rapidly to small asymptotic values

in the range 600 - 700*C. Further increase in temperature beyond 700C

effects a dramatic increase in the yield of both species, and a second

asymptote is reached at about 850*C for ethylene and about 900*C for

methane. The yield of tar also exhibits a similar two-step behavior but

hydrogen production, on the other hand, appears to occur in one step at

relatively high temperatures.

The top curve in Fig. 1-7 represents the total yield of volatiles

while, proceeding downward, the first, second and third regions between

adjacent curves represent the yields of water, carbon dioxide, and carbon

monoxide, respectively. The yields of these principal oxygenated species

are shown in more detail in Fig. 1-9 where all three appear to approach

high-temperature asymptotic yields of 16.5% for water, 8.4% for carbon

dioxide, and 7.1% for carbon monixide. The carbon oxides each exhibit

also a lower-temperature asymptote.

Although most of the pyrolysis is complete for peak temperatures

above about 900 to 1000'C, there is in fact yet a third step in the curves

for the carbon oxides which occurs at about 1100*C and therefore does not

appear in Fig. 1-9. Since this temperature is the upper limit of the

apparatus, investigation of this third step was accomplished by use of a

longer residence time technique. The coal was heated' at 1000*C/s to 10000 C

and there held for 5 to 10 s rather than being immediately cooled as before.
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The resulting carbon monoxide yield exhibits a final asymptote of 9.4% while

that of carbon dioxide is 9.5%. The yields of the other species were not

changed by the additional residence time. Thus prolonged heating at 1000 C

gave a total volatiles yield of 44.0% by weight of the lignite which is

close to the ASTM volatile matter plus moisture (43.7%).

Elemental analyses of selected char samples are shown-in Fig. 1-10.

Although over 40% by weight of the lignite is volatilized at the higher

temperatures, only 22% of the carbon is volatilized. Most of the volatile

material comes from hydrogen and oxygen, which is consistent with the

observed predominance of water among the volatile products. Pyrolysis at

the higher temperatures removes about 70% of the sulfur from the solid

material, but the nitrogen is reduced by only about 25%. Consequently, the

sulfur content (percent by weight) in the char is lower than that of the

lignite, but the reverse is true for nitrogen.

Elemental balances were calculated for runs in which.both volatile

products and char were analyzed. For estimation purposes, trace hydro-

carbons (total less than 1% by weight of the lignite) were assumed to be

90% carbon and 10% hydrogen by weight. Typical results for four runs to

different peak temperatures are presented in Table 1-2 along with total

mass balances. Whereas the mass balances are excellent and the carbon and

hydrogen balances are satisfactory, the oxygen balances are marginal. Since

oxygen in char is determined by difference, uncertainties inherent in the other

measurements are absorbed in the oxygen values.

Data points inside squares in Fig. 1-7 were obtained with the base

conditions given above but modified as follows. The lignite was first

heated to an intermediate temperature and then cooled to room temperature

as before. The resulting char was then heated to a higher temperature and
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Table 1-2

Product

Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen and Total Mass Balances for Lignite Pyrolysis
I

Yield, weight % of Lignite (as-received) , in Four Runs to Different Peak Temperatures

Peak Temperature
4300C

Total C 11 0

Peak Temperature.
7100C
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again cooled. The figure shows cumulative product yields for both cycles.

The intermediate temperatures for the points at 855*C and 1070*C are 480*C

and 670*C, respectively. The' yields of all products in both cases are not

significantly different from those obtained when the lignite is heated

directly to the final peak temperature. Such behavior is indicative

of multiple parallel independent reactions as opposed to competitive

reactions.

The encircled data points in Fig. 1-7 were obtained at heating rates

of 7,100 to 10,0000C/s which is approximately ten-times higher than that of

the base data. The points in triangles represent data taken at 270 to

470*C/s. No clear effect of heating rate is observed over the range here

used. It is shown below that this behavior is expected for independent

parallel, rather than competitive reactions.

A small effect of external pressure (vacuum to 69 atm. of helium)

was observed on the results of lignite pyrolysis (Fig. 1-11). Since the

effect of pressure is much larger in the case of bituminous coal, discus-

sion of the effect will be reserved until the next section.

It should be noted that under no conditions did the lignite show any

evidence of softening, swelling, or agglomerating. There was, however,

some evidence of decrepitation of the lignite particles, as some small

flecks of coal appeared to be mixed with the tar.

Pyrolysis of a Pittsburgh Seam Bituminous Coal

As in the previous section, all results in this section are for

particles in the size range 53-88p (74p average) unless otherwise noted.

Figure 1-12 presents an overview of volatile product evolution during

bituminous coal pyrolysis. The time-temperature histories impled by the

peak temperature are the' same as described in the lignite section.

.11 11 OR Im. qw, Im
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Pyrolysis Product Distributions
From Bituminous Coal Heated to T

Various Peak Temperatures
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Comparison of Figs. 1-12 and 1-7 points up a major difference between

lignite pyrolysis and bituminous coal pyrolysis; while in the former case,

the products are dominated by light oxygenated species, in the latter

case heavy tars (Empirical formula CH 00.0 8N0 0 1) predominate. The

two coals also exhibit markedly different physical behavior during

pyrolysis. While the lignite is completely non softening, the bituminous

coal exhibits a very fluid behavior upon heating to over 700*C (the onset

of softening can begin at peak temperatures as low as 400%C). At

temperatures over 700*C, the concept of a particle diameter no longer makes

sense; rather, fluid coal forms a uniform layer on the screen.

Fig. 1-13 displays the behavior of the tar and water products

separately. The results in the left hand portion of the figure are for the

previously described completely non-isothermal time temperature history.

The right hand portion of the figure shows data obtained in a set of runs

wherein the peak temperature is isothermally held for a few seconds before

the quench is initiated. Such runs are useful for establishing the

existence of high temperature assymptotes. Fig. 1-13 shows that most water

is produced at rather low peak temperatures (<400*C). Tar production

begins at a peak temperature of about 400*C and continues through 900C.

Fig. 1-14 through 1-16 show the behavior of various other volatile

components, plotted in the same manner as Fig. 1-13. The evolution curves

for bituminous pyrolysis are distinctly different from those for lignite

pyrolysis as in no case is a two step behavior observed.

Fig. 1-17 gives the results of analyses of the bituminous char. During

pyrolysis at 1000 C, roughly half of the carbon originally present in the

coal is volatilized while almost 90% of the hydrogen is volatilized. The

extent of carbon volatilization is about twice as high. as that observed

for the lignite. As in the case of lignite, almost 2/3 of the nitrogen is
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left behind in the char, even at 1000 C. The sulfur is evolved rapidly

between a peak temperature of 925C and the isothermal 1000*C asymptote.

The oxygen shows essentially two step behavior. There is an initial loss

at a peak temperature below 400*C, certainly corresponding to the evolution

of pyrolytic water. The next sharp drop presumably corresponds to the

period of major CO evolution, between 800 and 900*C.

The total yields of all products are summarized in the first column

of Table 1-3. It can be seen that the total measured weight loss (47%)

exceeds ASTM moisture plus volatiles yield (40.3%) by 17%. Such behavior

is common during rapid pyrolysis in a dispersed phase. It is felt that

this reflects the fact that repolymerization of tar into the sample may

occur in the fixed bed environment of an ASTM test crucible. Table 1-17

also shows that the overall mass balance closure is fair (about 94%).

Element balances (not shown) fall in the range 100 + 10%. It is felt

that most of the loss is associated with failure to collect 100% of the

tar product.

The results shown in Table 1-3 also suggest but a slight effect of

variation of heating rate on total yield. A bit more significant is the

slight reduction in yield in the case in which the coal was heated in

two stages (with intermediate cooling) to the final temperature. These

results suggest that within the range of heating rates studied here,

the reactions at high temperature occur independently of those which

occur at lower temperatures.

Fig. 1-18 shows that mass transport limitations play an important role

in determining the composition 'of volatiles obtained from pyrolysis of

bituminous coal. Increasing external pressure from 0.05 mm to 69' atam of

helium reduces total product yields by almost 14%. Over the' same range
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Table 1-3. Effect of Time-Temperature Histories on Yields from Pyrolysis of Bituminous Coal

Products

CO

CO22

H 4
CH

C2H

c2 6

c3H6 3H8

H
2

other HC gas

Heating Rate 1000*C/sec
wt.% of coal mole % of dry gas

2.4 9.9

1.2 3.1

7.8

2.5 18.0

0.8 3.3

0.5

1.3

1.0

1.3
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1.9
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57.7

2.6

350-450*C/sec
wt.%
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HC liquidsC
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ASTM volatiles
& Moisture

C/

(con't)

)

2-Stepa
wt.%

2.1
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2.5

0.3

0.6

1.3
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0.9
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23.0

44.3

47.0
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47.0'

3.3
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Effect of Time-Temperature Histories on Yields from Pyrolysis of Bituminous Coal (continued)

All results on as-received wt. basis. Isothermal runs 850-1000*C with holding time 2-10 seconds.

P = 1 atm. He

Notes

a Sum of two step process; coal heated first at about 650*C for 3 seconds and cooled. Reheated

to about 1000*C for about 3 seconds

bAll other hydrocarbon gases not listed separately

cHydrocarbon products from condensible trap

dNM= not Measured

e
Columns may not add because of round off

H20 includes H2S yield,.roughly 1% by wt of coal at these temperatures
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of pressure, the tar yield decreases by about 20%. This is offset, partly,

by an increase in the yield of hydrocarbon gases (presumably tar cracking

products). The trend exhibited by variation of particle diameter is

consistent with that observed for variation of external pressure.

Hydropyrolysis of a Montana Lignite

Again, all results are for particles in the size range 53 - 88p unless

otherwise noted. The convention of reporting all results on a percent by

weight of as-received lignite is retained here, although mass balance

closure by a simple summation of product yields is of course no longer

possible.

The data in Fig. 1-19 seem to imply that there is a temperature below

which the presence of hydrogen has no effect on weight loss (roughly in

the range 700-800*C). Perhaps not coincidentally, this is the same range

of temperatures over which variations in inert gas pressure begin to have

an effect on lignite pyrolysis yields (Fig. 1-11). Of course, increasing

the pressure of inert gas always serves to reduce total yields, while

increasing the pressure of hydrogen gas (above 1 to 10 atmospheres) serves

to increase total yields. Table 1-4 compares the total yields of various

products obtained at "long" residence times from ordinary 1 atm. He

pyrolysis, high pressure (69 atm. He) pyrolysis, and high pressure (69

atm. H2 hydropyrolysis. It is immediately apparent that the incremental

yield due to hydropyrolysis is due largely to an increase in methane and

other hydrocarbon species. The reduced yields of carbon oxides are not

surprising since reverse water gas shift and other water forming reactions

are thermodynamically favored.

Since methane is obviously the key component in the enhanced. yield

observed during hydropyrolysis, Fig. 1-20 tracks its behavior alone.
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Table 1-4. Comparison of Total Yields from Lignite Pyrolysis and Hydropyrolysis

Pyrolysis
l'atm. He

9.5

9.4"

1.3

0.6

0.2

0.8

16.5

0.5

5.4

Hydropyrolysis
69 atm. H2.

8.5

7.1

9.5

G.2

1.4

4.1

16.0

N.M.

Pyrolysis
69 atmHe

-10.6

9.0

2.5

0.6

0.2

1.7

12*9

N.M.

3

Measured Total
Weight Loss

Samples held approximately 10 seconds at 850-1000*C

Co2 I

Co

CR

C2H6

C2 !6

OTHER HC

H20

H2
'K2

tar

44.0 51.5 .40.2
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Contrary to the picture presented by the total weight loss behavior in

Fig. 1-19, methane yields show an effect of hydrogen at temperatures as

low as 600'C. Comparison of the three sets of data suggest that the

enhanced methane yield observed during 600*C hydropyrolysis is due to

interaction of coal and external hydrogen, rather than being an effect

induced only by the high external pressure (the so-called "autohydrogenation"

effect).

It is also interesting to note the behavior of ethylene during

hydropyrolysis (Fig. 1-21). Whereas the external inert gas pressure has

virtually no effect on ethylene yields, the presence of hydrogen completely

inhibits the high temperature stage of ethylene formation.

Among the other products of hydropyrolysis, the hydrocarbon gases

(other than methane and ethylene) show behavior similar to that of methane.

The oxygenated products seem rather unaffected except for the very high

temperature stage of carbon oxide formation, which appears to be inhibited.

It is difficult to say much concerning the tar yield because of a considera-

ble amount of scatter. It appears as though the maximum total yield of

tar plus hydrocarbon liquids is about 10% wt.

The results of the ultimate analyses of lignite chars produced by

pyrolysis are shown in Fig. 1-22. Both carbon and nitrogen conversions

are enhanced by hydropyrolysis, but the conversions of oxygen, hydrogen

and sulfur appear largely unaffected.

As has already been demonstrated, a large protion of the yield

during hydropyrolysis is the result of ordinary pyrolytic processes.

Therefore, in examining the effect of pressure on yields; Fig. 1-23 expres-

ses total yield and methane yield as increments over yields from atmos-

pheric pressure pyrolysis. This data imply no clear functionality of
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of pressure for either total yield or methane yield. These results also

point out that an increase in'temperature may be as effective in promoting

higher yields as in an increase in pressure (compare the points at 11000 C

and 500 psig H2 and 850*C and 1500 psig 112). In all cases, methane is

principally responsible for the bulk of the incremental yield.

The effect of particle diameter was quickly examined (with particles

in the 295 - 990p range) and judged to be insignificant.

Hydropyrolysis of a Pittsburgh Seam No. 8 Bituminous Coal

As for the lignite, the base case for bituminous hydropyrolysis

involves particles in the size range 53 - 88p and a hydrogen pressure of

1000 psig (69 atm. absolute).

Fig. 1-24 shows a comparison of total yields obtained during pyrolysis

at 1 atm. and at 69 atm. of helium pressure, and from hydropyrolysis at

69 atm. of hydrogen pressure. A comparison of the pyrolysis results

obtained at 1 atm. and 69 atm. of helium pressure illustrate again the

previously discussed effect of pressure on pyrolysis. Since the helium

is of course chemically inert, its effect if purely physical. The fact

that the total yields from 69 atm. hydropyrolysis are comparable to the

yields from 1 atm. pyrolysis implies that the hydrogen must interact with

the coal chemically in a manner which boosts yields. This interaction,

according to these data, begins at temperatures in the range 700 to 800*C.

Anthony et al. (1976) have advanced a theory which postulates that the

hydrogen serves to "stabilize" volatiles which may otherwise be lost to

cracking reactions. The data in Fig. 1-24 may be supportive of this

picture, but the data in Fig. 1-25 shed further light upon the nature of

the process.

In Fig. 1-25, the yield of tar, the principal product of bituminous

I NNW
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I atm. pyrolysis, is plotted for the 1 and 69 atm. He pyrolysis and 69

atm. H2 hydropyrolysis cases. The results are striking in that they show

that hydrogen does not act to stabilize the tar as such; the yields of

tar from 69 atm. pyrolysis and 69 atm. hydropyrolysis are comparable. The

indicated asymptote for tar yield from hydropyrolysis (at 12.5%) is obtained

from runs in which the coal is held at temperatures between 850 and 1050*C for

up to 20 seconds.

The fact that the tar itself is not being stabilized suggests several

possibilities for the yield enhancing effect of hydrogen. The first is that

the hydrogen interferes with the tar forming reactions and stabilizes tar

"precursors". Another possibility is that the hydrogen serves to stabilize

tar cracking (or hydrocracking) products. A third possibility is that the

hydrogen physically interferes with the escape of tar and promotes its

cracking in a manner precisely analogous to that of the helium; the yield

enhancement is the result of an unrelated (or indirectly related) chemical

process.

Fig. 1-26 compares the yields of methane from pyrolysis and hydropyrolysis.

These data suggest that the chemical interaction of hydrogen with the coal

actually begins at rather low peak temperatures (<600*C).

Table 1-5 summarizes the results for 69 atm hydropyrolysis and compares

them with atmospheric pressure pyrolysis results. The hydropyrolysis results

were all obtained at temperatures above 9000C, held for between 12 and 20

seconds. It is apparent from comparison of the results in Figs. 1-24, 1-26

and Table 1-5 that methane is the principal product formed during the iso-

thermal period. During the non-isothermal period, Table 1-5 shows an additional

weight loss of roughly 20% while the yield of methane has increased by

roughly 15%.
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Table 1-5. Comparison of Yields from Atmospheric Pressure Pyrolysis and

69 atm. Hydropyrolysis of Bituminous Coal.

Total weight loss (as.rcvd.)

Tar

1 atm. -He

47.0%

23.

69 atm. H2

61.8%

12.

CO

CO2

HO02

H12

CH4

C2H

c2H6

C3H6 + c3H8

C 6H 6

other HC gases

light HC liquids

All hydropyrolysis runs involve heating

holding isothermally for 12 to 20 second
the coal to temperature 900*C and

*
The trace amount of benzene found during pyrolysis

the "other HC gases" or "light HC liquids".
is usually included in

Measurements unreliable, not reported.

2.4

1.2

6.8

1.0

2.5

0.8

0.5

1.3

1.3

t

23.2

0.4

2.3

0.7

2.2

2.0

3.1

trace*

1.3

2.4



There are several parallels between lignite hydropyrolysis and bituminous

coal hydropyrolysis. The role of methane as the predominent product is

the most obvious. Others include the decreased yield of ethylene and

increased yield of ethane, relative to the pyrolysis base case.

The figures in Table 1-5 are naturally averages over several runs.

Not included in the average was a run done at roughly 1080*C (14 seconds) in

which the total yield was over 70% (representing a d.a.f. conversion of

about 80%) and the yield of methane was nearly 40% (representing a carbon

conversion to methane of about 44%).

As observed by Anthony et al. (1976), increasing particle diameter

has a rather deleterious effect on total yields obtained from hydropyrolysis.

Fig. 1-27 presents data from this investigation. The trends are similar

to those observed by Anthony et al., although there are some small

quantitative differences. The data for hydropyrolysis are somewhat more

sensitive to the temperature of the isothermal holding period than are the

data for pyrolysis (demonstrated in Fig. 1-23). Therefore, while the

pyrolysis data in Fig. 1-27 include results Of experiments run for any

more than 2 seconds at temperatures over 850*C, the hydropyrolysis data

chosen for presentation were only those from temperatures between 900 and

105000 and with isothermal holding times greater than 10 (but all less

than 20) seconds.

The following table shows the principal differences in product compo-

sitions:

Product 74 570 910

Tar 12 13 12

CH4 23 19 20

c2 6 2.3 1.7 1.6

other HC gases 3.1 1.4 1.2

light HC liquids 5.3 3.6 5.2

CO2 1.3 1.0 1.4
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Since carbon monoxide, water, and sulfur compound measurements are

not available for all cases, total mass balances are not possible.

1.5 Modelling and Discussion

Pyrolysis

With the products in the present study dominated by a few individual

species and classes of species, e.g. tar, there is interest in determin-

ing whether pyrolysis can be effectively modelled as only a few reactions

representing the production of these key products.

As a first test of this approach, the appearance of product i is

modelled as a reaction first-order in the amount of i yet to be produced.

Thus for the reaction

Coal + Product. (1)

the assumed first-order rate is

*
dV./dt = k.(V. - V.) (2)1 1 1 1

and the rate constant is assumed to be

k. = k. exp(-E./RT) (3)
i 10 1

where k. is the pre-exponential factor, E. is the activation energy of
iO

*
reaction i, V. is the amount of product i produced up to time t, V. is

the amount of product i which could potentially be produced, (i.e., at

t = -), T is the absolute temperature, and R is the gas constant.

Assuming that temperature increases linearly with time, as it does in

these experiments, with the constant rate dT/dt = m, solution of the

above equations gives

I



70

V. T

fdV.V.- V.) (k /m) exp(-E/RT)dT (4)
dV/(V 0 1o 1

Since R./RT >> 1 is a good approximation for coal decomposition reactions,

the solution becomes

* 2
(V. - V.)/V. = exp[-(k. RT /mE.)exp(-E./RT)] (5)

1 1 1 10 1 1

This equation is plotted in Fig. 1-28 for activation energies typical

of organic decomposition reactions (see Table 1-6) and a typical pre-

13 -1
exponential factor of k. = 1.67 x 10 s . The inadequacy of the single-

10

reaction model in fitting the data on total yield of volatiles is evident

from this figure; nevertheless, this approach has been taken by many

workers for correlating pyrolysis data.

It can be seen from the wide range of materials listed in Table 1-6

that organic decomposition reactions encompass a wide range of activation

energies and pre-exponentials. It is not surprising that coal, the

chemical structure of which is far more complex than that of the materials

in Table 1-6 decomposes thermally to produce numerous products and that

these products exhibit different activation energies. When a single

first-order reaction is used to model coal pyrolysis, the activation energy

and pre-exponential factor are forced to be very low in order to fit the

overall temperature dependence that actually results from the occurrence

of different reactions in different temperature intervals. The results

are sometimes interpreted as reflecting transport limitations because

the parameters are too low for organic decompositions. This point is

further discussed elsewhere (Anthony and Howard, 1976).

Many of the products of lignite and bituminous coal are obviously

not characterized by single first order processes. In the case of lig-

nite, the rather distinct stepwise behavior of some species suggests use
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Table 1-6. Kinetic Parameters for Pyrolysis of Various Organic Materials

Material Pyrolyzed Producta Experi- Activation Pre- Reference
mental0  Erergy, Exponen-
Temp., C kcal/mole tial

.____ Factor ,s

Ferulic Acid (C 10! 004) C0 2  150-250 27.7 C.Ox109  JUntgen and Van Heek, 1968; 1970

Perylene Tetracarboxylic Acid CO 400-600 71.5 5.2x1017  Jdtntgen and Van fHeek, 1968; 1970
Anhydride (C2411806) CO2  400-600 64.9 5.0x1016  Juntgen and Van Heek, 1968; 1970

Protocatechuic Acid (C7It604) (H20)1  50-300 18.8 2.7x108 JUntoen and Van Heek, 1968; 1970

(H20)2  50-300 42.4 2.3x10 5  JUntgen and Van Heek, 1968; 1970

C02  50-300 40.4 1.6x10 15  JUntgen and Van Heek, 1968; 1970

Naphthalene Tetracarboxylic 13
Acid (C14H808) 120 100-250 33.5 1.2x10 JUntgen and Van Heck, 1968; 1970

Hellitic Acid (C12H6012) H20 230b 16.6 2.3x105  Juntgen and Van Heek, 1970

Tartaric Acid (C4H606) 20 195b 42.9 6.7x101 7  JUntgen and Van Heek, 1970

Polystyrene (C H ) overall 394b b 77 8.3x1022  Fuoss et al.9 1964
8 8.n overall 335-355 58 9.0x1015  tiadors5y -T952

eflon (C2F4)n overall 575b 67-69 4.3xl1O 4  Fuoss et al., 1964

Polyethylene (CIH ) "Phase 1' overall 385-405 48 5.?xl01 1  Madorsky, 1952
2 4 n "Phase 2" overall 385-405 71 8.7x1018  fladorsky, 1952

Hydrogenated Polystyrene (C8H14)n overall 335-350 52 1.4x1014  Madorsky, 1953

Polymeta-methylstyrene (C91110)n overall 333-353 59 7.2x1016  Madorsky, 1953

Polyalpha-methylstyrene (C9H10)r overall 273-288 58 8.3xl018  Madorsky, 1953

Polyioethyl -methacrylate (C511802) 9
Avg. Holecular 1t. 150,000 overall 240-270 33 3.6 xlo 6 Madorsky, 1953
Avg. Molecular Wt. 5,100,00( overall 310-325 55 1.8x10 Madorsky, 1953

Polymethylacrylate (C4 H602)n overall 285-300 37 1.4x1010 Madorsky, 1953

Cellulose (C6H1005) overall 250-1009 33.4 6.8xl09  Lewellen et al.,in press
n 250-350 35 3.3x10 11  Jntgen and Van Heek, 1970; Van Krevelen etal 1951

a. Denotes species whose evolution is described by the parameters given. Two different stages of water evolution are
denoted by (H20), and (H20)2. Overall refers to all products combined.

b. Temperature of maximum pyrolysis rate.

) )
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of two (or three) first order steps. Application of such an approach

to the lignite data resulted in the kinetic parameters shown in Table 1-7.

Comparison with the values in Table 1-6 indicates that the values so

obtained are reasonable. The curves shown in Figs. 1-7, 1-8, and 1-9

were calculated using these parameters and the model, for a standardized

experiment in which coal is heated at 1000 C/s to peak temperature, and

then cooled at 200*C/s back to room temperature. The curves fit the data

well for most species, and modelling with only one or two reactions appears

sufficient in all cases except the carbon oxides which require a third

reaction for data above about 1000 C (not shown here). Figure 1-7 shows

how the various individual reactions cooperate to give a smooth total

weight loss curve. Again, this figure emphasizes that a large fraction

of the total weight loss is due to the oxygenated species.

In order to compare the present kinetic parameters with those

obtained before for the same type of coal using the previously described

distributed activation energy model (Anthony, 1974; Anthony et al., 1975),

the frequency distribution of the present activation energies is derived

from Table 1-7 as follows.

Data points in Fig. 1-29 represent the cumulative ultimate yields

of all volatile components having activation energies less than or equal

to those of the indicated points. Each point is labelled with the compo-

nent whose ultimate yield is added to those of all other components shown

of all other components shown on points to the left to give the indicated

cumulative yield; e.g., the vertical distance between two adjacent points

represents the ultimate yield of the component specified on the higher

point. The slope of the smooth curve drawn through the data gives. the

frequency distribution curve dV / dE, which is here normalized so
cum tot

that the area under a segment of the curve between two values of



Table 1-7. Kinetic Parameters for Lignite Pyrolysis

Product Stage E log (k /s V ,Wt.% of lignite

kcal/mole (as-received)

CO 1 36.2 11.33 5.70
2  2 64.3 13.71 2.70

3 42.0 6.74 1.09

CO 1 44.4 12.26 1.77
2 59.5 12.42 5.35
3 58.4 9.77 2.26

CH 1 51.6 14.21 0.34
2 69.4 14.67 0.92

C 2H 1 74.8 20.25 0.15
2 60.4 12.85 0.41

HCa 70.1 16.23 0.95

Tar 1 37.4 11.88 2.45
2 75.3 17.30 2.93

H20 51.4 13.90 16.5

H2  88.8 18.20 0.50

Total 44.0

aHydrocarbons other than CH4 , C2H4 and Tar

007 f
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activation energy is the percentage of the total ultimate volatile yield that

is associated with activation energies in the specified interval.

For comparison, Fig. 1-29 presents the Gaussian distributions derived by

Anthony et al. (broken curves). The left distribution was derived by allowing the

pre-exponential to be an adjustable parameter, and the right hand distribution

was derived from a case in which the pre-exponential was set to 1.67 x 1013sec-.

The similarity of the three distributions provides support for the use of a dis-

tributed activation energies model in the absence of detailed product analysis

data.

The application of the first order model to bituminous coal pyrolysis is

considerably more difficult. The model was first tried in a single first-

order reaction form for each product. Assuming that each product arises from

only one particular type of reaction or reactive structure leads to activation

energies which are rather low (10-40 kcal/mole) .The interpretation of such values

is difficult inasmuch as they are generally too low to represent simple radical

chain processes (see section 5.5 of the thesis), and they are too high to be

reflecting a mass transport limitation. The preferred interpretation is that

the process is chemically controlled by several processes acting in concert to

give the observed broad temperature dependence.

Application of a two-first-order-step model, which was successful for many

of the lignite results,gave a fair fit of the data in some (e.g. CO, CH4) cases.

The parameter values so derived were close to those obtained for the lignite

case, very likely reflecting the similarity of the processes leading to these

products in both coals. However, several products (e.g. tar) appeared to be pro-

duced by many more than two reactions, given their rather broad, smooth temper

ature dependence. This suggested the use of a distibuted activation energies

model for each product, an approach used previously for the modelling of hydro-

carbon gas evolution from pyrolyzing coal (Hanbaba et al. ,1968).
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The differences observed in the modelling of the lignite and

bituminous coal pyrolysis phenomena reaffirm that the processes are chemi-

cally quite different. As examination of Figs. 1-7 through 1-9

reveals, there are apparently five distinct phases during lignite

pyrolysis. The first occurs at very low temperatures (100*C) and

is associated with moisture evolution. The second phase at 1000 *C/s

heating rate begins at about 450*C and is associated with a large

initial evolution of carbon dioxide, probably from low-activation energy

decarboxylations. The loss of carboxyl groups as carbon dioxide at

relatively low temperatures has been reported for lignites (H.C. Howard,

1963). A small amount of hydrocarbon products is also evolved at this

stage. The third phase involves evolution of water chemically formed in

the range 600-700*C. The fourth phase involves a final rapid evolution

of carbon containing species. Carbon oxides, tar, hydrogen, and hydro-

carbon gases are all rapidly evolved in the temperature range 700-900*C,

where little water is produced. The fifth phase is the previously dis-

cussed high temperature formation of carbon oxides. To be compared with

the foregoing, the pyrolysis of bituminous coal occurs in four somewhat

less distinct phases. Again, surface moisture is driven off at low

(<100*C) temperatures followed by the liberation of pyrolytically formed

water at peak temperatures just below 400'C. Between 400 and 900*C, the

coal softens and the bulk of the hydrocarbons are evolved. Above 900*C,

CO and H2 are the principal products evolved.

It appears, as Wolfs et al. (1960) hypothesized, that hydroxyl

functional groups may be playing a key role in determining pyrolysis

behavior. In the case of lignite pyrolysis, hydrocarbon formation is

observed at temperatures between 500 and 600C and between 700 and 900*C,

but not between 600 and 700C (evident in Fig. 1-8). This "plateau"



coincides with the principal water formation step. During pyrolysis

of bituminous coal, water formation occurs prior to the hydrocarbon

formation phase, and no plateau is observed. It is possible that the

hydroxyl groups consume hydrogen which could otherwise serve to stabilize

hydrocarbon radicals; in the absence of hydrogen, these radicals repoly-

merize to form a solid cross-linked residue. The bituminous coal has

a higher initial hydrogen to carbon ratio; when the removal of hydrogen

in the form of pyrolytically formed water is allowed for, the bituminous

coal has a much higher effective hydrogen to carbon ratio than the lignite.

Secondary Reactions and Mass Transport Limitations

This section will focus principally on the behavior of the bituminous

coal; the lignite showed only small effects of external pressure variation.

Fig. 1-24 and 1-25 show that the principal effects of increased pressure

during pyrolysis are observed only above peak temperatures of 700 to 750*C.

At these temperatures, the coal has already completely softened and forms

a uniform layer on the screens. The thickness of this layer does show

some dependence on the diameter of the original coal particles.

From an analysis of compositional changes occurring with increased

mass transport resistance, it is apparent that the principal reactions

involved are of the tar cracking variety (Fig. 1-18). Thus transport

of the tar appears to be in competition with secondary cracking reactions:

rTrans tar product

tar (in particle)

rCrack

lighter hydrocarbons + coke

where rTrans and rCrack represent the rates of transport and cracking,

respectively. Under pseudo steady conditions, the ratio of actually
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observed tar (X) to the maximum possible yield(X ) is given by

x r +Transr +(r /r )
Trans+Crack Crack Trans

Anth6ny et al. (1975) proposed r Transk /P
Tns T Ext, by analogy with a diffusion

coefficient (kT is a constant and PExt is the pressure within the reactor). An

equation of this form was quite successful in modelling eight loss data of the

type shown in Fig. 1-18.

Although the escape of the bulk of the volatiles is certainly not charac-

teristic of diffusion ( the volatiles are seen to emerge as jets from the sur-

face of the coal), an equation with a 1/p pressure dependence fits the very

strong pressure dependence of tar yield in the range from high vacuum to atmos-

pheric, while simple models of pressure driven flow cannot. The implication is

that while the transport of gaseous products out of the coal is governed by

hydrodynamic flow, the transport of tar away from the coal may be an evapora-

tive process. Estimates of the vapor pressure of tar support this view.

It is also possible to estimate the activagion energy of the cracking reac-

tions by noting that they always begin to manifest themselves in the range

of peak temperatures between 700 and 8000 C. Since the typical experiment

involves a heating rate of 10000C/sec and a cooling rate of 2000 C/sec, then

it can be shown from the prviously derived equation for non-isothermal kinetics

that the cracking reactions have a minimum activation energy close to 60 kcal/mole

13 -l
(assuming an Arrhenius pre-exponential of around 10 sec ).

1.5.2 Hydropyrolysis

It appears that the interaction of pyrolyzing coal and externally provided

gaseous hydrogen begins at temperatures marking the principal hydrocarbon for-

mation steps of ordinary pyrolysis., All of the products observed during ordinary



pyrolysis are also observed during hydropyrolysis; the product chiefly resonsi-

ble for the increased yields observed during hydropyrolysis is methane. It is

likely that the hydrogen acts to stabilize radicals formed during cleavage

of hydrocarbon likages within the coal.

In the case of lignite hydropyrolysis, in which the variation of particle

diameter indicated a regime of primarily chemical control, the pressure de-

pendence of product yields is apparently complicated, but a model of the form

indicated below is suggested for pressures less than 69 atm H2(=1000 psig,see

k4
Fig. 1-23). 2

k +H12
COAL-- VOLATILES + "ACTIVE SITES"(C )

k 3 HAR

It can be shown by assuming a 'quasi steady-state' for the concentration of

active sites that the ultimate yield of methane predicted by the above competi-

tive model is
k2C
2 o

k

(CH 4) 
3 * 2

o P + 1
k H2
32

(assuming that the methane forming reaction is first order in hydrogen pressure

and that the initial concentration of active sites is C . Zahradnik and Glenn

(1971) and Johnson (1977) have used such an empirical form with some success.

The data at pressures greater than 1000 psig in Fig. 1-23 obviously cannot be

explained by such a simple form.

Anthony et al.(1976) suggested that the principal mechanism of interaction

of externally provided hydrogen gas with pyrolyzing coal is via stabilization

of reactive volatiles. Although the data in Fig. 1-25 clearly show that the

tar itself is not stabilized during hydropyrolysis (yields from 69 atm hydro-

pyrolysis are as low as those from 69 atm pyrolysis) , other products of tar

hydrocracking are evident.



Lignite pyrolysis produces rather low yields of tar, even under vacuum con-

ditions.The lignite does however show substantially enhanced yields during hydro-

pyrolysis. The principal product responsible for the enhanced yields is methane;

the other major products of lignite pyrolysis remain largely unaffected by

the presence of hydrogen. This may be construed as evidence for a heterogeneous

process.

Since the data in Figures 1-19 and 1-24 suggest that hydrogen begins to

have a measurable effect on weight loss at peak temperatures between 700 and

800 C, then the reaction kI 'may be characterized by the same type of distribu-

tion. of activation energies as the secondary reactions; i.e . with a large frac-

tion of the reactions 'having activation energies over 60 kcal/mole.



1.6 Conclusions

The following are the major conclusions of this investigation:

1. Coal rank and pyrolysis temperature are the most significant determinants

of product composition.

2. There is very little effect of heating rate on the composition of volatiles

or the kinetics of their formation (conclusion drawn for high rates of heat-

ing primarily).

3. Variation of particle diameter and external pressure can substantially

affect the character of products produced during pyrolysis. This effect is

most pronounced ina coal normally characterized by high yields of tar and

is minimal in a lignite which produces little tar. It is felt that secon-

dary tar cracking reactions may be the reason for the frequent discrepancy

between the results of the standard proximate volatile matter test and rapid

pyrolysis yields.

4. There is good correlation between certain products of pyrolysis (e.g. CO2V

1120) and structural features of the raw coal (e.g. carboxyl groups,hydroxyl

groups). The rather important role ascribed to hydroxyl groups by Wolfs et

al. (1960) has received support from these data.

5. The pyrolysis process occurs in several distinct stages, each characterized

by a particular set of products. A pyrolysis model describing weight loss

behavior with a distribution of activation energies has received support from

individual product kinetic data.

6. A small effect of hydrogen gas can be seen rather 'early' in the pyrolysis

process, but the full effects of hydropyrolysis are not observed until a sub-

stantial portion of the ordinary pyrolysis process has run its course. In

the case of bituminous coal hydropyrolysis, hydrogen has no apparent effect

on a portion of the tar which is formed at low temperatures. Hydrogen does

mt stabilize high temperature tar, but may stabilize small tar fragments.
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2.0 Introduction

There is very likely no need to present here a lengthy discussion on

the importance of coal conversion research; the U.S. appears committed, in

the foreseable future, to a heavy dependence on fossil fuels, of which

coal is the most abundant. It is not surprising then that both the

popular press and professional engineering literature abound with the

results of ongoing coal research, and calls for yet further research. Nor

is this interest in coal conversion only a recent phenomenon. Included in

the appendix to this thesis is an editorial appearing in Industrial and

Engineering Chemistry in 1942, calling for more research in the area. This

exhortation from 33 years ago may be even more timely today.

The conversion of coal to usable energy can be either direct, via

combustion, or indirect via synthetic fuels produced from coal (e.g. syn-

thetic natural gas, coal oil, solvent refined solids). Much of the chemistry

of interest in coal conversion work occurs at temperatures above which the

raw coal itself beings spontaneously to decompose (generally above 350*C).

This thermally induced degradation is termed pyrolysis and synonyms

include carbonization or devolatilization.

The pyrolysis reaction yields three classes of products, as shown

below:

Coal A Gases + Liquids + Solids

The nature and relative amounts of these products depend on a number of

factors:

1. The chemical and physical characteristics of the raw coal

2. The time-temperature history to which the coal is exposed

(including heating rate).

3. The preparation of the coal (e.g. particle diameter).



4. The nature of the reactor in which the coal is pyrolyzed (including

total operating pressure, presence of any reactive gases, product

residence time, catalytic surfaces, etc.)

These variables can all play major roles in determining the nature of a

pyrolysis process, and will be examined in detail on this thesis.

Pyrolysis itself (that is, thermal degradation of coal in an inert

gaseous environment) can serve as a coal conversion process. The processes

used to produce metallurigical coke and coal tar chemicals are simple

pyrolysis processes. Recently, there has been increasing interest in using

processes based only upon pyrolysis to produce crude synthetic fuels.

In other types of conversion processes, pyrolysis is either a precursor

to the chemistry of interest, or else occurs concurrently with it. Examples

include hydrogasification and combustion of coal. In the latter case, the

inflammability of pulverized coal is strongly tied to the pyrolysis behavior

of the coal (see Essenhigh and Howard, 1971).

Hydrogasification of coal to synthetic natural gas (CH4) also involves

a partially pyrolytic mechanism:

slow
C + 2H2 CH (Slow Hydrogasification)

fast
Coal 0Pyrolysis Products (Pyrolysis)

+H
2

CH + Other Products

Goal+ H fastCoal + H2 H + Other Products (Hydropyrolysis)

Hydropyrolysis simply implies pyrolysis in a gaseous hydrogen environment.

The hydropyrolysis (synonyms hydrocarbonization, flash hydrogenation)

reaction is many times faster than the slow hydrogasification reaction.
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Because of the high rates of conversion and reportedly high yields which

can be obtained via hydropyrolysis, a fair amount of interest has recently

been focussed upon this reaction. This thesis will explore how hydropyroly-

sis is related to ordinary pyrolysis.

To summarize, the pyrolysis phenomenon is common to all thermally

induced coal conversion processes. To gain a fuller understanding of coal

pyrolysis phenomena will have two benefits. In the short term, there is

interest in pyrolysis itself as a coal conversion process; while the work

herein described is not concerned with the development of any particular

process, the results obtained can help guide design of such processes. In

the longer term, an understanding of the pyrolysis phenomena will help

provide insight into many other types of reactions involving coal.

The objectives of this investigation are, broadly speaking, to provide

a comprehensive picture of the chemical and physical processes occurring

during pyrolysis, and to explain them in terms of the effect of significant

variables. The specific objectives of this thesis were:

- Characterization of the products of pyrolysis and hydropyrolysis

as a function of the previously listed variables.

- Determination of the chemical kinetics of pyrolysis and hydropyroly-

sis.

- Examination, of the interrelationship between pyrolysis and

hydropyrolysis.

- Development of models to explain observed phenomena.

It is apparent that some of the above objectives are much more firmly in

hand than others. The nature of the work has been primarily exploratory,

mandated to a great extent by the large number of variables considered.

The results presented here can provide direction for many future studies.



Introduction to Nomenclature and Conventions

This section defines a few terms and conventions used throughout this

thesis. All coal analyses are reported on an as-received basis except where

otherwise noted. The decision to use the as-received basis (that is,

uncorrected for the moisture and ash content of the coal) was based on a

desire to provide results which convey the truest picture of overall coal

behavior. In all cases, sufficient information is provided to correct the

results to one of the other standard bases:

1. dry (= moisture free, MF) - All mass ratios calculated relative to

the mass of coal after drying according to A.S.T.M. procedure.

percent as-received x 100
Percent dry =

100 - percent moisture

2. Moisture and ash free (MAF = Dry Ash Free, DAF) - All mass ratios

calculated relative to the mass of coal corrected for moisture and

ash content, as determined by the A.S.T.M. procedure.

percent maf = percent as-received x 100

100 - percent moisture - percent ash

3. Dry mineral matter free (DMMF) - calculated as dry, ash free

except substituting mineral matter content for ash (not equivalent).

The significance of the difference between a dmmf basis and a daf

basis will be explored in a later section.



3.0 Background

3.'1 The Importance of Coal Type in Determining Pyrolysis Behavior

The chemical and physical nature of a raw coal or lignite has a

profound effect upon its behavior during pyrolysis. It has long been

recognized that coals of different ranks give markedly different products

upon pyrolysis. Lignites give fairly high yields of volatiles, but not

much tar, and the chars do not agglomerate strongly. Bituminous coals

can also give a high yield of volatiles, but a large fraction can be

in the form of tar. Bituminous chars also are frequently swollen and/or

strongly agglomerated. Anthracites give low volatile yields and do not

"cake". Even within the single rank classification of "bituminous coals",

the differences in pyrolysis behavior are large, as is evidenced by the

fact that some bituminous coals are highly valved for their coke-making

characteristics, while others are not suitable for coke-making.

In this section, the important chemical and physical characteristics

of coal are briefly reviewed, as is some of the evidence for how these

factors influence the pyrolysis behavior of coals. Coal is, in general,

comprised of an inorganic part and an organic part. The first subsection

is concerned with the constitution of the inorganic part, the second

subsection with the organic fraction viewed on a macroscopic scale, and

the third subsection with the organic fraction viewed on a molecular level.

In this work, two coals were chosen as being representative of two

important classes of U.S. coals. The first was a partially dried

Montana Lignite from the Savage Mine of the Knife River Coal Mining

Company. This lignite was chosen as a representative of the large

reserves of low-rank Western coals. Table 3.1-1 gives the usual analy-

ses for the lignite and for the second coal studied, a Pittsburgh Seam
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Table 3.1-1 Characteristics of the Coals Examined

Proximate Analysis,

Wt.% (as-received)

Ultimate Analysis,

Wt.% (as-received)

Petrographic Analysis,

Wt.% (mineral-matter-free)

Bituminous
1.4

38.9

48.4

11.3

Carbon

Hydrogen

Nitrogen

Sulfur

Oxygen*

Moisture

Ash

Lignite
59.3

3.8

0.9

1.1

18.2

6.8

9.9

Bituminous
67.8

4.8

1.3

5.3

8.1

1.4

11.3

Vitrinites

Semi-Fusinite

Fusinite

Micrinite

Exinite
+ Resinite

Lignite
69.7

15.2

7.9

5.2

2.0

Bituminous
84.5

4.5

3.3

4.4

3.3

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 TOTAL 100.0 100.0 TOTAL 100.0

* By difference.

t The Lignite is a partially dried Montana Lignite from the Savage Mine of the

Knife River Coal Mining Company.

tt The Pittsburgh Seam (No. 8) Bituminous coal is from the Ireland Mine of the
Consolidation Coal Company.

Moisture

V.M.

F.C.

Ash

Lignite
t

6.8

36.9

46.4

9.9

100.0



(No. 8) Bituminous from the Ireland Mine of the Consolidation Coal

Company. The bituminous coal is considered representative of Eastern

U.S. high-sulfur caking coals.

It is noted that the lignite is "partially dried". The decision

to use a lignite in this form rather than "as-mined" was primarily

dictated by an interest in product analysis. Since the lignite is an as-

mined state contained about 30% moisture by weight, the water product

would have acted as a diluent in product streams, making analysis of the

more interesting hydrocarbon fractions more difficult.

Referring to Table 3.1-1, the volatile matter (V.M.) test for coal

is in itself a pyrolysis experiment, i.e. pyrolysis for 7 minutes at

950'C. Typically., the values of the volatile matter plus moisture

(determined by drying at 107*C) from standard ASTM procedures are less

than total yields available from rapid pyrolysis, implying that "fixed

carbon" (F.C.) is not necessarily such for all pyrolysis processes.

(The fixed carbon is calculated by difference from the weight of the

coal less volatile matter, less moisture, and less ash as determined by

complete combustion of the sample). Reasons for the difference between

volatile matter as determined by the ASTM vs. rapid pyrolysis will be

discussed in various section of this thesis.

The significance of the behavior of coal mineral matter on the

otherwise straightforward ultimate analysis will be discussed in the next

subsection, and the influences of the petrographic composition on pyrolysis

work in the subsection following that.



3.1.1 Mineral Matter in Coal

A good review of the literature on mineral matter in coal is

provided by Ode (in Lowry, 1963). A large amount of data has also been

gathered on the behavior of ash and mineral matter in coals similar to

those examined in this work (Padia, 1976).

There is often a minor problem in interpretation of literature data

on coal compositions caused by a failure to distinguish between the ash

and mineral matter contents of a coal. Since a determination of the ash

"content" is a much more straightforward and standard measurement than

a direct mineral matter determination, the value of the former is often

used where, strictly speaking, only the value of the latter is correct.

This is especially important in determination of the oxygen content of

the coal, since this quantity is typically calculated by difference

after all else (i.e. C,H,N,S,ash,moisture) in the coal has been accounted

for. Some of the factors which account for the difference between the

weight of ash and mineral matter are water of hydration and CO2 being

driven off from clay minerals and carbonates, and pyrites burning to

iron oxides, liberating sulfur oxides which may or may not be captured

by other coal mineral components (such as cations in low-rank coals). It

has been determined empirically that a fair estimate of mineral matter

content is available from ash values and a knowledge of the tar sulfur

content of the coal by use of the Parr formula (ASTM Standard Specifica-

tions for Classification of Coals by Rank D388-38):

Mineral Matter (wt%) = 1.08 x Ash(wt%) + 0.55 x Sulfur(wt%)



Given (1975) suggests an improvement upon the Parr formula, based on

mineral matter determinations by acid demineralization:

Mineral Matter = 1.13 x Ash + 0.47 S pyritic + 0.5 Cl

According to this formula, the coals used in this study have the following

mineral matter contents:

Ash Mineral Matter

Montana Lignite 9.9 11.3

Pittsburgh Seam Bituminous 11.3 14.1

A better estimate of the mineral matter is available from a detailed

study of the mineral matter in coals obtained from the same mines (Padia,

1976). Padia derived the following stoichiometrically based relationship

between mineral matter and ash composition (see Table 3.1-2 for reactions

considered):

Mineral Matter = Ash + 0.625 S pyr. coal + 0.833 Fsulfate -sulfate xAsh

coal coal lOO

+.Ash F162(SiO + Al 0 ) + 0.79(CaO)
100 2 2 3 Ash Ash

+ 1.1(Mg0)Ash]

(where all quantities are weight percents)

This correlation gives good agreement with low temperature ashing

(LTA) results. Low temperature ashing involves oxidizing the organic

material in coal with an oxygen plasma at a temperature no higher than

180*C, presumably leaving the mineral matter intact. Given et al. (1975)

feel that low temperature ashing may still lead to errors in mineral
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Table 3.1-2 Principal Reactions that Contribute to Mineral Matter Weight Loss (after Padia, 1976)

Al2 Si205(OH) 4

(Kaolinite)

CaCO 3

(Calcite)

CaMg(C03)
2

(Dolomite)

X(SO4 )

X = Ca, Mg, "Fe2 / 3 '

550-6000C

710-950 0 C

740-800*C

Al203 + 2SiO2 + 2H20

CaO + CO2

CaO + MgO + 2CO2

XO + s03
600-1450*C

During oxidation only:

FeS2 + 3.502 - - Fe203 + 2SO2
(pyrites) 5000C

)

I



matter determination because oxidized organic sulfur may react with and be

retained in the mineral matter. They suggest that the acid leaching

technique of Bishop and Ward (1958) is the only reliable technique for

mineral matter determination.

A straightforward improvement, based on simple stoichiometry, can

be made to the formula suggested by Padia. Since Sio in coal ash can
2

arise from either Kaolinite dehydration (as assumed in deriving the

formula) or from inert Quartz, it would be more appropriate to base the

term for Kaolinite dehydration on Al203 alone, rather than the sum of

Al 0 + Si2 The revision leads to the following:2 3 2

Mineral Matter = Ash + 0.625(S pyritic) + 0.833 S - -S AshsuF aesulfate x i
coal ash 100

+ Ash 0.354(Al 0 ) + 0.79(Ca0) + 1.1(Mg0)100[ 23 Ash Ash Ash

where, again "Ash" represents the weight percent of ash residence based

on raw coal, and all other quantities represent weight percents of the

ash itself, except for the term for sulfate content of the coal.

By assuming that the ash compositions found by Padia hold for the

samples under study here, the following ash compositions can be used for

determining mineral matter:



lb

Percent by weight of raw coal Montana Linite Pittsburgh Bituminous

Total Ash 9.95 -11.33

Al 0 xAsh 1.62 2.172 3 100

CaO x Ash3.18 0.61

mg Ash 0.96 0.08

Slft ash x 0.537 0.186

Ssulfate coal 0.0791 0.751

Spyr coal 0.220 2.74

S 0.82 1.77
org coal

Mineral Matter (by revised 13.9 14.8
Padia formula)

Organic Oxygen (by diff., 15.6 8.48
as-rcvd., corrected for
inorganic CH, S)

Although final results were not available at the time of this

writing, preliminary indications are that agreement between the formula

and the method of Bishop and Ward is acceptable.

Since in deriving the mineral matter formula, it is assumed

that all Al20 came from koalinite dehydration, that all CO2 came from2 3

calcite (CaCO3), or dolomite (CaCO3-MgCO3 ) decomposition, and that

sulfur oxides could come from sulfate decompositions, then it should be

possible to back-calculate the inorganic oxygen loss (which, when it

appears as H2 0 and CO 2 product is indistinguishable from organic

oxygen). Again, the relevant reactions are given in Table 3.1-2.

x 16 AshOxygen in H20 f rom Kaolinite =(yg-I) (. 354) (AI 0 x -2 1823 l0O0
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Oxygen in CO2from Calcite = (2) (0.79) (Ca0 xAshOxgn n02 44 ~ 100

32 Ash
Oxygen in CO2 from Dolomite ( A)s(1.h1) (MgO X )

2 100

48 Ash
Oxygen in SO3 from Sulfates 80 )(Ssulfate Ssulfate x 100

coal ash

This summation yields for the two coals:

Lignite Bituminous

Inorganic oxygen as H20 0.5 .68

as CO2 2.6 .76 (and SO )
2 ___x

Total Inorganic 0 3.1 1.44

Organic 0 15.6 8.48

Total 0 18.7 9.92

The total oxygen is the appropriate value for computing oxygen mass

balances, while the organic oxygen is the correct value for structural

considerations. Note that in the case of the lignite, the actual

total oxygen is within 5% of the oxygen computed by difference, assuming

the ash measurement to represent mineral matter, while in the case of

bituminous coal, the by difference-ash value is more than 20% different.

The other important role which the mineral matter can play in coal

is that of catalyst for organic reactions. Unfortunately opinion is

somewhat divided on the effect of various components. Alkali metals

have long been thought to have catalytic effect on the reaction of

coals and chars with hydrogen. Various oxides, carbonates and chloride

salts have been impregnated into coals and chars by various techniques

to enhance conversion rates. For example, the Batelle Treated Coal (BTC)

Process involves impregnation of a Pittsburgh Seam #8 coal with CaO by

treatment of the coal in an aqueous solution of CaO and NaOH (the coal



studied is very similar to that studied in this thesis). The reactivity

of the coal to hydrogen, as measured by weight loss, is substantially

increased, and it appears that the rate of initial devolatilization may

also be increased ( Chauhan et al., 1977). However, the treatment of

coal with strong alkali (such as NaOH) may have other important struc-

tural effects, such as turning phenolic hydroxyls into phenoxy salts.

As will be discussed in the section on pyrolytic mechanisms, this may

hinder certain condensation reactions within the coal structure, and

have an effect on yield only on that basis, rather than a catalytic

basis.

From some work on hydrogasification of a (non-coal derived) char

mixed with various minerals, Tomita et al. (1977) conclude that many

calcium containing minerals inhibit the hydrogasification process while

iron-containing species catalyze it.

Lignites contain many carboxylic groups, most of which are in salt

form (this will be discussed in the section on coal structure). It has

been suggested that the cations associated with the carboxylates can

have catalytic effect. A study in which an acid ion-exchanged lignite

is pyrolyzed or hydropyrolyzed may shed light on the catalytic

significance of these structures. Johnson (1975a) found a marked

effect of cationic calcium and sodium species during slow hydrogasification

and steam gasification of lignite. It is not certain whether this effect

can manifest itself during rapid pyrolysis or hydropyrolysis.

A careful study comparing the rapid pyrolysis and hydropyrolysis

behavior of raw and acid demineralized coals could shed a great deal

of light on the auto-catalysis question.



3.1.2 Petrographic Analysis and its Relation to Pyrolysis Behavior

An important chemical characteristic of coal is the heterogeneity

of its organic material. Coal petrography is concerned with the charac-

terization of coal as an "organic rock" composed of varying amounts of

real minerals (e.g. SiO 2) and "organic minerals", known as macerals.

Maceral fractions are observable by microscopic examination of thin

sections of coal with transmitted light (in which the different maceral

types show up as various shades of reds, yellows, browns, blacks) or

by examination of polished samples under reflected light (in which

the macerals show up as black, white, or various shades of gray). Some

of the maceral fractions show distinctly their fossil origins (e.g. woody

tissue, plant spores, charred woody tissue).

Although there are many more readily identifiable maceral components,

for ease of discussion, they are categorized into three principal

maceral groups:

- Vitrinites

- Exinites

- Inertinites

Unfortunately, a particular maceral can vary considerably, both

compositionally and chemical behavior-wise, from coal to coal. Some details

of chemical structure are given in the next section, here only broad

trends are noted. The differences between macerals decrease with

increasing "rank" (age or extent of coalification-higher rank coals

have higher carbon contents). This is illustrated in Fig. 3.1-1 in

which the atomic C/H ratio is plotted as a function of rank for the

three principal maceral groups (Kessler, 1973).

From the standpont of physical and chemical properties, exinites
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are characterized by the' higest hydrogen content, volatile matter

content and heating value of all the macerals of a particular rank.

Inertinites have the highest density and greatest degree of aromaticity

at any particular rank. Vitrinite, which is by far the most abundant

of the three maceral groups, usually exhibits chemical and physical

properties between the extremes of exinite and inertinite (Dryden, 1963).

The rank and overall chemical composition of a coal are alone not

sufficient, in general terms, to predict the pyrolysis behavior of that

coal. As has already been noted, exinites give higher yields of volatiles

than do vitrinites, which in turn give higher yields than do inertinites

(represented by micrinite in Fig. 3.1-2). It appears that in addition

to differences in total yields, there are compositional differences

among the products from the three maceral groups. For example, exinites

produce significantly more tar and more straight char paraffins and ole-

fins than vitrinites, whose products tend to be more "phenolic" in nature

(Howard, 1963 and Boyer et al., 1961).

There have, naturally, been many attempts to relate petrographic

composition to coking behavior. In general, only coals of bituminous

rank are able to "coke" (soften, partially decompose, and resolidify

to a hard, carbon-rich solid). Vitrinite is the maceral which is primarily

responsible for this coking behavior. Exinites become more fluid during

pyrolysis, but volatilize to such a great extent that they cannot form

a coke. Inertinites, as their name implies, do not participate in the

coking reactions to any great extent, but their presence in small

quantities contributes to the mechanical strength of cokes. (Given, 1976).

The liquefaction behavior of macerals mirrors their pyrolysis behavior-

vitrinites and exinites are much more easily converted to liquid products
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than is inertinite (Davis, 1976).

The coals chosen for the present study are characterized by high

vitrinite contents (see Table 3.1-1). It is this component which is

expected to determine principally the pyrolysis behavior of these coals.

The lignite has a fairly high inertinite content (fusinite + semi-fusinite +

micrinite = 28.3 vol.%, mineral matter free basis). This material may

be expected to act almost as a "diluent" in the same sense as mineral

matter. In neither coal is the exinite (exinite + resinite) present in

large enough quantities to be a major actor, but it is sure to contribute

a large fraction of its weight to volatile product, which, because of

richer hydrogen content, maybe a rather more desirable product than

those from vitrinite.

It may reasonably be asked, then, given the rather striking dif-

ferences between maceral fractions, would it not make sense to study

them separately? The answer would almost certainly be yes but for

two important factors. The first is that good maceral separation is

difficult (especially exinite), and the second is that individual maceral

work alone can provide only a partial answer to the question of how

real coals behave during pyrolysis or hydropyrolysis (there may well be

importantinteraction effects). The decision was made, in this rather

exploratory work, to first get data on the composite material, that is,

on the whole coal.

One final note of caution concerning the difference in maceral

fractions; each of the different petrographic components has a different

resistance to mechanical breakage (Parks, 1963); consequently the grind-

ing and sifting operations involved in preparing experimental particles



run the risk of enriching a sample in certain fractions -relative to others.

Thus a systematic study of the effect of particle diameter on yields may

be measuring this effect in addition to a mass transfer effect. This

effect was briefly studied during the course of this thesis, and it is

tentatively concluded, at least with bituminous coal, that maceral enrich-

ment was not a major factor in particle diameter effects (see section on

discussion of experimental results). Such a conclusion is not universal,

however, inasmuch as it is claimed that more reactive components are

preferentially reduced to smaller sizes, and this is the principle behind

the Burstlein and Sovaco processes of coke blending (Biemann et al., 1963).

3.1.3. The Chemical Structure of Coal

The pyrolysis of relatively simple hydrocarbon compounds is

complex and/or poorly understood. Therefore, it comes as little surprise

that the chemical mechanisms of coal pyrolysis are poorly understood.

The characterization of the products of coal pyrolysis is a sizable

task - as already noted, the products are usually present in all the

three states of matter, gaseous, liquid, and solid. The number of

distinct chemical species is large, and to facilitate data analysis one

must usually resort to judiciously grouping the products into a few key

classes of compounds. The analysis of the pyrolysis products is of

course, the subject of another section of this thesis.

Unfortunately in studying coal pyrolysis the characterization of the

reactant is as difficult, if not more difficult than, the characterization

of the products of the process. Because coal is a somewhat heterogenous

insoluble solid with a large number of distinct properties, many of the



traditional chemical and spectroscopic techniques for organic structure

determination cannot be applied easily or unambiguously. Therefore

there is still a fair amount of debate over what constitutes a represen-

tative structure for a "coal molecule" (and even over whether such a

concept even makes sense).

No attempts have been made during the course of the work described

in this thesis to determine directly the chemical structure of the

principal coals studied. These structural characteristics must therefore

be inferred from a knowledge of the more traditional classification

parameters, those from the proximate, ultimate, and petrographic analyses

of the coal.

This section is intended to serve as a brief review of current

thinking on the structure of coals. There are a number of more extensive

reviews available on the subject. Some of the older work in the field

can be found in various reviews in Lowry (1945). More recent reviews are

those in Francis (1961), in Van Krevelen (1961), and those by Dryden,

and Tschamler and de Ruiter (both in Lowry, 1963) Speight (spectroscopic

techniques, primarily, 1971), Tingey and Morrey (1973), and those each

year by Pennsylvania State University during its Short Course on Coal

(e.g. Given, 1976).

Most studies of coal structure have focussed upon the vitrinite

maceral, in some studies by design, but in others on whole coals,

merely because vitrinite is the most plentiful of the macerals and hence

dominates the behavior of the coal. It should therefore be kept in mind

that the results given below, except where they are given for individual

maceral components, represent averages over all the macerals contained
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within a particular coal.

The literature on coal structure determination also contains a fair

amount of information derived from work on "coal extracts" and other

solvated coal fractions. An attempt has been made to stay away from

these results to as great an extent as possible. The reason for this

reluctance to include data from solvation type work (which renders a

liquid product that is amenable to more powerful analysis techniques)

hinges upon the word "fraction"; coal is never 100% soluble under

conditions which are likely to preserve its basic structure. Since the

fraction that is soluble cannot be simply related to any particular

maceral components, the information derived on "coal liquids" represents

information on an ill-defined fraction of the coal, and is therefore

difficult to apply. The recently developed technique of coal "depolymeri-

zation" with phenol-BF3 permits conversion to soluble fragments under

relatively mild conditions (presumably with a fair amount of structure

preservation). Because in some low rank coals almost total depolymeri-

zation and solution of vitrinite and exinite fractions were possible,

this technique holds promise for structural determination work (Herddy

and co-workers, 1962, 1963, 1964, 1965, 1966).

The Carbon-Hydrogen Structure

It is generally accepted that an important structural characteristic

of coal is its aromaticity, defined as the fraction of carbon in the coal

(or maceral) which is aromatic in nature. Thus much of the work involved

in characterization of the carbon skeleton has involved

determining both the aromaticity and the average number of rings in

condensed polycyclic aromatic "clusters", as a function of coal rank
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(or carbon content). A large number of approaches have been employed,

some principally in the "chemical"-domain, and others in the "physical"

domain.

In the chemical domain, one finds techniques such as polarography

(controlled potential electrolysis), lithium reduction, catalytic hydro-

genolysis, controlled oxidation. These techniques, and their short-

comings are succinctly described by Dryden (Lowry, 1963). A rather

recent attempt at controlled oxidation involved the treatment of coals

and model compounds with sodium hypochlorite (Chakrabartty and coworkers,

1972, 1974, 1974a). The interpretation of these results was that aroma-

ticities derived by the various physical techniques (described below)

were substantially overestimated, and that coal was really characterized

by a polyamantane type skeletal structure (Fig. 3-1.3). Since the

publication of these theories, a number of workers have suggested that

the hypochlorite oxidation is not specific enough, and that the products

of coal liquefaction do not support the existence of adamantane-like

structures in coal (Mayo, 1975, 1976, Ghosh et al., 1975, Aczel et al.,

1975, 1976, Landolt, 1975). Recently, the reaction of flourine gas with

coal has provided further substantiation for aromaticities derived by

various physical techniques, and also cast doubt upon the hypochlorite

work (Huston, et al., 1976).

The estimates of aromaticity obtained by physical means seem to be

still more reliable than those by the older chemical techniques. The

following table, adapted from Tschamler and de Ruiter, (Lowry, 1963) shows

the various physical techniques that have been employed in studying the

structure of coal and the type of structural information derived from each.
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Figure 3.1-3. Polyamantane Structures for Coal Proposed

by- Chakrabartty and Berkowitz (1974).



Measurement Technique Type of Informatin Obtained

X-ray diffraction

Ultraviolet and visible
absorption

Reflectance, Refractive

index

(molecular refraction)

Infrared absorption

Electronic spin resonance

lH(P roton) Nuclear magnetic
resonance

Carbon-13 Nuclear magnetic
resonance

Electrical Conductivity

Diamagnetic susceptability

Dielectric constant

Sound velocity

Density (molar volume)

- Single distribution of aromatic ring systems

- Average diameter of aromatic lamellae

- Mean Bond Length

- Average thickness of the packets of

lamellae

- Aromaticity

- Aromaticity (mostly applied to coal
extracts)

- Average aromatic ring size

- Aromatic "surface area"

- Optical anisotropy

- Ratio of aromatic to aliphatic hydrogen

- Presence of particular structures

(e.g. -OH, CHar, CHal, (C=C)ar,C=O)

- Aromaticity (?)

- Presence of free radicals

- Ratio of aromatic to aliphatic hydrogen

- Aromaticity

- Structural Features

- Changes in size of aromatic ring systems

- Average number of aromatic rings

- Dipole moment

- Aromaticity

- Aromaticity

- Ring condensation index

,o9



It is beyond the scope of this brief review to present details of all

these techniques and their results; again, the reader is referred to the

previously cited reviews on the subject.

As is apparent from the table, there have been many techniques

applied to the study of aromaticity. The results of several of these

are shown in Fig. 3-1.4. Included in the figure are three sets of data

from Van Krevelen (1961), which were obtained via "physical constitution

analyses", a set of data from the x-ray scattering work of Cartz and

Hirsch (1960), and some rather recent carbon-13 nuclear magnetic reson-

ance work by VanderHart and Retcofsky (1976).

By doing empirical studies on many hydrocarbons Van Krevelen and

several coworkers developed several ingenious correlations between

measurable physical properties and some much more difficult to measure

structural parameters. The C's in Fig. 3.1-4 refer to data on vitrinites

for which heats of combustion and elemental composition were the measured

quantities and the aromaticity (fa = ratio of aromatic carbon to total

carbon) and ring condensation index (2[R-1]/C, where R = number of

saturated plus unsaturated rings per coal "unit" and C = number of carbon

atoms per coal "unit") are calculated. The D's refer to the case in

which elemental composition and vitrinite density were the measured

peroperties, and the V's to the case in which elemental composition and

the velocity of sound waves in vitrinites were measured.

The x-ray work of Hirsch (together with Cartz and Diamond) provided

much additional valuable data on the skeletal structure of coal (see

one of the reviews for references to other x-ray studies of coal). The

work involved comparing the x-ray spectrum of coal (at large and medium
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scattering angles) to model spectra for small aromatic crystallites, and

from that comparison developing histograms of the fraction of carbon

present in each size of crystallite.' From these and other data and assump-

tions, Hirsch was able to determine the size distribution of aromatic

ring systems, their mean bond length, the average thickness of the

packets of lamellae (or "layers"), and the aromaticity of several

vitrains and maceral enriched components.

Hirsch's data on aromaticity fall consistently below Van Krevelen' s,

but it is not surprising that agreement is not better because of the

large number of assumptions embodied in all these analyses. Unfortunately

a subsequent test of Hirsch's method of analyzing the x-ray spectra

cast serious doubt upon the reliability of his data (Brooks and Stephens,

1965; many of the cited reviews unfortunately were published before this

evidence came to light).

The application of carbon-13 NMR to solid coal structure determinations

13 1
was made possible by relatively recent development of C - H cross

polarization technique (Pines et al., 1977). It appears that the cross

polarization technique may be made even more powerful when combined with

"magic angle" spinning; Bartuska et al, (1976) were able to obtain well

resolved spectra of lignites and anthracites, materials with which

VanderHart and Retcofsky had difficulties.

13
The carbon-13 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance ( C-NMR) data of VanderHart

and Retcofsky (1976) appear to support the trends evident in both Van

Krevelen's and Cartz and Hirsch's data, but agree much more closely with

13
Van Krevelents estimates'. Not shown on the figure are some C-NMR data

recently presented by Farcasiu et al. (1976, data attributed to Pines).



These data, for bituminous and subbituminous coals suggest aromaticities

up to 50% lower than those obtained on comparable rank coals by

VanderHart and Retcofsky. But because of the apparently large uncertain-

ty (12-19% absolute) in these data, combined with a lack of details

concerning the measurement, they were not included here (for comparison,

VanderHart and Retcofsky claimed '4% accuracy in their work, but curiously

their spectra did not appear to be better resolved than those presented

by Farcasiu).

Although uncertainties still remain, the agreement between the data

from three (or five, if one counts each physical constitution technique

separately) widely varying methods is sufficiently good, so that some

predictive power may already be available. In general, the degree of

aromaticity increases continuously with rank, rising sharply above 90%

carbon content. In no case have any of the "physical" methods provided

any support for Chakrabartty's sodium hypochlorite oxidation results

(shown on Fig. 3.1-4 as "Na0Cl").

Noting on Fig. 3.1-4 the carbon contents of the Montana lignite

(74.7%0C)and Pittsburgh seam bituminous coal (80.7%C) used in this

study, it can be seen that the aromaticity of the lignite might be

expected to be in the range 0.65 to 0.7, while that of the bituminous

is in the range 0.75 to 0.8. It should also certainly be noted that

using the total carbon content for the coals masks potentially significant

differences between the different maceral fractions in the coals. This

will be discussed below.

Of course aromaticity alone does not completely characterize the

carbon skeletal structure. Information on the distribution of aromatic
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and non-aromatic carbon is necessary as well, and is presented in Fig.

3.1-5, Again, utilizing data from Van Krevelen (1961) and Cartz and Hirsch

(1960), the average number of atoms per aromatic "cluster" is plotted as

a function of rank (carbon content). Van Krevelen's data are, again,

from physical constitution analysis, this time from measurements of

refractive indices and independent estimates of aromaticity. Hirsch's

data are from direct measurements of x-ray scattering from crystallites,

but again open to question of reliability. These data appear to indicate

that in low rank vitrinites, although over 60% of the carbon is aromatic

in nature, most of it exists in single or double ring structures,

presumably linked by some non-aromatic carbons. Looking at averages

alone may be misleading, but the distribution data from Cartz and Hirsch

may be debatable. Recognizing this uncertainty, Cartz and Hirsch claim

lignites possess very few aromatic structures larger than one benzene

ring in size, and that bituminous coals may be characterized by aromatic

structures one to three rings in size. These aromatic structures are

linked by non-aromatic carbon or heteroatom linkages.

According to both sets of data, the average size of condensed

aromatic systems rises sharply as one approaches anthracite rank. Van

Krevelen has measured the properties of anthracites as semiconductors

and has concluded that the following average cluster sizes may be

reasonable:

Percent Carbon Average Number of Atoms per Cluster

91.7 40
93.7 45
94.2 50
95.0 55
96.0 >60
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There have been other attempts made to measure indirectly average

ring sizes in coal by measuring ring sizes in coal extracts, but these

techniques suffer from the obvious shortcoming that since coal is not

100% soluble, one is examining a sample that is not necessarily

representative of whole coal.

It was stated above that for a particular carbon content, different

maceral fractions may have quite different charactersitics. Figure

3.1-6 shows aromaticity and cluster data for various macerals, again taken

from Van Krevelen's density and refraction estimates (curves, data omitted),

Cartz & Hirsch's x-ray data (points), and Tschamler and de Ruiter's x-

ray measurements (points in boxes, 1966). The inertinites are seen

to be most highly aromatic, with the largest ring clusters, and the

exinites least aromatic, with the smallest ring clusters. For the

relatively low rank coals employed in this study, the differences

in average ring size seem to be small between the macerals, but to say

much about relative aromaticities would require a dangerous extrapolation.

The concept of a ring condensation index was introduced earlier,

and is shown plotted as a function of vitrinite rank in Fig. 3.1-7 (data

again from Van Krevelen density estimates, 1961). Again, R is the

average number of rings per structural unit,both aromatic and non-aromatic,

and C is the average number of carbon atoms per structural unit. As was

also reflected in the previous figure, the exinites have the smallest

ring groupings, while the inertinites have the largest. More easily

visualized than the ring condensation index is R itself, the number of

rings per mean structural unit. Van Krevelen chose to represent the coal

as a "polymer", made up of monomers containing one "average" condensed
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aromatic structure. Since we have an estimate for the average number of

aromatic carbons per cluster (N) and the aromaticity (fa), then C and R

are directly calculable:

C = N/fa

R = ( )(Ring condensation index) + 1

Recognizing previously cited dangers inherent in such a calculation,

if we assume reasonable values for N and fa for the Montana lignite and

Pittsburgh seam bituminous studied here, one obtains the "average"

values shown below:

f .2(R-1)
a N C C R

Montana lignite .7 10 .32 14 3.2
Pitts-
burgh seam bituminous .8 14 .35 18 4.2

The conclusion from these admittedly very rough figures is that both coals

must have some non-aromatic ring content (since N = 10 and 14 implies 2

and 3 ring aromatic structures). This may naturally suggest hydroaromatic

structures for which there is now substantial experimental verification.

Mazumdar et al. (1962) employed sulfur and Reggel et al. (1968)

developed a technique for catalytically dehydrogenating hydroaromatic

structures in coal and the latter group presented the data shown in

Fig. 3.1-8 (for bituminous, and subbituminous vitrains and for anthracites).

Reggel et al. conclude from their data that low rank bituminous coals

show the greatest amount of hydroaromatic behavior because higher rank

involves more aromatic character, while lower rank coals (i.e. sub-

bituminous and lignite vitrains) have not yet fully developed hydro-

aromatic character. The Montana lignite would fall in the range of

.25 hydrocarbons liberated per carbon (or 3-4 per "average structural
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unit") and the Pittsburgh bituminous in the .3 to .4 range (or 5-8 per

average structural unit). Within the rather large uncertainty of such

calculations, both these values could be consistent with the previously

derived aromatic cluster sizes and ring condensation indices. For whole

coals, these hydroaromatic hydrogen values may be a bit high; Reggel

et al. (1971) in later work showed that the hydroaromatic content of

whole coals was consistently lower than that of vitrains by about .01 to
HHa

.05 (-a), for bituminous coals).
C

Unfortunately data on total hydrogen distribution is not plentiful

and its reliability is frequently questioned. Chemical techniques have

provided some of the necessary data (such as that for hydroaromatic

hydrogen and phenolic hydrogen), while spectroscopic techniques

(lH-NMR and infrared (IR)) have provided others.

Figure 3.1-9 gives data for total hydrogen distribution in various

coals and maceral fractions. The upper band represents a compilation of

data for coals from all over the world (after Mazumdar, 1972, as an atomic H/C

ratio) as a function of rank (expressed as carbon weight percent, dmmf).

Above approximately 75% carbon, deviations from the band are rare whereas

at about 70% carbon, deviations of up to .05 outside the band may occur.

Data on aliphatic hydrogen content was obtained by both chemical

means (Mazumdar et al., 1962, Van Krevelen, 1961) and by infrared spectro-

scopy, sometimes combined with MR (Brown and Hirsch, 1955, Ladner and Sta-

cey, 1963, Tschamler and deRuiter, 1962 and 1966, Oelert, 1968 and

references within these papers). Although the data again shows a fair

spread and is somewhat sparse for low ranked coals, the trend is clear;

with increasing rank (and therefore aromaticity), the amount of aliphatic

hydrogen decreases.
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There is a great deal of overlap between the principal IR bands of

-l
coal hydroxyl groups (a 3300 cm stretch) and aromatic hydrogens

(a 3030 cm~1 stretch). To therefore measure phenolic hydrogens separately

from aromatic hydrogens is difficult. As a result, chemical techniques

are often used to determine phenolic hydroxyl hydrogen, and aromatic

hydrogen contents are determined by difference (Htotal aromatic +

H + H ). Figure 3.1-9 shows some hydroxyl hydrogen values as
aliphatic OH

functions of rank from studies by Blom (described in Van Krevelen, 1961) and

by Given (1976). In low rank coals, some carboxylate groups are also

present; if these carboxylic groups were in acidic form, these would

contribute to the HOH value as well, but Given (1976) reports that

treatment of lignites with mineral acid causes a change in the IR spectrum

which suggests that these groups in nature are mostly in the metal

cationic salt form. Oxygen functional groups will be discussed in the

next section.

It may be implied by comparison of Figs. 3.1-8 and 3.1-9 that all

hydroaromatic rings cannot be unsubstituted. If one considers as a

model the dehydrogenation of tetralin to naphthalene,

0'>000 +2H,

clearly there are twice as many hydroaromatic hydrogens (displaying

aliphatic characteristics in an IR analysis) as there are hydrogen atoms

liberated. If one extrapolates this behavior to a coal of about 80%

carbon content, then it might be guessed that the coal has at least

.6 to .7 aliphatic hydrogens per carbon atom. The data in Fig. 3.1-9



suggest that this would be on the high side, and that direct interpretatioA

of the data in Fig. 3.1-8 as one half of all hydroaromatic hydrogen would

be incorrect (the other half assumed aromatized during catalytic dehydro-

genation). Two factors could help to explain the discrepancy, one

structural and one experimental. Experimentally, a number of possible

side reactions could occur during dehydrogenation:

R - 0 + 0 - R +R - 0 - 0 - R + H2 (crosslinking)

R - OH + R = 0 + H2 (reduction of hydroxyls)

The decreased solubility of dehydrogenated coal could be ascribed to the

first reaction. Reggel et al. (1968) however feel this is only a minor

contributor in the hydrogen evolution process.

Structurally, some hydroaromatic hydrogen may be present in tertiary

(-t-H) rather than secondary (H-k-H) structures. Clearly the interpreta-

tion of catalytically liberated hydrogen as one half of all hydroaromatic

hydrogen is not correct in this case.

Thus the data on the distribution of aliphatic hydrogen between

methyl (-CH3), methylene (-CH2-) and methin (-C-H) groups is also of

interest. Reliable data on the distribution of hydrogen among these three

types of aliphatic carbon is difficult to obtain for whole coals or macerals.

Broad-line NMR estimates of the fraction of methylene hydrogen were

obtained by Ladner and Stacey (1961, 1964) and their results are shown

plotted in Fig. 3.1-10. Also shown are values measured and calculated

from the literature by Tschamler and DeRuiter (assuming peri-CH3 groups

contribute negligibly, (1962, 1966). The amount of hydrogen present as

part of CH3 in various coals is shown in Fig. 3.1-11. The curves were

obtained by chemical means (Mazumdar et al., 1966, and references therein).

The upper curve was determined by low temperature pyrolysis of the sample,
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wherein it was assumed that all methane product originated from methyl

structures in coal. The lower curve represents an estimate of

the methyl content obtained by the Kuhn-Roth method (involving oxidation

of the methyl groups to acetic acid, steam distilling and titrating).

Also shown are data from Bent et al. (1964) from a combined chemical

method - IR study. The data of Oelert (1968) are considerably higher and

probably not as reliable, since he assumed that no tertiary aliphatic CH

bonds are present in coal, in order to arrive at his estimates from IR

absorption measurements. As will be discussed in the pyrolysis mechanism

section, estimates of methyl content by pyrolysis are somewhat risky.

Unfortunately hydrogen distribution data are_ rather sparse for coal in

the low rank range of interest in this study, and extrapolation to very

low rank is always dangerous. Very approximate estimates of the hydrogen

character of these coals are derived as follows, and presented as part of

Table 3.1-3. The measured total hydrogen to carbon ratios HTT/C are
TOT

obtained from utlimate analysis of the coal. The approximate aliphatic

(Hal/C) and phenolic (HOH/C) hydrogen contents are estimated from the data

in Fig. 3.1-9. It is then possible to calculate the aromatic hydrogen

content as:

H H H H
ar _ HTOT _ Hal _HOH
C C C C

The portion of aliphatic hydrogen in methylene (HCH2/C) groups is

estimated (by extrapolation in the case of lignite) from Fig. 3.1-10.

Similarly the content of methyl (HCH3/C) hydrogen is estimated from 3.1-11.

The content of methin (HC/C) hydrogen is then calculated by difference:
CH

H H
HC aH CH CH

CH al 2 3

C C C C

Finally, the maximum amount of hydrogen which can be liberated by catalytic
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dehydrogenation from hydroaromatic structures is estimated (note that

this probably does not equal total hydroaromatic hydrogen content, because

some methylene hydrogens will be left behind as part of the' aromatic

structures formed during the process). The maximum amount is calculated

as:

HA 1 H CH 2 H CH

C 2( C 
C

it may be noted that given these values for the aliphatic hydrogen dis-

tribution, the values for hydroaromatic hydrogen in Fig. 3.1-8 do appear

on the high side (since methyl groups cannot be hydroaromatic). But again

caution must be exercised in coming to such a conclusion, because petro-

graphic composition effects can play a role. In Fig. 3.1-10 it is clear

that vitrinites have a consistently lower methylene content than whole

coals. This is probably due to the contribution of exinites in the

whole coals. A number of studies have compared the hydrogen distributions

of various macerals. The results of some work is this area are shown

below (the macerals in any column are all from the same coal):

HTOT Hal HTOT Hal HTOT Hal
%C C C %C C C %C C C

Exinite 84.1 .99 .76 81.0 1.03 .96 82.6 1.08 .97

Vitrinite 83.9 .78 .47 79.6 .74 .23 82.3 .80 .32

Inertinite 85.7 .54 .24 90.3 .37 .15 91.6 .47 .14

Tschamler and deRuiter Ladner and Stacey

(1966) (1963)

The differences are obviously very large, and the presence of a signifi-

cant amount of low rank exinite will change the aliphatic hydrogen

content quite substantially.
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Before leaving the subject of hydrogen distribution in coals, two

other points are worth noting. Thq first involves the> existence of

methylene bridges. Brown et al. (1960) concluded from NMR studies of

coal distillates, that no "a" methylene "bridges" (i.e. methylene as a

single methylene group attached to two different aromatic structures e.g.

0 - CH2 - 0), exist in coal. This view has been questioned by Heredy

et al., (1965) based on NMR studies of "depolymerized" coal. The latter

group claims that vacuum pyrolysis of coal is likely to rupture the coal

structure right at methylene bridge sites, converting methylene to

methyl groups, thus destroying them, while depolymerization in phenol-BF3

severs the bond, but protects the methylene group by an "aromatic

interchange" with phenol. Thus, according to Heredy et al., methylene

bridge groups exist and can be expected to be very active druing

pyrolysis processes. This argument seems like a plausible explanation

for the findings of Brown et al.

Another important facet of the carbon hydrogen skeletal structure,

which has not been addressed, is the degree of ring substitution and the

related issue of the distribution of lengths of paraffins substituents.

There has not b een any spectroscopic evidence presented to date to

suggest any unsubstituted olefinic structures in coals, so these are not

considered (see Brown et al., 1960).

Mazumdar et al. (1962) suggest that the sum of the' percentages of

aromatic and hydroaromatic and hydroaromatic carbon are relatively

constant at about 88 + 3%. While this figure is not precisely supported

by the evidence presented thus far, it seems to be a fair approximation.

Since the methyl groups contribute apparently a constant 4 to 5% of



of the weight of carbon, this leaves a maximum of perhaps 10% of the

carbon available for paraffinic chains. Mazumdar feels that these

chains are probably no longer than ethyl groups. This view is supported

by the relatively low yields of long chain paraffins during carbonization

of coal, and during extraction (Franz, 1975). This view again must be

tempered by consideration of the differences between macerals; exinites

are much more aliphatic in nature than the other macerals, sometimes

exhiting alicylic terpene character. Also, there is recent evidence for

very long chain paraffins in coal liquefaction products (Oblad, 1977).

A structural parameter which is frequently calculated is the

aromatic substitution index, defined as:

S Caromatic substituted + Caromatic condensed =

Caromatic total

1- ar 1_

C1fa

It can be seen that both low and medium rank coals will be characterized

by substitution indices in therange 0.6 to 0.8, that is, 60 to 80% of all

aromatic carbons are not attached to hydrogen. Thus even though coal

carbon is primarily concentrated into an aromatic structure, the bulk

of its hydrogen is concentrated in non-aromatic structures.

Oxygen Containing Functional Groups

Oxygen plays a prominent role in determining the chemical nature

of coal. Although it is not present in as large quantities as are

carbon or hydrogen (on an atomic basis), it has nevertheless been as-

cribed an important role in determining the course of pyrolysis processes.



The presence of hydroxyl groups has already been discussed with

respect to hydroxyl hydrogen. Dryden (1963) presents a good summary of the

many techniques used to determine coal hydroxyl content. Coal contains

few measurable alcoholic hydroxyl groups, and as has already been

discussed, carboxylic hydroxyls are typically in salt from (when they

are present at all). Hence, phenolic hydroxyl is the only hydroxyl

group of any concern. Figure 3.1-12 presents the results of Blom

(Van Krevelen, 1961) and Given et al. (1976). In the latter work, a

straight line was fitted to the data of 37 coals in the range of about

74 to 91%C (dmmf). The resulting relation was

0H (%, dmmf) = 33.2 - .35 (% C)

or (OH _24.9
C)C(%,dmmf) - .263

atomic

The agreement of this correlation with the earlier results of Blom

is fair. Fig. 3.1-12 compares the results of the two studies, and also

shows data for the exinite maceral, clearly indicating the latter has

lower hydroxyl content. In general, vitrinites have the highest hydroxyl

content of the principal maceral types.

Van Krevelen (1961) and Dryden (1963) both give several other sets

of data for hydroxyl contents of coals; the decision to draw the curve

as shown through Blom's data was based upon a knowledge of some of these

additional studies.

Fig. 3.1-13 gives some data on oxygen content in the carboxylic

acid (salt) form and carboxylate methyl ester form. It can clearly be

seen that these structures are important in low rank coals and lignites,
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but have almost entirely disappeared by the time rank increases to

bituminous levels. More recent work by Maher and Schafer (1976) provides

support for the trend of these data, but suggests slightly higher values,

especially for lower ranks of lignite.

The balance of the oxygen is in either ether or carbonyl form.

Unfortunately, distinguishing between these types is difficult because

as yet, no satisfactory tests specific to either have been developed.

Van Krevelen (1961) and Dryden (1963) outline the many chemical approaches

which have been employed. Typically, it is thought, on the basis of

chemical tests, that at least half of the non-phenolic, non-carboxylic

oxygen is in carbonyl form, most likely as quinone-like structures.

However, the infrared spectra have been very confusing with respect

to oxygen functional group determination.

-1
Carbonyl groups typically absorb at 1700 cm in the infrared. In

coals, unless they are of the low rank variety (in which carboxyl groups

are known to be present via chemical techniques), there is no absorption

at this wavenumber. Rather, there is an absorption at about 1600 cm

which can bn at+ributed to either an aromatic C-C absorption, carboxylate

anion absorption, or a strongly chelated carbonyl absorption (a chelated

compound is one in which an internal hydrogen bond exists, as in:

Objections have been raised to the latter interpretation because there would

be no logical reason why all carbonyl groups should have to be strongly

chelated quinones. (Given, 1976). On the other hand, Friedel (1966)

points out that the amount of carbonyl present in such structures would
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not have to be large to produce a significant absorption. To further

complicate interpretation of this band, it has also beennoted' that the

K Br - H20 complex can also contribute absroption in that region (solid
21

coal is pressed into K Br pellets in IR sample preparation). At

-l
present, the weight of evidence supports the view that the 1600 cm

band is at least in part due to carbonyl structures (Speight, 1971).

Ether oxygen (C-0) typically absorbes in the 1000 to 1300 cm range.

Unfortunately, this band also contains phenol (C-0) stretching,alcoholic

(C-0) stretching, and various H-C-C bending vibrations (Tschamler and

deRuiter, 1963). Thus IR spectra in the region where ether information

can be found, are very broad and indistinct.

Except for the previously cited data on methoxy content, chemically

derived data on ether oxygen in coal is also rare One instance is the

work of Bhaumik et al. (1963), which appears to involve a modification

of the Zeisel method used in methoxy determination. These workers

arrive at a figure of approximately 2% by weight of bituminous coal as

ether oxygen (and increasing with decreasing rank from 88 to 79% C).

For a coal of 80% C content, the following estimates can be made:

Hydroxyl oxygen - 6% (Figure 3.1-12)

Carboxyl oxygen - 1% (Figure 3.1-13)

Ether oxygen - 2% (see above)

Carbonyl (quinone) - 2% (Assuming ether: carbonyl = 1:1)
oxygen

total oxygen 11%

This value is reasonable for a coal of this rank, and in fair agreement

with the results of this study. It appears that



some fraction of the discrepancy may be due to hydroxyl oxygen

content (as revealed y pyrolysis). This will be discussed in a later

section. The lignite worked with in this study has a total :oxygen

content of about 18.7% as received ( 22.4% daf) and an estimated

organic 0 content of 19.7% dmf. The sum of hydroxyl, methoxy, and carboxyl

oxygen is 13%, which implies 6-7% as ether and carboxyl. For,

comparison, the data obtained by Blom are plotted in a cumulative

fashion in Fig. 3.1-14. (Van Krevelen (1961), in reporting Blom's

results, recognized the uncertainty in the carboxyl results by marking

them with a question mark.)

There is, as has already been discussed, a fair amount of oxygen

associated with the mineral matter in coal. It is important to keep

this contribution in mind in constructing an oxygen balance about the

pyrolysis system.

Sulfur and Nitrogen

Data on the forms of organic nitrogen and sulfur in coal are scarce.

Van Krevelen (1961) cites data which suggest that nitrogen is primarily

in aromatic ring form. In a review of the information on the role of

nitrogen in the structures of fossil fuels, Pohl (1976) concludes that

most of the nitrogen is present in pyridine-like aromatic structures.

Not a great deal more is known about the role of sulfur in coal

structure. Van Krevelen (1961) in a review of the literature finds

evidence of both thioethers and thiophenic structures. Thioethers (R-S-R)

are favored in low rank coals, while thiophenic structures pre-

dominate in high rank coals. Some more recent reviews concerning the

nature of sulfur compounds in coal are those by Given et al. (1963) and
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Attar and Corcoran (1977). The latter group estimates that the organic

sulfur in bituminous coal is present as thiophenic, as aromatic (Ar-S-),

and aliphatic (R-S-) sulfides in the ratio 50:30:20%. Some other recent

evidence for the heteroaromatic forms of sulfur and nitrogen in coals is

provided by an oxidative technique described by Winanset'al. (1976).

Although nitrogen and sulfur compounds in coal are currently of

great interest because they produce environmentally harmful oxides upon

combustion, this thesis does not focus heavily upon them.

Summary and Application of Structural Data to Montana Lignite and

Pittsburgh Seam Bituminous

It should once again be emphasized that any inferences concerning

the structures of the coals studied in this thesis are drawn from data

on elemental compositions and maceral compositions alone. To advance

the understanding of pyrolysis beyond that which is achieved in this

thesis demands that more attention be focussed on tracking changes in the

bulk phase more closely. For now, the best guesses concerning structure

are summarized in Table 3.1-13.

ASynthesis of Data - An Evaluation of Various Coal Models

It is logical to proceed from the gathering of average structural

data to the construction of a model for the average structural unit of

coal. But it must be kept in mind that average structural units are

statistical in nature and that the model that, on paper, fits all

presently available structural data, may actually exist nowhere within

the coal. This is especially true if one uses average structural data

from whole coals, which can have several structurally very different

maceral fractions.

/S5
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Table 3.1-3 Summary of Estimated Structural Parameters for Pittsburgh Seam
No. 8 Bituminous and Montana Lignite

Montana Pittsburgh Seam

Lignite No. 8

Ultimate Analysis (dmmf)

C 73.5 80.5
H 4.7 5.6
N 1.1 1.5
S 1.0 2.1
0 19.7 10.1

H/C 0.77 0.83
O/C 0.21 0.09

Aromacity, fa 0.7 0.8
Aromatic carbons per cluster, N 10 14
Carbon Atoms per average structural unit, C 14 18
Total rings per average structural unit, R 3-4 4-5
Aromatic rings per average structural unit 1-2 3-4
Alipathatic hydrogen content, H /C 0.55 0.50

Methylene Hydrogen Content, HCH2/C 0.38 0.35

Methyl Hydrogen Content, HCH3/C 0.10 0.10

Methin Hydrogen Content, HCH/C 0.07 0.05

"Hydroaromatic" Hydrogen Content Removable by
Catalytic Dehydrogenation, (Maximum) 0.26 0.23

Phenolic Hydrogen Content, HOH/ 0.10 0.06

Aromatic Hydrogen Content, H /C (by Difference) 0.12 0.27
ar

Hydroxyl Oxygen, % dmmf 8 5.5

Carboxyl Oxygen, % dmmf 4 0.5

Carbonyl Oxygen, % dmmf 4 2.0

Ether Oxygen, % dmmf(by Difference) 4 2.0
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If one keeps these possible pitfalls in mind, then a model structure

can be an effective aid in visualizing the reactions possible in a coal

of a particular rank. The literature has an abundance candidate models;

unfortunately some based on outdated structural information are still cited

in discussions of coal chemistry. The rather recent model of Chakrabartty

et al. (1974) has already been discussed and ruled out; its basic carbon

skeletal structure (admantane-like, see Fig. 3.1-3) is inconsistent with

the bulk of data on carbon aromaticity in coal.

Fig. 3.1-15 shows the classic models of Fuchs and Sandhoff (1942).

The "chicken-wire" structure of coal suggested by these models is in-

appropriate, based upon the average cluster sizes shown for coals of the

given rank; the models have far too many condensed rings.

The model structure proposed by Given (1960) is among the most

frequently cited of structural models (Fig. 3.1-16). Instead of presenting

a single average structural unit, Given presented-an average coal "molecule"

which was built up of many repeating 9,10 dihydroanthracene units. The

model as originally postulated did not take into account a few observed

properties of coal; its resistance to methylation with diazomethane and

the absence of any change in the 1600 cm1 IR band upon acetylation

(-OH + CH3-X + - OCH3 + HX), due to the destruction of the strongly

chelated hydroxy-quinonoid structures (Given, 1960). Speight (1971)

cites later evidence which does, however, lend support to the chelated

structure theory.

In a later revision of his model, Given (1962) reviewed the NMR

data of Brown et al. (1960) obtained on vacuum "distillates" of shock-

carbonized coal and concluded that the inclusion of methylene bridges in
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the model was inappropriate. Instead, he proposed making a minor change

from his original 9,10 dihydroanthracene structure to a dihydrophenanthrene

structure:.. .

Some other optical properties suggested that this might be a favorable

change to make as well. However the recent "depolymerization" work of

Heredy et al. (1965) suggests that methylene bridges do indeed exist,

and that the only reason they might not be observed in vacuum distillates

is because they are so thermally labile.

In light of the above evidence, and in noting that the dihydrophenan-

threne is a more strained ring system than that of dihydroanthracene, it

would seem that the carbon-hydrogen structure as originally proposed may

be the more acceptable. The question of oxygen functionalities remains

unanswered, though in his revision, Given suggests that fewer of the

chelated quinonoid carbonyls should be present, and more ketonic structures

should be included. In light of current thinking, perhaps some carbonyls

should be eliminated altogether, in favor of ether linkages.

The model contained no sulfur and the author has later pointed out

(Given, 1976) that based on the molecular weight of the model (data from

coal extract work suggests the 1000-4000 range) and the low sulfur content

of the particular coal studied, fewer than one sulfur atom should have

been included.

An important aspect of coal models is their stereochemistry because

it is thought the the irregular, buckled shape gives rise to the large

amount of microporous (D < 10 A) volume formed in coals. Given
pore

-4%-



introduced a fair amount of stereochemical complexity into his model with

the small group that is attached to the center of his model molecule.

Cartz and Hirsch (1960) proposed a model based on thei x-ray work which

also took stereochemistry heavily into account. Their model was based

on much the same structural data as Given's and it is not surprising to

see some similarity, although the Cartz and Hirsch models is drawn for

a higher rank of coal. This model appears to be reasonably sound as well,

but Given seems to have paid more attention to detail and can therefore

account for more phenomena (e.g. the 1600 cm~1 IR band).

Hill and Lyon (1962) suggested the structure shown in Fig. 3.1-17.

It is somewhat more difficult to analyze this model in terms of the

average structural parameters presented earlier because the definition

of an average structure is not clear in this case. It appears that

the proposed structure has some features which are not consistent with

the current thinking on structure. There seems to be too little in the

way of hydroaromatic hydrogen, and too much in the way of long chain

aliphatics (though evidence from Utah coals is frequently said to favor

this view). The carbonyls appear in quinonoid structures with no

chelating. The carboxylate groups may be inappropriate in coals with

such large condensed ring aromatic structures (inconsistency in rank

implied) and they should probably not appear as acids but as acid salts.

The alcoholic functionalities are also not present in higher rank coals.

There are undoubtedly many other details which could be picked out as

shortcomings; as far as explaining the physical properties and reactions of

coal there appear to be several better models.

Mazumdar et al. (1962) suggested a series of models which traced the
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process of natural coalification from a lignite to an anthracite (Fig. 3.1-18).

They propose that coals are really mixtures of materials at various stages

of coalification, and that a bituminous coal will have elements of

structures I, II, and IIIA all present at the same time, with relative

amounts depending upon rank. However, they postulate that the transition

from bituminous coal to anthracite must be much more severe, involving

the much more substantial change depicted in going from structure IIIB

to IV (although the reasons for needing to hypothesize a severe change in

conditions are not clear).

These structures I-IV clearly represent only single average structural

units which must be built into "molecules" by linkage to other similar

structures. There are again some details which can be used to question the

models; the average number of condensed aromatic rings in the lignite (I)

appears high, and the carboxylates should be in salt form.

Van Krevelen (1963) takes a similar approach in hypothesizing a

mechanism of coalification by examination of average structural units

(Fig. 3.1-19). These models appear less concerned with the details of

structure as with mechanisms of coalification.

Wender (1975) proposed structures for the four ranks of coal shown

in Fig. 3.1-20. Although he emphasizes that these are not coal models, they

are convenient ways of representing these coals in order to understand

the types of reactions they can undergo. Most interesting in this regard

is the structure he proposes for the lignite, which is quite markedly

different from the traditional "chicken wire". Wender rightfully points

up the need for more complete structural characterization of low rank

coals.
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An interesting model (Fig. 3.1-21) is proposed by Wiser (presented

in Wolk et al., 1975). Again, the author (Wiser, 1977) emphasized that

this is not a model of coal, but rather an attempt to show what kind of

structures may be present in bituminous coal. It is interesting in its

attempt to show the forms which sulfur, nitrogen, and ether oxygen may

assume in a coal structure.

Gavalas and co-workers (Cheong et al, 1975 ; oka et al., 1977;

Cheong, 1977) have recently taken an interesting approach to modelling

coal pyrolysis, based upon a statistical model of coal structure statis-

tically degrading. Fig. 3.1-22 shows a flow sheet for model generation.

It relies on a number of measured quantities, H /H (ratio of alpha

hydrogens, those on a carbon attached to an aromatic ring, to beta position -

hydrogens, those on a carbon one or more atoms removed from an aromatic ring),

la/H (the ratio of aromatic to aliphatic hydrogens),
at al

(H/C) corrected (the hydrogen to carbon ratio of the coal, removing carbons

in carboxyl and carbonyl groups), and p (the measured solid density

correcting for heteroatoms, micropore volume, and carboxyl and carboxyl

structures). Gavalas et al. chose to obtain H /H, and Har/Ha by proton

libR of coal extracts or pyrolysis tars, which of course is risky. Further,

the values for the carboxyl and carbonyl contents of the coal are cal-

culated from yields of CO2 and CO during pyrolysis, also rather risky.

The structure determination program also requires initial values

for the C (the number or aromatic carbons per "cluster"). H (the
ar ar

number of peripheral sites per cluster), and the amounts of methylene,

ethylene and longer chain alkyl bridges per unit. These values are all

assumed. Because of the large number of assumptions involved in deriving
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Flow Sheet for Synthesis of Coal Model Structures .(Cheong, 1977).
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the model, a rather thorough sensitivity analysis seems warranted;

this especially in light of the~ apparent sensitivity of the pyrolysis

model (discussed in the pyrolysis modelling section) to the

concentrations of the various aliphatic bridges. Also in its earlier

versions, the model did not account for the potentially significant

structural role of oxygen (aside from tying up carbon atoms), a

situation which is apparently the' subject of much current attention

(Gavalas, 1977).

One final aspect of the problem of screening coal structures is

that of thermodynamics. As is well established, the heat of combustion

of coal can be fairly accurately estimated by summation of the contri-

butions of its consistuent elements. Since this implies (in low oxygen

coals) that the heat of formation of the coal substance itself must be

near zero, this can be used as a screening factor for higher rank

coal structures (Anthony, 1974). Unfortunately, as Anthony found by

applying a group contribution estimation technique to some coal models,

the heats of formation of both the Given model (AHf = 55 Btu/lb =

30 kcal/mole) and the Fuchs and Sandhoff model (b) (AHf = 92 Btu/lb =

76 kcal/mole) are both reasonable in this regard. Hence, Anthony con-

concludes (and the evidence in this section reinforces that conclusion)

that thermodynamics alone is not sufficient basis to distinquish between

"good" models and "poor" models. Nor does this evaluation criterion

seem at all promising for lignites which have substantial oxygen

contents, and non-zero heats of formation.
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The Physical Structure of Coal

The study .of the chemistry of coal pyrolysis and hydropyrolysis may

unfortunately be very much clouded by mass transport effects. The

modelling of intra-particle mass transport phenomena is unfortunately

very difficult. Each coal particle may be viewed as a tiny chemical

reactor, which at the beginning of the process contains many distinct

solid phases (e.g. mineral, vitrinite, exinite, fusinite, etc.) any

of which can participate in the chemical processes via reaction or as a

catalyst. These solid phases are crisscrossed by a network of pores
C

ranging in size from a few Angstroms to a few microns. On a microscopic

level, the currently widely accepted view of pore structure is that due

to Hirsch and co-workers (1954, 1960), shown in Fig. 3.1-23. Recalling

the stereochemistry of the coal model proposed by Given or that by

Cartz and Hirsch, it is clear that these structures have some relatively

planar aromatic structures and some very non-planar tetrahedral carbon

"buckling". When many of these molecules are placed in close proximity

to one another, as in a coal molecule, a large amount of entanglement is

bound to occur. Where two or more planar aromatic regions are in close

proximity to one another, "layered stack" formation occurs. In the

limit of coalification, where the carbon is 100% aromatic, one can

obtain the neatly layered structure of pure graphite. Where layer

formation cannot occur and steric hindrance prevents close approach of

molecules, micropores of molecular dimensions can occur. Intermediate

angle x-ray scattering gave the results shown in Fig. 3.1-24, showing

the average number of (aromatic) layers per "stack" and the average

interlayer spacing as a function of rank (Cartz and Hirsch, 1960). These
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interlayer voids are too small to be penetrated by helium, and will not

be corrected for in helium density measurements. Pores of diameter

greater than about 4 A can be penetrated by helium,-provided there are
0

no constrictions of less than 4 A preventing entry.

Fig. 3.1-25 shows the variation of total porosity with rank. As one

might expect, the general trend is decreasing porosity with increasing

rank. Fig. 3.1-26 shows that this porosity is principally due to micro-

pores (with diameters between 4 and 12 A) in the high rank coals, while

in the low rank coals porosity is principally due to macropores, those with
0

diameters greater than 300 A (.03v). Such large pores cannot be viewed as

gaps between two molecules; macropores must represent gaps in the macro-

structure of coal. In low rank bituminous coals, the so-called "transi-

tional pores" (diameters between 12 and 300 A) contribute a large fraction

of the pore volume.

Thus the lignite used in this study would be characterized primarily

by a macroporous structure characterized by pores of greater than .03p,

0

but containing a non-negligible volume of micropores of less than 12 A in

size.

Although the bituminous coal examined in this study can be charac-

terized in terms of micro-, macro- and transitional pores as well, far

more important in determing the mass transport out of bituminous coal may

be its softening behavior; rather than flowing out of the pores of a pyroly-

zing bituminous coal particle, volatiles actually "bubble" out. This

behavior will be discussed further in a later section.
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3.2 Previous Work on Pyrolysis and Hydropyrolysis

There exists an extensive body of literature on coal pyrolysis. Over

the last several years, a number of good reviews have been published,

including those by J.B. Howard and Anthony (1976) and H.C. Howard (in

Lowry (1963)). The former also reviews the hydropyrolysis literature;

this interrelation of pyrolytic and hydropyrolytic processes will be

examined throughout this thesis. Currently, J.B. Howard (1977) is preparing

a new in-depth review of significant recent research in the area of pyroly-

tic reactions of coal. Other shorter reviews of the pyrolysis literature

include those by Van Krevelen (Chapter XIV, 1961), Jones (1964), Yellow

(1965); Badzioch (1961 and 1967), and Essenhigh and J.B. Howard (1971).

In addition to the review noted in the previous paragraph, other

recent reviews that deal with hydropyrolytic phenomena include those by

Von Fredersdorff and Elliot (1963) and Pyrcioch et al. (1972).

Since there are several good, recent reviews of the literature, an

exhaustive literature review will not be attempted here. Instead, examples

are chosen somewhat selectively, with preference being given to recent

work, and any work which sheds light on fundamental mechanisms. As has

already been discussed, in the study of pyrolysis and hydropyrolysis of

coal, six classes of variables play an important role in determining total

yields and compositions of products. These are again:

1. The Chemical and Physical Characteristics of the Raw Coal

2. The Time-Temperature History to which the Coal is exposed.

3. The Partial Pressure of Hydrogen within the reactor used to

hydropyrolyze the coal.

4. The Total Pressure within the reactor used to pyrolyze the coal



5. The initial physical characteristics of the coal as controlled

by the experimenter (e.g. particle size, extent of drying,

"aging").

6. The reactor, product residence times, catalytic surfaces, etc.

The first of these variables has already received some attention in

the preceding sections; in this section the chemical characteristics will

be related to pyrolysis behavior.

Evaluation of Experimental Systems

All too often, in studies involving any or all of the first five

classes of variables, the sixth may be relegated a relatively unimportant

role. This is not good practice in any experimental work. In the case

of coal, however, where the phenomena being studied are very complex to

start with, it may be easy to lose sight of the influence of uncontrolled

system variables.

Anthony and Howard (1976) and Howard (1977) recognize the important

role that experimental design can play in the interpretability of experi-

mental data. Table 3.2-1 is taken from Howard (1977), and gives an

indication of the wide range of techniques used to study pyrolysis and

hydropyrolysis. It should be noted that the Table does not include some

of the more advanced or exotic techniques which have been applied, such as

shock tubes, plasma jets, flash tubes and lasers (see Anthony and Howard

for references). In general, these very fast, high energy input

techniques have been exploratory, and not concerned with the mechanisms

of pyrolysis at conditions of commercial interest. In high temperature

plasmas, acetylene is themajor hydrocarbon product if the processes is

conducted in hydrogen or inert gas, while running in nitrogen can lead to
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Investigator

CAPTIVE SAMPLE TECHNIQUES

Standard Proximate
Analysis (ASTM,1974)

Wiser et al. (1967)

Portal and Tan (1974)

Gray et al. (1974)

Kobayashi (1976)

Campbell (1976); Campbell
and Stephens (1976)

Hiteshue et al.(1962a,b;1964)

Feldkirchner and Linden(1963);
Feldkirchner and Huebler(1965)

Juntgen and Van Heek(1968,
1977); Van Heek et al.(1973).

Vestal et al.(1969);
Yergey et al.(1974)

Moseley and Paterson(1965a)

Feldkirchner and Johnson
(1968); Johnson(1971)

Table 3.2-1 Experimental Techniques and Conditions
(Howard, 1977)

Residence Heating Press.,
Technique Time, s Temp.,*C Rate, 0 /s atm

Crucible

Crucible

Crucible
and basket

Crucible

Crucible

Basket

Fixed bed,
gas swept

Fixed bed,
gas swept

Fixed bed,
gas swept

Fixed bed,
gas swept

Railway
heater

Thermo-
balance

420

300-
72, 000

15-1,200

420

1,800-3,600

Up to 18,000

20-900

10-480

1,000-
1,000,000

600-
60,000

15-165

Several
to 7,200

950

400-500

550-1,150

950-1,200

270-1,830

110-1,000

480-1,200

700-930

400-1,100

<1,000

815-950

<925

15-20

15-20

0.5-250

0.3-20

0.5-5

0.056

10

100-300
(seems

high)

0.0001
-0.5

0.02-2

25

<100

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

18-400

34-168

1-70

<5

18-95

<100

Ambient Particle
Gas Size, pm

Air < 250
(lid on)

N 250-420
2

N2  < 45-88

N2  < 200

Ar 27-90

Ar,N2 ,H2 ,CO 1,700-3,600

H2  250-600

H 2H20 840-1,000

He, H2H20 <2,000

H 2,He 37-74

H2  150-300

H 2,N2, 420-850

H 20,etc.
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Investigator

Gardner et al. (1

Loison and Chauvi

Rau arid Robertsor

Juntgen and Van I

Table 3.2-1 Experimental Techniques and
(Howard, 1977) Residence

Technique Time

974) Thermo- 25-3,000
balance

in(1964) Elec.grid 0.7

1(1966) Elec.grid 1-1.5

Ieek(1968) Elec.grid 0.7

Koch et al. (1969)

Mentser et al.(1970,1974)

Cheong et al. (1975)

Solomon(1977)

Anthony et al.(1974,1975,
1976); this study

Blair et al(1977)

Squires et al. (1975); Graff
et al.(1976); Dobner et al.
(1976)

COAL-FLOW TECHNIQUES

Stone et al. (1954)

Peters(1960); Peters and
Bertling(1965)

Elec. grid

Elec. grid

Elec. grid

Elec. grid

Elec. grid

Elec.
ribbon

Ring of
coal, gas
swept

7

0. 05-0.15

<1-1,800

5-80

0.1-30

0.02-20

1-6 (gas),
10-30
(solid)

Fluidized 10-2.,500
bed

Mechani- <0.5-10
cally
stirred
bed

Fluidized 10-6,000
bed

Conditions

Temp. ,* C

850-950

<1,050

900-1,200

<1,000

<1,500

400-1,200

300-1,000

<1,000

400-1,100

350-1,700

600-1,000

400-700

600-1,100

(continued)

Heating
Rate,*0C/s

1,500

600

<several
1,000

167

8,250

<1,000

600

100-
12,000

200-
20,000

650

50-200

Press., Ai
atm. G

35-69 H

Vacuum -

1.0 -

Vacuum -

Vacuum -

Vacuum -

Vac.-3.4 -

Vacuum

0.001- H
100

1.0 H

100

1.0

1.0

mbient
as

2

2,He, N2

ea

H2

N
2

N
2

Particle
Size, pm

500-
1,000

50-80

250-420

50-60

75-630

44-53

90-360

44-370

53-1,000

510-620

<44

200-600

1,000-
1,500

Pitt (1962) 400-700 1.0 200-600



Table 3.2-1 Experimental Techniques and Conditions (continued)
(Howard, 1977)

Investigator

Jones et al. (1964)

Smith and Wailes(1975)

Friedman(1975)

Birch et al. (1960,1969)

Hamrin et al.(1973); Maa
et al.(1975)

Eddinger et al. (1966)

Friedman et al. (1968)

Howard and Essenhigh(1967)

Sass (1972)

Smith and Wailes(1975)

Badzioch(1967); Badzioch
and Hawksley(1970)

Kimber and Gray(1967a,b)

Technique

Fluidized
bed

Fluidized
bed

Fluidized
bed

Fluidized
bed

Fluidized
bed

Entrained
flow

Entrained
flow

P.f.flame

Entrained
flow

Entrained
flow

Entrained
flow

Entrained

Residence
Time

%2,400

1,800-
3,600

500-9,500

3,600-
26,600

0.008-
0.04

0.004-2

0-0.8

A few

0.5

0.03-0.11

0.012-

Heating Press., Ambient
Temp. , C

425-1,095

300-650

500-950

600-870

625-1,000

400-1,000

200-1,550

540-650

400-700

400-1,000

780-2,000

Rate,*0 C/s

1,000+

0.06-0.25

2,500+

650-
4,300

<22,000

10,000

25,000-
50,000

100,000-

atm.

1.0

1.0

1.0

21-42

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Gas

N2HO

N 2N2

HO2
H20

H2, etc.

H2, 2SN2N

He

He,N2,H20

Air

N
2

N
2

Ar

Particle
Size, pm

<1,9000

250-710

150-710

100-600

6,150

<150,74, and 5

80% < 74

25-80

11-73

23-76
flow 0.11 400,000

) ) ) ) ) ) ) )



Table 3.2-1

Investigator

Experimental Techniques and
(Howard, 1977)

Residence
Technique Time,s

Kobayashi(1976);
Kobayashi et al. (1977)

Nsakala et aI. (1977)

Ubhayaker et al. (1977)

Belt et al.(1971,1972)

Coates et al. (1974)

Moseley and Paterson(1965b)

Glenn et al. (1967)

Johnson(1975)

Fallon and Steinberg(1977)

Shapatina et al.(1960)

Moseley and Paterson(1967)

Feldmann et al. (1970)

Kobayashi(1976)

Entrained
flow

Entrained
flow

Entrained
flow

Entrained
flow

Entrained
flow

Entrained
flow

Entrained
flow

Entrained
flow

Entrained
flow

Free fall

Free fall

Free fall

Free fall

0.001-
0.22

0.3

0.007-
0.07

<1

0.012-
0.34

0.17-2.5

2.4-10.4

5-14

12-20

0.45-
14,400

A few

A few

%J

700-1,800

810

1,500-
2,000

815-1,040

650-1,370

790-1,000

920-970

480-845

450-820

<550

840-1,000

650-900

760-1560

10,000-
200 ,000

8,000

<130,000

1,000+

28(or very
fast)

1.0 Ar

1.0

1.0

1-28

1.0

50-520

70-84

18-52

100-140

45-490

45-490

35-205

1.0

N
2

COH20,N

H2'H2 O 2

H2'2

H H- O
etc.

H2

H2, CO

etc.

H2,He

H2

N
2

H
2

H
2

Ar

Conditions (continued)

Heating Press.,
Temp.*C Rate,0C/s atm

Particle
Size, pm

38-45

50-180

70%<74

70%<74

<74

100-150

<44

75-90

<150

150-200

100-150

150-300

38-45

Ambient
Gas
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large yields of hydrogen cyanide (Bond et al., 1966; Krukonis et al.,

1973). Such products suggest a rather dramatic decomposition of the basic

hydrocarbon structure of coal which is undesirable if one wishes to

maximize the yield of liquid products from coal. The high energy inputs

required by plasma pyrolysis system make them rather uninteresting

for most coal conversion work, with the possible exception of acetylene

production.

Traditionally, work aimed at producing data relevant to coal conversion

to synthetic fuels has focussed on temperatures below 1100-1200C, while

work aimed at producing pyrolysis data for combustion systems has gone

to higher temperatures, 1500-2000 C. It is important to recognize the

important effect that temperature can have on ultimate yields; the higher

the temperature, the more processes become possible as more stable struc-

tures become "activated". Thus it is usually unfair to compare total

yields of products from coal pyrolyzed at 5500C to those from pyrolysis

at 1500*C. Comparison of data from non-isothermal pyrolysis of coal at two

different heating rates also frequently causes confusion. A statement

such as "chemical phenomenon A is observed when coal is heated to

temperature T" is almost meaningless, unless one knows over what time

temperature T is reached, e.g. in a microsecond or a million years. This

point will be discussed further in the section on modelling.

In addition to the importance of the ultimate temperature, heating

rate, and solids residence time in determining the outcome of a process,

there are much more subtle factors which may cloud the' interpretation of

data. These generally fall into the heat and mass transfer categories.

One example of this is that the amount of time that volatile products
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from coal pyrolysis or hydropyrolysis spend in a reactive environment can

have a large influence on their chemical nature. In the ASTM standard

test for volatile matter (which is a pyrolysis experiment at 950*C for

7 minutes) coal is pyrolyzed in a covered crucible. The volatile matter

can escape from the crucible, but only after an indeterminately long

residence time in close proximity to hot char, with which it (or strictly

speaking, its tar components) can repolymerize or on which it can crack

and coke. It is frequently observed that the total yeilds (V*) from

various rapid heating experiments are substantially higher than those

from ASTM determinations of proximate volatile matter (prox. VM in Table

3.2-2, Howard, 1977). While such an effect is frequently credited to

the higher heating rates (upwards of 500*C/sec compared to about 15-20*C/

sec for an ASTM analysis) influencing the direction of a set of competitve

reactions in a favorable fashion, another explanation may also exist. It

has been demonstrated (Gray et al., 1974; Portal and Tan, 1972) that the

size of the sample in the ASTM crucible has an influence on volatiles

yield; the smaller the sample, the higher the yield (see Fig. 3.2-1).

Since Portal and Tan did their tests under a nitrogen purge, an oxidation

effect can be ruled out. The implication for these results is that the

shorter the time needed for volatile matter to escape the very reactive

environment of the coal sample, the less likely it is to crack and coke

therein, thereby reducing yields. Since in most rapid heating work, the

samples are better dispersed for reasons of heat transfer, it is logical

that they should also be subject to fewer secondary reactions. In the

electrical grid system used in this study and by several other workers

(see Table 3.2-1), if the containment vessel is large enough, and filled



Table 3.2-2 Comparison of Experimental Yields with Proximate Volatile Matter

Investigators, Coals,and Conditions

Loison and Chauvin(1964)
Maigre Oignies
Bergmannsgluck (MF basis;
Emma heated to
Lens-Lieven 10000C at
Flenus de Bruay 1500*C/s
Wendell III
Faulquemont

Rau and Robertson(1966)
Colver (MVBb) d
Kopperston #3 (HVAB ) (MF basis;
Federal (Pitts.HVABc) heated to
Elkol (Wyo-Subbit.) 9500C at
Orient #3 (HVBb) 600*C/s)

Kimber and Gray(1967a,b)
NCB 902 30p (MAF basis;
(particle median 30e heated to
diameter shown) 53p 19000C at

105 to 106
*C/s)

Badzioch and Hawksley(1970)
NCB 203 (K)
NCB 301a(J) f
NCB 301b(H) (MAF basis;
NCB 602 (E) heated to

NCB
NCB
NCB
NCB
NCB
NCB

401 (G)
601 (F)
802 (D)
902 (B)
802 (C)
902 (A)

9500C at
25,000-
50,0000C/s)

Mentser et al. (1974)
Pocohontas #3 d
Lower Kittanning (MF basis;
Pittsburgh heated to
Rock Springs 1200C at
Colchester 80000C/s)

Anthony et al.(1975) f
Pittsburgh #8 (MAF basis;-
Montana heated to

10000C at
650-10,000* C/s)

Exp'l
W*. V*/VM

Prox.
VM

8.4
18.1
20.4
24.4
31.0
33.9
36.4

25.3
31.6
37.7
40.7
44.0

38.3
38.3
40.0

17.7
22.7
25.2
34.3
34.4
35.3
36.1
36.4
37.8
37.9

16.8
25.3
35.1
37.7
48.0

46.2
46.2

8.4
23.6
24.5
26.7
39.6
34.5
36.7

19
36
49
48
41

71
72
69

17.7
20.6
26.0
44.2
35.1
45.1
47.0
40.0
42.8
42.9

18.5
30.8
47.9
42.4
55.8

53.7
41. 1

1.00
1.30
1.25
1.09
1.18
1.02
1.01

0.75
1.14
1.30
1.17
0.93

1.85
1.88
1.73

1.00
0.91
1.03
1.29
1.02
1.28
1.30
1.10
1.13
1.13

1.10
1.22
1.36
1.12
1.16

1.16
0.89



Table 3.2-2 Comparison of Experimental Yields with
Prox.

Investigators, Coals, and Conditions

Kobayashi et al. (1977)f
Pittsburgh #8 (MAF basis;
Montana Lignite heated to

18000C at
2 x 105OC/s

Ubhayakar et al.(1977)f
Pittsburgh Seam (MAF basis;

heated to
20000C at
1.3 x 105'C/s)

This study
Pitts-
burgh#8

Montana Lignite
Montana Ligniteh

f
(MAF basis;
heated to 1000*C
at 10000C/s)

VM

46.8
46.1

42.5

44.6
44.3
46.1

Proximate Volatile Matter
Exp'la
V* V*/VM

63
62

65

52.2
44.8
50.0

1.35
1.34

1.53

1.17
1.01
1.08

a. Peak weight loss corresponding to V* was achieved at the final (highest)
temperature in all cases except Mentser et al. where the peak occurs at
intermediate temperatures; b. Medium volatile bituminous; c. High volatile
A bituminous; d. Moisture-free; f. Moisture- and ash-free; e. Previous sample
recycled; g. A range up to 56.2 given previously (Anthony and Howard, 1976)
is not used here since the higher value reflects behavior at reduced pressure;
h. Samples of coal examined by Kobayashi ef al. (1977) run in captive sample
apparatus.
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with "cold gas", the volatiles escape velocity is sufficiently high so that

they have almost zero residence time at temperatures at which they can

crack. Naturally- the difference between rapid heating technique results

and the ASTM analysis should decrease with decreasing yield of "crackable" (tar)

product. This is shown to be the case with the data from several studies

listed in Table 3.2-2.

Also with regard to Table 3.2-2, the data of Kimber and Gray (1967a,b),

Kobayashi (1977) and Ubhayaker et al. (1977) should be treated separately

because of the very high temperatures involved in those studies.

Techniques involving crucibles and fixdd beds have the common feature

of rather low heating rates (see Table3 .2-1), and sometimes rather ill-

defined temperature profiles. The latter can lead to serious difficulties

in modelling kinetics. Electrical element heating of small samples of coal

can overcome both of these difficulties, but introduced the problem of fast

response temperature measurement.

Coal flow techniques can also be used to rapidly heat coal, and

usually approximate real process conditions more closely than captive

sample techniques. Unfortunately direct particle temperature measurement

is usually impossible. In entrained flow experiments, the particle and vapor

residence times are coupled, which can lead to the problem that if the coal

residence time is sufficient for it to react to a given extent, then the

vapor phase residence time may be sufficient for primary volatiles to

undergo secondary reactions (Kobayashi, 1977; Sass, 1972; Lau, 1977).

In coal "free fall" experiments, wherein the coal particles are dropped

under the influence of gravity through a hot medium, the coal particle

residence times are somewhat difficult to estimate, because as they



devolatilize, the particles can swell, shrink, bubble, break, and emit

jets of volatiles. This is not a problem where optical techniques can be

applied to determining residence times, but in high pressure systems this

is frequently not possible, or at least very difficult.

Fluidized beds are sometimes difficult to operate with coal because

of agglomeration problems. Analysis of experimental data is difficult

because of the complicated mixing phenomena involved.

If in any experimental system, a differential approach to product

analysis is employed, i.e. real time product analysis, then sampling lags

due to long times of transit between sample and analyzer (or large "dead

volumes") can cause serious difficulties in interpretation of data

(e.g. Blair, 1977). On the other hand, the integral approach is much

more tedious, and requires careful accounting of all aspects of time-

temperature history; heatup of the sample, any isothermal period,

and cooldown of the sample.

3.2.1 Mechanistic Implications from Studies of Pyrolysis of Coal and
Model Compounds

The "modern age" of coal pyrolysis research began in the 1950's with

workers in several countries making important contributions to the

understanding of pyrolysis phenomena. Van Krevelen et al (1951) observed

the now familiar behavior of carbonizing coal on an atomic H/C vs 0/C

plot and noted that regardless of where in the so-called "coal band"

(the spread of allowable H/C vs 0/C ratios found in nature) one began,

the H/C vs O/C trajectory during pyrolysis would almost always be outside

the coal band and terminate at a common "pole" the so called

"carbonization pole" at an H/C ratio of about .28 (see Fig. 3.2-2). This
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evidence confirmed that pyrolysis was not merely a faster form of natural

coalification. In most of the early work on pyrolysis, emphasis was placed

upon gaining an understanding of the phenomena associated with coking of coal.

During this process, the coal swells and softens to a viscoelastic (plastic)

state. Only bituminous coals show this behavior, lignites and anthracites

do not. This work led to a class model of decomposition of caking coals

(Van Krevelen et al., 1956):

k

(1) Caking Coal(P) -- t0 Metaplast (M, metastable plastic inter-
kme iate)

(2) Metaplast (M) -- Semi-Coke(R) + Primary gas (G1 )
k3

(3) Semi-Coke(R) - Coke(S) + Secondary gas (G2 )

In developing this picture of pyrolysis, the following observed se-

quence of phenomena (observed at low heating rates, e.g. 3*C/min) was

accounted for:

1. A softening of the coal

2. A swelling of the plastic mass with volatiles evolution

3. A resolidification of the mass

Mechanistically, this theory was somewhat vague and accounted for the

three reaction steps in the following general terms (Van Krevelen, 1961)

Reaction (1) - A depolymerization reaction in which an unstable inter-

mediate is formed. This intermediate is responsible for fluidity. It

was not established whether this implied that the entire coal mass was

fluid, or if the intermediate merely acted as a "solvent" or "lubricant"

for insoluble portions of the coal. Based on the results of Dryden and

Pankhurst (1955), the' latter seems plausible; They concluded that a

small amount of chloroform soluble material formed just prior to softening
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was a principal agent in softening. Removal of this material (of order

5-10% by weight) by chloroform extraction from coal preheated to about

300-400*C rendered the coal non-softening and non-agglomerating. Amazingly,

if the extract was mixed with non-coking coal, the latter acquired softening

and swelling characteristics. Later work by Brown and Waters (1966)

suggests that the chloroform extractable material is largely present as

such before pyrolysis, but inaccessible through micropores. Its effect is

seen during the initial stages of pyrolysis because it is an effective

hydrogen donor material. This point will be discussed in more detail later.

Reaction (2) - A cracking reaction in which tar is vaporized and nonaromatic

side groups are split off. The coal begins to resolidify primarily because

of condensation reactions leading to heavy molecular weight semi-coke,

but may also lose plasticity because a "solvent" or "lubricant" phase

reacted or volatlized away.

Reaction (3) - A secondary degassing reaction in which semi-coke units are

welded together by methane and hydrogen elimination reactions, to leave

behind a true coke. Figure 3.2-3 shows some typical data used by Van

Krevelen to formulate his model. The data show how the weight loss,

plasticity and dilation (swelling) properties all seem to have roughly

have the same temperature dependence. The plasticity of plastic coals

is measured with a Geisler rotating viscosimeter; the minimum viscosity

4 5
of good coking coals is generally in the range of 10 to 10 poise. By

assuming first order models for each of the reaction steps, and by

examining the variation of the maximum in the devolatilization curve with

increasing heating rate, Van Krevelen (1961) concluded that the process

was characterized by an activation energy in the range of 50-60 kcal/mole.

-t-
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For comparison, Table 3.2-3 (Suuberg et al. 1977) lists the activation energies

of decomposition of various polymers and "coal-model compounds" whose thermal

degradations were studied by various workers using various techniques.

Although there is a considerable spread in the values, it can be seen

that the activation energies found by Van Krevelen compare favorably.

It should also be noted that at the same time as Van Krevelen was

developing his model, Fitzgerald (1955, 1956, 1956a) was working along

similar lines.

Pyrolysis of Model Compounds

Because of the rather difficult problem of understanding the mechanism

of pyrolysis of compounds whose structures are essentially unknown, there

have been several attempts to synthesize coal-like substances and study

them, or to rely upon analogies offered by ordinary commercial type

polymer degradations.

Van Krevelen (in collaboration with Wolfs and Waterman 1959, 1960)

also did extensive work with "model substances" i.e. substances of well

defined chemical structure and whose pyrolytic behavior was in some way

similar to that of coal. This work involves studies of various polycyclic

aromatics as well as polycondensation products (with formaldehyde) of

polycyclic aromatics (Ar). These had structures of the following type:
Ar- X

CH2

-Ar - CH...Ar- CH -Ar-CH or [Ar-CH- Ar -CH--Ar-
2)t 2 )1 2 2g 2 f

X X X X X X

where X could be hydrogen or a functional substitute (e.g. -CH, -OH, -OCR3
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Material Pyrolyzed Producta Experi- Activation Pre- Reference
mental Energy, Exponen-
Temp., C kcal/mole tialFactor,s

Ferulic Acid (C 10H1004) CO2  150-250 27.7 6.0x109  JUntgen and Van Heek, 1968; 1970

Perylene Tetracarboxylic Acid CO 400-600 71.5 5.2x101 JUntgen and Van Heek, 1968; 1970

Anhydride (C24 806) Co2 400-600 64.9 5.0xl1 JUntgen and Van Heek, 1968; 1970

Protocatechuic Acid (C7I604) (1120), 50-300 18.8 2.7x108  JUntgen and Van Heek, 1968; 1970
(H20)2 50-300 42.4 2.3x105  JUntgen and Van Heek, 1968; 1970

CO2  50-300 40.4 I.6x1015  JUntgen and Van Heek, 1968; 1970

Naphthalene Tetracarboxylic 13
Acid (C41008) H20 100-250 33.5 1.2x10 JUntgen and Van Heek, 1968; 1970

Kellitic Acid (C12 H6012) H20 230b 16.6 2.3x105  Juntgen and Van Heek, 1970

Tartaric Acid (C4H606) 120 195h 42.9 6.7x1017  JUntgen and Van Heek, 1970

Polystyrene (C8H8)n overall 3q4b 77 8.3x1022 Fuoss et a].' 1964
overall 335-355 58 9.0xl0 MadorsT5,T952

Teflon (C2F4)n overall 575 67-6q 4.3x10 4  Fuoss et al., 1964

Polyethylene (C"H "Phase 1" overall 385-405 48 5.2x0 11or ,1952
'Phase 2" overall 385-40:> 71 8.7x10

Hydrogenated Polystyrene (C8H14)n overall 335-350 52 1.4x1014  Madorsky, 1953

Polymeta-methylstyrene (C9HI1 0)n overall 333-353 59 7.2x1016  Madorsky, 1953

Polyalpha-methylstyrene (C9H10)r overall 273-288 58 8.3x1018  Madorsky, 1953

Polymethyl-methacrylate (C5H802)
Avg. Molecular Ut. 150,000 overall 240-270 33 3.6xl01 6  Madorsky, 1953
Avg. Molecular Wt. 5,100,00C overall 310-325 55 1.8x10 Madorsky, 1953

Polymethylacrylate (C4It602)n overall 285-300 37 l.4x1010  Madorsky, 1953

Cellulose (C6it05) overall 250-1000 33.4 6.8x11 Lewellen et al.,in press
_______5_n_250-350 35 3.3x0 .1Juntgen and Van Heek, 1970; Van Krevelen etal.,1951

a. Denotes species whose evolution is described by the parameters given. Two different stages of water evolution are
denoted by (H20)1 and (H20)2. Overall refers to all products combined.

b. Temperature of maximum pyrolysis rate.

)

Table 3.2-3. Kinetic Parameters for Pyrolysis of Various Organic Materials

)
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The following conclusions were drawn from studies with no additonal func-

tional groups added (i.e. X - H)

- At the low (3*C/min) heating rates studied, some reaction could

occur at a temperature below the boiling point of the products formed,

hence evaporation governed part of the observed behavior.

- "Depolymerization" of the aromatic polycondensate (by rupture of

methylene bridges) occurred in a completely random manner, and

hydrogen disproportionation led to formation of methyl groups.

- At the above stated heating rate, tar formation essentially ceases

at about 500*C, a temperature which roughly corresponds to the end

of the plastic stage of coal at the same heating rate (see Fig.

3.2-3).

- The hydrogen in the residue at the end of primary carbonization

(reaction (2)) is approximately equal to the theoretical, aromatic

hydrogen content of the residue, were it completely composed of

monomer aromatic units. For example, starting with a polycondensate

of benzene (prepared by condensation of benzyl chloride) the starting

material is characterized by the form:

[-(C6H4)CH~2 n

then the residue ("semicoke") has a final hydrogen content of 4 atoms per

"unit". The concept of a monomer unit remaining in the residue is rather ill-

defined; what is really meant is that for every seven carbons remaining

in the char, there are about four hydrogens remaining (and the volatiles

have been hydrogen "rich" relative to the starting material).

- After primary carbonization is complete, the secondary degassing reactions

occur, yielding only gaseous, and not tar product. At the completion of this
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process, the residue is almost pure carbon.

In summary the author conclude that there is no difference in the

original material between future tar or coke units, and that the course of

primary carbonization is determined only by "aliphatic" hydrogen, and

that of secondary carbonization only by "aromatic" hydrogen. Further,

based on radioactive carbon tracer work, they conclude that the liberation

of hydrocarbon gas during secondary degassing is not due to complete

decomposition of "monomer" units, but evenly divided among all units.

Presumably this implies that some of the remaining vestiges of aliphatic

carbon are being eliminated while the aromatic carbons remain in the char.

Since real coal contains various functional groups, the effect of including

these types of structures in the. polycondensation model substances was

also investigated.

The addition of hydroxyl (X = OH) groups onto the polycondensates

(e.g. phenol-formaldehyde resin) has a number of significant effects

- The yield of tar is much smaller than from the analogous substance

with no -OH group.

- The plasticity during carbonization is reduced or eliminated.

- The decomposition is a more complicated function of temperature

- There is a large effect of heating rate on all characteristics,

including yield.

These observations are explained by a competing reaction mechanism.

During primary decomposition, the depolymerization reaction competes with

a direct condensation mechanism involving the hydroxyl groups. The

hydroxyl groups react with some of the available reactive hydrogen,

leaving a site which can participate in a dondensation reaction. It
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appears that the re-condensation reaction has a lower activation energy

than the depolymerization.reaction because it is favored' at lower

heating rates. (The competing reaction phenomenon will be discussed in

the section modelling work).

Methyl substituents (X = -CH 3) served to increase the evolution of

gas (mostly methane) during primary carbonization. It is postulated,

however, that the methane does note all originate from stripping of methyl

groups (again, based on 4C tracer data). The methyl groups rather seem

to be acting as sources of additional hydrogen during primary carbonization.

Ethoxy substituents (X = -OCH3) have a much less dramatic effect on

depolymetization reactions when compared to hydroxyl substituents. All

of the hydrogen from the ethoxy group is lost during carbonization, as

any other aliphatic hydrogen would be. However, the yield of tar is lower

than that from the base case (unsubstituted), and the authors attribute this

to side reactions with oxygen, such as water formation, removing some of

the otherwise available hydrogen.

In a compound with both hydroxyl and methyl substituents (a P-cresol-

formaldehyde resin), the behavior is much like that of an unsubstituted

compound, with the exception of higher gas yields; apparently the extra

hydrogen from the methyl groups satisfies the "extra need" for hydrogen

imposed by the presence of the hydroxyl group.

The overall course of pyrolysis of all these model compounds is re-

presented by Fig. 3.2-4 (Wolfs et al., 1960).

It is noteworthy that the' important role that this model ascribes to

hydrogen donating groups seems to be very much in line with the previously

described' chloroform extraction work. Brown and Waters (1966) showed that
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the chloroform extractable material which plays such a prominent role in

determining plasticity, is always hydrogen rich, relative to the raw coal.

The fact that it is mostly extractable only after preheating to temperatures

just below the plastic state (see Fig. 3.2-5) could imply that the material

is becoming "mobile" at these temperatures, and thus can participate in

this hydrogen donation mechanism throughout the coal. The two-step

behavior of the extractables, shown in Fig. 3.2-5, is typical.

Wiser (1968) and Neavel (1975) draw parallels between the above

internal coal "solvation" process, and coal liquefaction in the presence

of an external hydrogen donor solvent (e.g. tetralin). Neavel proposes

the following sequence of events during pyrolysis:

1. The mobility of micelles (packets of molecules) begins

around 350-400*C (slow heating) as Van der Waals forces and

hydrogen bonds are weakened (physical melting). The bitumen

(the chloroform extractables) serves as a soluating vehicle

and hydrogen donor during this phase.

2. The viscosity decreases as bond rupture leads to reduction of

molecular size, but only as long as the free redicals formed

are stabilized by donor hydrogen.

3. As donor-hydrogen is depleted, the radicals formed will stabilize

by condensation or repolymerization, and viscosity will again

increase. Light molecular weight materials will continue to

volatilize, or will be incorporated into the'residue via radical

reactions.

4. The metaplast sets up as a semi-coke.
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From this analysis, four characteristics are necessary and sufficient

for plastic development

- Lamellae-bridging structures that can be thermally broken.

(lamellae are layers of molecules in more or less parallel

alignment - graphite Is an example of a completely lamellar

substance).

- An indigenous supply of hydroaromatic hydrogen (Van Krevelen's

work suggests only aliphatic hydrogen is necessary, but Neavel

points out that hydroaromatic may be most easily abstracted).

It can also be noted that some normally non-plastic coals can

be made to behave plastically if pyrolyzed in the presence of

high pressure (1000 psi) hydrogen gas.

- An intrinsic capability of micelles and lamellae to become

mobile, "melt", indepdently of bond rupture.

- A coal of high enough rank (not previously unoxidized)so that

relatively weak oxygen bonds cannot consume the available hydrogen

and crosslink the char before plasticity can set in.

As regards the relative strength or weakness of various oxygen bonds,

Van Krevelen (1961) presents data on the stabilities of various types

of functional groups (Table 3.2-4). It can be seen that oxygens attached

to aromatic structures are quite stable, relative to those attached to

aliphatic carbons. But it should also be borne in mind that phenolic

hydroxyls can decompose at temperatures which are still below the

decomposition temperatures of carbon-carbon bands.

One final facet of Van Krevelen's work with model compounds is the



Table 3.2-4 Stability of Some Oxygenous
Substances, from Van Krevelen (1961)

Oxygen function Substance considered Decomposes at *C

R-0-C-0-C-0-R

R - ar - C- 0 - C - ar - R
I I I I I

I I I

R- -O-ar-R

R-ar-C-ar -OH

R-ar -O-ar -r

=C

C=0

=C

Polyformaldehyde, cane sugar
polyoxymethylene bridge
bewteen two aromatic units

Dibenzylethers

Cellulose

Lignin, phenetole-formaldehyde
resin

Phenol and p-cresolformaldehyde
resin

p-Polyphenylether, phenyl-2-
naphthylether, the polyconden-
sation product of this sub-
stance with formaldehyde

dibenzanthrone

200-250

200-250

325-350

380-430

380-430

400-500

490
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dependence of softening behavior upon the degree of polymerization, i.e.

the number of methylene bridges per aromatic cluster monomer. If there

is, on the average, fewer than one bridge per monomer as in this sample

structure Ar-CH2-Ar-CH -Ar-CH2-Ar-CH2-Ar (5 monomers, 4 bridges), then2 2 2 2

physical softening or melting may be a possibility.

If there are, however, more than one bridge per monomer, as below,

then it is suggested that depolymerization is a prerequisite for

softening:

OH-Ar CH~

Ar CH Ar-CH-Ar
\C I I
CH-Ar -CH

(5 monqmer 'units, 6 bridges)

In concluding this seciofiion Van Kreyelen' s considerable contributions

to the understanding of pyrolytic phenomena, it would be fair to say that

his work provides significant insights into the processes occuring during

pyrolysis, and begins to provide predictive power.

Another set of classic coal model substance studies are those of

Depp, Neuworth and coworkers (1956,1957). These workers examined a

class of compounds prepared by condensation of pyrene alkanoic acid with

2,6 - xylenol and another class by condensation of pyrenyl chloride with

2,4,6 methylphenol or 3 ,5xylenol. Examples of the resulting structure are

shown below: CH3

(CH 2)n-CU2  1D0 OH

CH3

n = 0,1,3

(I)



CH3

O CH2-0CH3

00 CH3

(TI)

These structures contain no carbonyls, because the authors felt that

the evidence supporting their existence was not strong. The compounds

were pyrolyzed at temperatures of 425*C attained at an average of 3-4*C/min.

Detailed product analyses were conducted. In all cases, the yields of

tar from the model compounds was far in excess of that which was obtained

from Pittsburgh seam bituminous coal, but this is not surprising because

the model molecules were undoubtedly much smaller than the average "coal

molecule".

The results from pyrolysis of compounds of Type (I) seems to support

some of the conclusions reached by Van Krevelen, namely:

- As would be predicted, the aliphatic linkages rupture first,

producing free radicals that abstract hydrogen from other

aliphatic linkages.

- Formation of rather stable structures resulted from hydrogen

abstraction, and these would eventually become part of the coke.

Study of the model substance containing the ether linkage (II)

yielded the expected result; the labile bond is the ether-alkyl bond which

upon free radical rupture is stabilized by hydrogen capture.

Czuchajowski (1961) applied infrared spectroscopic methods to the

study of pyrolysis of model compounds. Among the substances examined

was the same class of polycondensed aromatics as Wolfs, Van Krevelen and

Waterman studied. It was found that the 1600 cm band (see section on

coal structure) was indeed present in non-oxygenated polycondensed



aromatics, but curiously its intensity decreased with the increasing size

of the polycondensed aromatic nuclei (it is strongest in the polyphenyl

resin, and weak in phenanthrene, pyrene, and chrysene resins). Upon

carbonization, model substances and coals with carbonyls present

(presumably quinonoid) showed markedly differentchanges from the above

-l
compounds in 1600 cm absorption with temperature. Polycondensates and

-l
polyphenyls show a consistent trend towards lower 1600 cm absorptions

with temperature, consistent with a view that condensation is occurring.

The decrease in the 1600 cm~1 band is much more dramatic in substances

where chelated carbonyls are thought to exist. The fact that the

-l -l
decrease in the absorptions at both 1600 cm and 3300 cm parallel each

other during the initial phases of carbonization of compounds suspected

of containing chelated carbonyls is encouraging. Although chelated

-l
hydroxyl does not absorb at 3300 cm , it might be expected to behave

in a similar manner to unchelated hydroxyl. Then the fact that hydroxyl

groups are being eliminated at the same rate that the presumed chelated

quinones are disappearing seems to be strong evidence for their existence.

Although not discussed by the author, the disappearance of the 1600 cm~1

-l
band should occur with an increase of a band closer to 1700 cm , unless

the carbonyl structures are destroyed at relatively low temperatures

(which should not be the case, based on Van Krevelen's data).

Also observed by Czuchajowski was the fact that the temperature

dependence of the disappearance of hydrogen bonded hydroxyl is dependent

on the degree of structural condensation. In raising the degree of

condensation of humic acids (alkali soluble products of plant lignin

-1
decomposition), the temperature of disappearance of the 3300 cm band can

be raised from 380C to 5000C.
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Sweeting and Wilshire (1962) studied the pyrolysis of several waV

diphenylakanes (C6H5(CH2) nC6H5 , n = 1,2,3,4,6). Their evidence appears

to reconfirm the mechanistic picture developed by the other studies

described in this section.

JUntgen amd Van Heek (1968) studied the decomposition of various aro-

matic systems substituted with oxygen functional groups. Their data,

taken at about 3.5 to 5.8C min heating rates are summarized in Fig. 3.2-6

and included in Table 3.2-3. The authors feel that the low value for the

activation energy for the first step of water release from protocatechnic

acid indicates physical rather than chemical control (the 100+*C tempera-

ture supports this view). In addition to the substances given in Fig. 3.2-6,

Juntgen and Van Heek (1970) also studied the release of water during

various other anhydride and ester forming reactions, and correct the

analysis of data on cellulose degradation experiments run by Van Krevelen

et al. (1951, see Table 3.2-3). It is not clear how much can be concluded

mechanistically from these data, since no data are given concerning other

products or the behavior of the solid phase. Some of the activation

energies look reasonable, in terms of absolute reaction rate theory applied

to solids (see section 3.2.5). It is rather unlikely, however, that any

of the structures studied can be found in coal, at least in signigicant

quantities.

Another entirely different approach to model substances involves

attempts to "create" coal from various plant materials or lignites by

hydrothermal treatment. Khemchandani et al. (1974,1976) recently described

their attempts with sawdust, cork, and lignite. Such work is principally

aimed at determining the mechanism of coalification. The model coal

substances so derived are inappropriate for detailed mechanistic studies
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of coal carbonization, since their chemical structure is in general, as

ill-defined as coal's itself.

The degradation of naturally occurring polymers (e.g. cellulose) and

a whole range of man-made polymers.(e.g. polystyrene, polymethyl

acrylate, polyvinyl alcohol) has quite naturally attracted a good deal

of interest among coal researchers. To try to review the literature on

thermal degradation of polymers is far beyond the scope of this review.

General references on the topic are the books by Grassie (1956) and

Madorsky (1964), and a brief discussion, naturally enough, by Van Krevelen

(1976).

As has already been indicated, Table 3.2-3 gives a variety of activation

energies and pre-exponentials for various polymer decomposition reactions.

The fact that so many depolymerization reactions have activation energies

comparable to coal "depolymerization" is hardly surprising if one considers

them to both proceed principally by radical processes. However it is

difficult to apply such tidy polymer concepts as the "ceiling temperature"

(the temperature above which the rate of depolymerization becomes faster

than that of (re)polymerization; see Dainton and Ivin, 1948). Nor is the

elucidation of mechanisms of degradation of even "simple" polymers always

straightforward. Except for perhaps being able to shed new light on the

behavior of particular functional goups (which can in itself by very

valuable), the literature on the thermal degradation of polymers (the

small subset reviewed by this author) does not alter the basic mechanistic

picture derived from substances closer in structure to coal.

An interesting facet' of the study of thermal degradation of cellulose

is that it has shown something of a dependence on heating rate (Martin,

1964; Lewellen et al. 1976). Again, it is not clear whether enhanced



transport of volatiles is principally responsible, or whether the primary

decomposition is a competitive reaction process.

In concluding this section on model compounds, it can be seen that the

results are, in general, what a sound knowledge of organic chemistry might

lead one to expect. The work has usually been qualitative in nature, rationali-

zation of observed behavior with still only tentative efforts at developing

quantitative understanding (predictive power). The implication in terms

of coals, with far less completely characterized structures than these

model compounds, is that detailed predictive capability may be a long way

off. This may be especially true in terms of systems where mass and heat

transport characteristics are very different 'from those studied (recall

most model work has been done at slow rates of heating).

With regard to new directions in model compound work, the efforts of

Gavalas (discussed in the section on coal structure) will be watched with

considerable interest. Although constructing his "model compounds" and

reaction pathways by computer rather than by experiment, it will be inter-

esting to see how these "model compounds" compare to real coal behavior.

The success (or failure) of these efforts may go a long way towards

explaining how simple or complex model substances must be to effectively

simulate coal pyrolysis behavior.

Mechanistic Implications of Structural Changes in Coals Undergoing

Pyrolysis

Brown (1955a) examined the infrared spectra of coals pyrolyzed to

800*C at a rate of 1.25*C/min, and held for one hour and found rather

little change in the spectra of a caking and a coking coal up to 300 or

4000C. At 4600C, however, very marked changes become apparent. Whereas

the coal started with a ratio of (H aromatic /H.lihti) of about 0.5, by 460*C
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the ratio is about 2. Hydrogen bonded pheolic OH groups are removed

primarily between 460 and 550*C and C-C crosslinks between aromatic

systems are formed. By 550*C little of the aliphatic structure is left,

and aromatic hydrogen is being removed. Brown concludes that his data

support Van Krevelen's metaplast model.

An interesting conclusion of Brown's work also concerns the difference

between caking and coking coals. He concludes that a good coking coal is

characteriztd by a lower hydroxyl content than a caking coaland feels that

the presence of -OH in the temperature range 400-460*C may be an important

factor in determining coking quality.

Diamond (1960) conducted x-ray studies of vitrains pyrolyzed at

temperatures up to 100 0 C. The x-ray techniques involved were the same

as those employed by Cartz and Hirsch (1960) in their studies of struc-

tural characteristics of vitrains. Diamond did not carefully control

heating rate; samples were permitted to rise to temperature exponentially

in 3 hours, and then maintained at temperature for 3 hours. In examining

Diamond's data (Fig. 3.2-7) we must bear in mind the objections to the

x-ray analysis technique raised by Brooks and Stephens (1965); this has

its greatest impact on the uncertainty in layer diameter (of planar

aromatic regions).

It is immediately striking in examining Fig. 3.2-7 to see how some

structural property changes seem well correlated with others and totally

uncorrelated with yet others. For purposes of this discussion, the

behavior of 84% C caking bituminous coal will be focused upon. Up until

about 300*C relatively little has apparently happened. Weight loss is

about 6%, and the mean layer diameter, intralayer carbon-carbon band

distance and mean interlayer' spacing are all roughly the' same as for the
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raw coal, as reported by Cartz and Hirsch (1960).

Weight loss increases sharply between 300 and 400*C, over this

range some hydroxyl groups are probably being eliminated, and some tar

formation may begin. Little additonal aromatization is in evidence, but

the mean interlayer distance falls, perhaps indicating the physical melting

of micelles. In the range 400-500*C, the remaining hydroxyl oxygen is

eliminated, condensation reactions (leading to larger layer diameters)

commence, the average interlayer spacing is at a minimum, and the mean

C-C bond distance is at a minimum. The maximum in the average number of

layers per stack (or stack height) was also observed in earlier x-ray

work with softening coals by Blayden et al. (1943).

In the range of 400-500*C, the average length of carbon-carbon bonds

exhibits a minimum. This decrease in bond distance can be rationalized in

part by the existence of free radicals which increase bond order and

thereby decrease bond lengths. However, Diamond feels that this explana-

tion may be subsidiary to one in which aliphatic side chains (C-C

0

bond length 1.54 A) are removed, thus decreasing the average intralayer

bond length slightly.

Finally, as temperatures above 6000C, are attained, the rate of weight

loss falls off and the secondary degasification phase beings, wherein a

large amount of aromatization occurs, as evidenced by the increase in

average layer diameter and the approach of the C-C bond length toward the

graphite limit. Curiously, the mean number of layers per stack drops, but

Diamond attributes this to the spreading out of lamellar layers by mergers

of smaller layers. It can be seen that the mean interlayer spacing does

not approach that of graphite. This observation is reasonable in that

many coals cannot be graphitized by heating. Diamond implies that this
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may be due to stereochemical hindrances such as the existence of non-planar

small layers or amorphous carbon.

In comparing the behavior of various bituminous coals and an anthra-

cite, Diamond notes that among bituminous coals, the carbonization temper-

ature plays a larger role in determining structure than does original

rank. The anthracite, however, appears to be much more "ordered" to start

with and approaches graphitization much more closely than bituminous coals.

The work of Blayden et al. showdd that a low rank coal (a Polish Brown

coal of 68.2% C, daf) behaved in somewhat the same manner as bituminous

coals with respect to the increase in mean layer diameter with temperature.

Although the brown coal and anthracites studied by Blayden did not show

maxima in the stack height as did bituminous coals in the range 400-500*C,

they did nevertheless show the same type of minima between 7000 and 1000 C.

The aforementioned maximum in stack height, in the range 400-600*C

is then a property of softening coals. Blayden discovered that height

of the maximum could be increased and sharpened by decreasing the heating

rate from 5*C/min to 2*C/min. Furthermore, pyridine extraction of the

components responsible for fluidity also eliminated the maximum. These

data provide firm support for the theories on coal plasticity already

presented. Namely, the first step in the pyrolysis of a softening coal

involves the softening of micelles, which allows greater ordering of

stacks, and that the extractible portion acts as a solvating agent and/or

hydrogen donor during this process. The chloroform extractable portion

of the coal, discussed previously, is probably the more "active" fraction

of the pyridine extract studied by these workers. These observations

also lend support to some other theories advanced previously. The

evolution of tar and elimination of hydroxyl groups does not immediately



lead to much ofan increase in the average size of the aromatic nuclei.

Thus the material evolving probably has the same type of aromatic character

as that left behind (in terms of the size range of polycyclic nuclei

evolved vs those in the residue). The difference in products at the

early stages of pyrolysis probably is one of the degree of hydrogenation

vs degree of crosslinking. Large increases in aromatization begin only

when the rate of weight loss has already fallen to very low levels.

Marsh and Stadler (1967) discuss the relationship between the x-ray

studies of changes upon pyrolysis, and compare them to the changes

observed by polarized light and electron diffraction. The 400-500*C growth

of "anisotropic spheres" of 10-100p has been observed by polarized light

microscopy of softened coals. These spheres are regions of macroscopic

order which are detected by optical methods involving relatively long

wavelenghts. X-ray studies of structure, because of the much shorter

wavelength of radiation involved, do not detect this long-range order

(presumably due to stacking of macormolecules), but only detect the

short range order due to overlap of small "pieces" of the macromolecules

Oelert (1968) used infrared spectroscopy to obtain quite detailed in-

formation on the chemical changes occurring during slow (0.05*C/min)

pyrolysis at low temperatures (3 hours at 500*C, maximum). Fig. 3.2-8

presents a few of the results obtained. The values for CH and CH
3 aromatic

were taken directly from spectral bonds at 1380 cm1 and 910-650 cm

respectively. Phenolic groups were estimated by acetylation followed

by monitoring of the 1750 cm band. CHI 2 was calculated by difference

from a knowledge of the ultimate analysis. (This group may then also contain

some tertiary CH hydrogen.) Aromatic carbon not bound to hydrogen or

oxygen was also calculated by difference (and so must contain some
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tertiary CH carbons). The assignment of the 1640-1540 cm band to

quinonic carbonyl groups is also questionable. Thus in a few respects

these results must be considered approximations. The fact that the cal-

culated aromaticities of the raw coals are reasonable lends support to

the approximations employed

Oelert observes that in all cases, there is a loss of methyl carbon

(to the extent of 20-30%, not shown in Fig. 3.2-8) prior to softening

of the coal. In the case where such measurements were available, this ini-

tial loss of methyl- coincides with a gain in methylene-carbon. It may be

inferred from this behavior that at least part of this initial loss of

methyl carbon is due to the type of hydrogen donation mechanism postulated

by Van Krevelen, rather than a simple loss of methyl as methane. The data

in this regard are somewhat sketchy, though, and do not include volatile

product analyses, which might help settle the issue.

Within the range of temperatures associated with plasticity, the

contents of both methyl and methylene carbons decrease, while the content

of aromatic carbon begins to increase. The more dramatic increases in

aromaticity begin after a fairly substantial portion of the weight loss

has occurred, but prior to resolidication of the plastic coal. The

behavior of the phenolic groups was rather peculiar, in that their

content went through a slight maximum (see Fig. 3.2-8). The author

attributed this phenomenon to light oxidation during handling of samples.

The temperature of decomposition of phenolic groups is upwards of 450*C,

which compares reasonably favorably with the temperatures observed by

Czuchajowski (1961) in his work with low-rank coals.

Unfortunately, the use of the band containing the much disputed 1600 cm

band to quantify quinonic oxygen' leads to some uneasiness about the reported
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behavior of those groups. The decomposition temperatures

reported by Oelert are in the range 430-500*C.
0

Oelert compares the yield of methane from thermovolumetric experiments

with that calculated from the methylcontent, were all methyl ultimately

to become methane. The results are given below (all for 500*C):

Coal (V.M.%) CH4 from Experiment CH4 calculated from IR data

13 80.0 80.7

17 80.5 88.7

20 88.0 100.3

22 88.8 107.1

27 89.0 111.2

35 84.0 98.9

37 81.3 86.9

39 81.6 90.4

The calculated values are always too high, by as much as 25%. The

author's interpretation is that methyl groups play a dominant role in

methane formation. It is not clear from these data alone whether the

"hydrogen donor" role ascribed to them by Wolfs et al. (1960) is also

supported.

Broad-line NMR measurements of coals and chars have been made by

Ladner and Stacey (1965). The rather modest decrease in the second

moment below 400*C (at a heating rate of 1 1/4C min) is consistent with

Oelert's picture that methylene (plus"hindered"methyl, if present) do not

decrease by much below this temperature. Above 400*C, there is a marked

decrease in both.

It can be concluded, based on the results presented in this section,

that the theory of coal pyrolysis originally postulated by Van Krevelen

and Fitzgerald and their co-workers has gained considerable experimental

backing. There reamin a great many areas, however, which could very

profitably be explored further (e.g. the very important role of hydroxyl

groups, the determination of the precise nature of "hydrogen-donor"

hydrogen recipient interactions).

The mechanistic studies ot date have mostly been involved with

pyrolysis at relatively slow rates of heating; it would be of considerable



interest to compare the behavior at slow rates of heating to that at high

rates of heating. The range of temperatures studied has occasionally

been low as well, but at least in the case of infrared studies this has

partly been dictated by the nature .of the experiment (coal pyrolyzed

slowly to temperatures much above 500*G becomes opaque in the infrared).

In general, no one technique will be' able to yield all of the information

of interest. In the past, interest has also been heavily oriented towards

coals that show softening upon heating; with current interest in utilization

of low-rank (generally non-softening) coals, it becomes necessary to

focus more upon the differences in the mechanisms of pyrolysis of high

and low rank coals.

This study, for reasons of time and resources, has not been able to

employ the techniques described above for elucidation of the mechanism

of pyrolysis. Instead of approaching the problem by direct measurement of

physical and chemical processes occurring in the reactant (coal/char), the

approach has been from the other direction, namely, examination of products.

The identity of the products and the time-temperature history used to

produce them are used to infer what may actually be going on in the

coal/char. Such an approach is necessarily fraught with empiricism, as

there is no way to establish that a particular product (that itself may

not be particularly well characterized) results from the reaction of

some particular structure(s). The exception to this generalization is

perhaps in clever experimentation, whereby one chemically changes the

original structure in a known way and monitors the change in products

(typical examples being the' use of dueterated and radioactively labelled

species). The difficulty with coal is that the reactant is so ill-

understood that it is difficult to change any particular feature in a

known manner and yet leave the coal structure otherwise unchanged.



In recent years, the continued development of more sophisticated

analysis tools for the study of heavy liquid and solid organics bodes

well for the study of coal and its reactions.

Effect of Coal Type and Pyrolysis Conditions on Pytolysis Behavior

This section explores briefly the evidence for the effect or lack

of effect of the variables listed in section 3.0. For a more thorough

treatment, the reader is referred to Anthony and Howard (1976) or

Howard (1977).

Effect of Coal Type

Table 3.2-5 lists the results of various workers on various coals.

There are a large number of final temperatures and heating rates involved,

so caution must be exercised in making direct intercomparisons. The

results from this study and those of Loison and Chatvin (1964) were both

obtained at heating rates of about 1000 *C/sec and final temperatures of

about 1000*C, so they constitute a relatively consistent set. The data

of Campbell and Stephens (1976), Fitzgerald and Van Krevelen (1959), and

JUntgen and Van Heek (1977, also Hanbaba et al., 1968) were all obtained

at low heating rates. It is not clear whether the lower V*/VM values

obtained by Fitzgerald and Van Krevelen are due to an effect of heating

rate, volatiles cracking, or merely because lower temperatures were

involved than in the work of Loison and Chauvin and this study. The

next section will discuss the importance of temperature in more detail.

In general, the data suggest

- Methane and Ethane yields rise, and then fall again with

rank. The scatter in these data partly masks this behavior,

but the same phenomenon has been reported by Hahbaba et al. (1968).
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Table 3.2-5 Comparison of Ultimate

% by Weight (1) (2) (1)

C (daf) 71.2 73.5 77.9

H (daf) 4.6 5.8 5.5

N (daf) 1.1 1.2 1.4

0 (daf) 21.8 18.7 9.3

VM (daf) 44.3 - 44.6

ash(dry) 10.6 9.1 11.5
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Table 3.2-5 Comparison of Ultimate Yields of
% by Weight (5) (3) (4)

C (daf) 87.5 87.9 88.6

H (daf) 4.6 4.5 5.0

N (daf) 1.7 - 2.3

0 (daf) 5.3 5.0 3.7

VM (daf) 28.9 19.4 23.3

Ash(dry) 7.4 6.8 3.7
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(5) (3)
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- Ethylene yield increases with decreasing rank.

- Oxygenated species all increase with decreasing rank.

- Tar (in this case, generally room temperature condensible

molecular weight >120)' yields show a distinct maximum

in the low rank bituminous range. Lignites and very high

rank coals do not produce much.

The production of hydrogen gas is particularly sensitive to the amount

of secondary reaction possible in the system and also to the length of time a

coke is held at temperature (driving off the remaining aromatic hydrogen).

The hydrogen values obtained by JUntgen and co'orkets appear high when

compared to the results of all other workers. The amount of hydrogen in H
2

and CH4 alone often accounts for more than is present in the coal to begin

with. Even leaving out ehese questionable values, no clear trend is evident.

JUntgen and coworkers were, however, able to measure the yield of

molecular nitrogen. The values obtained represent significant percen-

tages of the nitrogen in the raw coals.

These data suggest that some predictive power may already be availa-

ble. Fig. 3.2-9 shows a comparison of phenolic oxygen content with

pyrolytically formed water (not moisture) oxygen content. The agree-

ment with the curve suggested by Given (previously discussed) is outstan-

ding, with the exception of the water from the lignite used in this

study and the data from Jiintgen and Van Heek (1977), which appear to be

consistently low.

Agreement between carboxylic oxygen and oxygen in the CO2 product

is not as good, but is nevertheless acceptable at high ranks. The

discrepancy at low ranks is again more sizable. There is evidence in

the literature that the loss .of carboxyl groups from low rank coals is



among the lowest temperature pyrolysis phenomena. The appearance ,of a

large amount of CO2 as the first major (chemically evolved) species during

pyrolysis of the lignite in this study is suggestive of this behavior;

the yield from the low temperature phase of pyrolysis of this lignite

and Campbell and Stephen's subbituminous coal are shown as circles in

Fig. 3.2-9. This staged behavior during pyrolysis will be discussed

at length later. The agreement with the carboxyl content is then fairly

good. Assuming the carboxyl content estimates are accurate, then it

must be the case that CO2 arises from other sources as well, especially

in low rank coals. A small amount may be due to the carbonate mineral

decomposition, but at least in the case of the lignite in this study,

this can account for but 1/3 of the additional CO2. Thus some CO2 must

be formed from non-carboxyl structures during pyrolysis. The remaining

coal oxygen is evolved as part of the tars, or as CO.

The mechanistic origins of the various hydrocarbons is much less well

determined. As discussed in the previous section, IR evidence suggests

that methane yields are consistently lower than that which would be expected

from methyl carbon.

Effect of Temperature

In studying the thermal decomposition of a pure substance A, if

one postulates that the reaction is first order and governed by an

Arrhenius rate law, then the extent of reaction is simply derived from an

appropriate integration of

d(A) -k -E/RT
dt -- k e (A)dt 0

13 -l
If k is a typical 10 sec and E a typical 55 kcal/mole, then a

reaction which at low temperature carbonization temperatures 500*C takes

over 4 minutes, can occur in .2 milliseconds at 1000*C.
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Since coal is a heterogeneous material with many types' of reac-

tive sites (any site can be reactive if the temperature is sufficiently

high), it is natural to expect that-its pyrolysis will involve many

different types of reaction pathways, each with its own characteristic

activation energy. The overall behavior of the coal will be determined

by a set reactions some perhaps parallel and independent, others

consecutive,others perhaps competitive.

It is in this respect also that the A.S.T.M. proximate volatile

matter test is arbritrary-heating for seven minutes at 950*C does not

ensure "complete" reaction of the coal. It ensures that some, but

not necessarily all, reactions have gone to completion.

It is also for this reason that the data of Kimber and Gray (1967a,b),

Kobayashi (1977), and Ubhayakar et al.(1977) (Table 3.2-2) and Blair

et al.(1977) are not directly comparable to the other data; because of

the exceedingly high temperatures involved in thes6' studies (1800-2000 C),

a completely different set of decomposition reactions with very high

activation energies could be involved.

Many pyrolysis studies have focussed upon obtaining time-temperature

resolved rates of production of various gaseous species from coal. Form

these data, kinetic constants can be determined, and an overall model

of coal pyrolysis formulated. Two of the more recent studies' of-this

kind have been those of Jintgen and Van Heek (1971,1977) and ,of Campbell

and Stephens (1976). Fig. 3.2-10 and 3.2-11 present some of their data.

Both sets of data appeared in integrated form in Table 3.2-5 as yields

obtained up to 100 0 C (by heating at slow rates, 1 - 3.5*C/min).

Both sets of data show how some products are formed in 2 or more

distinct stages (CO 2 ,CO), while other products are characterized' by a

single, rather broad peak. The data in both cases were obtained by
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on-line mass spectroscopy, but in neither case was mention made

concerning possible sampling lags. Presumably the low heating rates

involved help to avoid the troublesome measurement lags observed by

Blair et al. (1977) at higher heating rates. A comparison between the

data obtained by these workers and the results of this study will be

discussed in a later section.

In summing up the contributions of all individual products, a

smoothed overall weight loss curve usually results. Fig. 3.2-12 shows

a family of such overall weight loss curves as functions of the

residence time at a particular temperature (Howard, 1977). The data

shown were collected by various techniques and on various coals. The

apparent assymptote at 1000 C may not be a true assymptote, in light

of the higher weight losses obtained at higher temperatures.

Effect of Heating Rate

The effect of heating rate on mechanism and yield is one of the

most discussed topics in coal pyrolysis research. In the early 1950's

several Russian workers studied the differences between'products of

pyrolysis formed in slow decomposition in a retort and those from

rapid pyrolysis in superheated steam. This work has been reviewed by

Badzioch (1961). The conclusion reached was that rapid pyrolysis led

to a substantially different mix of products than slow pyrolysis. From

analyses of this data, Chukhanov (1956) postulated five sets of parallel

first order reactions. The first was very rapid and resulted in the

production of CO2 and water. The other sets included slower tar and

hydrocarbon forming reactions, and very slow (order of hours at 500%C)

degassing reactions.

Peters (1960) and Peters and Bertling (1965) have compared the

pyrolysis of coal in a standard Fischer assay retort (heating rate
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about 120C/min to 600*C) and in a mechanically fluidized bed, wherein

heating rates of 100 to 1000 times higher than in the Fischer retort were

possible.

Although the yield of gas varied by only a few percent between the

two cases, the gas from the retort was significantly higher in hydrogen

content. This, combined with the fact that the tar yield is lower from

the retort, leads to the conclusion that either tar is initially formed

in the same quantities in both systems but subsequently is coked in the

retort, or that the fluid bed yield of tar is higher because of a

chemical effect induced by the higher heating rate. Unfortunately

because the processing environments being compared are very different

(in this work as well as the earlier Russian work) no firm conclusions

could be reached on the importance of heating rate alone. Anthony and

Howard (1976) suggest that the difference in experimental environment

(and its effect on transport of potentially reactive volatiles away

from the reaction zone) may play an important role in causing the

pseudo-effect of heating rate to be observed. Rapid heating experiments

are generally dispersed phase experiments, hence volatiles have less

opportunity to contact coal and be "repolymerized" and coked. This is

not intended to imply, however, that heating rate cannot have an effect

on total yields (due to competition between process with different

activation energies). Van Krevelen (1961, see section on Model Compounds)

found a large effect of heating rate on total yield of volatiles from

pyrolysis of a hydroxyl substituted polycondensed aromatic system, but

no effect on the unsubstituted polycondensate. He theorized that in

the case of the substituted polycondensate, a competitive reaction

mechanism was responsible for the effect, and that it must involve
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some kind of repolymerization via hydroxyl groups.

An effect of heating rate need not only be a manifestation of

competing chemical processes, it could also arise because of

competition between a physical and chemical process. Corrales and

Van Krevelen (1960) demonstrated a sorption effect of organics on coal.

In low heating rate processes, it is possible that the temperature at

which a substance is formed within the coal is sufficiently low so that

it cannot immediately vaporize, whereas at higher heating rates, its

temperature of formation is sufficiently high so that it essentially

vaporizes immediately and cannot react. If this is the true sequence

of events it implies a rather strong temperature dependence of the

rate of vaporization, relative to the activation energies of the

formation and cracking reactions. There is no evidence to suggest

whether this is realistic. It has also been suggested (Van Krevelen et

al., 1956; Loison and Chauvin, 1964; Badzuich, 1967) that another

mechanism responsible for enhancement of yield of tar is physical carry-

ing away of "metaplast" or even small pieces of coal. During rapid

heating, reaction temperatures can be reached in fractions of a second,

resulting in a very rapid, violent evolution of gas. It has been

observed during the course of this study that some decrepitation of

the lignite occurs, and that small flecks of the parent coal are

thrown off, to be included with the tar. It is likely that the mist

of "tar" evolved from the pyrolyzing bituminous coal may also be

partially "non-volatile" material, though no distinct pieces of

particle are observed. The loss of this material can contribute to the

higher weight loss from high heating rate experiments, but again it

is only a pseudo-effect, becasue the non volatile material physically



carried away would not be as likely to be observed as product if

the high heating rates were somehow attained in a large fixed bed.

A legitimate concern in the' analysis of data from rapid heating

rate experiments is one of heat transfer limitations, both external and

internal to the particle.

Badzioch (1967) has shown by calculation that the center of a 100p

particle heated at a rate of 104 0C/sec can lag the surface by 50*C,

but that this was acceptable for most kinetic analyses, since the

extent of reaction during this phase was extremely small (chemical rate

control). Koch et al.(1960) determined various values of "critical

diameter" as a function of heating rate. This critical diameter reflects

the particle size above which the pyrolysis at a given rate of heating

(of the surface) shifts from chemical control to heat transfer control.

Below some sample results

Heating Rate *C/sec 100 1000 10,000
Critical diameter p 2000 500 200

Anthony and Howard also cite some unpublished MIT data that show that

the transition occurs at 100 to 1000 p for a heating rate of 6000C/sec.

Mills et al. (1975) have also concluded that particles of 74p diameter (as

used in this study) show chemical, rather than heat transfer, control.

A number of recent experimental studies have helped shed more light

on the question of effect of heating rate. Anthony (1974, Anthony and

Howard, 1976) studied the effect of heating rate in the range 180 to

10,00 0*C/sec and found no effect on the ultimate weight loss from a

Montana lignite. The same set of kinetic parameters was found to hold

over the entire range as well. Data are shown in Fig. 3.2-13. The

results for bituminous coal similarly showed no major effect between

1000 and 10,000*C/sec.
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Another set of data which suggest a relatively unimportant role for

heating rate are those from Jlntgen and Van Heek (1968). Fig. 3.2-14

shows data obtained by these workers ranging from 10 2C/min up to

10 0 C/min. In order to study the effect, two types of apparatus were

employed, the low heating rates in a fixed bed in a furnace, the high

heating rates on an electrically heated grid. The calculated curves

were drawn using the "best-fit" parameters shown above the curves.

The model to which these parameters were fit was a first order model

(in ethane product). The derivation of the model will be described in

the subsequent section on modelling. The activation energies show a

great insensitivity towards heating rate, but the results also point

up how large an effect heating rate can have upon the temperature at

which a process occurs. The maximum rate of evolution of ethane occurs

at about 400%G at a heating rate of 10-2 C/min, and at a temperature

of 675*C at a rate of 104*C/min.

Unfortunately, from these data alone it is possible to conclude only

that the primary mechanism of ethane formation does not change with

heating rate. To conclude that no other changes have occurred requires

an integration of the curve to get total yield (not provided). From

other data provided by this group (Hanbaba et al., 1968), the total

yield of ethane does go up slightly as heating rate is increased from

2.5 x 10-3oC/min to .880 C/min.

A bit of indirect evidence for lack of effect of heating rate is

provided by the data of Kobayashi (1977). Fig. 3.2-15 shows the

variation of H/C ratio vs 0/C ratio for a Pittsburgh Seam Bituminous

coal and a Montana lignite upon pyrolysis. The coals were pyrolyzed in

two ways. One involved use of a small ceramic crucible, which attained
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temperatures of about 2000 C at heating rates on the order of 0.5 - 5**C/sec.

The other data were obtained from an entrained flow reactor in which the

heating rates were calculated to be 10,000-200,000 *C/sec. The fact

that both sets of data fall along the same curve seems to imply that the

mechanism of pyrolysis at high and low heating rates is the same

because the same elements are being eliminated in the same ratios. The

fact that the ultimate weight loss from the crucible experiments were

about 20% lower than those from the laminar flow furnace could be

explained in a number of ways:

- Incomplete material collection in the entrained flow system.

(Although weight losses were checked with as as a tracer).

- Secondary reactions within the crucible which result in

coke formation from volatiles.

- The fact that heating rate does not show an effect on this

H/C vs 0/C plot might imply that the difference begins to

manifest itself only at a very low value of 0/C.

In heating up to 1800*C rapidly, the initial course of pyrolysis

may be the same as that observed at lower rates and temperatures. The

last phase of slow, low temperature pyrolysis is the "degassing" phase

wherein hydrogen is lost. Perhaps the fact that this phase is reached

very quickly and is carried out at much higher temperatures than normal

permits more efficient utilization of this residual hydrogen. The data

of Blair et al.(1977) show no significant effect of heating rate in the

range 500*C/sec to 20,000 *C/sec in pyrolysis work at 1400*C, yet

attains weight losses of the same order as Kobayashi. Blair did however

see a rather large percentage increase in volatiles yield between 100
0 4C

and 1400*C, suggesting that pyrolysis at high temperatures and high



heating rates gives a yield enhancement attributable more to the former than

to the latter.

Effect of Particle Diameter

In addition to the previously described studies which defined the

maximum particle diameters acceptable for use in particular pyrolysis

experiments, there have been other studies which have sought to develop

correlations between weight loss and particle diameter. These studies

have naturally focussed upon a range of particle diameters much greater

than those involved in this study.

Peters (1960) postulated an empirical model of the form:

Rate of wt loss = 0.03(T -330)/D0 .26  (3.2-1)

Ta = ambient temperature (QC)

D = particle diameter (mm)

The form was interpreted as describing a propagation of an

evaporation front (T%330*C) through the coal matrix. The particles

studied were in the range 250 to 2000p.

Essenhigh (1963) modeled the devolatilization of coal particles as

an "evaporative" phenomenon. The rate of the process is controlled by

the transport of volatiles through a porous solid matrix. These

volatiles are produced at the surfacr of a shrinking, spherical liquid

core. The time required for devolatilization is given by:

t ' K D2 (3.2-2)
v v

Kv is a constant inversely proportional to the char

permeability and directly proportional to the volatile

matter content of the coal.

The correlation was derived for particles of diameter 295 to 4760p.

Howard and Anthony (1976) point out the contradiction between the

above two models, but attribute it to the possible temperature dependence



of Kv. They also point out that since the form of Equation 3.2-2

is that of the Fourier group (at/D2), then the nature of the model is

determined by the interpretation of K . Experimental verification of
V

the form of the equation does not distinguish between a mass transport

limitation, as postualted, or a heat transport limitation whereby K is
V

interpreted as a thermal diffusivity.

Howard and Essenhigh (1967) demonstrated that extrapolation of

Equation 3.2-2 to particle diameters much less than about 150p is

inappropriate. Based on this and the evidence in the previous subsection,

the choice of a particle diameter less than 100p assures chemical control.

Anthony (1974 ; Anthony and Howard, 1976) studied the effect of

particle diameter in the range 5 3-1000p. The samples were held at 100 0*C

for 5-20 seconds in an electrical grid system. This residence time was

sufficient to assure complete reaction of even the largest particles.

The results (Fig. 3.2-16) show only a slight effect of diameter on total

weight loss; about a 3% total decrease from the largest particle to the

smallest.

Such an effect is consistent with the picutre that has already been

advanced; anything that is done to keep volatiles in contact with a hot

reactive environment will lead to cracking and loss of yield. In the

present case, the reactive environment is the coal particle itself, and

the larger the coal particle, the longer the average transport time out

of the particle.

Unfortunately, unlike most other types of systems where mass trans-

port effects can be directly assessed by variation of the characteristic

dimension of the system (i.e. particle diameter),in the case of coal,

this approach involves the risk of potentially changing the nature of

the chemical reactant as well. This point has already been discussed
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in the section on petrography.

Variation of external pressure as a means of varying mass

transfer resistance offers clear advantages over variation of particle

diameter in several respects. It avoids the problem of maceral

enrichment, and it also permits in the present apparatus the Variation

of mass transfer resistance almost independently of heat transfer

resistance. Data from pyrolyses run-at non-atmospheric pressures are

presented in the next section.

Effect of Pressure

Variation of the pressure of inert gas present during pyrolysis

appears to have its largest effect in the yeild of tar (H.C. Howard,

1963). There are no models which satisfactorily account for all the

observed behavior, but it is believed that the general class of reactions

responsible can be described by

Primary Tar -- coke + lighter products (CH4)

In building a model for secondary reactions in coal, it is important to

recognize that the reactions that lead to a loss of product on a weight

basis can easily lead to a gain on a molar basis. In general, the weight

ratio of gas to tar products increases with increasing pyrolysis pressure,

as does the number of moles of gas produced per unit weight of coal.

In work on a Pittsburgh seam bituminous coal, Anthony et al. (1975)

found a rather large effect of helium pressure in the range .001 to 100

atmospheres (see Fig. 3.2-17). Using the same rapid grid heating techni-

que, they found virtuallyno effect on a Montana lignite. These data

support the view that volatiles fraction which is most effected by

variations in the external pressure during pyrolysis, is the tar fraction.

This view is also supported by the data of Loison and Chauvin (1964) who



have observed increased yields of rather non-volatile tar from vacuum

pyrolysis.

A well established pyrolysis phenomenon is the so-called

autohydrogenation phenomenon, which involves an increase in the yield

of CH4 with increasing inert gas pressure, while the yield of molecular

hydrogen decreases. Recent evidence for this phenomenon is provided by

Rennhack (1964). In this work, Rennhack first partially carbonized a

high volatile bituminous coal at 580*C. This char was then pyrolyzed at

higher temperatures (85000 attained at 5*C/min) and the rates of formation

of hydrogen and methane were recorded as functions of temperature under

both I and 20 atmospheres of nitrogen. It was noted that the rates of

formation were such that for a given temperature, although the ratio of

H2 to CH varied, the sum

EH = 2 H2 + CH

was independent of pressure. It was hypothesized by the author that mole-

cular hydrogen and methane represent the products of two competing

reaction pathways involving hydrogen radicals. Since the overall rate of

hydrogen loss from the char was independent of pressure, the formation of

hydrogen radical intermediates must be rate controlling. Because these

experiments were run with char rather than raw coal, it was possible that

the reactions responsible for the behavior were largely of the so-called

"slow degassing" variety, leading to increasing aromatization of the coke.

Recently, Banerjee et al. (1973) studied the pyrolysis of several

coals in vacuum and various gases. An anthracitic coal (92.9% C,

14.4 V11, daf) displayed relatively little difference between pyrolysis

in vacuum and under nitrogen and argon (unfortunately, the actual pressure

was not specified, but presumably is atmospheric). A lignite (73.5% C,

55.8% VM) showed somewhat more effect, and the largest effect was shown
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by a "tertiary" coal (80.7% C, 43.7% VM). Pyrolysis in vacuum dramatically

decreased the yield of ethylene from pyrolysis of the latter coal.

The effect of external pressure has been modelled by a few workers;

these models will be described in the following section. This thesis

includes additional data on the effect of pressure on product composition

and pyrolysis kinetics.

3.2.2 Modelling of Pyrolysis Phenomena

This section described first, the models derived to explain pyrolysis

rate phenomena on a purely chemical basis and then, the models developed

to account for the finite rate of mass transport out of the particle

and the competitive reaction phenomena involved.

It should be emphasized at the outset that there is at present no

one model which is suitable for describing all pyrolysis phenomena. A

truly general model would have to account for the wide range of

behavior observed in going from non-softening lignites, through softening

bituminous and back to a non-softening process in anthracite. It must

account for the entire spectrum of products observed and the effects of

various operating parameters (e.g. pressure, particle size) on this

spectrum.

A few physically based (e.g.heat mass transfer limited) models have

already been presented in the preceding sections. It is assumed in

presenting the "basic models" that such transport limitations do not exist.

This view is modified somewhat in the subsection on "transport models".

Basic Models

The classic Van Krevelen-Fitzgerald model for pyrolysis of a

coking coal has already been presented:



Coking Coal(P) w-Netaplast (M)

k
2

Metaplast (M) Semi-Coke (R) + primary volatile (G )
k1

Semi-Coke (R) - Coke (S) + secondary gas (G2)

The first stage of the process, characterized by rate constant ki,

results in the formation of a meta-stable plastic intermediate (the

metaplast, M). The second stage, characterized by rate constant k2 ,

describes the resolidificdtion of the intermediate material. The third

step, whose rate is governed by k3 , involves the degassing of the resoli-

dified mass.

These steps were described mathematically by Chermin and Van Krevelen

(1957) and later again by Van Krevelen (1961). The rate expressions for

the three steps are derived assuming first order kinetics:

dP-d-= k P (3.2-3)
dt 1

dm
- = k P - k N (3.2-4)
dt 1 2

dG dG
dG I 2
dt + = k M + k R (3.2-5)d-t dt dt 2 3

-l
where t is time, the k's are rate constants (time ), and P,M,R,G,

represent the weights of raw coal, metaplast, semi-coke and volatiles

respectively. It is assumed that k, k 2 , k, based on the fact that

the temperature of maximum rate of weight loss is very close to the

temperature of maximum fluidity for coking coal. (see Fig. 3.2-3). It

can, however, be noted that since plasticity is proportional to M,

the model can predict essentially non-plastic behavior if k 2 k.

A further simplication is possible in that the secondary degasification

reaction only becomes important after most weight loss has occurred.



Therefore, if interest is focussed on the early phases of pyrolysis

dG
2

dt 0 T < T maximum devolatilization rate

Thus (3.2-5), (3.2-4), and (3.2-6), respectively,can be written as

dG-- = k M (3.2-6)
d t

-- = k (P - M) (3.2-7)
dt

and

dP-- = k P (3.2-8)
dt

Solution of this set is straightforward in an isothermal system,

but analytical solution is difficult in the usually encountered case

of an approximately linear temperature rise (T = mt). Chermin and

Van Krevelen approximate the linear temperature rate with the function:

a t = exp(- 2T./T) (3.2-9)

The parameters a and T are adjustable, and the function is approximately

linear for 0.8 < (T/T.) < 1.3. In this range
_ 1-

2m m
a - 2 3.69 T (3.2-10)

eT. 1

Employing this function, the solutions of (3.2-6), (.2-7), and

(3.2-8) are given by:

P - P expl[ -k't] (3.2-11)

M = P k't exp[ -k't] (3.2-12)

o = P {l - (k't + 1) exp[- k't]}
.0 (3.2-13)
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where P0 is the amount of coking coal present at time zero and k' is

given in terms of the Arrhenius pre-exponential (k ) and activation

energy (E) as:

k exp(-E/RT)
k' 0 (3.2-14)

E + 1
2RT.

I

Upon application of equation (3.2-12)' to real weight loss data, Chermin

and Van Krevelen obtained activation energies ranging from 52 to 59 kcal/

mole for various samples of coal heated at rates between 0.6 and 6.6*C/min

to 600*C. This result clearly does not include secondary degassing

reactions.

In order to model the secondary degassing reactions by a first order

process, Chermin and Van Krevelen resorted to a distributed activation

energies model (though not by that name). Distributed activation energies

models have frequently been successfully applied to describe various

aspects of coal pyrolysis; other applications will be presented later in

this section.

The form of the distribution function chosen in this case was:

E3 = A + B* (3.2-15)

where E is the activation energy for secondary degasification, A and

B are constants, and $ is the percentage of volatile matter yet to be

evolved from the semi-coke. The overall of secondary degasification

is given by:

dG2
2 t = k*3R exp (-E3 /RT) (3. 2-16)

where k* is the Arrhenius pre-exponential. In fitting these equations
3

to data-on pyrolys is, it was found that the following set. of parameters



was satisfactory:

k = k*0 = 8.33x 1013 sec~1
a 3

E = 50 kcal/mole

E3 = 100 - 3.29$ kcal/mole ($ < 14%)

It is again encouraging to note that the activation energy for

primary decomposition is typical of those for other, simpler organic

decomposition ractions (see Table 3.2-3). The choice of values for the

pre-exponentials and E3 were presumably guided by other physical

evidence. The activation energy of E3 was set according to the

evidence on the nature of carbon-hydrogen bonds. The C-H bond has

a bond energy of about 100 kcal/mole. Since

secondary degassing involves aromatization with evolution of hydrogen

or, as Rennhack (1964) later showed, compounds whose rate of evolution

are determined by hydrogen radical formation, it is logical that a

fairly high activation energy should apply.

There is a fair amount of debate in the literature, however,

concerning activation energies for high temperature hydrogen

evolution. Worrall and Walker (19S9) claim zero order kinetics and

an activation energy of 96 kcal/mole, interpreted as desorption of

"chemisorbed" hydrogen. Berkowitz and den Hartog (1962) claim a

first order process with an activation energy 8-15 kcal/mole,

interpreted as a pseudo-activation energy for lamellar movements.

More recently, Campbell and Stephens (1976), using a first order

model, obtained a value of 22.3 kcal/mole, in fair apparent agree-

ment with Berkowitz and den Hartog. Campbell and Stephens, however,

correctly point out that these low values of the activation energy

I I Opp 1 .00 1 -M I'm



may be artificial. If a distribution of activation energies, as

assumed by Chermin and Van Krevelen, does exist, then a broad temperature

dependence by hydrogen release is forced, and modelling with a single

(not distributed) first order expression will require artificially low

values of the activation energy and pre-exponential. The results of

Rennhack (1964) support this conclusion and suggest a distribution of

high activation energies.

13
The selection of a pre-exponential factor of approximate order 10

sec I by Chermin and Van Krevelen also has basis in general chemical

principles. The derivation of the principal equation of absolute reaction

rate theory for solids (or any other reactant; see for instance, Krantz

and Eyring, 1976) involves calculation of the average speed of a mole-

cule crossing a transition state-product barrier:

k T 1/2
v = (--m )(3.2-17)

where the expression is derived from one dimensional statistical mechanics

for a molecule of mass M and temperature T. kB is the Boltzmann

constant. The "width" of the activation energy barrier is assumed to

be A. The rate of reaction is determined by (v/A) times the number of

molecules in "position" (i.e. activated) to cross the barrier at any

time. This number is calculable from the ratio of the partition functions

of activated to non-activated states. By breaking one degree of

vibrational freedom (in the direction of bond breakage) out of the

activated state partition function and treating it as the translational

motion of a particle of mass M in a one dimensional "box" of length A,

one obtains
1/2

(2 uN k T

T B A)(3.2-18)
h



vThe product (QT)(-) leads to a term (kBT/h). The remaining termsT A B

in the ratio of partition functions give rise to a pseudo equilibrium

constant of activation K = exp(-AG /RT).

The overall rate constant is given by

AkT

k = ()(+K ) = )exp [- ] (3.2-19)A T hRT

Rewriting this in terms of other thermodynamic functions:

kB A?' AH
k=( )exp[ R]exp[ RT ] (3.2-20)

Then by analogy with the standard Arrhenius result:

9 ln k E
t3T VorP RT2  (3.2-21)

In a condensed phase, (3.2-20) gives

9Dln k AH + RT
9T = RT 2  (3.2-22)

And thus,

E = AH + RT (3.2-23)

and k e kt AS4
k = ( h )ep -] (3.2-24)0 h R

Choosing a reasonable value for temperature (about 500*C in Chermin

and Van Krevelen's work) leads to a theoretical alue of k of about

13 -l4.4 x 10 sec , if one assumes the entropy of activation is zero.

Deviations of AS from zero will lead to higher or lower pre-exponential

factors. These deviations can physically arise from an activation

process which proceeds via an activated complex which is "loose" or

"tight" relative to a ground state molecule.

In an attempt to improve the robustness of the'model, Chermin and

Van Krevelen included a term to account for the physical loss of
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metaplast as a tar mist carried away by rapidly evolving gas. This

loss would be accounted for in the' overall reaction scheme as a modifi-

cation of the second reaction in the sequence, giving:

P k

k
2

M1 G + M' + R
1

k
3

R - S + G

which leads to the rate expressions:

-I-h=k P (as before, 3.2-3)
dt 1

-= k P - k M (1 + k' M) (3.2-25)
dt 1 2

and

dG d(G1+ 14') dG2d =d +dt = k M(l + k' M) + k R (3.2-26)
dt dt dt 2 3

In deriving the above equations, it was assumed that the amount of

Metaplast (14) carried away at any time is proportional to both the

amount of metaplast present (M) and the rate of devolatilization at that

moment. This naturally leads to the pseudo second order form shown by

(3.2-25). Chermin and Van Krevelen offer no solution to this set except

to note that the maximum devolatilization rate must increase with heating

rate. The properties of this kind of model will be explored further in

a later section, with regard to the findings of this thesis.

Recent years have seen a number of simple models based upon weight

loss data alone. Badzioch and Hawksley (1970) correlated the maximum

obtainable weight loss with ASTM type volatile matter determinations.

The expression for maximum weight loss is given by:



AWMA = Q(VM)(1 - C) (3.2-27)

where VM is the original volatile matter in the coal, C is the fractional

retention of volatile matter at t = o, and Q is a somewhat scattered

function of rank. The value of activation energy derived from a simple

first order model is low (about 18 kcal/mole) as one would expect from

such a model.

Howard and Essenhigh (1967) used a two step first order model to

describe pyrolysis occurring in a flame front. The calculated values

of the activation energy were again low, 3.4 and 27.7 kcal/mole.

Wiser et al.(1967) examined various pyrolysis models and concluded

that the order of reaction changed with extent of pyrolysis. Based

on the rate of weight loss during the first 60 minutes (at temperatures

between 4090 and 497*C), Wiser et al. concluded that the process was

second order with an activation energy of 36.6 kcal/mole. The next 100

minutes was first order with an activation energy of 5.36 kcal/mole, and

is foloowed by a zero order reaction phase. This view was supported by

the data of Skylar et al.(1969).

Kobayashi (1976) suggested a simple competitive model, consisting

of two first order reactions:

Volatiles 1 Residue 1
k@ a1 V1) + (1l-ca1)R 1

Coal (c)

Volatiles 2 Residue 2
k2(a 2 V2) + (1 - a2)R2

with k1 and k the standard form Arrhenius rate constants for the following

rate equations



dMC

dt - -(k + k2) M (3.2-28)

dM1 2

dt = -1 C3.2-29)

dt

dt = 2- M C (3.2-30)

The model fits the data from rapid heating (calculated heating rates

of 104 to 1050C/sec, calculated maximum temperature about 1800*C)

experiments well with activation energies of about 25 and 40 kcal/mole

for the two steps, for both a lignite and bituminous coal (Kobayashi

et al., 1977).

Unfortunately, the utility of these types of simple first order,

nth order, and competitive reaction models (and there are several more,

see Anthony and Howard, 1976) must be questioned if the results are to

be applied outside the range of operating parameters for which they were

derived. Whereas the metaplast model of Chermin and Van Krevelen is

based upon mechanistic grounds and is backed by measurements of several

different properties of coals and model substances, these simple weight

loss models are generally only correlative tools. The very low activa-

tion energies obtained via these models is to be expected, since they

sweep many differnet processes into a single rate constant. Similarly

it is not clear, from a mechanistic viewpoint, what significance can be

attached to reaction orders or competitive reaction steps in a process

where a large number of distinct processes manifest themselves at

different temperatures.



Several approaches to using weight loss data alone to develop a

multiple reaction model have been cited. Chermin and Van Krevelen postu-

lated the secondary degassing reactions were linearly distributed in

activation energy (Equation 3.2-15). Howard and Essenhigh (1967)

postulated two activation energies in the devolatilization of combusting

pulverized coal. Pitt (1962) developed a model based upon a distribution

of activation energies. Working with a fluidized bed of coal at

temperatures from 300 to 6500C, Pitt measured the average volatile matter

remaining in the coal after a given length of pyrolysis time (10 seconds

to 100 minutes), and based upon a multiplicity of first order reactions

of form

dn;= - k n; (3.2-31)
dt '

obtained the distrubiton function for ni vs. activation energy shown

in Fig. 3.2-18.

Anthony et al. (1975) used a similar approach, but were able to study

the behavior of the distribution analytically by assuming it to be

Gaussian in form. Studying the weight loss of a Pittsburgh Seam Bituminous

and a Montana lignite heated rapidly (up to 104*C/sec, temperatures

up to 1000'C), Anthony first fit his data to a single first order model

of the form:

dV = k(V* - V) (3.2-32)
dt

where
V = fractional weight loss at time t

V*= fractional weight loss at "long" times

V = Arrhenius rate constant

The activation energies obtained by fitting this model to weight loss

data were the usual low (7-13 kcal/mole) values obtained from first
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order models. A much more mechanistically satisfying range of

values was obtained from a distributed activation energies model.

Instead of the single first order model (3.2-32), a multitude of in-

dependent first order decomposition reactions exist, each of the

form:

dV

dt = k (V - V ) (3.2-33)

with k . = k . exp(-E ./RT) (3.2-34)i iO 1

where
E. = activation energy for reaction i

k. = Arrhenius pre-exponential for reaction i
10

V.= fractional weight loss at time to due to reaction i

*
V-= fraction of weight loss at long times due to reaction i

Then, by integration over an arbitrary time temperature history

t
V V -k.dt (3.2-35)

=exp f 1
V. 0
1

The activation energies are assumed distributed according to the function:

f(E. = 12 2 f(E.) = exp[-(E.-E) /2 ], (3.2-36)

which is the Gaussian distribution, with mean activation energy E and
0

standard deviation a (units of kcal/mole). The contribution of each

reaction i to total weight loss is then:

dV* = V*f(E)dE (3.2-37)

(dropping the subscript i)

Since for the Gaussian distribution



0f (F) dF (3.2-38)

the total fractional unaccomplished devolatilization is given by

integration of (3.2-35)

V* = exn[-.(k dt]f(E)dE (3.2-39)

Substitution of the definitions of the Arrhenius rate constant and

Gaussian functions gives:

00t

V*exp[-k -E/RT)dt - (E-E) /2a 2dE
V*,fep fexp(-/Td

0 V27r00
0 0- 3.2-40)

where it has been assumed that for simplicity all k.-k .

Although this assumption robs the model of some generality, it is

aproperty of the Arrhenius function that rather small uncertainties in

fitting E leads to rather large uncertainties in k . Hence, the confi-

dence in k values from the usually scattered coal data is low anyway.
0

In fitting his bituminous coal and lignite data to this model,

Anthony obtained the following results

Pittsburgh No. 8 Montana Lignite
k fixed
kfek "best fit" k fixed

0 0

k0 (sec~) 1.67 x 1013 1.07 x 10 1.67 xI
Eo(kcal/mole) 54.8 48.7 56.3
a(kcal/mole) 17.2 9.4 7.0

101 3

The results from the Montana lignite are compared to Pitt's distribution

of activation energies in Fig. 3.2-18. Also shown is the distribution

of activation energies for secondary degassing assumed by Chermin and

Van Krevelen.

It can be seen from the data for lignite that fixing k at a value

approximately suggested by absolute reaction rate theory gives slightly
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Van Krevelen (1957)].



different results than those obtained by letting k 'be fit by a least

squares fitting just as ar and E0. However the values obtained by

either technique are in good agreement with those of Table 3.2-3 and

those obtained by Chermin and Van Krevelen for parimary decomposition.

Another recently proposed model for pyrolysis is shown below

(Reidelbach and Summerfield, 1975):

kkIntermediate Residue + Primary Gas

k k 6 4 Residue + Primary Gas

Coal - Activated Coal -- 'Deactivated"k Residue + Primary Gas

e-Intermediate Residue + Primary Tar "liquid"

k3 8 k91 ,[kgt

Secondary gas + Residue Primary Tar "gas"

10.

Secondary gas + Residue Secondary gas +
Residue

As is obvious by the complicated nature of the Model, it accounts

for many phenomena. However recent experimental restults (calorimetric,

Antal et al., 1977) have cast some doubt upon the Very first- step in the

model, hypothesized to be second order with a high activation energy.

This has led to a simplified model with six reaction steps, I reversible

and 19 adjustable parameters (Antal et al., 1977). A large number of

adjustable parameters does not necessarily speak for or against a

particular model. Certainly the modelling of coal pyrolysis phenomena

can require many, many more than even 19 parameters if detailed

predictive power is desired. But the key to success of multi-parameter

models is in the tying of parameters to measurable, mechanistically



meaningful quantities.

The work of JUntgen and Van Heek (1968, 1969, 1970, 1977) and

Hanbaba, JUntgen and Van Heek (1968>) has focussed upon the evolution

of pyrolytically formed gases at heating rates ranging from 4 x 10-5oC/sec

to over 1000*C/sec. It was pointed out by these workers that in

experiments in which the coal was heated at a rate of 0.01*C/min the

to 700*C, a single run lasts 47 days! Some of the results obtained by

these workers have already been presented in Table 3.2-5 and Fig. 3.2-11.

In general, results were modelled by a series of independent first

order models. The equation for a single reaction i is, again:

dV = k.(V. - V.) 
(3.2-33)

dt i i i

If a linear heating rate is imposed on the system:

dTL- m, (3.2-41)
dt

then solution of the differential equation yields the following result

for fractional unaccomplished devolatilization:

* 2
V-V. .k. RT
1 -1 10

* exp[- m exp(- 4)] (3.2-42)
V.
1

for E./RT >> 1
1A

The rate of weight loss at any particular temperature is given by:

dV. * E. k.RT2  E.
V. k. exp[-- 1 10 exp'(- )] (3.2-43)

dt 1 oRT m E. RT
1

It should be noted that these equations are only correct for the instant

at which temperature T is reached. For instance, it is not approproate

to use (3.2-42) to predict total yield from a process in which the

coal was heated to a peak temperature T and held there, or even cooled



from T at finite rate. For the case in which coal is heated to a tempera-

ture for a time T, (3.2-42) and (3.2-43) can be modified to:

*
V. -V. D2 E.

exp [- k . ( + T)exp(- -)] (3.2-44)
io m E. RT

V.
1

dV. * E. k 0RT 2  E.
d = V k. exp[-1 - k - k. T)exp(- )] (3.2-45)

i 1o RT mE 10RT

A finite cooling rate can be accounted for by equations (3,2-42) and (3.2-43)

if it is assumed that the cooling is linear at a rate m (not necessarily

**
the same m as for heating) and if V. is replaced by a "modified" V. equal

to the amount of volatile material left at the start of the cooling

period.

JUntgen and coworkers were primarily concerned with equations of the

form of (3.2-43) for analysis of their data. Two different approaches' were

employed. The first involved the modelling of non-hydrocarbon gases by

two separate first order processes. The kinetic parameters derived for this

two step behavior (see Fig. 3.2-10) are shown in Table 3.2-6. Another

set of data, for hydrocarbon gases, was analyzed in terms of reaction

"complexes". Each reaction complex is characterized by a large number of

independent, parallel first order reactions having a Gaussian distribution

of activation energies (characterized by a mean E and standard deviation
0

a) and a Gaussian distribution of pre-exponentials (characterized by a

mean k and a standard deviation A log k). The results are shown in
00

Table 3.2-7, for some of the curves displayed in Fig. 3.2-11. The fit

is good, but not surprisingly so in light of the large number of parameters

involved.

Campbell and Stephens obtained data of the same kind on a subbituminous

coal. They employed 1, 2, or 3 independent first order' reactions to model
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Table 3.2-6 Kinetic Parameters for the Evolution of Some Nonhydrocarbon
Gases from Coals (Jutintgen and Van Heek, 1977)

Peak 1 Peak 2

oala Ekcal/mole-1 1 -1 V* (both peaks),
Coal E / k0,s E,kcal/mole k,s wt.% of coal

H2
6 5

1 33.5 3.3 x 10 34.0 5.8 x 10 0.72

2 32.0 1.3 x 106 33.5 1.7 x 105 1.10

3 31.4 1.1 x 106 33.1 1.5 x 105 1.31

6 5
4 31.0 1.0 x 10 33.0 1.4 x 10 2.43

CO 2

1 26.5 1.2 x 104 45.5 1.1 x 10 0.63

2 25.8 1.0 x 104 41.9 2.3 x 106 0.71

3 23.0 1.3 x 103 39.5 6.5 x 105 0.25

4 21.8 7.5 x 102 37.0 1.7 x 105 0.81

CO

1 27.0 3.3 x 10 3 41.0 2.0 x 106 1.59

2 26.5 1.5 x 103 40.2 1.7 x 106 1.70

3 5
3 25.5 1.3 x 10 38.5 3.8 x 10 1.94

2 4
4 22.0 1.7 x 10 33.0 3.3 x 10 3.15

N
2

7 7
1 50.4 4.2 x 10 72.5 ..3 x 10 0.35

6 6
2 46.0 7.5 x 10 67.0 8.3 x 10 0.42

3 42.6 1.5 x 10 6  64.5 2.5 x 106 0.66

4 39.0 3.3 x .10. 59.5 1.0 x 106 0.95

aC -s: (1) Heinrich; (2) Dickebank; (3) Gustav; (4) Furst Leopold



Table 3.2-7 Kinetic Parameters for the Evolution of Hydrocarbon Gases from
Coal. (Fanbaba, 1967; Hanbaba et al., 1968; JiUntgen and Van Heek
1969 and 1970)

k /1.67
E 00

a -1
Gas oal kcal/mole kcal/mole Aslog k wt.% of coal

0-

12
CH 1 53.5 6.0 10 0.6 2.11

12
1 58.0 6.0 10 0.6 0.84

12
1 62.0 6.0 10 0.6 0.81

12
1 69.0 6.0 10 0.6 0.49

C2H6  1 59.7 4.0 1015 0.4 0.31

.13.
1 56.0 5.0 1013 0.5 0.39

1 62.0 5.0 10 13 0.5 0.01

C H 1 60.0 4.0 1015 0.4 0.26

C 3H8 1 56.5 3.5 10 0.35 0.29

2 58.3 3.0 10 0.3 0.26

3 59.5 2.5 10 0.25 0.12

4 62.0 3.0 10 0.3 0.01

cis-2-C H8 1 60.0 4.0 1015 0.4 0.03

n-C H10 1 59.3 3.5 1015 0.35 0.13

aCoals (1) FUrst Leopold; (2) Gustav; (3) Dickebank; (4) Heinrich.



their data (see Fig. 3.2-10) and obtained the results shown in Table 3.2-8.

Some of the values obtained by JUntgen and coworkers and Campbell and

Stephens are difficult to interpret because they are rather low. Both

systems involved on line monitoring of products, but because of the slow

heating rates involved (1-3.3*C/min for most of the data in the tables),

it is difficult to attribute the low parameter ranges to sampling lags

resulting in "dispersion" of sample. The activation energies seem

typically too high to be related' to diffusional processes, but too low

for chemical processes. It has already been pointed out with regard

to the low activation energy obtained by Campbell and Stephens for H

that this could be due to modelling of a distributed activation energy

phenomenon with a single activation energy. This could explain also why

JUntgen and Van Heek's hydrocarbon gas parameters seem more "reasonable"

than Campbell and Stephens values.

The model currently under development by Gavalas and coworkers (Cheong,

1977, Cheong et al., 1975) has already been discussed several times. The

section on coal structures and model compounds have described the theore-

tical "construction" of coal model substances on the computer. Having

constructed a model, the pyrolysis algorithm involves selection from a table

of fifty-seven different types of reactions that structures in the coal could

undergo. Literature values provide the basic kinetic parameters for the

model. Cheong considers two important chemical phenomena to be considered

in application of literature gas phase kinetic data to materials in a

condensed phase. These are the so-called "cage" and "gel" effects. The

cage effect manifests itself in bridge scission type reactions, e.g.,

I- I k - - + -
-0-C-C-0- ÷-0-C. + OC-0

I1 I 1 1



Table 3.2'-8 Kinetic Parameters for Evolution of Hydrogen, Carbon Oxides

and Some Hydrocarbons from a Subbituminous Coal [Campbell and
Stephens, 1976. Roland Seam (Wyodak mine) coal}

Ek -1 V*
Gas Peak kcal/mole s wt.% of coal

H 22.3 20 1.02

CH 1 31.0 1.7 x 105 1.42

2 31.0 2.3 x 104 1.56

3 35.3 3.0 x 104  1.42

total 4.40

C H 33.4 2.3 x 1060.22

C2 6 33.4 1.7 x 106 0.81

C H 35.0 7.3 x 106 0.43
3 8

CO 1 18.0 55 1.58

2 30.2 2.5 x 103 3.68

total 5.26

CO2 1 19.5 550 5.49

2 23.0 230 4.75

total 10.24

Total 22.38



Depending upon what else the aromatic structures are linked to, the

dissociated species may not be truly free of one another. Steric hin-

drance may prevent the radicals from participating in any chemistry

except recombination. Hence, the observed rate of bond scission k'

may be somewhat lower than the true rate k, and the apparent k is below

its theoretical value as derived from 3.2-24.

The "gel!' effect again primarily affects functional groups on

aromatic clusters. In this case, it serves to decrease the rate at which

functional groups on strongly bridged aromatics can participate in hydrogen

abstraction and radical recombination reactions.

Because of the large number of parameters involved in this model, a

vigorous program of sensitivity testing would seem to be necessary. The

first version of the program, when subjected to sensitivity tests (Cheong,

1977) singled out structural parameters related to the number and

distribution of aliphatic bridges as being important in determining weight

loss, whereas aromaticity and average ring size did not have profound

effect in the ranges tested. Also identified as an important variable is

the fraction of coal volume near to a "surface", whence volatiles could

escape (Cheong, 1977).

Experimental verification of this model is likely to be difficult.

Since the model accounts for so many different effects, it is not clear

what would constitute a satisfactory test. It also may be difficult to

discern a "failure" in the structure generation scheme from a failure in

the reaction scheme, in the event that predicted products do not match

real products.

Modelling of Mass Transport-Secondary Reaction Effects

A secondary reaction is generally defined as any reaction in which



already formed volatiles participate. This could include the reactions

of volatiles that have already formed but not escaped the coal particle,

or it could include the reactions between volatiles which have escaped

a particle, but must yet escape the hot reactor environment. Examples

of the latter could include reactions between char and volatiles in

carbonizing retorts, coke ovens, and even the ASTM crucible, which

reduce tar yield and increase gas yield. Eddinger et al. (1966) found

clear evidence for the coking of coal tars in a transport reactor used

to study coal pyrolysis. Small flecks' of "vapor-cracked" carbon were

visible both separately and as a coating on char particles.

Although the reactions of vapor phase volatiles will be vitally 'impor-

tant in any applications involving pyrolysis, the modelling and prediction

of these phenomena can draw upon an extensive body of literature. Unfor-

tunately, the role of secondary reactions within coal particles are much

less well understood.

Perhaps the first task in examining these phenomena would be to offer

a working definition of the difference between primary and secondary

reaction phenomena within a coal particle. It is tempting to say that any

volatile species that is formed by scission of a bond from a non-volatile

species is the product of a primary reaction. This definition would however

exclude some material which is perhaps fluid on the surface of the coal,

but could either 1) be carried away with the volatile matter by Chermin

and Van Krevelen's "entrained" metaplast mechanism, or 2) only slowly

vaporize as the particle is further heated. If we extend the definition

of primary reactions to include those which form these pseudo-volatiles,

then the definition for secondary reactions must become those reactions

which 1) render primary species which would otherwise. (by som& mechanism
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end up as "volatile matter", totally or partially in volatile and

2) reactions within the particle among gaseous species, or between' vapor

species and condensed materials, such as CO2 + C -* 2CO, H20 + C - H2 + CO,

H 0 + CO H + CO 2H + C CH.
S2 . 2 2 r 4

From a total yield standpoint, the first set of reactions is the

more important. Pyrolysis tars can have molecular weights in the hundreds

or even thousands of grams per mole (Weiler, 1963). Though much of the

data on coal tars has been obtained from coke oven products,, the recent

results obtained by Cheong et al.(1975) on tars produced in an electrical

grid system indicate that a little less than 40% (by weight) are in the

range 300-700 g/mole, about 40-50% in the range 700-1000 g/mole, and a

little less than 20% are over 1000 g/mole in molecular weight (from a

Hamilton C Bituminous coal, pyrolyzed at about 500*C). Thus the "loss"

of a mole of tar to the residue could have a significant depressing

effect on total yield, even if in subsequent cracking reactions several

moles of light products (e.g. CH4 , H2) were produced.

With the foregoing background, examination of the literature reveals

rather few solid attempts to account for the competition between mass

transport and secondary reactions within pyrolysis coal particles.' It

should be emphasized at the outset that the modes of transport will

likely be somewhat different in softening and non- softening coals. The

latter retain a well defined pore structure during pyrolysis, consisting

00 0

of macro- (>300A) micro- (<12A) transitional pores (12-300A). Naturally,

the nature of this porosity does change upon carbonization, generally

increasing with increasing temperature. However, the micropores' gradually

are closed off to even helium at sufficiently high temperatures (Franklin,

1949). This is attributed to micellar rearrangement during carbonization



and could reflect closer "packing" of molecules.

The modes of transport in a softening coal can be expected to be

somewhat different from that in non-softening coals. It is a well known

phenomenon that plastic coals rapidly bubble during pyrolysis, much as

a boiling liquid. Occasionally, individual particles can be seen to

blow up intoballoon -like structures (cenospheres) many times their

original size. Chermin and Van Krevelen in their model describe the

possibility that rapidly evolving gas could burst through the surface

and carry away droplets of metaplast.

Another model which focussed principally upon transport in softening

coals is that of Lewellen (1975). The model is divided into four phases;

bubble initiation, growth, coalescence, and escape. It is assumed that

the secondary reactions of volatiles occur only within bubbles and that

the bubbles act as well stirred reactors. The reactions are characterized

as primarily repolymerizations at the walls of the bubble. Thus the

competition between transport and secondary reactions depends upon the

chemical rate of secondary reactions and the rate of escape of bubbles,

which in turn depends on "fluid coal" parameters such as viscosity and,

less importantly, surface tension. Although the trends of experimental

data were often matched (e.g. viscosity vs. time, cenosphere formation vs.

time, reduction in yield vs. particle diameter), the model is perhaps

somewhat weak in one respect. The volatiles within the bubbles are assumed

to be representative of the entire spectrum of products, and are treated

in a completely time averaged, homogeneous fashion. While this may indeed

lead to very reasonable results concerning the bubbling fluid behavior

of coal, it is likely to weaken the robustness of the model in studying

secondary reaction phenomena. Assuming, for instance, that the model

2.,416



describes a coal that produces 30% by weight tar and 15% gas, and these have

molecular weights of 400 and 20 respectively, then on a molar basis,

the tar is present in quantities an order of magnitude less than gaseous,

non-crackable, species. Further, it is not clear what the partitioning

of tar between vapor and condensed phase should be.

The vapor pressure of coal tar can be calculated from correlations

suggested by Homann (1976) for aromatic and partially hydrogenated aromatics

(with or without small aliphatic side chains), as may well characterize

coal tar. The following was derived from these correlations:

MW
65 4

log P = -102.5 -O + 7.97 + 0.35 (3.2-46)
TORER T(*K)_

where MW is molecular weight

Selected results are shown below:

Molecular weight

T*C 400 1000
-7

800 0.04 atm 2 x 10 atm

1000 0.9 5 x 105
-3

1300 13 7 x 10

These figures are not intended to be more than rough guides to the

vapor pressure of these heavy species; several corrections can be suggested

(non-idealities of fluid phase, Poynting correction, etc.). It appears

though that at the primary temperatures of tar formation during rapid

pyrolysis (500-800*C), most tar is relatively non-volatile. This suggests

a number of possibilities:

- The tar is not subject to vapor phase transport but is removed

as a mist, as per Chermin and Van Krevelen.

- The tar is transported in the vapor phase as lighter molecular

weight species and reacts therein to give heavier species which
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are carried along by the escaping vapor pyrolysis products.

- The tar is sufficiently volatile within the coal melt "solution"

to vaporize (i.e. a very high liquid phase activity coefficient),

although it has a low vapor pressure.

Somewhat more general than Lewellen's bubble model is the transport

model proposed by Anthony et al. (1975). This model is based on weight

loss data alone and is stated in broad terms as:

Q - kMC - kC = dC/dt (3.2-47)

where Q is the rate of formation of volatiles subject to cracking reactions

(gm/sec per gm of original coal), k is a mass transfer coefficient(sec.~),

C is the reactive species concentration (gm/gm of original coal) and k

-lthe rate constant of secondary, repolymerization-type reactions (sec ).

Pseudo steady state is assumed, because the vapor phase holdup is

considered negligible, thus dC/dt ', 0. It is also assumed that kM = kC/P

by analogy with a diffusion coefficient. Further, it is clear that the

rate of loss of "reactive" volatiles must be equal to their rate of

transport, dVR/dt = kMC = kcC/P. Thus:

dV'
R _ Q(3.2-48)

dt (1 + k 1 P/k )

Integration with respect to time gives

V * = V **/(l + k P/k ) (3.2-49)
R R I c

***
where Qdt = V the total amount of reactive volatile formed.

Considering a fraction of volatiles not subject to cracking reactions

(VNR*), one obtained for a total yield from a pyrolysis process:

* * * *
V =VNR +VR/(l + k1 P/k ) (3.2-50)

With this form, Anthony obtained the curve shown through his data in



Fig. 3.2-17.

This model can be faulted for the manner in which it introduces the

pressure effect. The escape of volatiles from a coal particle is obviously

not a diffusion process, but a hydrodynamic flow phenomenon. It has been

observed in this work that the escape velocities of volatiles may be of

order 10 cm/sec. Nevertheless, the fit obtained with reasonable parameter

values is intriguing and this type of model will be explored further in

a later section of this thesis.

The pyrolysis models of Reidelbach and Summerfield (1975) and Cheong

(1977) offer rather little new insight into the issue of transport models.

The former only considers tar "vaporization" in a non-quantitative manner,

while the latter considers simple diffusion external to the particle and

Darcy's lawwithin the particle. The physical significance of Darcy's law

in a softened, bubbling coal particle is not clear, but its use for a

non-softening coil may be acceptable. James and Mills (1976) have developed

a pyrolysis model (similar to Chermin and Van Krevelen's) but including

transport through a coal "melt", and which semi-quantitatively predicts the

effect of pressure on pyrolysis.

3.2.3 Hydropyrolysis

The body of literature on hydropyrolysis is considerably sallr than

that on ordinary pyrolysis. The reader is referred to Anthony and Howard

(1976) for a more complete review than will be presented here. Hydropyro-

lysis is the term used to describe the initial very rapid phase of hydro-

gasification of coal (complete volatilization in gaseous hydrogen). Until

relatively recently (Dent, 1944), this initial period of high reactivity

was not considered to be much more than ordinary pyrolysis, occurring as

a precursor to the much slower hydrogasification of char.

"tyicl"of yrlyisk 113 -lAssuming some rate parameters "typical" of pyrolysis, k 10 sec

E m 50 kcal/mole, the rate constant for ordinary pyrolysis at 927*C is



easily calculated, k = 7816 sec 1. At this same temperature and a

pressure of hydrogen of 100 atmospheres, the data of Feldkirchner and

-4 -
Linden (1963) suggest a rate constant of k = 8.3 x 10 sec for the

slow hydrogasification of char, a difference of almost seven' orders of

magnitude in rate.

Fig. 3.2-19 and 3.2-20 show two examples of the nature of hydropyrolytic

reactions. The data of Johnson (1971), show a very rapid initial pyrolytic

reaction (d). The total volatiles yield from ordinary pyrolysis is

considerably augmented by the presence of hydrogen (b), and is apparently

an increasing function of the pressure of hydrogen (a). The transition

to a slow hydrogasification regime is clearly shown by the gentle rise

in curves (a), (b), and (c) at times longer than about 60 seconds.

Comparison of the slopes of curves (b) and (c) at long times suggests that

they are roughly parallel, indicating that hydrogasification proceeds at

the same slow rate regardless of the method of preparation of the char.

Because the thermobalance used by Johnson did not allow taking of

data at very short (< 10 seconds) residence times, that system could not

accurately track the hydropyrolysis phenomenon. The electrical grid

system of Anthony et al. (1975) gave data with much better short residence

time resolution (Fig. 3.2-20). The lowest curves in both (A) and (B) are

for ordinary pyrolysis in helium. These data show how dramatically hydrogen

serves to increase volatiles yield in the short times associated with

pyrolysis. Again, the effect is larger with increasing pressure.

The work of Hiteshue et al. (1962, 1962a, 1964) and of Moseley and

Paterson (1965, 1965a, 1967) show the significance of the pressure effect.

Hiteshue demonstrated that by pyrolyzimg at very high hydrogen pressure (6000

psig = 409 atmospheres), the'yield of volatiles from a Pittsburgh Seam
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bituminous coal (37.5% VM, daf) could reach almost 75% in the time it

took to heat to 800*C and cool back down again (on the order of a minute).

Over 90% yield was obtained in about 15 minutes. Moseley and Paterson

showed that over 95% yield could be obtained in 15-20 seconds from a

non-caking bituminous coal (39.0% VM, daf) by heating to 850-950*C in

490 atmospheres of helium. Of course, commercial interest in such high

pressure work is limited because of the expense and hazards of working

with hydrogen at high temperatures and pressures (in systems as large

as would be of interest for coal conversion). The safety aspect is

sublimely underscored by a footnote to a data table of Hiteshue et al.,

which for an entry at 800C and 6000 psig H simply read - "reactor

ruptured".

Anthony and Howard (1976) have drawn from the literature the results

of several workers, and compared them as shown in Fig. 3.2-21. Most of

the data are for work on Pittsburgh Seam bituminous coal, at temperatures

between 800 and 950*C. The apparently anomolous variation in residence

time with temperature actually reflects the effect of the different

heating rates used to obtain the data shown, and the authors suggest that

the curves shown in the insert are the idealized trends. As heating rate

increases (a>b>c), the time required to reach a particular conversion

decreases. As the hydrogen partial pressure is increased (d>e), so is the amount

of conversion which is possible before reverting to the long time slow

hydrogasification assymptote. This analysis suggests that there is no

major effect of heating rate on the process. The following subsextions

briefly sketch the effect of the major variables on the course of

hydropyrolysis.

Effect of Coal Type

The fact that different coals behave in markedly different ways during
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pyrolysis would lead one to believe that such should also be the case

during hydropyrolysis. This is confirmed by various pieces of data,

though the picture is not nearly as complete as for pyrolysis. The coals

which cake under pyrolytic conditions still cake under hydropyrolytic

conditions, while the lignite used in this study seems to cake under

no conditions. It has, however, been reported (Kawa et al., 1959) that

a normally non-caking sub-bituminous coal showed caking tendency when

hydropyrolyzed at 1000 psig of hydrogen pressure and a temperature of

500-600%G. The data of Anthony (1974) suggest that, as with pyrolysis,

there are differences in the rates of hydropyrolysis of different coals.

Anthony and Howard (1976) point out that the data on Fig. 3.2-21 show

an effect of coal type as well. Whereas Anthony et al. (1976) could reach

a level of conversion of over 60% (daf) in about 2 seconds by 69 atm

(=1000 psi) hydropyrolysis, the yield obtained by Moseley and Paterson (1967)

in 15-20 seconds at roughly the same temperature and a pressure approximately

2.5 times higher (175 atm) is comparable; the implication is that the coal

used by Moseley and Paterson is more difficult to hydropyrolyze.

It is often difficult to judge the effect of hydropyrolysis alone on

the yields of individual products. Sometimes the data are clouded by methane

formed during slow-hydrogasification (in runs involving long solids

residence times) or by vapor phase secondary reactions of volatiles, such

as the water-gas shift or hydrocracking of tars. For this reason, the

electrical grid system employed in this study offers a real advantage, in

that it has a near-zero vapor phase residence time and a very short solid

residence time.

Although there are important differences between coals, there also

exist some similarities. Johnson (1977) studied hydropyrolysis with an

.2



entrained flow, tubular reactor. Although observing differences between

the behavior of several coals during initial pyrolytic degradation, he

observed that in the next rapid hydropyrolytic phase, methane and ethane

were the principal products in all cases. Further, the yield of carbon

evolved in ethane plus methane correlated in a straight line fashion with

the evolution of coal hydrogen. Mechanistically, this shows a clear

correlation between the path of pyrolysis and that of hydropyrolysis, which

before was only suggested by kinetic data. This correlation holds,

regardless of the rank of the starting coal (lignite through bituminous).

These results will be discussed further in the subsection on mechanisms and

modelling.

Effect of Temperature

Fig. 3.2-22 presents the results of Anthony et al. (1976) on bituminous

coal. Coals were heated to the indicated temperatures at heating rates of

between 65 and 750*C and held for 5 to 20 seconds except for the points in

which 2-step heating of the coal was carried out. In these cases, chars

from low temperature runs were re-heated to the higher indicated temperatures.

These data support the view that hydrpyrolysis and pyrolysis are con-

current processes, and that the hydrogen acts, presumably, to stabilize

hydrogen starved radicals formed during pyrolysis. The lack of effect of

heating at an intermediate temperature in either pyrolysis or hydropyrolysis

would speak against a competitive reaction mechanism as the principal

explanation of the temperature effect of yield. Instead, a picture in

line with a heterogeneous solid with a wide distribution of activation

energies is supported. The fact that pyrolysis and hydropyrolysis curves

diverge only above a particular temperature (about 600*C) suggests that

at temperatures lower than this, the hydrogen may play no role in the
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pyrolysis reactions (though this picture must be supported by analysis

of the solid phase before the conclusion can be considered firm).

Effect of Pressure

A number of figures already presented show data regarding the effect

of pressure on hydropyrolysis yield. The data of Johnson (1977) (Fig. 3.2-23)

shows the effect of various combinations of temperature and pressure

on total methane plus ethane yield. The difference in yield between

the hydropyrolysis case and the pyrolytic base case shows that no simple

relationship exists between the incremental yield of product and pressure.

The beneficial effect of hydrogen is higher, the higher in temperature

one operates. This effect will be explored further in this thesis.

Also of interest in the data of Johnson is the fact that the yield

from a case in which the total system pressure equalled the hydrogen

pressure (18 atmospheres) is indistinguishable from a case in which the

hydrogen partial pressure was 18 atm., but the total pressure was built

to 36 atm. by the addition of helium. The data of Anthony (1974) show

that this result is, in fact, not generalizable (see Fig. 3.2-24). These

data suggest that the deleterious effect that increasing external pressure

has on yield during ordinary pyrolysis is in competition with the beneficial

effect that hydrogen exhibits. This theory is presented in a model

developed by Anthony et al. (1976), presented in the subsection on mechanisms

and modelling.

Effect of Heating Rate

Opinion on the effect of heating rate on hydropyrolysis is as divided

as opinion on its effect on pyrolysis. The data of Anthony et al. (1976)

4suggest rather little effect in the range studied 65-lO0'C/sec. Other

workers -(Pyrcioch et al., 1972) support this claim with respect to effect
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on hydrogasification yields, but others (Von Fredersdorff and Elliott,

1963) suggest -that higher heating rates may retard hydrogasification.

Effect of Particle Diameter

The fact that hydropyrolysis, unlike pyrolysis, involves the contacting

of two reactants in separate phases suggests that mass transport effects

can play a key role. While the variation of particle diameter was found

to play some role in determining the nature of pyrolysis products, the

effect is modest compared to that observed during hydropyrolysis. Fig.3.2-25 com-

pares the variation of pyrolysis volatile yields with the variation in hydropyrolysit

yields, for a range of particle diameters 50p to 1000p in size (Anthony etal.,1976). This

thesis explores the effect of particle diameter on hydropyrolysis product

distributions as well as total yield.

The modelling of mass transport effects in hydropyrolysis must include

all of the complexity of pyrolysis and then some, since the system

involves a reactant that must be transported to the particle against an

outward flow of volatiles.

3.2.4 Mechanisms and Modelling of THydropyrolysis

A pseudo-mechanistic term which has been coined in explaining the

phenomenon of hydropyrolysis is that of "rapid-rate carbon". The use of

this term conveys the impression that coal is composed of two distinctly

different carbon fractions, one which can be gasified quickly with hydrogen

(contributing to a higher yield of voaltile matter than obtained by pyrolysis)

and one which can only rather slowly be hydrogasified.

It is clear from much of the available data that pyrolysis proceeds

at a rate similar to that of hydropyrolysis, and it may be construed that

the pyrolysis is a precursor to hydropyrolysis. Some recent work by Virk

et al. (1974) resulted in the conclusion that pyrolysis was indeed the
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rate determining step in the hydropyrolysis of various pure aromatic

compounds.

It may be possible to view the t-ole of externally provided hydrogen

as being the same as the hydrogen donating aliphatic groups present in

coal itself. The hydrogen serves to stabilize free radicals as they

form within the coal. From the data of Anthony et al. (1976), Fig. 3.2-22

it can be seen that the hydrogen does'not begin to have a very marked

effect on weight loss prior to about 600*C. Since the char is held at

this temperature for a sufficiently long time for rapid evolution of

volatiles to have ceased, it appears that mass transport limitations in

the form of "diffusion against a wind" should no longer be present. Thus

chemical rate control is suggested; the bond rupture process which leads

to the formation of "rapid rate" carbon has not yet commenced at 600*C.

Thus a model of a form analogous to the single first order model for

coal pyrolysis is mechanistically inadequate. Anthony and Howard (1976)

review the use of this form of model:

dX/dt = k PH2(X* - X) (3.2-51)

where X = measure of conversion

X*= measure of "rapid-rate" carbon

PH = pressure of hydrogen

H2

The activation energies reported are low, just as for the same form of

model applied to pyrolysis.

Another general class of hydropyrolysis models involves the competitive

2CH (X)
reactions of the form: "Rapid Rate Carbo +2

1 or

Coal -- Volatiles + "Active Sites"

k3
Char



7-COG

Moseley and Paterson (1965) assumed in their formulation of the model that

the methanation reaction did not consume active sites:

dX- k P C* (3.2-52)
dt 21H2

Active sites were assumed to disappear by a separate first order cross-

linking mechanism

dC* k C* (3.2-53)
dt 3

Solving (3.2-53) for the initial condition C* (t=o) = C*, substituting
0

into (3.2-52) and solving:

X = (k(3 [1 - exp(-k3t)]PH2 (3.2-54)
3 2

It can be seen that for "long" times, the predicted assymptotic yield

of methane is proportional to the partial pressure of hydrogen,'and to the

relative rate of methanation to cross-linking. This form correlates

well with the high pressure data of Moseley and Patterson, but not well

with the lower pressure (<100 atm) data obtained by Zahrudnik and Glenn

(1971).

Therefore Zahradnik and Glenn modified the form of (3.2-52) to include

loss of active sites (or rapid rate carbon) in methanation, and changed

the form of (3.2-53) to

dC* = k P C* - k C* (3.2-55)
dt 21H 3

2

The solution to (3.2-52) then becomes:

k C0

k PH

3 2( kC
x [1 - exp{(k 2 P1  + k3)t}] (3.2-56)

1+ -- P2

k 3 H 2



The "long-time" total yield of methane is not a simple linear function

of hydrogen pressure in this formulation. The calculation for the'. total

amount of methane formed during hydropyrolysis was also corrected by" adding

a constant term for that produced during ordinary pyrolysis. Zahradnik

and Glenn also point out that an expression identical to that obtained from

(3.2-56) for X as t -* co, is obtained by assuming zero order kinetics

throughout; they caution that successful correlation of data by' an

equation of the form of (3.2-56) does' not constitute evidence for any

particular mechanism. Nevertheless, their model appears more realistic

than that of Moseley and Paterson.

Johnson (1977) proposed a model along similar lines, but extends

it to correlate the disappearance c coal hydrogen with methane formation.

The methane plus ethane yield Y (corrected for that evolved during pyrolysis

and due to cracking of C3's) is given by:3

m(nH - n *)
H H -(3.2-57)

x - y + my

where
k 2/k3

m 1 + k2/k3

n= total coal hydrogen gasified atomsr''
Hatomsf eedcabn

nH*= total coal hydrogen gasified during primary devolatilization

x = atomic ratio, hydrogen to carbon in char

y = atomic ratio, hydrogen to carbon in rapid rate carbon

plus char

The results are shown in Fig. 3.2-26. Because the slope of the lines

s a function of hydrogen pressure, the 'ratio k2/k3 must be a linear

function of pressure. It should be noted' that this result, substituted

into (3.2-57), gives an equation of precisely the same empirical form
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as Zahradnik and Glenn's, (3.2-56).

Johnson assumes further that the process of conversion of coal to

rapid rate carbon (which he terms active intermediates) occurs by a first

order process with a distribution of activation energies. He assumes' a

completely flat distribution, and derives the following kinetic parameters
k

for the reaction Coal -+ "Active intermediates"

Ik1=1.97 x 10 sec-1 (for all reactions)

INIMUM = 40.8 kcal/mole

E M-.. 62.9 kcal/mole

A model with a somewhat different mechanistic basis is that proposed

by Anthony et al.(1976). This model involved a modification of the

previously derived model for the effect of mass transport and secondary

reactions during pyrolysis (Equations 3.2-47 through 3.2-50). Again,

beginning with a material balance on reactive volatiles within the

particle (see 3.2-47)

dCQ - KMC - k CHck(3.2-58)
2

The only new term added is k2PH C, the rate of hydrogenation of "reactive"
2

vola-iles, which is included as a loss term because it is assumed that

reactive volatiles, those which can be lost to cracking, can instead be

stabilized by hydrogenation. The rate at which reactive volatiles leave

the particle then becomes:

dV
R

dt KMC+k2PH2C (3.2-59)
2

Solution, as before, yields:

* * -
.V* VNR + vR[1 + kf/(kc/P + k2PH ) + k3 H (3.2-60)

2 2



*
where V = total observed yield

V R= yield of non-reactive volatiles, not including those
stabilized by hydrogenation

P = total pressure

P = hydrogen partial pressure
H 2

k1 ,k2 = rate constants for cracking, hydrogenation reactions

kc &=KMP, KM= mass transfer coefficient

The last term, k3 P , is a term included to account for direct hydrogenation
3 2

of the solid phase. Its form is similar to the Moseley and Paterson

model (3.2-54) at long times.

With this model, Anthony et al. (1976) were able to fit data for

bituminous coal which showed that low hydrogen pressures can actually

suppress yields relative to vacuum pyrolysis conditions (see Fig. 3.2-24).

Anthony et al. used their previously described Gaussian distribution

of activation energies model to estimate kinetic parameters for the

formation of reactive and non reactive volatiles. It was estimated that

the overall pyrolysis process was characterized by a mean activation energy

of about 55 kcal/mole, but that the reactive volatiles were characterized

by the higher activation energy "tail" of the distribution, with activation

energies of over 61 kcal/mole (see Fig. 3.2-27). It may be recalled that

this was the upper limit of the activation energy distribution found by

Johnson; that agreement is not better is not surprising. Whereas Johnson's

model depicts the enhancement of hydropyrolysis yield as due primarily to

heterogeneous reactions after a very rapid initial pyrolysis phase, Anthony

et al. model the devolatilization as a continuation of pyrolysis and-base

enhanced yield upon stabilization of reactive volatiles.

These models will both be further evaluated in light of the data

presented in this thesis.
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4. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

4.1 Selection of Apparatus

A brief review of the various types of experimental systems employed

to study pyrolysis and hydropyrolysis was presented in section 3.2

and also in Anthony and Howard (1976).

The interest of this thesis in obtaining kinetic data led to the

selection of an electrical grid system as designed by Anthony (1974; et al.,

1974). This system has a number of distinct advantages:

- Independent control of heating rate and final time

and temperature.

- Good heat transfer characteristics

- Accuracy of measurement of time temperature history

- Near zero vapor phase residence time, independent of coal

residence time.

- Rapid quenching of coal sample.

- Ability to work at a range of pressures, full vacuum to 100 atm.

A number of other workers besides Anthony have employed the electrical

grid technique, they are listed in Table 3.2-1.

It is sometimes asked why a thermogravimetric system is not employed,

which together with real time gas measurement, would enable one to obtain

differential, rather than integral, data. If a system of this kind were

readily available or easily constructed, it might indeed be a powerful

device. Unfortunately, such systems generally have the drawback that

they are not flexible enough to cover the wide range of conditions of

interest in this thesis (e.g. ability to heat and track weight losses

at a programming rate of up to 10,000 C/sec to 1100*C, amenable to full

vacuum up to 100 atm of H2). As has also been mentioned, real time2
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sampling of gases evolving from rapidly heated coal requires great care,

since sampling lags make analysis of kinetic data difficult.

The present system, though admittedly far from '"perfect", has the

desirable features that is is both simple (experimentally and analytically)

and relatively inexpensive.

4.2 Apparatus Description

An overview of the entire experimental apparatus is presented in Fig.

4-1. The apparatus consists of five components: the reactor, designed to

contain a coal sample in a gaseous environment of known pressure and

composition; the electrical system, used to expose the sample to a controlled

time-temperature history; the time-temperature monitoring system; the

product collection system; and the product analysis system. The reactor

shown in Fig. 4-1 is actually either of two reactors: the reactor employed

for atmospheric-pressure helium and vacuum pyrolysis work consists of a

6-inch (15.24 cm) long, 3-inch (7.62 cm) diameter pyrex glass pipe, blind-

flanged at both ends by stainless steel plates having electrical feed-

throughs and gas inlet and outlet ports. The coal sample is held and heated

in the vessel by a folded strip of stainless steel screen positioned between

two relatively massive brass electrodes as shown in Fig. 4.2. The small

size of the sample holder, and hence coal samples, is dictated by the

desire to have temperature uniformity across the entire sample. Workers with

larger screens report difficulty in maintaining uniformity.

The reactor employed for high pressure work was that actually designed

and built by Anthony, suitably modified to permit product collection. The

vessel itself is fabricated from 316 SS, and designed for a 3000 psig working

pressure. The internals shown in Fig. 4-2 are the same for both vessels.
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All tubing, with the exception of vacuum lines, is standard wall 1/8"

or 1/4" stainless steel with compression type tube fittings. The choice of

stainless steel was dictated partly by'safety considerations and partly

by concern for chemical cleanliness of product carrying tubes. All piping

was washed with solvent and dried prior to assembly.

Additional safety features, associated with use of the high pressure

vessel but not shown on Fig. 4-1, include a rupture disc assembly (2900 psig

burst) and a standard bomb blanket, draped over the high pressure vessel

during runs. The control panel is sited remotely from the high pressure

apparatus, being separated from the high pressure apparatus, by a

free swinging 1 1/8" wood panel.

The stainless steel screen holder and heater is a piece of 325 mesh,

type 304 stainless steel, cut to 4.5 x 5.0 cm. It is folded over onto

itself twice (as a letter for insertion into an envelope) to form a

"sandwich" of the dimensions shown in Fig. 4-2. Folding twice forms a

pocket which prevents coal particle loss from the sides, while the elec-

trodes clamp the ends firmly shut. Each run begins with a "fresh" screen.

Screens are always prefired at over 1000'C in the experimental apparatus

to ensure cleanliness. After such treatment, the screen never loses

additional weight under experimental conditions.

The electrical system consists of two 12-volt automobile storage

batteries connected in series to the reactor electrodes through a timer-

controlled relay switch which connects either of two variables resistors

at a predetermined time. This circuitry permits independent control of

heating rate (102 - 10 4 C/s) and final sample holding time and temperature

(150-1100C for up to 30 s). The details of this circuitry are shown in

Fig. 4-3. The temperature-time history of the coal is recorded by a
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chromel-alumel thermocouple (24 pm wire diam., 75 pm bead diameter)

placed within the sample and connected to a Sanborn fast-response recorder.

Fig. 4-4 shows some typical time-temperature histories obtained by

use of this system. Since the quenching of the sample occurs by natural

cooling (radiative, conductive, convective), there is a slight variation

in the cooling behavior from run to run. This is especially true when

comparing vacuum runs to runs done at high pressures. In the average,

the cooling rate at 1 atmosphere of helium is of order 2000C/sec. This

variation is of no concern, however, since the actual time-temperature is

always recorded, and accounted for in the kinetic analysis.

The product collection system is made up of several elements arranged

in a "train" fashion. Within the reactor, the char is completely retained

on the screen. Tar is collected on various aluminum foil reactor liners, on

a small paper filter, held firmly in a fitting at the exit to the reactor,

and on various unlined surfaces within the reactor. This latter fraction

is recovered by a solvent (CH2 12 , reagent grade) wash of the reactor

internals.

Downstream of the tar filter at the reactor exit is a condensible

product trap, which in most applications consists of a two inch length of 3%

OV-17 on 80/100 mesh (150-170p) Anakron Q followed by about a two inch

length of 50/80 mesh (177-297p) Porapak Q or Chromasorb 102 (standard gas

chromatographic packings) packed into 1/4" O.D. (0.635cm) stainless steel

tubing. This trap serves to remove (at room temperature) from the gas

purge those components too low boiling to be condensed within the reactor,

but too high boiling to analyzed with the gaseous products. Aromatics

falling roughly between benzene, and naphthalene in molecular weight have

been observed in this trap. Water and benzene were generally not retained
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in this trap. However since these compounds (especially the latter)

tend to have some affinity for porous polymer-type packings such as

Porapak Q or Chromasorb 102, it is generally advisable to check the

performance of each individual trap with respect to retention of these

compounds.

The other occasionally employed condensible product trap (in place

of the above) consisted of a 6 inch length of 1/4 0.D. (15.2 cm x 0.635 cm)

stainless steem tubing, packed with glass beads and cooled in an alcohol-dry

ice bath. This trap was used only in conjuction with the low pressure

apparatus, in an effort to knock out water from the product gas purge.

Normal operation in the low pressure vessel involved use of the OV-17

porous polymer-packed trap which had the advantage of room temperature

operation. Warming these traps to roughly 240*C releases the trapped

products.

Downstream of the condensibles trap is a cryogenic adsorbent trap

for retention of gaseous products (the so-called "Lipophylic Trap"). All

gaseous pyrolysis products higher in molecular weight than hydrogen are

retained in this trap. For operation of the low pressure vessel, this

trap consists of a 15 inch long, 1/4" diameter (38.1 cm x 0.635 cm) tube

also packed with Porapak Q, but operated at -196*C in a dewar of liquid

nitrogen. In experiments with the high pressure system, the same type

of trap was employed but the length was increased to roughly 5 ft (152 cm).

This length was mandated by the significantly higher purge rates required

in high pressure operation compared to low pressure operation. Warming

of this trap to 100*C in a beaker of boiling water releases all trapped

gases for analysis.

Hydrogen, as a product of pyrolysis, is determined by direct sampling



of the gases inside the vessel. The low pressure vessel is equipped with

a small rubber septum for removal of gas samples with a precision syringe.

Hydrogen product is not measured in high pressure pyrolysis runs.

All in-house product analysis involves vapor phase chromatography.

A Perkin-Elmer Model 3920B chromatograph with dual thermal conductivity/

flame ionization detectors and a Perkin-Elmer Model 1 integrator are used

for all the analyses.

The intermediate weight oils, those from the room temperature OV-17/

porous polymer trap, are analyzed on either a 50/80 mesh (177-297P) 3%

OV-17 or Porapak Q column, 6 ft x 1/8 inch (183 cm x 0.318 cm). Routine

quantitation involves only total hydrocarbon measurement rather than

individual species identification, because of the small quantities

involved.

The gases from the liquid nitrogen trap are analyzed on a 12 ft x

1/4 inch, 50/80 mesh (366 cm x 0.635 cm, 177-297p) Porapak Q column, temperature

programmed from -70* to 240*C at a rate of 16*C/min. The hydrogen is analy-

zed on a 10 ft x 1/8 inch, 80/100 mesh (305 cm x 0,318 cm, 150-170p)

Spherocarb column at 30*C.

A few times, gas chromatographic analysis of tars was attempted using

the OV-17 column described above, or a Dexsil 300 column of the same length,

temperature programmed to roughly 350*C. Although a few clearly identi-

fiable peaks were observed (e.g. pyrene) and a host of small near-baseline

peaks were obtained, it was obvious that vapor phase chromatography of the

tars was inappropriate because of the high molecular weights of the materials

involved.

The whole system was frequently tested by conducting,"blank'' runs

(runs in which no products should be present), and by injection of known



quantities of various sample product materials. The blank runs indicated

the need to purify the incoming gases. Although the hydrogen and helium

used were very high purity (%99.995%), the liquid nitrogen adsorbent

very effectively concentrated any impurities from the feed gases. The

addition of upstream adsorbent traps identical to those downstream

eliminated this problem (shown in Fig. 4-1 as a "lipophylic pre-trap").

4.3 Run Procedure

Approximately10-15 mg of powdered coal is spread in a layer one to

two particles deep on a preweighed screen which is reweighed and inserted

between the brass electrodes. The reactor is evacuated and flushed three

to five times with helium and then set at the desired experimental pressure.

The sample temperature is raised at a desired rate to a desired holding

value which is then maintained until the circuit is broken. Sample cooling

by convection and radiation then occurs rapidly since the electrodes, the

vessel and its gaseous contents remain cold during the experiment, but not

so rapidly as to avoid the occurrence of signficant weight loss during

cooling.

The yield of char, which remains on the screen, is determined gravime-

trically. Products that condense at room temperature (tars and oils, here-

after defined as tars) are collected primarily on foil liners within the

reactor and on a paper filter at the exit of the reactor. Any condensation

on non-lined reactor surfaces is collected by washing with methylene

chloride soaked filter paper. The tar from all three collections is mea-

sured gravimetrically.



Products in the vapor phase at room temperature are collected at the

conclusion of a run by purging the reactor contents through the room tempera-

ture and cryogenic lipophylic traps. These traps are then individually

analyzed at the conclusion of the purge. Since the entire volume of

gas produced during pyrolysis is trapped and analyzed, components present

in quantities of .01 mg, representing about 0.1% of the original coal,

could easily be quantitated. The chtomatographic response factors used

for calculation of gas yields, together with a sample calculation, are

shown in the Appendix.

Elemental analysis of the raw coal, char, and tar samples were

performed by Galbraith Laboratories, Inc. of Knoxville, Tennessee.

Because of the very small experimental sample size involved, it was

usually necessary to combine chars from several samples run under similar

conditions to provide enough sample for analysis. The reproducibility

of elemental analyses were frequently checked by requesting duplicate

analyses. The dependence of reported results on the size of the sample

provided (generally 30-60 mg of char was analyzed) was also checked by

providing larger samples. The reproducibility of results on raw coals

was uniformly good, while that on chars was acceptable (sulfur being the

most troublesome component).

4.4 Experimental Error Analysis

The weight of the coal and screen was determined to within +0.01 mg;

hence, the uncertainty of the total weight loss measurement is about

0.1% by weight of the coal. The products quantitated chromatographically

(except H20) are subject to calibration uncertainties of 1 to 3% of

the' mass of the species measured. The water measurements were somewhat



more troublesome because of (1) moisture loss from the coal during the

short time lapse between weighing the sample and performing the run and

(2) moisture gain by the experimental system during assembly under'high

humidity conditions. The net uncertainty in the measured water yields

caused by these opposing effects is about 2% by weight of the coal (except

in the case of some hydropyrolysis runs, which will be discussed on an

individual basis). The tar measurement has its largest uncertainty in

the washing procedure. The maximum error for atmospheric pressure runs

is about 1 % by weight of the coal. The inherent uncertainty of the

thermocouple measurements is about +8*C over the present range of

temperatures. The ability of the selected thermocouple to effectively

track the temperature of the sample at the highest heating rates was

confirmed by experiments with thermocouples of a different bead diameter.

Some discoloration of the screen used to hold the sample caused

concern that the screen may be a source of error, for example through

catalysis of primary pyrolysis or secondary cracking reactions. Experi-

mental assessment of the role of the screen included passivation of the

surface with a vacuum deposited layer of gold on some screens and copper

on others, and variation of the number of layers of untreated screen

through which the volatiles had to escape. Both gold and copper are less

catalytic to cracking reactions than is stainless steel, and diffusion

of these metals in stainless steel is too slow to destroy the integrity

of the surface layer in even the longest residence times of this study.

None of these cases lead to significant differences in the total yield

of volatiles or in the composition of gaseous products included in the

present study. Therefore, any error caused by the screen appears to

be negligible for present purposes. This result is.not surprising in



view of the high escape velocity of volatiles from the sample hence the

low residence time of volatiles near hot screens. Nevertheless, untreated

stainless steel screens in a similar apparatus are reported to react

significantly with hydrogen sulfide (Solomon, 1976). This compounds was

not determined in the present work, except in a few' select cases.



5.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Pyrolysis of a Montana Lignite

All the results reported in this section are for the partially

dried Montana lignite described in Table 3.1-1. The particle size range

examined is 53-88p, with an average particle diameter of 74p. All mass

yield results are here reported on an as-received basis.

Base Data

With the exception of the data points carrying a double symbol (see

below), the volatile product compositons shown in Fig. 5.1-1 were obtained

when different samples of the lignite under 1 atm of helium were heated

at approximately 1000 *C/s to various peak temperatures indicated on the

abscissa. The samples were cooled at roughly 2000C/s beginning immediately

when the peak temperature was attained. The total yield of any product

or group of products is given on the ordinate as a weight percent of the

partially dried lignite.

The lowest curve represents the yield of tar as defined above, which

increases with increasing temperature to an asymptotic maximum of about

5.4% by weight of the lignite at temperatures above 750 to 800*C. The

tar appears to have two primary components. One is a heavy, tawny brown

liquid-like material which deposits as a film on surfaces. The other

consists of dark brown objects which give the impression of being solid

pieces of lignite that were presumably broken off the parent material and

carried away with the volatiles. These "particles", some of which appear

to be agglomerates, are for the most part smaller than 10 pm across but

sometimes as large as 25 pm. About 75% of the tar,including most of the

tawny liquid and a fraction of the particles, appears to dissolve in

methylene chloride. Elemental analysis of the methylene chloride soluble

material gives an approximate empirical formula CH.0 N.. The
1.5 0 .1 0.010

indicated oxygen content may be too high due to some oxidation in the

presence of air. Extensive analysis of any one tar sample is difficult

because of the small yields.

The distance between the tar curve and the next one above it

represents hydrogen and all hydrocarbons lighter than tar. The maximum

yield of these species occurs at the higher temperatures and is only

about 3.3% by weight of the lignite. The main components are methane
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(1.3%), ethylene (0.6%), and hydrogen (0.5%), with identified ethane,

propylene, propane, and benzene and unidentified trace hydrocarbons

making up the balance. The 'effect of temperature on the yields of methane,

hydrogen and ethylene is shown in Fig. 5.1-2. When the peak temperature

is increased above 5000C the methane and ethylene yields increase rapidly

to small asymptotic values in the range 600-700*C. Further increase

in temperature beyond 70000 effects a dramatic increase in the yield of

both species, and a second asymptote is reached at about 850*C for ethylene

and about 900*C for methane. The yield of tar also exhibits a similar

two-step behavior but hydrogen production, on the other hand, appears to

occur in one step at relatively high temperatures.

The top curve in Fig. 5.1-1 represents the total yield of volatiles

while, proceeding downward, the first, second and third regions between

adjacent curves represent the yields of water, carbon dioxide, and carbon

monoxide, respectively. The yields of these principal oxygenated species

are shown in more detail in Fig. 5.1-3 where all three appear to approach

high-temperature asymptotic yields of 16.5% for water, 8.4% for carbon

dioxide, and 7.1% for carbon monoxide. The carbon oxides each exhibit

also a lower-temperature asymptote.

Although most of the pyrolysis is complete for peak temperatures above

900 to 1000C, there is in fact yet a third step in the curves for the

carbon oxides which occurs at about 110000 and therefore does not appear in

Fig. 5.1-3. Since this temperature is the upper limit of the apparatus,

investigation of this third step was accomplished by use of a longer

residence time technique.

The coal was heated at 1000*C/s to 1000C and there held for 5 to 10 s

rather than being immediately cooled as before. The resulting carbon

monoxide yield exhibits a final asymptote of 9.4% while that of carbon

dioxide is 9.5%. The yields of the other species were not changed by

the additional residence time. Thus prolonged heating at 1000*C gave a

total volatiles yield of 44.0% by weight of the lignite which is close

to the ASTM volatile matter plus moisture (43.7%).

*The analysis neglected any acetylene present, which would be eluted with

ethylene.
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Elemental analyses of selected char samples are shown in Fig. 5.1-4.

Although over 40% by weight of the lignite is volatilized at the higher

temperatures, only 22% of the carbon is volatilized. Most of the volatile

material comes from hydrogen and oxygen, which is consistent with the

observed predominance of water among the volatile products. Pyrolysis

at the higher remperatures removes about 70% of the sulfur from the

solid material, but the nitrogen is reduced by only about 25%. Consequently,

the sulfur content (percent by weight) in the char is lower than that of

the lignite, but the reverse is true for nitrogen. Similar data obtained

in an entrained flow reactor show that the fractional evolttions of sulfur

and nitrogen are increased to at least 85% and 65%, respectively, as the

pyrolysis of Montana lignite is extended to 1800C (Kobayashi et al., in

press; Kobayashi, 1976). The weight of ASTM ash in the char from most

of the present experiments is less than that in the raw lignite, which

is qualitatively similar to a previous observation (Kobayashi et al., in

press; Kobayashi, 1976).

Elemental balances were calculated for runs in which both volatile

products and char were analyzed. For estimation purposes, trace hydro-

carbons (total less than 1% by weight of the lignite) were assumed to

be 90% carbon and 10% hydrogen by weight. The tar was assumed to have

an empirical formula equivalent to that given above for the principal,

methylene chloride soluble, fraction. Typical results for four runs to

different peak temperatures are presented in Table 5.1-1 along with

total mass balances. Whereas the mass balances are excellent and the

carbon and hydrogen balances are satisfactory, the oxygen balances are

marginal. Since,as has been discussed, oxygen in char is determined by

difference, uncertainties inherent in the other measurements are

absorbed in the oxygen values.
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Table 5.1-1 Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen and Total Mass Balances for Lignite Pyrolysis

Yield, weight % of Lignite (as-received) , in Four Runs to Different Peak Temperatures

Peak Temperature
4300C

Total C

2.5

0.46

0.02

1.5

6.6

0.0

89.0

0.68

0.20

0.02

1.3

64.0

11

0.0

0.15

0.73

0.0

2,8

0

1.8

0.26

5.9

11.0

Peak Temperature.
7100C 4%Jl%._nnn%

'oc tal

5.5

1.8

0.95

2.3

16

0.01

73.0

C II 0

1.5

0.77

0.79

2.1

5-

53.6

- 4.0

- 1.0

0.17

0.23

1.8

0.01

1.5

14

3.1

Peak Temperature
9100c,

Total C H 0_

+
8.6

8.0

2.6

4.9

15

0.50

60.9

2.3

3.4

2.1

4.4

- 6.3

- 4.6

0.49

0.49

- 1.7 13

- 0.50 -

47.5 1.2 2.6

Peak Temperature
1i00*C

Total C 11 0

8.7

7.5

3.0

4.7

19

0.50

55.8

2.4

3.2

2.4

4.3

6.3

- 4.3

0.58

0.47

- 2.1

0.50

44.2 0.55

Total 100 66.2 3.68 19.0 99.9 58.8 3.71 22.1 101 59.7 4.38 26.5 99.2 56.5

Closure 100% 112% 81% 79% 100% 99% 82% 91% 101% 101% 97% 110% 99% 95%

Hydrocarbons other than tar

Lignite (as-received) is 59.3%C, 4.53%'H and 24.2%0, including H and 0 in lignite moisture.

1.1

4.20 28.7

93% 119%

..'

Product

T
CO

2

CO

HC

Tar

HO

2

H2 a

Char

7



Effect of Temperature-Time History

Data points inside squares in Fig. 5.1-1 were obtained with the

base conditions given above but modified as follows. The lignite was

first heated to an intermediate temperature and then cooled to room

temperatures as before. The resulting char was then heated to a higher

temperature and cooled again. The figure shows cumulative product yields

for both cycles. The intermediate temperatures for the points at 855*C

and 1070*C are 480C and 670*C, respectively. The yields of all products

in both cases are not significantly different from those obtained when

the lignite is heated directly to the final peak temperature. This

observation is consistent with the previous conclusion from weight loss

data (Anthony et al., 1975, 1976) that the pyrolysis reactions occurring

at higher temperatures are largely independent of those occurring at

lower temperatures. Such behavior is indicative of multiple parallel

independent reactions as opposed to competitive reactions.

The encircled data points in Fig. 5.1-1 were obtained at heating

rates of 7,100 to 10,000 *C/s which is approximately ten-times higher than

that of the base data. The points in triangles represent data taken at

270 to 470C*/s. No clear effect of heating rate is observed over the range

here used. It is shown below that this behavior is expected for indepen-

dent parallel, rather than competitive reactions.

Effect of Pressure

Some runs were conducted under vacuum conditions (0.05 mm Hg) and some

under very high pressures of inert gas (1000 psig He). As shown in

Fig. 5.1-5, up to peak temperatures of between 750*C and 800*C (at a

heating rate of 1000*C/sec), the general course of vacuum pyrolysis



shows no systematic deviations from the base case. Above 750-800*C,

however, significant differences' are noted. This is shown clearly in

Fig. 5.1-5 and Fig. 5.1-6. The high temperature assymptote for 69 atm

in Fig. 5.1-6 is drawn in with a knowledge of the results from high

temperature (100 0 *C) isothermal runs; Table 5.1-2 comparesthe yields

at atmospheric and high pressures in detail.

Unfortunately, there is some uncertainty in The Fig. 5.1-5 and Table

5.1-2 tar values for both vacuum and high pressure conditions, Collection

of all the tar formed under vacuum is difficult. Whereas at atmospheric

pressures most of the tar stays suspended as an aerosol until it is purged

through the filter, tar produced under vacuum deposits uniformly across

all reactor surfaces upon initiation of the purge. Recovery of the thin

tar film by the methylene chloride washing procedure is somewhat inefficient.

Thus the total mass balance is poorer ar vacuum than at 1 atm. A carbon

balance conducted as described for Table 5.1-1 shows a carbon deficit of

about 3% for the vacuum data in Fig. 5.1-5. Therefore the actual yield

of tar under vacuum at 1000 C may be about 9% of the lignite weight.

Collection of all the tar under high pressure conditions is difficult because

of the larger surface areas of the high-pressure vessel, and the fact

that its walls are opaque.

The main conclusion from Table 5.1-2 and Figs. 5.1-5 and 5.1-6 is that

vacuum pyrolysis of lignite produces higher yields of heavy hydrocarbon

products and lower yields of light gases than are obtained at higher

pressures. Since also the total weight loss is higher under vacuum, it

appears that secondary cracking and char forming reactions play a role in

determining product yields. In view of the thin layer of coal employed,

the main contribution of the' secondary reactions in this experiment
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Table 5.1-2 Comparison of Yields from Atmospheric and High Pressure
Pyrolysis of Lignite (T ~~1000 C, 3-10 seconds)

1 Atm. He

CO2  9.5

Co 9.4

CH 1.3

C2 H4  0.6

c2H6 0.2

other HC 0.8

H20 16.5

H2 0.5

tar 5.4

Total 44.2

Measured total
weight loss 44.0

69 Atm. He

10.6

9.0

2.5

0.6

0.2

1.7

12.9

not measured

40.5

Vacuum (zero holding time)

7.6

6.1

0.9

0.4

0.2

1.9

17.7

NM

~.7

41.8

40.2 44.8



presumably occurs within the particles. A similar but quantitatively

more significant effect of secondary reactions on total weight loss from

a bituminous coal was observed by Anthony et-.al., 1975, 1976), and

verified by this study (see section on bituminous pyrolysis). Other

workers, e.g., Howard (1963) and Loison and Chauvin (1964), also have

observed increased yields of low-volatile species in vacuum pyrolysis of

coal.

Under no conditions were the lignite particles observed to cake,

swell or soften. The lignite char was always composed of particles of

roughly the same size as the raw coal, and could easily be poured out

of the screen holder at the conclusion of a run.
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5.2 Pyrolysis of a Pittsburgh Seam Bituminous Coal

The results reported in this section are all for the Pittsburgh Seam

(No. 8) bituminous coal described in Table 3.1. As with the lignite, the

particle size range examined as the base case is 53-88p, with an average

diameter of 74p. Again, all results reported in this section are reported

on an as-received basis.

Base Data

Fig. 5.2-1 describes the overall pyrolysis behavior of the bituminous

coal. The method of presentation of the data is the same as in Fig. 5.1-1.

The topmost curve again represents the total measured weight loss as a

function of the peak temperature attained just before cooling. As before,

the base case heating rate is 100 0*C/sec, under 1 atmosphere of helium

pressure.

The other products are plotted in a cumulative fashion, as before,

with the exception of the carbon oxides, which in this presentation are

grouped together.

What is immediately apparent from comparison of Figs. 5.1-1 and

5.2-1 is that whereas the oxide products dominate the volatile products

of lignite pyrolysis, the tar product dominates bituminous coal pyrolysis

products. This is, of course, very much in line with the results of many

other studies (see Section 3.2).

This tar product appeared to be relatively homogeneous, in contrast

to the lignite tar. Its color was a tawny yellow much like the lignite

high temperature tar. Upon standing in air, however, the material darkened

noticeably, eventually becoming a dark brown. This is a well known phenom-

enon attributed primarily to oxidation (Sternberg, 1977). 'Elemental

analysis of the material could not be conducted immediately nor could the

sample be handled or stored without air contact. However it is believed that
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the amount of oxygen responsible for the darkening is small, since

weighing samples of tar before and after color change did not reveal

changes that could be considered significant (<1%).

The elemental analysis of the tar was CH 0 N The bituminous
1.1 .08 .01 T

tar is rather strikingly lower in H/C ratio than the lignite tar (for

whch H/C %= 1.5). Nevertheless, in both cases the tars were significantly

richer in hydrogen than the parent coals, but very similar to the parent

coals in nitrogen to carbon ratio.

Samples of the bituminous tar were subject to gas chromatographic

analysis. The eluted compound present in largest quantity (a few wt%)

was pyrene, C 16H10 (MW = 202); many other compounds were present, but in

quantities too small to be quantitated. Many others must have been present

which had boiling points too high to elute from the OV-17 column at 350*C.

The yield vs. temperature data for the tar and water fractions alone

are shown in Fig. 5.2-2. The left-hand portion of the figure shows the

yield plotted in the usual manner, as a function of peak temperature. The

right hand portion of the figure shows data from a set of runs whose time-

temperature histories included an isothermal period; rather than cooling

a sample immediately upon achieving the peak temperature, the sample is

instead held at the indicated ("holding") temperature for approximately

2 to 10 seconds. As would be expected, the yield at a particular holding

temperature is higher than the yield at the corresponding peak temperature,

except where a particular reaction (or set of reactions) has gone to comple-

tion even without the isothermal holding period.

The data for tar do not show any two or three step behavior; the

rather broad temperature dependence is suggestive of a broad distribution

of reactions. The modelling of pyrolysis phenomena will be discussed in
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the next section.

Pyrolytically formed water is seen to be primarily evolved at rather

low temperatures (below 400*C). This is in sharp contrast to the behavior

of the lignite, in which pyrolytic water is formed at temperatures higher

by 200-300*C. This suggests a substantial difference in starting materials,

mechanisms, or both. This point will be discussed further in the next

section.

It was necessary to correct high temperature (> 900'C) water measure-

ments for a small amount of H2S included in these measurements by the

electronic integration procedure. The chromatographic technique employed

did not lead to particularly good separation of H20 and H2S. In many high

temperature runs, H2S is present in the water peak as a rather gentle

shoulder. To determine the actual amount of correction required,

the dry ice cooled glass bead trap was used to remove water from the

product gas stream. The chromatograph was then used to determine H2S

directly. The H2S values so obtained were roughly 1%(wt) for runs of

roughly 10000C holding temperature. This figure represents a minimum H2S2

yield, in that loss of H2 S to reactions with the stainless steel screen

was possible, as has already been discussed. Also, it is possible that a

small amount of H2S may have been lost to the condensate in the dry ice

trap, although this is considered insigificant because of the very small

amount of condensate involved (< 1 mg) and its very low temperature (-60*C).

Figs. 5.2-3, 5.2-4, and 5.2-5 show the yields of other major products.

These results generally showed no evidence of the two-step behavior seen

during lignite pyrolysis.

Fig. 5.2-3 focusses upon two of the more important pyrolysis product

gases, methane and hydrogen. It is clear to see that methane evolution
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is virtually complete before hydrogen evolution begins; this is not

surprising since methane product is probably formed while there is still

a fair amount of aliphatic hydrogen left in the coal, while much of

the molecular hydrogen must arise from aromatization reactions.- Although

the temperature dependence of the whole methane curve is suggestive of a

wide spectrum of activation energies; the steep rise in the peak tempera-

ture interval 800*C to 900*C is suggestive of one dominant (rate control-

ling) mechanism.

Fig. 5.2-4 shows the yields of carbon oxides. The rather broad

gently sloping CO2 curve again suggests a rather broad distribution of

activation energies. The CO curves are very reminiscent of CH4 in

shape and temperature dependence; again, the peak temperature interval of

800*C to 900*C seems to be important.

Fig. 5.2-5 shows the yields of four other principal hydrocarbon gas

species (C3H6 and C3H8 combined). The amount of scatter in the isothermal

holding period data for C2H4 and C3's is difficult to explain when com-

pared to either the relatively modest scatter in the basic non-isothermal

runs, or to the scatter for ethane in the isothermal holding period data.

All three curves again show broad temperature dependence, with ethylene

showing a steep rise in the 800-900*C peak temperature interval. It is

curious to note that ethane and ethylene would appear to have rather

similar formation rates based on a comparison of the non-isothermal curves,

but exhibit markedly different behavior in isothermal runs.

Fig. 5.2-6 gives the results of analyses of the bituminous char.

During pyrolysis at 1000*C, roughly half of the carbon originally present

in the coal is volatilized while almost 90% of the hydrogen is volatilized.

There is clearly a much more "efficient" utilization of hydrogen during
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bituminous pyrolysis compared with lignite pyrolysis; about twice as much

carbon is volatilized during bituminous pyrolysis as is volatilized' during

lignite pyrolysis.

As in the case of lignite, almost 2/3 of the nitrogen remains behind

in the char even at 1000'C. The sulfur is evolved rapidly between the non-

isothermal point at about 925*C, and the isothermal 1000C asymptote (for

2-10 second holding times). It is significant that this is the temperature

range in which a large portion of H2S evolution is believed to occur.

The oxygen shows essentially two step behavior. There is an initial

loss at temperatures below 400C, certainly corresponding to the evolution

of pyrolytic water. The next sharp drop must occur at a temperature

greater than 7700C, and presumably occurs during the period of major CO

evolution, 800*C to 90000 (see Fig. 5.2-4). By 1000*C, virtually no

oxygen remains in the char, as indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 5.2-6.

(These lines represent analyses of char produced by isothermal pyrolysis

at about 1000*).

The total yields of all products are summarized in the first column of

Table 5.2-1. It can be seen that total measured weight loss (47%) exceeds

ASTM moisture plus volatiles yield (40.3%) by 17%. By far and away, the

dominant gas phase species on a molar percentage basis are hydrogen (57.7%)

and methane (18.0%). It is seen that total mass balance closure is fair

(about 94%).

Table 5.2-2 shows sample element balances computed in a manner analagous

to the element balances in Table 5.1-1 for lignite. The balances typically

fall in the range 100 10%. It is not surprising that the carbon balance

falls.off at high temperatures, since the failure to close overall mass

balances at higher temperatures almost certainly reflects the difficulty



Table 5. 2-1.Effect of Time-Temperature Histories on Yields from Pyrolysis of Bituminous Coal

a
Heating Rate 1000*C/sec 350-450*C/sec 13000-15000*C/sec 2-Step

Products wt.% of coal mole % of dry gas wt.% wt.% wt.%

CO 2.4 9.9 2.4 2.3 2.1

CO2 1.2 3.1 1.6 1.1 1.6

H20 7.8 - 7.6 7.7 7.7

CH4 2.5 18.0 2.2 2.4 2.5

C2 4 0.8 3.3 0.4 0.7 0.3

C2 6 0.5 1.9 0.6 0.6 0.6

C3H6+C3H8 1.3 3.5 1.1 1.2 1.3

H21.057.7 NMMd

other HC gasb 1.3 2.6 1.1 1.5 0.9

HC liquidsC 2.4 - 2.3 2.7 2.4

Tar 23.0 22.4 23.0 22.0

Total 44 .3e 41.7 43.7 41.4

Measured Total 47.0 46.0 47.0 44.7

Unaccounted
For 2.7 3.3 3.3 3.3

ASTM volatiles
& Moisture 40.3 40.3 40.3 40.3

le

)



Table 5.2-l.Effect of Time-Temperature Histories on Yields from Pyrolysis of Bituminous Coal (contin

All results on as-received wt. basis. Isothermal runs 850-1000 *C with holding time 2-10 seconds.

P = 1 atm. He

Notes

aSum of two step process; coal heated first at about 650'C for 3 seconds and cooled. Reheated
to about 1000 C for about 3 seconds

bAll other hydrocarbon gases not listed separately

cHydrocarbon products from condensible trap

dNM = not Measured

eColumns may not add because of round off

H20 includes H2S yield, roughly 1% by wt of coal at these temperatures

iued)
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Table 5.2-2
r

Product

Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen and Total Mass Balances for Bituminous Coal Pyrolysis

Yield, average weight % of Bituminous Coal (as received) ,pyrolyzed at indicated temperature

Peak Temperatures
400-440*C

Total C

0.11

0.0

5.16

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.18

0.03

0.

- 0.

- 0.

0. 0.

0. 0.

0.94 0.

H 0

- 0.08

- 0.

57 4.59

09 0.10

CO2

CO

1120

H2

CH 4

HC *
gas

Tar + HC
liquids

Char 3.69

Peak Temperatures
620-6900C

Total

0.39

0.21

6.02

0.0

0.22

0.90

9.45

0.

0.

0.

0.

7.

C H 0

11 - 0.28

09 - 0.12

- 0.67 5.35

- 0.0

16 0.06

69 0.21

50 0.69

0.0

0.78

83.8 57.4 3.91 2.85

Peak Temperatures
740-780*C

Total C H 0

0.49 0.16 - 0.43

0.40 0.17 - 0.23

5.26 - 0.61 4.68

0.06

0.59

1.56

15.0

0.44

1.32

11.9

0.06

0.15

0.24

1.09 1.23

71.9 46.6 2.93 3.46

Holding Temperature
10000C

Total C H 0

1.23

2.42

6.84

1.01

2.49

3.95

25.4

0.34

I.

1.

3.

20.

0.89

04 - 1.38

- 0.76 6.08

- 1.01 -

87 0.62 -

39 0.56 -

2 1.85 2.09

53.0 34.2 0.52 0.0

Total 99.6 64.9 5.14 8.46 101.0 66.0 5.54 9.38 95.4 60.6 5.08 10.0 97.3 61.0

Closure 100% 95% 105% 90% 101% 97% 112% 99% 95% 89% 103% 106% 97% 90%

*
Hydrocarbons other than CH4 , Tar, and

5.3210.4

108% 110%

Hydrocarbon liquids

+Bituminous coal (as received) is 67.8% C, 4.91%H, 9.45% 0
difference based on ash - see text).

Vi
including H and 0 in moisture (and calculating 0 by

93.1 63.91 4.48

3



of tar collection; the higher the fraction of products as tar, the poorer

the mass balance, and since tar is primarily carbon (80% by weight),

the poorer the carbon balance. It is striking, but not surprising, that

at most only about 10% of the carbon in the coal is found in the vapor

phase products.

Effect of Temperature-Time History

The results shown in Table 5.2-1 imply that there is a slight effect

of heating rate on product yields from pyrolysis of bituminous coal.

Data from runs done at a heating rate of 350-450*C/sec (as opposed to the

1000*C/sec base case) gave a weight loss which is only 1% lower than the

base case. Runs done at 13,000 to 15,0000C/sec gave a total weight loss

identical to that of the base case. The only consistent trends with

increasing heating rate are a decrease in CO2 and increases in C2H4 heavy

hydrocarbon gases, and light hydrocarbon liquids.

The data in the last column of Table 5.2-1 were obtained from a set

of 2-step heating experiments in which the coal was heated isothermally

at about 650*C, cooled, and reheated isothermally between 850 and 1000 C.

The indicated yields are summations over both steps. In this case, the

total weight loss is again only about 2% lower than that for the base

case. Since 2-step heating may be viewed as a very slow heating to a high

temperature, it is not surprising that some of the trends observed at lower

heating rates are also observed during 2-step heating - higher CO2 ,

lower C2H and heavy hydrocarbon gas yields. Although it is tempting to2 4

say that a lower yield of tar is also observed, the 1% difference from

the base case is within the experimental uncertainty of the tar measure-

ment.

Thus while the pyrolysis of bituminous coal may show a slightly

greater sensitivity toward heating rate than the lignite, the effect
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over the range of heating rates examined here is still rather minor,

except for CO2, C2H4 , and "heavy" hydrocarbon gases. The implication

is that the reactions occurring at high temperatures occur independently

of those which occur at low temperatures.

Effect of Pressure

As with the lignite, some runs were conducted under vacuum conditions

(0.05 mm Hg) and some under high pressures of inert gas (1000 psig He).

Anthony et al. (1975) found a substantial effect of pressure on the total

weight loss obtained from pyrolysis of the same bitminous coal as examined in

this study (see Fig. 3.2-17). The results from the present investigation

substantiate these earlier findings and shed light on the nature of the

effect.

Fig. 5.2-7 shows the dramatic effect of pressure on total yield and

on the yields of various products. Compared to the atmospheric pressure

base case, the total yield at .05 mm is almost 5% higher, and at 1000 psig

(69 atm) is almost 10% lower. As was observed during lignite pyrolysis,

the yield of tar and heavy hydrocarbons decreases with increasing pressure,

while the yield of light hydrocarbons and carbon oxides increases with

increasing pressure. The same interpretation of the data is therefore

also suggested. As external pressure increases, the rate at which pro-

ducts can escape the coal particles decrease. Since the products spend

a longer time in the reactive environment of a coal particle, they have

more opportunity to "crack". The observed effect of pressure on yields

from bituminous coal are much larger than those from lignite simply

because bituminous coal is characterized by a higher concentration of

"crackable" material (i.e. tar).

As in the case of lignite, the effect of pressure does not manifest

itself until fairly high peak temperatures are attained. Fig. 5.2-8 shows
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that as in the case of lignite, the curves diverge at temperatures

above 700 to 750*C.

Effect of Particle Diameter

As has been discussed earlier, variation of particle diameter affords

another method by which mass transfer limitations can be measured.

Consistent with the results for increased pressure, increasing the

particle diameter decreases total yield and the yield of tar while

increasing the yield of light cracking products. To test for the maceral

enrichment effect, a sample of the 833-991p coal was ground to <300 p

and run as before. Some of the results of these experiments are shown

below:

Diameter 53.88p 833-991p 8 33-991p

Yields(wt%) (base case) (reground to
<300p

Tar 23 24 18

CH4  2.5 2.9 3.3

C2 4 0.8 1.0 1.3

CO 2.4 2.7 3.1

CO2  1.2 1.1 1.3

H20 7.8 5.4 7.2

Total 47 43 44

In most respects, the reground material is clearly moving closer to the

base case. The fact that the total weight loss of the reground material

is lower than either the base case or that of the larger particles is

curious, but may be due to drying out of the coal during grinding (note

the lower moisture content of the reground material).

318
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5.3 Hydropyrolysis of a Montana Lignite

Again, unless otherwise specified, all results in this section have

been obtained on particles in the size range 53-88p. All mass yields are

reported on the usual "weight percent of as-received lignite" basis. Of

course a simple summation of weights of products can no longer serve as

an indication of whether mass balance closure is attained, since part

of the hydrogen in the products is supplied from the gas. Unless otherwise

specified, the pressure of hydrogen is 69 atm.

The results of Anthony et al. (1976, see Fig. 3.2-22) suggested that

there was a temperature (which depends on heating rate) below which

hydrogen has no effect on total weight yield of products. The data in

Fig. 5.3-1 support the earlier findings. The data in Fig. 5.3-1 were all

taken at a heating rate of approximately 1000 C/sec, and the points repre-

sent runs in which the coal was heated to the indicated peak temperature and

then immediately quenched (at a rate of 2000C/sec). The temperature at

which the two sets of data begin to diverge appears to be in the range

700-800*C although the scatter in the data makes it somewhat difficult to

pinpoint this temperature. Interestingly, this is the same range of

temperatures over which increased inert gas pressure begins to show an

effect on pyrolysis yield (see Fig. 5.1-5). Of course, increasing the

pressure of inert gas always serves to reduce total yields, while in-

crasing the pressure of hydrogen gas (above I to 10 atmospheres) serves to

increase total yields. Table 5.3-1 compares the total yields of various

products obtained at "long" residence times from ordinary 1 atm He pyrolysis,

high pressure (69 atm He) pyrolysis, and high pressure (69 atm H2) hydro-

pyrolysis. It is immediately apparent that the incremental yield due to

hydropyrolysis is due largely to an increase in methane and other hydro-

carbon species. The reduced yields of carbon oxides are not surprising
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Table 5.3-1Comparison of Total Yields from Lignite Pyrolysis and Hydropyrolysis

Pyrolysis
1 atm. He

9.5

9.4

1.3

0.6

0.2

0.8

16.5

0.5

5.4

Hydropyrolysis
69 atm. H2_

8.5

7.1

9.5

0.2

1.4

4.1

16.0

N.M.

8

Pyrolysis
69 atm He

10.6

9.0

2.5

0.6

0.2

1.7

12.9

N.M.

Measured Total
Weight Loss

Samples held approximately 10 seconds at 850-1000*C

Co
2

Co

C 4

CRg

c2H 4

C2H6

OTHER HC

HO2
H20

H
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since reverse water gas shift and other water forming reactions are

thermodynamically favored. Unfortunately, the large uncertainty in the

water measurement does not permit closure of the oxygen balance to test

this hypothesis. It is also interesting to note that the yield of ethylene

from hydropyrolysis is rather low.

Since methane is obviously the key component in the enhanced yield

observed during hydropyrolysis, Fig. 5.3-2 tracks its behavior alone.

Contrary to the picture presented by the total weight loss behavior in

Fig. 5.3-1, methane yields show an effect of hydrogen at temperatures as low

as 600*C. The pyrolysis data at the bottom of the figure are the same

data as those plotted in Fig. 5.1-6. Comparison of the three sets of data

shows that the enhanced methane yield which is observed

during 600*C hydropyrolysis is due to interaction of the coal and external

hydrogen, rather than being a manifestation of the "autohydrogenation"

effect induced by the high external pressure alone. Note that the 69 atm

He curve does not diverge from the 1 atm He curve until temperatures over

700*C are reached.

Although the curve is not well established because of the scatter in

the data, it is possible that hydropyrolysis exhibits the same two-step

behavior as pyrolysis. Such behavior would seem reasonable, since it would

suggest that hydroger participates mainly during the two principal hydro-

carbon forming steps.

It is also interesting to note the behavior of ethylene during hydro-

pyrolysis, compared to pyrolysis. Fig. 5.3-3 shows these

data. Variation in inert gas external pressure has rather little effect on

ethylene yield during ordinary pyrolysis, as the curves for pressures of

1 atm helium and 69 atm helium virtually coincide. The well established
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2-step behavior is displayed by both sets of data. During hydropyrolysis,

it appears as though ethylene is evolved during only the first step, in

a quantity comparable to that evolved during the first step of ordinary

pyrolysis. No further evolution is observed during the higher temperature

hydrocarbon-formation stage (above 700 or 7500 C). Based on the behavior

of methane and ethylene, it appears as though the hydrogen begins to mani-

fest its greatest effect above 700*C. The data on evolution of hydrocarbon

gases other than methane and ethylene are shown in Fig. 5.3-4. Their

behavior is analogous to that of methane, in that a low temperature (<600*C)

effect of hydrogen is apparent.

As the data in Table 5.3-1 suggest, hydropyrolysis may slightly enhance

the yield of tar. Unfortunately, the quantities are still small and the

results a bit too scattered to permit detailed analysis of this component.

Also, the yield of light hydrocarbon liquids appears to be enhanced during

hydropyrolysis, but the total yield of benzene almost never exceeds one

weight percent. The maximum total yield of tar plus hydrocarbon liquids

obtained during 69 atm hydropyrolysis is approximately 10%.

The behavior of the oxygenated species is shown in Fig. 5.3-5. Plotted

are the curves drawn through the base case lignite pyrolysis data already

presented in Figure 5.1-3 (points omitted), and the data for lignite 69

atm hydropyrolysis. The agreement between the carbon oxide data for

pyrolysis and hydropyrolysis is fair. The difference in the yields of

carbon oxides from pyrolysis and hydropyrolysis (as recorded in Table

5.3-1) appears to manifest itself principally during the previously des-

cribed third, high temperature evolution step. Again, since this high

temperature stage of evolution could only be studied by runs involving an

isothermal holding period, its results cannot be shown in Fig. 5.3-5.
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Unfortunately the water results from hydropyrolysis runs tend to display

more scatter than usual.

The results of ultimate analyses of lignite chars produced by pyrolysis

and hydropyrolysis are compared in Fig. 5.3-6. The fact that the carbon

conversion is higher during hydropyrolysis than during pyrolysis is to be

expected. The retentions of hydrogen and oxygen (within the scatter

of the latter) appear to be unaffected by the presence of hydrogen gas.

This implies that the mechanism of removal of these species is the same

during hydropyrolysis as during pyrolysis. Of the two species of environ-

mental interest, the volatilization of nitrogen is greatly enhanced by the

presence of hydrogen, while sulfur is curiously unaffected.

Thus far, all of the hydropyrolysis results presented have been for the

1000 psig (69 atm absolute) H2 base case. But as was discussed in some

detail in section 3.2 and shown in Fig. 3.2-19, through 3.2-24, the total

yields which can be obtained during hydropyrolysis are strongly a function

of hydrogen pressure. Nor is the pressure dependence of yield particularly

straightforward, as the data of Anthony et al. (1976, Fig. 3.2-24) and

Johnson (1977, Fig. 3.2-23) clearly show.

The data in Fig. 5.3-7 address the question of the pressure dependence

of hydropyrolysis. As has already been shown, a large portion of the yield

observed during hydropyrolysis is a result of ordinary pyrolytic processes.

To plot total yield against hydrogen pressure would therefore be mis-

leading. The results in Fig. 5.3-7 are plotted as yield increments over

that which could be obtained from ordinary pyrolysis at temperatures greater

than about 850*C, held for between 5 and 10 seconds. Thus a value of

zero on the ordinate implies a total weight loss of 44 wt.%, or a methane

yield of about 1.3 wt.%. It is clear that a simple functionality of
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of pressure is not implied, either for total weight loss or for methane

yield.

The results of Fig. 5.3-7 point up how large a fraction of incremental

yield methane represents (though the actual fraction is not directly cal-

culable since there is no indication as to what fraction of the hydrogen

contained in the methane came from the coal itself).

A result of some practical significance is that higher temperatures

serve to increase total yields as effectively as higher hydrogen pressures.

The total yield at 500 psig H2 and 1100*C is virtually identical to that

obtained at 1500 psig H2 and 850*C and not much lower than that at 1500 pisg

H2 and 1100*C. Unfortunately because of time limitations, this subject

could not be investigated more fully; the control of sample temperature

at high pressures is somewhat difficult, especially at around 1100%C, and

the success rate of experimental runs is low.

The ef-fect of particle diameter on total weight loss was quLckly

examined by working with particles in the 2 9 5-990p range. The total

yield did not change significantly relative to the 53-88p base case (at

1000 psig H2 and a temperature of about 1000*C held for approximately 10

seconds). Apparently, just as the results for lignite pyrolysis under

increased external (inert gas) pressure implied for volatiles outflow,

these results imply perhaps only a modest mass transfer resistance to

hydrogen inflow. If a resistance does exist, then it is probably not on

the macroscale of particle diameters. The picture for bituminous coal,

presented in the next section, is quite different.

Again, just as during ordinary pyrolysis, the lignite particles

never appeared to swell, soften, or agglomerate during any hydropyrolysis

run.



5.4 Hydropyrolysis of a Pittsburgh Seam No. 8 Bituminous Coal

Like the lignite data, the base case for bituminous hydropyrolysis

involves particles in the size range 53-88p and a hydrogen pressure of

1000 psig (69 atm absolute).

Fig. 5.4-1 shows a comparison of total yields obtained during pyrolysis

at 1 atm and at 69 atm of helium pressure, and from hydropyrolysis at 69

atm of hydrogen pressure. Again, these results were obtained by heating

the coal at a rate of about 1000 *C/sec to the indicated peak temperature

and then immediately quenching at a rate of 200*C/sec. Comparison of the

pyrolysis results obtained at 1 atm and 69 atm of helium pressure illu-

strates again the previously discussed effect of pressure on pyrolysis.

Since the helium is of course chemically inert, its effect is purely

physical. The fact that the total yields from 69 atm hydropyrolysis are

comparable to the yields from 1 atm pyrolysis implies that the hydrogen

must interact chemically with the coal in a manner which boosts yields.

This interaction, according to these data, begins at temperatures in the

range 700 to 800*C. Anthony et al. (1976) advanced a theory which postu-

lates that the hydrogen serves to "stabilize" volatiles which may other-

wise be lost to cracking reactions (section 3.2). The data in Fig. 5.4-1

may be supportive of this picture, but the data in Fig. 5.4-2 shed further

light upon the nature of the process.

In Fig. 5.4-2, the yield of tar, the principal product of bituminous

pyrolysis at 1 atm, is plotted for the cases of 1 and 69 atm He pyrolysis

and 69 atm H2 hydropyrolysis. The results are striking in that they show

that hydrogen does not act to stabilize the tar as such; the yields of

tar from 69 atm pyrolysis and 69 atm hydropyrolysis are comparable. The

indicated assymptote for tar yield from hydropyrolysis (at 12.5%) is ob-

tained from runs in which the coal is held at temperatures between 850
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and 1050*C for up to 20 seconds.

The fact that the tar itself is not being stabilized suggests several

possibilities for the yield enhancing effect or hydrogen. The first is

that the hydrogen interferes with the tar forming reactions and stabilizes

tar "precursors" which in the presence of 69 atm of helium would lead to

carbon deposition. Another possibility is that the hydrogen serves to

stabilize tar cracking (or hydrocracking) products. A third possibility

is that the hydrogen physically interferes with the escape of tar and

promotes its cracking in a manner precisely analogous to that of the

helium; the yield enhancement is the result of an unrelated (or indirectly

related) chemical process.

Fig. 5.4-3 compares the yields of methane from pyrolysis and hydro-

pyrolysis. These data suggest that the chemical interaction of hydrogen

with the coal actually begins at, rather low temperatures (<600*C). This

behavior is precisely analogous to that observed for the lignite (Fig. 5.3-

3). It should again te emphasized that in speaking of a temperature at

which an effect is observed, a particular time-temperature history is

implied. In this case, a heating rate of 1000*C/sec followed by a quench

at 200*C/sec is involved. At significantly slower heating rates or in case

where the coal is held isothermally for any length of time, the temperature

at which a particular phenomenon is observed can be lower. This point

will be further explored in the section on modelling of results.

Table 5.4-1 summarizes the results for 69 atm hydropyrolysis and com-

pares them with atmospheric pressure pyrolysis results. The hydropyrolysis

results were all obtained at temperatures above 9000 C, held for between

12 and 20 seconds. It can be deduced from comparison of the results in

Figs. 5.4-1, 5.4-3 and Table 5.4-1 that methane is the principal product
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Table 5.4-1. Comparison of Yields from Atmospheric Pressure Pyrolysis and
69 atm. Hydropyrolysis of Bituminous Coal.

Total weight loss (as.rcvd.)

Tar

1 atm. He

47.0%

23.

CO

CO2

H20

H2

2.4

1.2

6.8

1.0

2.5

0.8

0.5

1.3

CH4

C2H

C2H6

O 3H 6+0c11HC36 + 3H

other HC gases

light HC liquids

trace*

1.3

2.4

69 atm. H2

61.8%

12.

+

1.3

-t

23.2

0.4

2.3

0.7

2.2

2.0

3.1

All hydropyrolysis runs involve heating
holding isothermally for 12 to 20 second

the coal to temperature 900*C and

The trace amount of benzene found during pyrolysis is usually included in
the "other HC gases" or "light HC liquids".

tMeasurements unreliable, not reported.
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formed during the isothermal period. During the non-isothermal

heating period up to about 900*C, Fig. 5.4-1 shows a total weight loss of

about 41% and Fig. 5.4-3 shows a methane yield of about 5%. During the

isothermal period, Table 5.4-1 indicates an additional weight loss of

roughly 20% while the yield of methane has increased by roughly 15%.

There are several parallels between lignite hydropyrolysis and

bituminous coal hydropyrolysis. The role of methane as the predominant

product is the most obvious. Others include the decreased yield of ethy-

lene and increased yield of ethane relative to the pyrolysis base case.

Unfortunately the data on oxide species is not considered reliable, and

hence not reported. In the case of carbon monoxide, a chromatographic

difficulty resulted in the frequent "masking" of the CO peak by the large

preceding H2 peak. In an unrelated problem, the water measurements were

considered unreliable because of an unidentified source of H20 contamina-

tion in the system.

The figures in Table 5.4-1 are averages over several runs. Not in-

cluded in the average was a run done at roughly 1080C (14 seconds) in

which the total yield was over 70% (representing a d.a.f. conversion of

about 80%) and the yield of methane was nearly 40% (representing a carbon

conversion to methane of about 44%).

As observed by Anthony et al. (1976, Fig. 3.2-25), increasing particle

diameter has a rather deleterious effect on total yields obtained from

hydropyrolysis. Fig. 5.4-4 presents data from this investigation. The

trends are similar to those observed by Anthony et al., although there

are some small quantitative differences. The data for hydropyrolysis are

somewhat more sensitive to the temperature of the isothermal holding per-

iod than are the data for pyrolysis (demonstrated in Fig. 5.3-7). There-

fore, while the pyrolysis data in Fig. 5.4-4 include results for
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experiments rum for any more than 2 seconds at temperatures over 850*C,

the hydropyrolysis data chosen for presentation were only those from

temperatures between 900 and 1050*G and with isothermal holding times

greater than 10 (but all less than 20) seconds.

The following table shows the principal differences in product

compositions:

Avg. Particle Diameter(p)
Product 74 570 910

Tar 12 13 12

CH 23 19 20

C2 6 2.3 1.7 1.6

other HC gases 3.1 1.4 1.2

light HC liquids 5.3 3.6 5.2

CO2  1.3 1.0 1.4

Again since carbon monoxide, water, and sulfur compound measurements are

not available for all cases, total mass balances are not possible.

5.5 Discussion and Modelling of Pyrolysis Results

Table 5.5-1 presents a brief summary of the principal results and

conclusions presented in sections 5.1 and 5.2.

The simple, stepwise behavior of the products of lignite pyrolysis,

combined with the fact that the products seem to arise from reactions that

are parallel and independent, suggested a rather straightforward model.

The modelling of coal pyrolysis as a set of independent parallel

reactions having a statistical distribution of activation energies has

been shown to provide valuable insight into the overall or global kinetics

of the process. (Anthony and Howard, 1976; Anthony et al., 1976, 1975;



Table 5.5-1 A Summary of Pyrolysis Results

Montana Lignite

- Pyrolysis occurs in several distinct stages (Figs. 5.1-1 through

5.1-3).

- Volatile products dominated by oxygenated species (Fig. 5.1-1 and

5.1-3).

- The yield of hydrocarbon products and the extent of volatilization

of carbon are low. (Fig. 5.1-1, 5.1-2, and 5.1-4).

- The composition of products seems to be independent of heating rate

used to attain the final temperature (in the range 270-10,000*C/sec,

Fig. 5.1-1).

- The composition of products is the same for coal heated to final

temperature in two steps or one (Fig. 5.1-1). The conclusion is

that the reactions can be considered independent and parallel.

- Although there is a measurable effect of variation of external

pressure during pyrolysis (Figs. 5.1-5, 5.1-6, Table 5.1-2), the

effect, overall, is rather small.

- Total weight loss agrees well with the results of the standard

A.S.T.M. volatile matter test.

Pittsburgh Seam Bituminous Coal

- Bituminous coal pyrolysis also appears to occur in stages, but the

well defined stages which characterize lignite pyrolysis are

absent (Figs. 5.2-1 through 5.2-5).

(con't)
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Table 5.5-1 A Summary of Pyrolysis Results (continued)

Pittsburgh Seam Bituminous Coal

- The volatile products are dominated by hydrocarbons (heavy tars

in particular, Figs. 5.2-1 and 5.2-2).

- Softening of the coal is evident at peak temperatures as low as

4500C, and involves almost the entire sample by 700*C.

- The extent of volatilization of carbon is substantially higher

than that observed in lignite (Fig. 5.2-6).

- The composition and yield of products shows only a slight depen-

dence on rate of heating (Table 5.2-1). Similarly, coal heated

to final temperatures in two steps gives only a slightly lower

yield of volatiles than coal heated directly to the final

temperature.

- There is a small effect of variation of particle diameter by an

order of magnitude (Figs. 5.2-7 and 5.2-9).

- There is a large effect of variation of external pressure,

implying an important role of mass transfer resistance (Figs.

5.2-7, 5.2-8). This effect begins to manifest itself between

700 and 800*C.

- The total yields of volatiles from atmospheric pressure or vacuum

pyrolysis exceeds the standard A.S.T.M. volatile matter; the total

yield from 69 atm He pyrolysis is less than A.S.T.M. volatile

matter.



Anthony, 1974). With the products in the present study dominated by a few

individual species and classes of species, e.g., tar, there is interest

in determining whether pyrolysis can be effectively modelled as only a

few reactions representing the production of these key products.

As a first test of this approach, the appearance of product i is

modelled as a reaction first-order in the amount of i yet to be produced.

Thus for the reaction

Coal + Product. (5.5-1)

the assumed first-order rate is

*
dV.I/dt = k.(V - V.) (5.5-2)

and the rate constant is assumed to be

k. = k. exp(-E./RT) (5.5-3)
1 10 1

where k. is the pre-exponential factor, E is the activation energy of

*
reaction i, V. is the amount of product i produced up to time t, V. is

the amount of product i which could potentially be produced, (i.e., at

t = -), T is the absolute temperature, and R is the gas constant. Assuming

that temperature increases linearly with time, as it does in our experiments,

with the constant rate dT/dt = m, solution of the above equations gives

V T
dVJ /(V. - V.)= (k. /m)exp(-E./RT)dT (5.5-4)

S110 1

Since EI/RT >> is a good approximation for coal decomposition reac-

tions, the solution becomes

* * 2
(V. - V.)/V. = exp[-(k. RT /mE.)exp(-E./RT)] (5.5-5)

1I1 1 10 1 1

This equation is plotted in Fig. 5.5-1 for activation energies typical
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of organic decomposition reactions (see Table 3.2-3) and a typical pre-

13 -l
exponential factor of k = 1.67 x 10 s . The inadequacy of the single-

io
reaction model in fitting the data on total yield of volatiles is evident

from this figure; nevertheless)as has been discussed this approach has

been taken by many workers for correlating pyrolysis data.

It can be seen from the wide range of materials listed in Table 3.2-3

that organic decomposition reactions encompass a wide range of activation

energies and pre-exponentials. It is not surprising that coal, the chemical

structure of which is far more complex than that of the materials in Table

3.2-3, decomposes thermally to produce numerous products and that these

products exhibit different activation energies. When a single first-

order reaction is used to model coal pyrolysis, the activation energy

and pre-exponential factor are forced to be very low in order to fit the

overall temperature dependence that actually results from the occurrence

of different reactions in different temperature intervals. The results are

sometimes interpreted as reflecting transport limitations because the

parameters are too low for organic decompositions. This point is dis-

cussed further by Anthony and Howard (1976).

Considerably more success is attained when the first-order is applied

to the appearance of single products. As is implied in Figs. 5.1-1 to

5.1-3, many products are not adequately described by one first-order process.

Rather than utilizing a large number of parallel reactions with a distri-

bution of activation energies for individual products (Hanbaba et al.,

1968), a simplifying assumption is made that one, two or three parallel

reactions, depending on the observed behavior, describes the formation

of certain key products. The mechanistic implication is that a given

product may arise from more than one type of reactant, or from more than



one reaction pathway.

The first-order model was used with the measured time-temperature history

of each experimental run to construct best fit curves for the yield data.

The computer program used for the fitting is listed in the Appendix.

The resulting kinetic parameters are summarized in Table 5.5-2. The

curves shown in Figs. 5.1-1, 5.1-2, and 5.1-3 were calculated using

these parameters and the model, for a standardized experiment in which

coal is heated at 1000*C/s to the peak temperature, and then cooled at

200*C/s back to room temperature. The curves fit the data well for most

species, and modelling with only one or two reactions appears sufficient

in all cases except the carbon oxides which require a third reaction for

data above about 1000 C. Figure 5.1-1 shows how the various individual

reactions cooperate to give a smooth total weight loss curve.

In order to compare the present kinetic parameters with those obtained

before using a distributed activation energy model (Anthony, 1974; Anthony

et al., 1975, 1976; Anthony and Howard, 1976), the frequency distribution

of the present activation energies is derived from Table 5.5-2 as follows.

Data points in Fig. 5.5-2 represent the cumulative ultimate yields of all

volatile components having activation energies less than or equal to those

of the indicated points. Each point is labelled with the component whose

ultimate yield is added to those of all other components shown on points

to the left to give the indicated cumulative yield; e.g., the vertical

distance between two adjacent points represents the ultimate yield of the

component specified on the higher point. The slope of the smooth curve

drawn through the data gives the frequency distribution curve dV /V dE,
cum tot

which is here normalized so that the area under a segment of the curve

between two values of activation energy is the percentage of the total



Table 5.5-2 Kinetic Parameters for Lignite Pyrolysis

Product Stage E., log (k. /s ) V.,Wt.% of lignite

kcal/mole1(as-received)

CO2  1 36.2 11.33 5.70
2 64.3 13.71 2.70
3 42.0 6.74 1.09

CO 1 44.4 12.26 1.77
2 59.5 12.42 5.35
3 58.4 9.77 2.26

CH 1 51.6 14.21 0.34
2 69.4 14.67 0.92

C2 H4 1 74.8 20.25 0.15
2 60.4 12.85 0.41

HCa 70.1 16.23 0.95

Tar 1 37.4 11.88 2.45
2 75.3 17.30 2.93

H 20 51.4 13.90 16.5

H2  88.8 18.20 0.50

Total 44.0

aHydrocarbons other than CH4, C2H4 and Tar
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ultimate volatile yield that is associated with activation energies in the

specificd interval.

Figure 5.5-2 also presents two distributions (broken curves) obtained

previously for the same lignite as was used here (Anthony, 1974; Anthony

and Howard, 1976), but from a kinetic analysis of weight loss data assuming

a statistically large number of reactions having a Gaussian distribution

t
of activation energies and all having the same pre-exponential factor.

The left-hand curve was obtained when the pre-exponential factor

10 -l
(k =1.07x10 s ) was evaluated as one of the adjustible parameters, while

the right-hand curve was obtained using a preferred fixed value of

13 -l
k (1.67x10 s ). The mean activation energies (E) and standard deviations

(a) of the previous distributions are, in kcal/mole, (left) E =48.7 and a
0 _

9.38 and (right) E=56.3 and a=10.9. Statistical analysis shows that the

present data are not significantly different from a Gaussian distribution

with E and a being 53.3 and 11.5 kcal/mole, respectively. The similarity

of the present distribution derived from product compositions to the previous

results based on weight loss is especially encouraging since k , which does

influence E , was here allowed to assume a different value for each reaction

00
whereas previously a single k0 was used for all reactions.

The bituminous coal data in Figs. 5.2-1 through 5.2-5 do not show

the well defined stepwise behavior of the lignite data. As a result,

application of a well defined one, two, or three step model is not as

straightforward as in the case of the lignite.

Application of a two step model to the carbon monoxide and methane data

yielded the following results:

tThis complete model is presented in Section 3.2.



log
E(kcal/mol)(k/sec) _*

CO 1 63.4 12.5 1.84

2 46.8 11.3 .57

CH4 1 65.4 13.3 1.78

2 80.9 19.8 0.69

In both cases the fit is fair. Application of a single, first order model

yields activation energies of about 30 kcal/moleand Arrhenius pre-exponentials

6 -l
of 10 sec for both compounds. The fit is as good as the two step model

gives, however. Application of a Gaussian distribution of activation

energies to each product has thus far yielded ambiguous results; the

suggestion is that a Gaussian distribution may be in appropriate and a

skewed distribution of activation energies is indicated in some cases

(e.g. CO, CH4 , C2H1). The approach employed by Hanbaba et al. (1968), in

which a Gaussian distribution was assumed for both activation energy and

the log of the Arrhenius pre-exponential, was also successful in modelling

(with "reasonable" values of the mean activation energy and pre-exponential)

data with a similarly broad temperature dependence. Further work is

required to determine the most appropriate model for these data.

While this rather simple, empirical model fits the lignite data rather

well, caution must be exercised in its use, especially for elucidation of

pyrolysis mechanisms. Most of the values of the activation energy and pre-

exponential are "reasonable"for organic decomposition-type reactions. The

fitted values of the Arrhenius pre-exponentials are as mentioned, closely

correlated with the values of the activation energies. As a result, an

uncertainty of but a few kilocalories per mole in the activation energy

of a particular step can lead to an uncertainty of orders of magnitude in

the pre-exponential factor.
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The choice of a form first order in product yet to be evolved in a

given step does not necessarily imply that the true mechanism leading to

any product is a simple, first order bond scission. In fact, the activa-

tion energies observed are too low to be representative of a set of indep-

endent C-C bond cleavages (the bond strength of an average C-C single bond

is approximately 80 kcal/mole, and that of the average C-0 bond is of the

same order). It is more likely that a set of concerted and/or radical

initiated reactions are largely responsible for the observed behavior. In

the latter case, it is possible that the cleavage of weak linkages within

the coal structure (such as methylene bridges, ether linkages, or heteroatom

linkages) initiates the radical process. H.C. Howard (1963) cites evidence

obtained by paramagnetic resonance absorption measurements of carbonizing

coal which indicates the formation of radicals may occur at temperatures

as low as 300*C; "marked" increapes in radical concentrations occur at

about 400*C. Howard also cites the results of pyrolysis work conducted in

nitric oxide, a known radical scavenger. The presence of nitric oxide at

the initiation of pyrolysis retards the thermal decomposition of the coal and,

only at sufficiently high partial pressures of NO, inhibits the secondary

polymerization of the tar phase. It is assumed that if the higher molecular

weight fractions of coal tar are the result of radical combinations of

smaller tar fragments, then these reactions must occur within the coal particles

themselves.

Thus substantial evidence exists to support the existence of free

radical mechanisms in coal pyrolysis. This is certainly not surprising,

since pyrolysis of simpler hydrocarbons often proceeds by a radical chain

mechanism. As an example, the pyrolysis of isobutene is believed to

proceed by the following mechanism (Leftin and Cortes, 1972):



Activation Energy

CH CH
/3 k

CH =c CH =C
2  - 2

CH3  H2

(IB) (IB)

+ H- 82.5 kcal/mole

k2

2. IB + H lIB +

kg

3. IB - CH2 =C

k4
4. CH 3' + IB -CH 3

CH3

5. CH -0CH - C

CH
3

H2

= H2 + CH3-
2 3

CH

OH3

CHCH 33

CH3 -O CH = C 3

CH 3

5 kcal/mole

44 kcal/mole

6 kcal/mole

49 kcal/mole+ H

6. B + H-HIB 0 kcal/mole

A quasi steady-state analysis gives as the rate of disappearance of

isobutene:

-d (IB)
dt =2

1/2

k k2k3k 6 
1

It is straight forward to show that the overall activation energy

for the process is given by 1/2(E 1 + E2 + E3 - E6) = 66 kcal/mole. This

value is in good agreement with experiment (63 kcal/mole).

Penninger and Slotboom (1973) have studied the cracking and hydro-

cracking (,,v500*C) of various substances which are perhaps more reminiscent

of coal structure than is isobutene. In work with tetralin, they concluded

(TB) (5.5-6)



that a-ring opening occurred via a radical process and $-ring opening via

a C-C bond scission:

H-

a - opening 8 - opening

The nature of the products suggested that the rate of the chain process

(activation energy 40 kcal/mole) is much faster than that of the ordinary

bond scission (E=69kcal/mole). Hydrogen atoms served as the chain carriers

in the above reaction; the initiation step was hypothesized to be a scission

of naphthenic C-H bonds. These C-H scission reactions were believed to be
the initiating step even in the presence of molecular hydrogen (hydro-

cracking) because the reaction H2 -+ 2H- is

extremely endothermic (104 kcal/mole) and too slow under the reaction

conditions investigated. It was similarly concluded by Virk et al. (1974)

that the overall rates of decomposition of simple aromatics are independent

of the presence of molecular hydrogen over a wide range of hydrogen pressures

(though the spectrum of products is clearly altered). This evidence, plus

an inverse (linear) correlation between aromatic delocalization energy and

pyrolysis activation energy, suggests that the process is in some manner

controlled by"destabilization" of the hydrocarbon. Presumably this destabili-

zation manifests itself in the formation of radicals.

Examining the hydropyrolysis (T=430-495*C) of 1,2,3,4 tetrahydrophenan-

threne, 9,10 dihydrophenanthrene, and anthracene, Penninger and Slotboom

concluded that the following are the primary cracking steps:

&0+H 00.000 0 +H-

or

+0 * or

+4(H-)



In accordance. with the results for tetralin, the rate of the radical pathways

again appeared to be considerably faster than ring opening via bond scissions.

From these data, it was concluded that the overall sequence in cracking of

condensed polyaromatic systems is:

1. Hydrogen (radical) attack on outer aromatic rings.

2. Successive naphthenic ring openings

3. Side Chain cracking

A concept of coal pyrolysis (and hydropyrolysis) which is supported by

the data on pure hydrocarbons is that of a primarily radical process, initiated

by scission of weak bonds within the structure. The possible roles of inter-

aromatic "methylene bridges" or ether linkages have already been mentioned

in this regard.

The parameter values presented in Table 5.5-2 can be shown "reasonable"

by a very rough analysis of the same type as the much more refined analysis

presented for isobutene pyrolysis. Assume coal pyrolysis is modelled as:

k1

l.Radical Producing Structures (SR) ... 2 Radicals (R)

k2

2.Radical (R) + Structure i (S) -- m Intermediate i (I)

k1

3.Intermediate i (I.)-.-.-Product i (P ) + Radical (R)

k4

4. 2 Radicals (R) --- Stable Structure (C)

The chemical nature of the radicals (R), Structure i (S.), Structure R (S)

Intermediate (I.), Stable structure (C) are deliberately left vague in this

analysis, so as not to reduce its generality. The major feature of SR is that

it produce radicals which can directly (or via a chain which is not rate

limiting) interact with a particular structure i in the coal to yield a parti-

cular product i (e.g. CH).
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Then the rate of production of Product i is given by:

d (P.)
= k (1.) (5.5-7)

dt 3 i

If a quasi steady state assumption is applied to the radical species,

d(i.)
d(R) =0 and 1 = 0
dt dt

then the concentrations of radicals (R) and (I.) are easily shown to be:

(R) = 7 (sR)1/2 (5.5-8)
4

(I) k2(R)(Sk) k1 , /2(S)(5.5-9)
1 k k AF k

3 3 4

Hence:

dk(P.) Fk 7 1/2 (5.5-10)
dt =kj ky-(SR) (S )

4

The temperature dependence of the overall rate constant

koA=k 2  
4-- (5.5-11)

4

is given by the overall activation energy

E = (E + E1/2 - E4/2) (5.5-12)
OA 2 1 4

The bond energies for cleavage of CH bonds are of the order 100 kcal/mole,

but the activation energy for formation of radicals from such a cleavage may

be lower, depending upon the nature of a particular compound (as to whether

it can stabilize a radical or not via resonance). Data complied by Benson

and O'Neal (1970, derived from pyrolysis experiments), indicate that the



actual range may be from over 80 to over 100 kcal/mole. Similarly, cleavages

of C-C bonds and C-0 bonds are in the range 50-80 kcal/mole. Thus E is

roughly in the range 50-100 kcal/mole. Radical recombinations are

extremely fast reactions and may be considered to have zero activation energy

(=EQ. Typically reactions of the type 2 have activation energies ranging

from 10 to 20 kcal/mole (Benson, 1968). If E2 is set equal to 15 kcal/mole and

E to 80 kcal/mole, then

E0 = (15 + 80/2 - 0/2) = 55 kcal/mole

This analysis is admittedly very rough, primarily because it considers only

concentrations of radicals rather than their chemical nature. But the result

is encouraging in that a model first order in product yet to be evolved (as

per eq. 5.5-2) gives a theoretical activation energy comparable to those

in Table 5.5-2.

A much more sophisticated approach involving detailed modelling with

the aid of a computer is that being done by Gavalas and co-workers (Cheong,

1977). Because of the large variety of structures present in coal, use of

a computing system with a statistical model of coal and a large library of

possible reactions offers the only hope of developing a truly detailed model

of coal pyrolysis. Simulation results thus far have suggested that the

nature of the product mix may be rather sensitive to the nature of the

radical formation reactions. For example, the predicted total weight loss

during 50000 pyrolysis (for 30 seconds) drops by about 10% (from %33% to

%23%) if the activation energy for the cleavage of ethylene bridges (0-CH2

CH2-0 + 20-CH02) is raised by only 2 kcal/mole (from 48 to 50 kcal/mole).

The hypersensitivity of predicted pyrolysis behavior to this parameter is

surpriging and awaits further elucidation.
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The Behavior of Functional Groups During Pyrolysis

As examination of Figs. 5.1-1 through 5.1-3 reveals, there are

apparently five distinct phases during lignite pyrolysis. The first occurs at

very low temperatures (%1000 C) and is associated with moisture evolution.

The second phase at 1000 *C/s heating rate begins at about 450*C and is

associated with a large initial evolution of carbon dioxide, probably from

low-activation energy decarboxylations. The loss of carboxyl groups as carbon

dioxide at relatively low temperatures has been reported for lignites (Howard,

1963). A small amount of hydrocarbon products is also evolved at this stage.

This material may contain both tar (e.g., asphaltenes and heavy oils) and

also some hydrocarbon gases. The third phase involves evolution of water

chemically formed in the range 600-700'C. It can be seen from Fig. 5.1-4

that carbon, nitrogen and sulfur during this phase remain largely in the char

while the oxygen and hydrogen contents of the char sharply decrease. The

fourth phase involves a final rapid evolution of carbon containing species.

Carbon oxides, tar, hydrogen, and hydrocarbon gases are all rapidly evolved

in the temperature range 700-900'C, where little water is produced. The

fifth phase is the previously discussed high temperature formation of carbon

oxides. To be compared with the foregoing, the pyrolysis of bituminous coal

occurs in four somewhat less distinct phases. Again, surface moisture is

driven off at low temperatures (<100*C) followed by the liberation of

pyrolytically formed water at peak temperatures below 400*C. Between 400

and 900'C, the coal softens and the bulk of the hydrocarbons are evolved.

Above 900*C CO and H2 are the principal products evolved.

It has already been shown (Fig. 3.2-9) that the experimental results

obtained during this investigation agree fairly well with the results of

other studies in drawing a correlation between carboxyl groups in raw coal

and the amount of CO2 evolved during pyrolysis (at low temperatures) and
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between hydroxyl groups in raw coal and the amount of pyrolytically formed

water.

The rather large difference in the temperature of water evolution for

the two coals studied here however reflects either a substantial chemical

difference between bituminous coal and lignite hydroxyls, or a major difference

in the basic pyrolytic process. The lignite model structure of Wender

(Fig. 3.1-20) suggests that some of the hydroxyl groups in lignites may be

present as alcoholic rather than phenolic structures (which are the only source

of hydroxyls in higher ranks of coal). It is not clear whether such a

difference is responsible for the observed behavior; however the narrow

temperature interval for evolution of pyrolytically formed iWater from lignite

may speak against a structure such as that in Fig. 3.1-20, which contains two

very different types of hydroxyl groups.

It appears, as Wolfs et al. (1960) hypothesized, that hydroxyl groups

may play a key role in determining pyrolysis behavior. In the case of

lignite pyrolysis, hydrocarbon formation is observed at temperatures, between

500 and 600*C, and between 700 and 9000C, but not between 600 and 700*C (evident

in Fig. 5.1-2). This "plateau" coincides with the principal water formation

step. During pyrolysis of bituminous coal, water formation occurs prior to

the onset of the hydrocarbon formation phase, and no plateaus are observed.

As has been suggested, it is possible that the hydroxyl groups consume

hydrogen which could otherwise serve to stabilize hydrocarbon radicals; in

the absence of hydrogen, these radicals repolymerize to form a solid cross-

linked residue. Although the lignite initially has a slightly lower hydrogen

to carbon ratio than the bituminous coal (0.77 to 0.85), adjusting for the

hydrogen removed during water formation increases the gap (0.55 to 0.73).

Such a difference in H/C ratio may help to explain the large



differences between these coals during pyrolysis. However, some bituminous

coals with 'adjusted H/C ratios similar to that of the lignite show

considerably more hydrocarbon formation. Thus, the explanation for the

observed difference in behavior is not explained in terms of a simple

elemental ratio.

Recently, other studies at M.I.T. have focussed upon the same two

types of coals as examined in this investigation (Kobayashi, 1976; Kobayashi

et al., 1977). The results of this investigation confirm the trend in

elemental composition observed during pyrolysis of a bituminous coal (Fig.

5.5-3). As has already been discussed, the lack of significant change in

the elemental trajectory inplies that no major change in pyrolysis mechanism

occurs with increased heating rate.

The rather striking difference shown by the two sets of lignite data

is rather puzzling. Again, the data of Kobayashi, when viewed by themselves,

suggest that there is no effect of heating rate on elemental trajectory, unless

one occurs at an 0/C ratio so low as to mask the difference near the H/C

axis (i.e. at high conversions and high temperatures). The only apparent

explanation for the apparently different elemental trajectories of the two

studies is that there was a major chemical difference in the two samples used.

The behavior of the lignite studied by Kobayashi suggests a rapid initial

loss of hydrocarbon (H/C decreases and 0/C increases initially). This may

imply that the first phase of hydrocarbon formation, prior to water

formation, is much more pronounced in the sample studied by Kobayashi.

Since the two samples came from the same mine and were presumably handled

in the same manner, this difference in behavior emphasizes the difficulty

(and danger) involved in intercomparisons of literature data on pyrolysis.
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Thermodynamic Aspects of Pyrolysis

In coal conversion applications, the distribution of heating value among

the different products of pyrolysis is of considerable interest. So, too,

is the total heat of reaction. The analysis presented below addresses

both of these questions, first focusing on the lignite pyrolysis results.

Product heating value contents -- i.e., mass yield x net (lower)

heating value on a mass basis -- shown in Fig. 5.5-4 were estimated from the

product yields in Table 5.1-1 and some additional tar and gas measurements.

Heating values of the lignite and char were calculated from the elemental

analyses (Table 3.1-1 and Fig. 5.1-4) using the correlation of Mott and

Spooner (1940), here adjusted to a net heating value, as-received basis:

Btu/lb = 144.5 (C) + 515.3 (H) - 62.5 (0) + 40.5 (s), if (0) < 15 wt %

= 144.5 (C) + 515.3 (H) - [65.9 - 0.31 (0)] (0) + 40.5 (S), if (0) > 15 wt 7

The net heating value of the tar and that of hydrocarbons other than

CH 4 , C2H and tar were assumed to be 16,000 and 19,700 Btu/lb (8.9 and 10.9

kcal/g) respectively. The heating values of CH4 , C2H4 , H2 , and CO were, of

course, known.

The heating value contents of the gas and tar follow the two-step be-

havior associated with the appearance of many of the individual components.

At the higher temperatures, the gas accounts for a maximum of almost 15% of

the heating value content initially in the lignite, and the tar for about 8%.

At a temperature of about 10000C, the char retains almost 70% of the heating

value on the same basis. The volumetric net heating value of the gas pro-

duced at peak temperatures above about 9000C is about 380 Btu/std. cu. ft.

(3,380 kcal/m3) on a dry basis.

The total heating value content of all products appears first to

increase and then to decrease as the peak temperature increases. Pyrolysis

appears to be endothermic over a range of lower to intermediate temperatures

where the total heating value content of all the products is greater than
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that of the starting material. At higher temperatures, however, the total

becomes less than the initial value and therefore pyrolysis to those tempera-

tures may be thermally neutral or exothermic.

Calculated on the same basis, the bituminous coal (initial net heating

value 12,000 Btu/lb) shows little endo or exothermicity at any temperature.

At 1000'C, roughly 45% of the original heating value is retained in the char,

35% is in the tar and liquid hydrocarbon products, and 15% is in the gaseous

products (the net heating value of which is approximately 430 Btu/scf). Thus

the pyrolysis of both coals at high temperatures is essentially thermoneutral.

It is also of interest to compare observed product distributions with

what would be predicted from thermodynamic equilibrium (the models presented

thus far have all suggested that the observed phenomena are subject to

rate control rather than equilibrium control). Again, for illustrative

purposes, the lignite case is examined.

It is assumed that the products are all in equilibrium in the presence

of char at the peak temperature of the run. For approximation

purposes the char is assumed to be graphite and the mole fraction of the

ambient helium adjacent to and within the particles is assumed to be

negligible. Equilibrium relations for the reactions

CO + H20 = CO2 + H2 (5.5-13)

C + H20 = CO + H2 (5.5-14)

C + 2H2 = CH 4  (5.5-15)

CH4 + H 20 = CO + 3H2  (5.5-16)

in the presence of excess solid carbon and with an assumed total pressure

of 1000 atm are shown as curves in Fig. 5.5-5 where the points are the

base data, obtained with a total pressure of 1 atm outside the particles.
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Two cases are considered, one including water from the lignite moisture in

the volatiles (points) and the other including only the chemically formed

water (not shown). The latter case covers the possibility that moisture

is lost early enough so as to be absent from the reacting mixture. The

complete or partial loss of other peoducts could also be considered but

this was not done since moisture loss, which appears to offer the largest

potential for an effect, is found to be of little significance in this

rough analysis.

Fig. 5.5-5 shows that the data tend toward less disagreement with the

equilibrium values as temperature increases. When the total pressure of

volatiles is assumed to be 1 atm, all the reactions are far from equilibrium

with the exception of Reaction 5.5-13 at the higher temperatures, where a

rather close approach to equilibrium cannot be excluded within the large

uncertainty of this calculation. Reaction 5.5-13 is the only one of the

four that is independent of pressure. Improved agreement of the equilibrium

values with the data is observed for the other reactions as the assumed

total pressure of the volatiles is increased substantially, the values for

Reactions 5.5-14, 5.5-15 and 5.5-16 depending on pressure to the powers -1,

-1, and -2, respectively.

Volatiles pressures much larger than 1 atm within the pores of the

particles are not inconsistent with calculated pressure drops associated with

volatiles expulsion under the present conditions of rapid pyrolysis. The

agreement in Fig. 5.5-5 between the equilibrium values and the data for an

assumed pressure of 1000 atm is intriguing. Such a high pressure could be

achieved if it is assumed that the formation of volatiles within the pores

largely precedes escape therefrom. Existence of such a high internal

pressure gains some support from the observed fracturing ("sparking") of

lignite particles during pyrolysis.



On the other hand, the measurable effect which an external pressure

change as small as 1 atm (from 1 atm to full vacuum) has on lignite

pyrolysis behavior would hardly be expected if the internal pressure of

a particle is 1000 atm. This, combined with the good correlation between

structures in raw coal and pyrolysis products speaks for a primarily rate

controlled process rather than equilibrium controlled. It is likely that

the effect of mass transport limitations within the particle is to move the

products closer to equilibrium, since the equilibration reactions have more

opportunity to occur, the longer the residence time of volatiles in the

particle.

Secondary Reactions and Mass Transport Limitations

This section will focus principally on the behavior of the bituminous

coal; the lignite showed only small effects of external pressure variation.

Fig. 5.2-7 and 5.2-8 show that the principal effects of increases pressure

during pyrolysis are observed only above peak temperatures of 700 to 750C.

At these temperatures, the coal has already completely softened and forms

a layer of viscous fluid on the screens. The thickness of this layer shows

some dependence on the diameter of the original coal particles.

From an analysis of compositional changes occurring with increased

mass transport resistance, it is apparent that the principal reactions

involved are of the tar cracking variety (Fig. 5.2-7). Thus transport of

the tar appears to be in competition with secondary cracking reactions:

r Trans tar product(Tar)

tar(in particle)(Tar)

Crack

lighter hydrocarbons + coke

where rTrans and rCrack represent the rates of transport and cracking,

366
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respectively. Under pseudo steady conditions, the ratio of actually observed

tar to the maximum possible yield is given by

Tar r
Trans1

Tare r rns+ r r (5.5-17)
Trans+ Crack I + Crack

rTrans

Anthony et al. (1975) proposed(rTrans I/PEXT (PEXT external pressure)

by analogy with a diffusion coefficient and were successful in modelling

weight loss data of the type shown in Fig. 5.2-7. A more rigorous derivation

of this model is presented in section 3.2. Anthony et al. suggest that the

analogy with diffusion implies that
kT

rT
rTrans P [Tar] (5.5-18)EXT

where kT is a constant and [Tar] stands for the concentration of tar in the

coal molecule (assumed equivalent to Anthony's reactive volatiles). It

was further assumed that tar cracking is a first order process:

rCrack k[Tar] (5.5-19)

so that:

r Crack kc EXT
r~rans k(5.5-20)

rTrans kT

The fraction of tar escaping the particle is then given by:

Tar 1 
(5.5-21)

Tar* kc P
S+ PEXT

1k

As is evident from Fig. 5.2-8, there is a certain fraction of tar

evolved at temperatures below which cracking can occur. A rigorous model

would require that the effect of a non-isothermal temperature history be

factored into (5.5-21). For the purposes of this rough analysis, it is

assumed that a certain fraction of tar is evolved below a temperature T*
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at which cracking reactions are very slow. This tar would be considered

part of Anthony's "non-reactive" volatiles fraction. Above T*, it is

assumed that the cracking reactions occur with a rate governed by a constant

kc. Fig. 5.2-8 suggests that roughly a 12% yield of tar occurs up to the

peak temperature at which cracking reactions begin to manifest themselves.

If it is assumed that at vacuum conditions all tar can escape without

cracking (%32% by wt.), then [Tar*] = 32-12=20% by weight = "reactive"

volatiles. This value is identical to that derived by Anthony et al., based

on weight loss data alone. The value of kc/kT derived by assuming this

value is 0.85 atm , also in fair agreement with the value obtained by

Anthony et al. It may therefore be concluded that Anthony et al. were

quite justified in their assumption that their cracking model was focussing

on the behavior of the tar.

In spite of its success at fitting total weight loss and tar yield data,

this model requires clarification on two points.

1. While weight loss data are adequately fit, the effects on

gaseous products are not included.

2. The suggested form of the pressure dependence and its analogy with

a diffusion coefficient does not appear to be consistent with the

observations that volatiles emerge as "jets" from the particle

surface - clearly hydrodynamic flow rather than a diffusional process.

Regarding the first point, a cursory examination of the data used to

construct Fig. 5.2-8 revealed that for every weight percent of tar lost to

cracking, a gain of 0.1 to 0.2 weight percent of, all other hydrocarbons

resulted; most notably and consistently affected is the yield of methane,

showing an average of 0.05 to 0.1 for every weight percent of tar cracked.

On a molar basis, this implies that for an "average" tar molecule of mole-

cular weight 400, one to three moles of additional methane can be produced



by cracking the tar molecule. It is not clear whether the methane comes from

the cracked molecule of tar itself or whether the latter merely surrenders

hydrogen which promotes further reactions in the coal matrix itself.

Griffiths and Mainhood (1967) .studied the cracking of freshly produced coal

tar externally to the bed of coal and observed that, as expected, the yields

of light hydrocarbon liquids and gases increase as the extent of cracking

increases. Another important finding was that activated carbon is an effec-

tive catalyst for the cracking reaction (better than silica or alumina).

This raises the possibility that coal char itself acts as a cracking catalyst.

Since cracking reactions do not begin to manifest themselves until

peak temperatures between 700 to 80000 are attained, it is possible to cal-

culate the implied activation energy, based on a few assumptions. Equation

5.5-5 gives the fractional unaccomplished conversion of a coal heated to a

peak temperature at a rate of m*C/sec. It is straightforward to show that

if cooling occurs at a rate m 0C/sec, the total unaccomplished fractional

conversion for the entire cycle is:

V* - V. -k. RT

i exp exp(-E./RT) ( + - )(5.5-22)V*EI m m

Assuming in this case that the conversion refers to a cracking reaction,

and that 50% conversion of some crackable species is attained during a run with

a peak temperature of 75000 (m = 100 0*C/sec, m1 = 200*C/sec) then for a typi-

13 14 -1cal pre-exponential of 10 to 10- sec , E 60 kcal/mole. Thus tar

cracking reactions appear to have a minimum activation energy of 60 kcal/mole.

The precise nature of the transport process remains slightly hazy; a

model implying diffusional transport appears to offer a good fit. Alternatively,

if it is proposed that r Transis proportional to the pressure difference

between the outside and inside of the particle, there is difficulty in
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explaining the observed large effect of decreasing external pressure by

only one atmosphere (from 1 atm to vacuum). If the internal pressure of

a fluid coal particle is indeed 100 atm as the bubble model proposed by

Lewellen (1975, see section 3.2) sometimes implies, it is difficult to

rationalize the difference in product yields observed with a total pres-

sure driving force of 100 atm (vacuum pyrolysis) to those obtained with a

driving force of 99 atm (atmospheric pressure pyrolysis).

This dichotomy (in which volatiles transport according to fluid

mechanics should be hydrodynamic and according to product behavior is

diffusional) may imply that the transport is governed by both mechanisms.

As was presented in section 3.2, the vapor pressure of coal tar can be

assumed to follow:

.654
log P =-102.5 M 4 + 7.97 + 0.35

TORR- (TK)

for which selected results are shown below:

Molecular weight

Temperature *K(*C) 400 1000

-7800 (527) 0.04 atm 2 x 10 atm

3000 (727) 0.9 5 x 10-5

1300 (1027) 13 7 x 103

It is apparent that at the temperatures at which cracking becomes impor-

tant (700-800*C) a large fraction of the tar may have a vapor pressure of

but a few torr. While the internal pressure of the coal particle (or "melt")

may be high because of the rapid production of gases (which certainly escape

via pressure driven flow), the escape of tar may be controlled by a

relatively slow evaporative process at the surfaces of the melt. Except

where localized turbulence results in enchanced transport, the evaporative

process may be controlled by diffusion away from the surface. The weak
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effect of particle diameter (D) on total pyrolysis yield (and on the

yield of tar) could be explained in terms of a reduced surface area. The

fact that the rTrans shows only very roughly a /IT7D dependence, rather than

the l/D dictated by the geometry of a sphere is not surprising. Since the

coal is a viscous fluid the temperatures at which secondary reactions begin

to manifest themselves, geometrical factors are necessarily vague. The fluid

spreads across the screen and forms a layer which depends only roughly on

particle diameter. A calculation based on original particle diameter there-

fore can only be approximate. This feature of the model is expected to be

somewhat different in a flow system, where the particle is not physically

constrained by rigid boundaries and can therefore exhibit the classical

cenosphere formation behavior.

It is apparent that efforts to model the coupled mass transport-

secondary reaction effects may not have been detailed enough in the treat-

ment of volatiles. There would appear to be promise in using a fluid

mechanics model such as that developed by Lewellen (1975) combined with a

more detailed accounting of the behavior of individual chemical species

(separating tar from fixed gases) to offer a more realistic picture of the

process.

5.6 Discussion and Modelling of Hydropyrolysis Results

The principal product of hydropyrolysis under the conditions of this

study is methane. It appears that the interaction of coal and hydrogen

begins at temperatures in the same range as that characterizing onset of

hydrocarbon formation during ordinary pyrolysis. It is likely that the

hydrogen serves to stabilize radicals formed during cleavage of inter-

aromatic cluster bridges.



In the case of lignite hydropyrolysis, in which variation of

particle diameter indicated a regime of primarily chemical control, the

pressure dependence of product yields is apparently complicated. However

a model of the form CH4

kk 2+12

Coal+-Volatiles + "Active Sites"
(C*)

k3

char

is suggested for pressures less than 69 atm H2(=1000 psig H2, see Fig.

5.3-7).

It is easily shown that the ultimate yield of methane predicted by

such a competitive model is

k2Co*
2 P

k H
(CH) 3 2 (5.6-1)

k

+k 3PH2
k3 "2

(assuming that the methane forming reaction is first order in hydrogen

pressure and that the initial concentration of active sites is Co*).

Zahradnik and Glenn (1971) and Johnson (1977) have used such an empirical

form with some success.

Physically, such a model implies that the addition of hydrogen conti-

nues to have a beneficial effect that decreases with each additional

increment of pressure because eventually all active sites are consumed by

hydrogenation rather than crosslinking (char-forming reactions). The large

effect of temperature displayed in Fig. 5.3-7 can be construed as a mani-

festation of the distribution of activation energies for reactions which

form active sites (symbolized by rate constant k ). Such a modelling

37



approach has been successfully employed by Johnson (1977, see section 3.2

and Fig. 3.2-27 for distribution function).

The model suggested by Anthony et al. (1976) for bituminous coal

hydropyrolysis suggests a different mechanism in that it proposes that the

effect of hydrogen is felt through stabilization of otherwise crackable

volatiles (plus some solid phase hydrogenation). The model derived in

section 3.2 was

-1
V = VNR+ V** [1 + k /(k /P + k P )1 + k P (5.6-2)

NR R 1 T 2 H 3 H
2 2

where V = Total observed weight loss

V = Weight loss due to "uncrackable" (or non
NR

repolymerizable) species.

V ** = potential ultimate yield of crackable species
R

P, PH = Total pressure and H2 partial pressure,22

respectively.

kl,k 2,k3= rate constants for the volatiles formation

(pyrolysis) reaction, the gas phase (homogeneous)

hydrogenation - stabilization reaction, and

heterogeneous hydrogenation reactions

kT
kT = defined by rate of voaltiles transport- (conc. of

volatiles)

The data shown in Fig. 5.4-2 clearly imply that primary volatiles are

not actually stabilized by the presence of hydrogen, however additional product

analysis data suggest that some hydrocracking products (i.e. light hydro-

carbon liquids) of the primary volatiles are indeed stabilized (note the

higher yield of light hydrocarbon liquids obtained during hydropyrolysis -

Table 5.4-1).



Thus a basic difference between the models represented by Equations

5.6-1 and 5.6-2 is the locus of the so called "active sites", the former

assuming them to be trapped in a solid phase while the latter assuming a

fraction of them to be "transportable" with other volatile matter. The

yield increment ascribed to "transportable active intermediates" in 5.6-2

is given by:

k k P + k2 H21 + - i 2 2(5.6-3)

(kT/P + k2 PH kT/P + k2PH2 + k
22 1

If it is assumed that kT = 0, that the active intermediates are indeed not

transportable, 5.6-3 reduced to

kP (k21k1 ) P11
2 - 2 (5.6-4)

k2 PH2 +k 1  (k2/k) PH1  +k 5.4k)

a form which has precisely the same empirical pressure dependence as 5.6-1.

In the real case, it is likely that some of the potentially hydrogenable

structures are transportable (e.g. tar), and some are fixed to the char

matrix. This implies a model with a form:

V + VNR + V** 1 + k /(k/P + kP ) +Co*l + kj/kPHl + kP H
NR L 1 T 2LH2 t3 2 J3 H2

(5.6-5)

which is essentially a combination of (5.6-1) and (5.6-2) with all nomen-

clature as in (5.6-1) and (5.2-6) except k2 and k3 from (5.6-1) are

I I

changed to k2 and k3 in (5.6-5). The interpretation of the last term in

(5.6-5) is also changed to represent only the slow hydrogasification reaction

and may be left out of analyses of short residence time hydropyrolysis results.



Also, both k1 and Co* may be subject to a range of activation energies which

may not be the same in both cases.

The emphasis on transportable volatiles is primarily of concern in

the case of bituminous coal. It has been demonstrated that a low pressure

of hydrogen (% 1 atm) actually depresses total weight loss relative to

vacuum pyrolysis (Fig. 3.2-24). Clearly a model such as (5.6-1) cannot

address such an issue. Nor can the yield depressing effect of increased

particle diameter (Fig. 5.4-4) be accounted for by (5.6-1); this effect

can be included as part of the transport constant kT in a model of the

form 5.6-5.

The data for bituminous hydropyrolysis are unfortunately too sparse

to permit evaluation of all constants in (5.6-5). The ratio k1/kT has

been shown in the previous section to have a value of 0.85 atm.

It has been inferred from the data on lignite hydropyrolysis that the

* *
value of V is low (the yield of tar is low and as a result the effect of

R

external inert gas pressure is small). Therefore it can be seen that

(5.6-5) reduced back to (5.6-1) in this case~and as already mentioned, the

fit is good for pressures less than 1000 psig H2 (Fig. 5.3-7). Unfortunately,

the rise in yield (at 850'C) at pressures above 1000 psig is not to be

expected, based on the model represented by (5.6-1). Such a complicated

pressure dependence could be explained by a model in which transportable

and non-transportable active intermediates were involved (5.6-5), but in the

case of lignite hydropyrolysis, this presents a contradiction in terms of

the observed low yield of crackable volatiles. This area awaits further

clarification, which will require the gathering of more experimental data

at a wider range of temperature and hydrogen pressures.

Regardless of the effect of these various parameters, the evidence

from this study and that by Anthony et al. (1976) suggests that the
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hydropyrolysis process proceeds at a rate comparable to that of ordinary

pyrolysis. This implies, as did the hydrocracking work of Penninger and

Slotboom (1973) that the process is indeed a radical process, the rate of

which is determined by the rate of initiation steps within the hydrocarbon

itself. The chemistry of the overall process is changed by the fact that

the probability of reactions of the type:

Re + H2 + RH + He

is rather high compared with their probability during pyrolysis. Hence, a

far greater proportion of the chain carriers during hydropyrolysis will be

molecular hydrogen rather then hydrocarbon radicals. This of course leads

to a greater probability of volatiles forming reactions and decreased

probability of cross linking reactions. Since a high yield of char can be

formed at even high pressures of hydrogen (about 50% at 69 atm H2, in the

case of lignite), apparently the hydrogen cannot stabilize all hydrocarbon

radicals. This can reflect either a rate limitation or a mass transport

limitation. The fact that particle diameter variation did not affect the

lignite results substantially implies that if such a mass transport rate

limitation exists, then it is on a micro (molecular) scale rather than on

a macro (particle diameter) scale.



6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following are the major conclusions of this investigation:

1. Coal rank and pyrolysis temperature are the most significant determinants

of product composition and overall pyrolysis behavior.

2. There is very little effect of heating rate on the composition of

volatiles or the kinetics of their formation (conclusion drawn for high

rates of heating primarily).

3. Variation of particle diameter and external pressure can substantially

affect the character of products produced during pyrolysis. This effect is

most pronounced in a coal normally characterized by high yields of tar and

is minimal in a lignite which produces little tar. It is felt that secon-

dary tar cracking reactions may be the reason for the frequent discrepancy

between the results of the standard proximate volatile matter test and rapid

pyrolysis yields.

4. There is good correlation between certain products of pyrolysis (e.g.,

CO2 ) H20) and structural features of the raw coal (e.g. carboxyl groups,

hydroxyl groups). The rather important role ascribed to hydroxyl groups by

Wolfs et al. (1960) is supported by these data.

5. The pyrolysis process occurs in several distinct stages, each characterized

by a particular set of products. A pyrolysis model describing weight loss

behavior with a distribution of activation energies has received support from

individual product kinetic data.

6. The mechanism of decomposition is primarily radical chain (until a high

degree of conversion is achieved, at which point aromatization probably

proceeds by a simple scission type process and leads to hydrogen as the

primary product).

7. Hydropyrolysis is intimately related to the pyrolysis process and can be
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effectively understood in these terms.

A small effect of hydrogen can be seen rather 'early' in the pyrolysis

process, but the full effects of hydropyrolysis are not observed until a

substantial portion of the ordinary pyrolysis process has run its course.

In the case of bituminous coal hyeropyrolysis, hydrogen has no apparent

effect on a portion of the tar which is formed at low temperatures. Hydrogen

does notstabilize high temperature tar, but may stabilize small tar cracking

products. The principal increment to yield from hydropyrolysis is in the

form of methane gas.

8. It is felt that the rate of hydropyrolysis is closely tied to the rate

of ordinary pyrolysis because the radical initiation steps are the same for

both processes.

Of a practical nature, it has been shown that lignite pyrolysis produces

a high heating value char (close to bituminous coal in net heating value).

This char contains roughly 1/3 of the sulfur present in the original coal,

and thus is a cleaner product than the raw lignite. On the other hand,

only 25% of the nitrogen is removed during pyrolysis, and consequently the

char is richer in nitrogen (on a percentage by weight basis) than the raw

lignite. The volatile products consist of a heavy tar (CH1. 5 0 0 1 N0 0 1 )

which contains at most 8% of the heating value of the raw coal. The gases

contain a maximum of 15% of the heating value of the raw coal and have a

heating value of roughly 380 BTU/SCF (on a dry basis).

The fact that low heating value products are prefentially driven off

at low pyrolysis temperatures and short contact times offers an interesting

processing possibility. Rather than (or in addition to) a simple drying of

the lignite at mine-mouth, a considerably higher quality solid fuel can be

produced by a low temperature rapid pyrolysis of ground lignite. The



penalty in heating value of products lost is less than 8%, and the resulting

material is like a non-agglomerating bituminous coal. If need as a feed

for a synthetic fuels process, further high temperature pyrolysis will

yield most of the hydrocarbon products without the need to separate them

from a large volume of inerts (CO2H20).

Hydropyrolysis of the lignite substantially increases the carbon and

nitrogen conversions. The bulk of the extra carbon conversion is in the

form of methane. If hydropyrolysis were to be applied commercially as a

two stage process with the first stage being ordinary low temperature

pyrolysis, some savings in hydrogen (and separations costs) should result.

In some respects, the results for bituminous coal mirror the results

for the lignite. Over 50% of the sulfur but only about 1/3 of the nitrogen

are removed by high temperature pyrolysis. It should also be possible to

flash pyrolyze the bituminous coal at low temperatures to drive off small

amounts of pyrolytically formed water and CO2. The tar formed during

bituminous pyrolysis is rather sensitive to cracking at high pyrolysis

temperatures. It may be best, if high yields of liquid products are desired,

to pyrolyze the coal at low pressures to produce tar and then to hydrocrack

the tar separately, rather than combining the two steps.

Recommendations for Future Work

Experimentally, the captive sample apparatus has provided a great deal

of data relatively inexpensively. There are many areas to which it can still

very effectively be applied. At present, a flow reactor is under development

at M.I.T., which should provide data from a system which, in processing

environment, resembles more closely the entrained flow or fluid bed reactors

commercially applied to coal processing. In addition to this advantage, the

flow system can be run continuously for long periods of time, affording the
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opportunity to produce larger samples of products, making their analysis

easier and perhaps more reliable, especially in terms of sulfur and

nitrogen.

Areas which warrant further study include:

- Conducting systematic studies of pyrolysis on a wider

range of ranks. This would perhaps permit more correlations

to be drawn between coal structure and pyrolysis behavior.

- A closer tracking of the changes in the solid phase (e.g.

behavior of aliphatic H and C coupled to product analysis)

would provide valuable new insight to the mechanisms of

pyrolysis. This task requires drawing heavily upon the

various newly developed solid phase spectroscopic techniques

described in section 3.1. Of course anything new which can

be learned concerning the structure of the parent coals would

also be valuable.

- A better characterization of the liquid products is necessary.

This study has been admittedly weak in tracking the nature of

the heavy tars, which is of both mechanistic and commercial

interest.

- Again with respect to the liquid products, a separate study on the

cracking of coal tars on coal char could provide valuable information

on the nature of secondary reactions.

- Establish more firmly the role of hydroxyl groups in determining

pyrolysis behavior and determine whether the coal can be "chemically

engineered" prior to pyrolysis ot produce a different spectrum of

products. To this end, some runs with lignite treated in



concentrated caustic solution of sufficiently low pH to remove

phenolic protons yielded a solid which gave roughly the same

total weight loss (no product analysis attempted) as the raw

lignite. It is probable that such attemptsto modify pyrolysis

behavior will have to be more sophisticated. Hydrogen pretreat-

ment is also of interest.

- Investigate the catalytic effect of mineral matter on both

rapid pyrolysis and hydropyrolysis. In developing the power

to predict pyrolysis (hydropyrolysis) behavior based on the

characteristics of a coal, the potentially important role

which the inorganic fraction may play cannot be overlooked.

Also of considerable commercial interest would be the effect

of any added catalysts.

- With regard to hydropyrolysis, the important interplay of

hydrogen pressure and temperature can have a major impact on

the design of commercial synthetic fuels plants. This is an

area which was only lightly touched upon in this thesis and

warrants considerably more examination.

- There is clearly a need to continue work on the various models

presented in this thesis. In some cases, the need is princi-

pally in the area of model testing, while in other areas

further experimental evidence is also called for (i.e. effect

of pressure on hydropyrolysis at various temperatures). In

other areas (modelling of transport in bituminous coals)

entirely new models are called for.
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APPENDIX A -1

Location of Original Data

The original data for this thesis are in the possession

of Professor Jack B. Howard of the Chemical Engineering Department,

M.I.T.

A copy is in the possession of the author, at the

Department of Chemical Engineering, Carnegie-Mellon University,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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LIGNITE LOW HEATING RATE

(< 500C/s) P = 1 atm He

Temp. Run Total 002 Q 04 2114 -296 -3-6 3E8E- 12

837 LHR-5 42.3 9.19 5.15 1.11 .30 .17 .15 .10. .63 - 5.03
1014 LHR-6 45.2 8.52 6.54 1.47 .37 .22 .25 .10 .81 - 4.93
1034 LHR-7 46.4 8.82 7.30 1.16 .38 .17 .20 .08 .67 - 5.73
995 LHR-8 45.1 10.54 8.35 1.48 .59 .18 .33 .08 .91 - 5.13
975 LHR-9 45.1 9.00 5.75 1.14 .29 .15 .15 .08 .69 - .5.96
1020 LHR-10 43.2 9.82 5.09 1.33 .46 .17 .31 .21 .65 - 4.47
867 LHR-12 40.8 7.77 - .94 .20 .16 .14 .07 .65 - 4.50
965 LHR-l 42.9 8.67 6.37 1.23 .37 .16 .24 .17 .73 - 3.20
733 LtR-13 32.9 7.05 - .61 .23 .14 .14 .11 .52 - 5.43

RIGH IEATING RATE (7100-10,000C/sa) P = 1 atm He

Temp. Run Total CO2  COC4 9 24 2!6 9316 C L HC HO2 Tar

603 LHR-1 23.0 4.50 1.53 .26 .16 .06 .11 .05 .20 - 2.51
837 LHR-2 40.6 7.57 5.33 1.05 .60 .13 .38 .07 .90 - 5.75
895 LHR-3 41.7 8.13 4.71 1.16 .80 .17 .42 .08 .63 - 4.85

1105 LHR-4 44.7 8.57 8.88 1.38 .83 .25 .50 .13 .73 - 6.00

2-STEP HEATING (1000
0
C/s) P = 1 atm He

Temp. Run Total Co_ 2 CO2 CH C C2H6E36 38 HC H2 ar

478 L2S-1 12.1 1.32 .50 .02 .01 .01 - .01 8.4 1.21
855 " 41.4 7.86 6.16 1.10 .48 .14 .18 .05 .65 15.7 5.55
671 L2S-2 25.6 5.12 1.71 .22 .15 .10 .09 .06 .42 14.9 3.81
1071 " 44.0 8.02 6.27 .93 .30 -.17 .14 .09 .57 20.8 6.76

LIGNITE LONG RESIDENCE TIE P = 1 atm He

Temp. t(s) Run Total 00 CO-2Hr 24 2216 31-6 318 1C_ 12 -

925 6 19MVL 42.9 8.32 7.32 1.49 .52 .16 .27 .13 1.20 15.7 4.07
975 3 6ANL 44.4 9.25 8.84 1.23 .42 .20 .38 .16 1.61 - -

1006 4 7ANL 45.6 9.79 9.79 1.34 .55 .24 .36 .18 1.88 - -
1000 9 20MVL 44.4 9.23 5.93 1.19 .56 .37 .44 .30 2.43 23.1 4.12
945 10 21MVL 46.9 9.68 9.51 1.19 .54 .28 .40 .13 2.35 17.4 4.64

1000 4 27nVL 44.4 9.08 8.92 1.45 .72 .14 c-455 ---4 1.67 14.9 (2.08)
497 20 28MVL, 24.0 4.88 0.78 0.10 0.03 (0.24-+ 10.5 2.74
485 24 29MVL 17.7 3.96 0.70 0.05 0.02 0.12-+ 11.3 1.53
600 8 24MVL 25.1 5.80 1.97 0.24 0.10 0.06 0.12 0.12 0.29 13.7 2.93
661 22 25NVL 37.1 7.88 2.65 0.82 0.22 0.16 0.23 0.19 0.47 18.2 4.39
600 19 16MVL 31.3 7.00 2.28 0.51 0.16 0.12 0.20 0.13 0.42 8.1 2.40



-00o

LIGNITE VACUUN RUNS 10000C/sec P=.05 mm Hg(He)

Temp. Run Total co2 0 4

707 LP-1 32.9 5.15 1.16 .44
800 LP-2 40.2 6.65 3.10 .72
1020 LP-3 43.8 7.67 5.25 .86
943 LP-4 45.2 7.60 5.82 .98
825 LP-5 45.5 7.19 5.45 .92
1035 LP-6 45.0 7.68 - .93
1068 LP-7 47.1 7.73 7.99 1.03
895 LP-8 45.7 7.39 5.87 .92
994 LP-9 43.5 7.92 6.88 1.02
905 LP-10 46.3 7.04 6.34 .90
825 LP-lI 41.9 6.83 4.56 .74
845 LP-12 42.2

HC
-2-4 -2-6 -3E6 -3-8 1102!L.aq Tar 1122

- .09 .13 .08 .15 - 3.37 18.1
.24 .16 .19 .09 .40 - 3.77 17.3
.32 .18 .35 .18 .50 - 3.42 15.8
.53 .24 .39 .29 .85 - 5.67 18.2
.47 .29 .28 .06 1.75 - 4.71 16.4
.62 .18 .18 .09 (.20) - 3.88 (22.9)
.57 .22 .22 .10 .45 .94 - 19.8
.39 .19 .30 .20 .66 1.50 3.41 17.3
.30 .26 .28 .19 .63 .63 3.65 18.9
.40 .20 .22 .11 .40 .98 5.78 17.9
.28 .15 .15 .05 .30 .75 7.74 16.2

- 7.04 -

The tar values for runs prior to LP-10 are felt to be too low due to
incomplete collection.

1000 psig He Runs
HC

Temp. Run Total 22 00 O O-4 H4 26 3 O O 3 H8 2L Tar HO

1045 LP-13 40.9 10.09 8.77 2.42 .50 .13 -.36- .17 1.03 (2.15) 11.82
1071 LP-14 42.0 9.88 8.52 2.25 .51 .18 -.68- .30 1.01 (3.03) 14.9
895 LP-15 39.3 11.11 9.32 2.59 .57 .17 -.21- .14 1.19 (2.92) 11.1
986 LP-16 41.8 11.15 9.23 2.54 .60 .20 -.26- .22 1.10 (2.94) 13.6
937 LP-17 37.1 (2.96)

LIGNITE 1000 psig He PYROLYSIS
Hold HC

Temp. Time Run Total C02 0- OH, j214 C26 C3  H Lig. Tar H 20

628X 0 LP-17A 18.9 - - - -

650 0 LP-17B 22.7 - - - - - - - - -

580 0 LP-18 19.9 6.'58 - 0.33 0.16 0.06 0.03 0.50 0.79 (8.3) 13.5
782 0 LP-19 35.5 11.3 - 1.41 0.40 0.26 0.89 0.50 1.5 (6.1) 12.7
800 0 ' LP-20 38.9 11.8 6.48 1.92 0.50 0.21 0.37 0.74 1.4 (7.1) 11.9
722 0 LP-21 24.2 6.6 - 0.39 0.14 0.08 0.25 0.32 0.64 (5.0) 9.9

655 0 LP-22 21.9 4.80 - 0.18 0.08 0.07 0.16 0.24 0.77 (4.9) 5.5

793 0 LP-23 33.1 10.47 7.38 1.17 0.37 0.20 0.35 0.87 1.09 5.8 10.0



LIGNITE HYDROPYROLYSIS - 1000 psig H 2
Hold

Temp. Time(sec) Run Total CO2  4 214 C H C .' C gas NC lig H 0 Tar4 2-6 -3-- 1120
975 0 LH-22 34.7 8.54 - 7.70 .16 .99 .38 1.06 1.56 13.3 -
955 0 LH-21 31.5 8.46 7.40 7.37 .15 .83 .30 (3.08) 1.45 - -
917 0 LH-6 42.1 7.97 - - .21 1.04 .40 1.17 1.32 - -
911 0 LH-33 45.6 8.83 - (2.64) .22 1.10 .52 1.18 1.01 14.1 4.22
838 0 LH-46 42.3 9.79 5.74 4.01 .23 .96 .50 1.58 (3.03) - -
764 0 LH-32 44.3 8.93 8.03 4.84 .25 .94 .55 .98 .68 - 4.39
757 0 L11-13 30.4 6.93 (3.87) (1.60) .11 .56 .30 - 1.30 - -
726 0 LH-24 27.2 6.85 2.14 .75 .11 .33 .49 1.03 .94 11.8 -
710 0 LH-39 42.9 8.88 3.83 2.92 .23 .89 .45 2.22 2.20 15.3 7.52
675 0 LH-8 17.5 - - - .04 .06 -- 1.51 - - - -
607 0 LH-35 - 7.04 2.53 1.08 .21 .51 .53 .43 1.19 15.7 8.45
663 0 LH-37 30.5 8.57 1.05 1.05 .15 .42 .37 .58 - 1.44 - 5.09
580 0 LH-36 29.9 7.35 2.23 1.09 .13 .42 .46 .79 1.91 17.7 6.19
553 0 LH-34 22.3 4.02 - .28 .07 .12 .56 - - 3.42

LH-20 53.8 8.02 7.15 12.61 .16 .85 .37 2.29
LH-14 50.8 - - - - - - -
LH-12 49.2 - - - - - - -
111-42 55.4 - - - - - - -
LH-18 50.2 8.55 - 7.33 .21 1.48 .45 1.14
LH-23 53.2 9.05 - 9.08 .21 1.51 .55 1.28
LH-17 48.6 8.54 - 7.65 .17 1.37 .37 .61
LH-5 51.0 - - - .18 '1.24 <-1.75 ->
LH-25 54.6 9.09 7.13 10.71 .28 1.88 .32 1.52
LH-1 52.2 8.38 - - .20 1.17 .32 (3.32)
LH-16 50.9 7.99 - 8.06 .18 1.22 .47 1.09
LH-2 48.9 7.92 - 9.66 .21 .1.30 .40 .2.01
LH-9 52.7 - - - .19 1.49 .29 1.16
LH-19 52.9 - - - - - - -
L1-11 51.7 - - - - - - -
LH-3 44.9 8.31 - - .18 1.19 .36 2.45
LH-38 57.6 9.78 - 10.80 .27 1.41 .77 1.61
LH-4 50.5 - - - .17 1.04 .34 1.18
LH-10 48.0 - - - .21 1.21 .42 .75
LH-15 50.5 7.80 6.39 7.40 .19 1.38 .29 .89
LH-31 36.1 8.36 - .86 .18 .56 .44 .86
LH-7 31.7 - - - .06 .36 .30 .49
LH-48 59.7 - - - - - - - -

1.62 13.4 -
2.59 - -
1.80 - -

2.36 15.5 -
2.22 15.4 4.83
1.81 18.5 -
1.51 - -
1.81 14.1 2.69
2.00 - -
2.55 - -

1.59 - -

1.98 .
2.00 - -
3.04 - 7.76

2.29 - -
2.52 18.9 -

.85 - 9.42

1100 2
970 10
940 9
940 9
940 3
930 3
920 4
920 5
890 26
890 8
890 9

-840 9
840 8
840 7
800 9
800 8
720 18
720 7
675 9

-650 10
-510 2
-500 7
-760 - 53

qo(
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LIGNITE HYDROPYROLYSIS - 1500 psig H2
Hold

TemI . Time Run Total C02 2H4 2H C24 2 C3's HC gas HC q 22Tar
1100 0 LH-26 53.8 7.66 6.63 13.98 .11 .96 .22 .98 1.73 - 4.07
1140 2 LH-27 62.2 9.58 9.08 15.1 .17 1.17 .41 .95 1.93 - 3.70
844 22 LH-41 59.1 9.24 - 15.2 .27 2.81 .58 2.67 2.81 - 7.47
800 5 LH-28 55.1 7.64 5.69 7.39 .22 1.87 .42 1.96 2.67 - 5.64
840 18 LH-40 60.1 8.05 - 12.64 .19 2.31 .49 2.39 2.01 - 5.21
745 8 LH-29 49.0 8.29 7.33 6.21 .25 1.84 .56 1.27 2.33 - 7.22
750 3 LH-30 49.6 10.87 7.07 6.86 .27 1.45 .50 .91 3.13 - 5.35

LIGNITE HYDROPYROLYSIS - 500 psig H2

1071 5 L1-43 58.0 9.98 - 13.71 .40 1.73 .55 1.75 3.20 - 6.27
1019 15 L1I-44 52.3 10.61 - 10.95 .47 2.10 .63 1.89 (4.93) - 7.65
1124 4 LH-45 60.9 9.84 - 14.96 .32 .97 .30 .57 1.93 17.6 6.26

830 11 LH-47 51.8 8.93 6.20 8.03 .37 1.50 .44 .75 2.25 - -



) )

B
B

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

SHOR

Peak Total
Run Temperature Yield CO

A-4 398 6.43 0.
BA-6 440 7.78 0.
aA-5 441 6.46 0.
A-35 510 11.0 .05
A-38 510 10.2 .05
&A-7 556 9.14 0.
A-8 621 11.9 .13
A-39 638 14.8 .21
HY-10 638 15.1 -
LA-37 661 19.2 .17
A-9 685 18.8 .34
WY-9 690 16.8 -
A-36 733 19.6 .20 .
A-40 742 28.6 .42
A-32 747 27.8 .37
WY-7 752 28.2 -
A-24 781 27.7 -
IA-41 800 31.7 .76
A-33 818 29.9 .58
A-34 825 33.2 .47
A-30 843 37.7 .66
HY-1 850 43.3 -
WY-8 850 40.6 -
A-i 830 42.1 (1.92)
A-10 862 39.2 1.67
A-44 870 38.9 1.81
WY-2 873 37.1 -
A-43 875 42.1 .73
HY-6 890 42.4 -
A-45 912 47.0 1.22
A-3 915 44.3 (3.10)
HY-3 917 43.2 -
A-46 925 40.7 1.18
A-47 905 47.0 (2.81)
A-31 953 46.6 2.17
WY-13 965 46.1 -
WY-il 1002 46.3 -
A-2 1006 46.2 (3.70)
HY-12 1047 47.2 -
BV-i 907 50.6 2.41
BV-2 -830 47.4 -
BV-3 764 51.3 1.42
BV-4 692 - -
BV-5 737 48.0 .38

BP-1 980 32.6 1.63

BA-54 390 6.02 -
BA-55 170 2.9 -
BA-56 245 2.3 -
BA-57 530 15.6 -

ACCEPTED BITUMINOUS RUNS

T RESIDENCE TIMES 4T 1000 C/sec)

_C-2 -_ C_94 C24 2H -3'a HC gas HC lig. TAR _12
.07
.16'
.11
.27
.25
.17
.31
.35

.44

.45

.39

.53

.64

.94

.68

.67

.74

.77
1.06
1.02

1.01

1.18
1.07

1.07
(1.63)
1.01

1.25

.0.96
0.81

.97

.49

.64

1.61

6.36 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
4.19 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2.22 0.
4.92 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.31 0.
5.70 .05 .02 .03 .13 .06 .49 4.11 -
4.48 .05 .02 .03 .25 .04 .67 4.03 -
5.06 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. - 3.91 -
6.37 .05 .03 .03 .30 .04 - 3.06 -
4.88 .18 .10 .09 .27 .17 .81 7.46 -

S- - - - - - - 0.
6.15 .30 .12 .13 .57 .35 1.12 9.50 -
6.68 .33 .21 .14 .42 .27 - 8.06 -
- - - - - - - - 0.
5.99 .22 .08 .11 .47 .17 .99 9.06 -
5.28 .62 .27 .26 .73 .33 1.38 14.1 -
5.24 .56 .26 .26 .61 .39 1.58 12.9 -
- - - - - - - - .06

4.99 1.03 .38 .32 .82 .53 1.74 16.6 -
5.76 .86 .32 .30 .78 .35 1.39 16.6 -
6.64 .84 .28 .37 .93 1.07 1.52 18.1 -
5.16 1.29 .49 .45 .90 .75 3.00 20.9 -
- - - - - - - .31

- - - - .15
- 1.67 .58 .49 (1.64) 1.13 - -
6.88 1.85 .70 .57 1.84 .54 (.90) (16.4) -
6.55 1.74 .69 .41 .90 .74 2.31 21.8 -
- - - - - - - - .25
4.93 1.89 .73 .46 .89 1.26 2.23 (18.4) -- - - - - - - - .30

(8.38) 2.53 .80 .48 1.16 .93 2.24 26.6 -
- 2.61 1.08 .48 1.81 .87 - - -
- - - - - - - - .26
6.11 1.98 .79. .44 .93 .86 2.50 20.0 -
6.56 2.61 .79 .48 1.06 .98 - 19.3 -
7.97 2.25 .74 .54 1.21 1.07 1.95 24.2 -
- - - - - - - - .64
- - - - - - - - .76
- 2.41 .73 .49 1.51 1.01 - - -
- - - - - - - - 1.07
4.49 1.55 .69 .45 1.14 .82 1.55 (35.3) -
4.31 1.13 .43 .37 1.03 .56 1.67 26.8 -
6.15 1.47 .60 .45 1.02 .97 1.63 31.9 -
4.79 .22 .11 .11 .51 .37 .68 - -
5.77 .91 .29 .36 1.23 .62 1.49 23.6 -
9.15 3.54 .56 .65 .70 .97 2.50 - -
3.22 - - - - - - 2.8 -
2.90 - - - - - - 0.0 -
1.70 - - - - - - 0.6 -
- - - - - - - 5.26 -

))

)

)

3 ) 4 )
)
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Approximate
Run Holding
No. Temp.( C)

BA 49
BA 53A
BA 52A
BA 50
BA 51
BA 48
BA 26
BA 14
BA 15
BA 18
BA 23
BA 16
BA 17
BA 29
BA 13
BA 27
BA 28
BA 19
BA 20
BA 42
BA 25
BA 21
BA 22
BHY 4
BHY 14
BUY 5

BP 2
Bp 3

BP 4
BP 5

BV 6
BV 7
BV 8

BHY 17
BHY 18
BHY 19
BUY 20

645
650
661
668
700
770
845
850
900
922
941
943
943
970
976
980

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
895
950
895

1000
800
950
950

950
900
900

900
920
970
975

Holding
Time
(sec)

2
3
3
2
4
3
3
6
4
4
7
5
7
5
5
9
5
9
7
4
6
6
5
5
4
5

> 2
-10

3
5

4
-4
4

3
5
7
5

Total
7.

)

)

7)

Yield CO CO-2 1120 gj4 C21!4 C2J C 3'a HC gas HC 1ig. TAR R2 h2
38.5

36.8
41.1
44.2
46.3
46.9
45.5
44.4
48.2
47.2
46.9
45.1
48.8
48.2
47.2
46.7
48.8
45.9
47.4
49.0
47.3
46.2
47.2
47.0

0.60 0.69 5.46 1.00 0.19 0.46
Q.58 0.72 4.72 0.98 0.25 0.45
0.55 0.78 5.18 1.03 0.21 0.47
0.52 0.66 6.05 0.90 0.19 0.44
0.60 0.93 5.36 1.49 0.33 0.58
2.03 1.00 6.61 1.90 0.31 0.59
2.24 0.97 - 2.26 0.69 0.56
2.79 1.32 - 2.81 0.92 0.53
2.56 - - 2.65 1.04 0.48
2.26 - - 2.49 1.11 0.54
2.35 1.20 7.91 2.34 0.73 0.45

2.30 1.10 - 2.13 - 0.56
2.50 - - 2.68 0.92 0.48

(4.17) 1.18 - 2.76 0.96 0.53
2.53 1.12 - 2.26 0.60 0.63
- (2.00) (13.3) 2.45 0.73 0.50
2.30 (1.91) (13.3) (1.55) 0.62 0.45

(1.58) 1.45 7.79 2.43 0.69 0.53
2.27 1.37 9.62 2.62 0.85 0.45
2.49 1.34 6.21 2.42 0.72 0.48

(1.80) 1.28 7.42 2.54 0.83 0.47

39.7 2.46 1.85 9.35 2.97 0.52 0.76
34.2 0.99 1.40 9.23 2.75 0.45 0.82
35.8 2.64 1.63 - 3.30 0.54 1.09
37.3 2.40 1.61 9.67 3.31 0.33 0.82

53.0 1.82 1.78 - 1.62 0.45 0.41
51.8 1.75 1.13 6.19 1.66 0.43 0.44
52.0 2.36 1.24 7.39 1.68 0.46 0.46

1.07
1.11
1.11
1.07
1.36
1.06
1.46
1.52
1.31
1.31
1.03

1.71
1.29
1.23
1.35

.99
1.46
0.98
1.45
1.17
1.25

.71

.55

.61

.44

.68

.73

1.31
1.49
1.46
1.10

1.56
1.31

1.76
1.26
1.49
1.03

.96
1.25
1.07

1.97

2.06
2.47
2.21

2.27

2.47
2.45

20.5 -

23.9 -
21.9 -,
24.0 -

24.1 -

23.2 -
21.7 -

.94
- 1.03
- 1.05

0.68 - 1.94 (11.0) -
0.99 1.12 2.05 (8.65) -
- - 2.09 (9.08) -
0.74 1.58 2.07 (7.96) -

0.75 1.07 1.81 34.2 -
0.69 .86 1.38 29.6 -
0.69 1.02 1.47 (42.1) -

50.3
50.8
51.1
51.6

.94

.95

1000 psig He"f " "o
"f "s "
"t "o "

.62

.55

.89
.92

Note: - Holding times and temperatures are only approximate
- For BA series P(He) - 1 atm, for BP P(He) - 1000 psi, for BV P(He) - .05 mm Hg
- "H20" might include some H 2 S; Runs BA 28 and BA 29 determined that this might

amount to about .957. at -1000
0
C

- "TAR" in BP series includes only the tar trapped on the exit filter, no attempt
is made to wash the reactor.

7)

ACCEPTED BITUMINOUS RUNS
dT 0LONG RESIDENCE TIME RUNS Q A 1000 C/sec to holding temp.)

)
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Approx.Peak Holding
or Holding Time Total

Run Temp. (sec) (sec) Yield CO
Particle

Co2 H 2H4 22 C s HC gas HC lig TAR 2 Diameter

43.4 2.82 1.35 7.06 3.29 1.45 .63 1.18 1.26 2.90 16.7 -
45.3 3.24 (3.53) 8.41 3.25 1.35 .65 1.17 (2.43) (5.77) - -
44.0 3.09 1.20 6.01 3.21 1.10 .62 .99 1.24 2.50 20.1 -
43.5 (1.56) 1.20 5.22 2.74 .94 .56 .82 1.01 2.53 21.3 -
43.5 (4.92) 1.12 5.46 3.19 1.24 .53 .85 1.16 2.56 21.2 -
45.5 1.69 1.17 5.44 2.64 .77 .56 .97 1.12 2.48 21.8 -
42.9 2.69 1.14 5.35 2.86 1.04 .50 .92 1.41 2.47 24.2 -

2-Step Heating

- .55
44.6 2.22

- .58
44.7 1.91

.78 5.18 1.03 .21 .47 1.11 .61 - - -
1.69 8.21 2.27 .29 .57 1.27 .87 2.36 19.9 -
.72 4.72 .98 .25 .45 1.11 .55 - - -

1.49 7.21 2.81 .38 .55 1.28 .84 2.50 24.1 -

833-9914
833-991
833-991
297-833.
297-833
149-177
833-991 reground to

<300s

(Total)

(Total)

Heating Rate

46.6 2.68 1.28 5.33 2.18 .35 .58 1.05 .98 2.34 24.1 - LHR 3510C/sec
47.0 (3.16) (1.95) (9.53) 2.29 .46 .59 1.27 1.07 2.22 20.8 - LHR
44.5 1.27 1.41 8.06 2.19 .38 .60 1.04 1.24 2.24 22.4 - LHR 4450C/sec
46.7 3.04 1.31 6.06 2.45 .61 .60 1.25 1.37 2.51 22.7 - HHR 15,000

0
C/sec

47.2 (1.57) (2.08) (9.36) 2.37 .71 .57 1.05 1.53 2.87 23.3 - HHR 13,000
0
C/sec

BDP-1
BDP-2
BDP-3
BDP-4
BDP-5
BDP-6
BDP- 7

BA-52A
BA-52B
BA- 53A
BA-53B

BHR-1
BHR-2
BHR-3
BHR-4
BHR-5

BHY-15
BHY-16

BP-6
BP-7
BP-8
BP-9
BP-10
BP-ll
BP-12
BP-13

- - - - .89 833-991
- - - - 1.09 833-991

- 11.0 -
- 4.6 -
- 12.9 -
- 2.5 -
- - 9.8 -
- 11.2 -
- 12.8 -
- 12.3 -

1000 psi He
1000 psi He
1000 psi He
1000 psi He
1000 psi He
1000 psi He
1000 psi He
1000 psi He

))

)

ACCEPTED BITUMINOUS RUNS

))

)

)

)

945
920
945
920
930
945
920

10
20
9
7
9
8
8

3
3
3
2

6
--6

5
5
4

661
1000

650
970

955
-955

867
955
895

Particle Diameter

930 11 43.6 -
940 20 41.6 -

Short Residence Time High Pressures

813 0 33.6 -
484 0 15.0 - -
1084 0 37.2 -
397 0 7.1 -
604 0 23.2 -
724 0 29.5 -
960 0 36.4 -
930 0 34.0 -



BITUMINOUS HYDRODYROLYSIS 10000C/sec

Run Peak Total psig H2
No. Temperature Yield CO C C22 - H4 2-H 2216 3 s HC gas HC lig Tar Pressure C H

BH-1 855 30.5 - 2.03 (24.5) 2.79 .20 .97 .59 1.00 3.14 19.4 1000 -
BH-2 650 17.7 - 0.76 (12.3) 0.76 .10 .40 .25 .47 1.29 10.2 1000 -
BH-3 632 25.6 0.97 0.83 (13.0) 1.82 .17 .71 .54 .88 1.96 11.0 1000 -
BH-4 800 32.8 1.58 1.24 - 3.86 .29 1.29 .60 1.08 2.53 14.0 1000
BH-5 757 28.4 0.74 0.94 - 1.93 .21 .86 .56 .84 2.30 14.1 1000
BH-6 892 41.3 1.64 1.59 (11.1) 4.80 .27 1.28 .72 1.76 2.43 (13.5) 1000
BH-7 Holding - 1.86 (16.7) 2.98 .31 1.20 .77 1.52 3.15 10.7 1000

Time

BH-8 1000 16 60.8 - - - - - - - - - 12.1 1000
BH-9 1050 6 56.8 - - - - - - - - - 15.2 1000

BR-10 1080 14 71.0 1.54 1.26 - 39.6 .32 2.12 .54 .55 2.39 - 1000 2.57

BH-11 870 16 57.9 - - - - - - - - 12.6 1000

B1-12 930 20 62.1 - - - 26.5 (1.06) (5.97) (2.37) - - 10.9 1000 -

BH-13 980 12 63.4 - 1.29 - 24.3 .33 2.11 .58 2.05 3.36 11.4 1000 2.30
BH-14 880 14 59.4 - 1.09 - 19.8 .34 2.23 .64 .90 3.32 11.4 1000 -
BH-15 964 14 59.7 1.09 1.14 15.4 18.8 .37 2.19' .71 1.41 3.05 11.7 1000 2.19

BH-16 980 16 62.8 - 1.56 - 23.2 .39 2.49 .65 2.63 2.75 11.9 1000 2.18
BH-17 867 0 24.1 - 1.21 - 7.44 .36 1.95 1.03 .64 2.42 8.6 1000 1.44
BH-18 860 19 56.1 2.46 1.08 - 18.6 .27 2.03 .57 .40 2.86 9.6 1000 1.25

Variation of Particle Diameter

BHD-1 1020 12 48.5 3.76 1.45 12.7 22.1 .31 1.92 .59 .48 3.16 12.7 1000 2.91 833-991u

BHD-2 1000 12 48.0 2.20 1.33 8.6 18.1 .21 1.29 .44 .37 2.01 11.9 1000 2.29 833-991u
BHD-3 1025 10 50.4 1.06 0.96 11.9 19.3 .30 1.68 .73 .41 1.79 12.5 1000 1.79 297-833u

BHD-4 867 12 49.6 1.37 1.03 9.6 17.8 .32 1.79 .69 .42 2.13 11.2 1000 2.04 297-833u

4



Carbon

Hydrogen

Nitrogen

Sulfur

Moisture

Ash

Oxygen (by
difference)

% weight loss

Analysis of Lignite Chars Produced by Short Residence Time Pyrolysis

Peak Temperature

4300c 6500C 7000c 90000 10000c 11000c
Raw Lignite Anal- % Reten- Anal- % Reten- Anal- % Reten- Anal- 7. Reten- Anal- 7. Reten- Anal- 7 Reten-

(Mean) ysis tion ysis tion vsis tion ysis tion ysis tion ysis tion

59.27 71.96 107 72.81 92 73.41 90 77.96 79 79.13 77 80.18 78

3.79 3.16 84 2.73 72 2.06 54 1.97 52 0.98 26 0.82 22

0.91 0.86 85 1.08 89 1.18 94 0.99 65 1.15 73 1.20 76

1.12 1.24 98 1.05 70 1.08 70 0.96 52 0.84 43 0.66 34

6.75 - - - - - - - - - - - -

9.93 10.36 - 14.01 - 17.49 - 13.91 - 15.12 - 16.27 -

18.2 12.4 68 8.32 46 4.30 24 4.21 23 2.78 15 0.87 5

- 11.5 25.0 27.3 39.9 42.2 42.2

Long Residence Time Pyrolysis and Hydropyrolysis chars

Temperature, Pressure

Raw Lignite 9000C Pyrolysis 9004oC Pyroly- 910"C Hydropy- ~10500C Hydropy- ~10000C Hydropyroly-
(Mean) 1 atm He 69 atm He rolysis 69 atm 69 atm 112 69 atm H2

H2

Carbon

Hydrogen

Nitrogen

Sulfur

Moisture
Ash

59.27

3.79

0.91

1.12

6.75

9.93

Oxygen (by
difference) 18.2

% weight loss -

Anal- % Reten-

ysis tion

74.21 70-

1.84 27

1.21 75

0.80 40

15.95 -

(5.99) (18)

44.0

Anal- 7. Reten- Anal- % Reten- Anal- % Reten-

ysis tion ysis tion ysis tion

76.24 77 77.09 63 77.65 62

2.04 32 2.27 29 2.13 27

1.13 74 0.80 42 0.65 34

0.95 45 0.98 42 0.92 39

15.92 - 16.35 - 15.67 -

3.72 12 2.51 7 2.98 8

40.2 51.9 52.3

Anal- % Reten-

ysis tion

(69.72) 56

1.78 22

0.60 32

0.91 48

15.3 -

(11.7) (31)

52.3



Analysis of Bituminous Coal Chars Produced by Short Residence Time yrolysis

Peak Temperature

Raw Bituminous
Coal (Mean)-

Carbon 67.8

Hydrogen 4.75

Nitrogen 1.26

Sulfur 5.26

Moisture 1.38

Ash 11.33

Oxygen (by
difference) 8.22

% weight loss -

390-440 C
Anal- % Reten-
ysis tion

68.65 94

4.77 94

1.16 86

5.84 103

15.57 -

4.01 45

620-690 C
Anal- % Reten-

68.51

4.66

1.19

5.48

16.75

tion

85

82

79

88

3.41 35

16.0

730-780 C
Anal- % Reten-
sis . tion

64.83 71

4.08 64

1.20 71

5.63 79

o19.44 -

4.81 43

26.4

800-8600C
Anal- % Reten-
ysis tion

61.45 57

3.18 42

1.01 50

7.12 85

37.2

900-9500C
Anal- % Reten-
ysis tion

66.72 55

2.94 34

1.28 57

6.58 70

44.4

Long Residence Time Pyrolysis Chars

Raw Bituminous
Coal (Mean)-

Carbon 67.8

Hydrogen 4.75

Nitrogen 1.26

Sulfur 5.26

Moisture 1.38

Ash 11.33

Oxygen (by
difference) 8.22

% weight loss -

Temperature and Pressure

1000
0
C,1 atm He(Mean)

Analysis % Retention
64.6 50

0.98 11

1.52 64

4.42 45

28.8 -

0. 0

1000
0
C, vacuum (Mean)

Analysis % Retention
67.5 48

1.17 12

1.53 59

3.82 35

24.73 -

1.21 7

51.547.0



Ther

The following r

calibration on the Mode

CO 1.000 (chosen as

CO 0.727

CH  0.546

C2 H4 0.686

C2H 0.667

C3H6 0.789

C318 0.769

C6H6 1.21

C7H8 1.24

H20 0.8 (< 1/2 mg)

The above values

APPENDIX

mal Conductivi.tyResponse2 actors

(Detector Temperature 2500C)

esponse factors were determined by direct

11 3920B chromatograph:

reference component)

to 0.66 (> 1 mg)

are generally constant in the range 0 to 1 mg (except

water).

The use of the response factor to calculate the number of milligrams

of a component x in a sample is given by the formula:

rj( A RFMg = A (mgco
co2 2

)
where A is the area of the chromatographic peak produced by x, ACO2 is

the area of a CO2 calibration peak, RF is the response factor for

x ,and mgCO is the number of milligrams of CO2 in the calibration sample.
o2
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APPENDIX

Listings of computer programs used for data analysis.

COW. 3, 5. AND 6 COMPRISE A NON-LINEAR LEAST SQUARES REGRESSION
PROGRAM, WRITTEN BY P. C. LEWELLEN. FOR PARAMETER ESTIMATION IN
SELECIED COAL DECOMPOSITION RATE MODELS

COAL 3 READS DATA FROM CARD DECK AND PERFORMS AN OPTIONAL COARSE
GRID SEARCH BASED ON USER SUPPLIED PARAMETER RANGES

COAL 5 IS A MODIFIED VERSiON OF CtIRFIT (BEVINGTON, 1969) AND
UTILI2ES A ORADIENT SEARCH TECHNIQUE

COAL 6 IS USED TO PRINT OUT RESI ULTS

S"PROIITINE INOR S AND FUNCTION TRAPS ARE USED IN FITTINO DATA TO
THE STATISTICAL DISTRIBIITION MODEL

THE OBJFCTIVE FUNCTION TO BE MINIMIZED IS THE SUM OF THE SQUARES
OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL WEIGHT
t OSSES

NOMFICI ATI IRE
3B,'TT(K)

ERROR

FRAC(I)

F PRAM K
NRFAD

NURIT
PAR/tM(IK)
RC''IE I I )
SAVF(K)
TEMP ( I, J)
T IME ( I, J)
TOP (K)
TfkY ( K)
VCAL C(II)
VS TAR
WATER

LOWER VAI.IE OF INITIAL PARAMETER RANGE
SUM OF THE SQUARES OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
FRAC AND VCALC
FRACTIONAL WEIOHT I OSS FOR EACH RUN
NO. OF PARAMETERS TO BE ESTiMATED
I/0 INDICATOR
NO. OF RIlNS IN DATA DECK
I/0 INDICATOR
PARAMETER VALUES
RI 'N. NU'iMBER
BEST PARAMETER VALUE
TEMPERATURE
T IME
UPPNER VAt IE OF INITIAL PARAMETER RANGE
VAt I IE OF PARAMETErS IUSED IN COARSE GRID SEARCH
CA(CL.1.ATED WEIGHT LOSS
EXPER!MEUTA. YIELD
MOISTURE CONTENT

C SIBROIJT NE INOR 3 IS REQUIRED FOR EVALUATION OF A FIRST ORDER
C DECOMPOS I T ION MODEL
C

C
RFAL KO
DIMENSION FRAC(60)TIME(60,15)TEMP(60, 15),VCALC(60)RCODE(60),

+ PARAM(3).BOTT(3) TOP(3),TRY(3),SAVE(3)
COMMON NPAM, NRUUZ, FRAC, TIME, TEMP, VCALC, VSTAR, WATER, RCODE, PARAM,

I I F00, ERROR
XIX=127.
ERROR=I. E30

C
C READ DATA FROM CARD DECK
C

READ (9,100) NRIINZ, WATER. VSTAR
100 FORMAl (1?, SX, F .0. O, F1. 0)

WRITE (2,303) VSTAR, WATER
303 FORMAT (//35X, 'ASSUMED VSTAR VALUE=,F6. 4//35X, 'ASSUMED H20 FRACTI

+Ot='. F. 4)
I t-i 'Wt i T -1 .- f-A t'J'7 *

)
)

)



TMAXm0.0
READ (9.300) FRAC(I).RCODE(I)

300 FORMAT (F10. 0, SX.,A4 )
RFAD (9,400) (TIME(I,J),TEMP(Ij.dJ-1,5)

400 FOrCMAT (8(F4. 0,FS. 0))
200 CONT I NUE

C
C CONVERT TEMPERATURES TO DEGREES ABSOLUTE
C

DO 502 L1.,NRINZ
"7' 50 .=1, 15

502 TEMP(IJ)=TEtP(IJ) + 273. 15
C-
C REnD IN INITIAWt ESTIMATES FOR PARAMETERS
C (I II 10-R SIN4 F VAt IE OR RANOE)
C.

f)O 700 NPAM =1. 3
700 RFAD (9,701) [OTT(NPAM), TOP (NPAM)

701 FOIMAT (2F10. 0)
NPAN 3
IFOO NPAM + 1

C
C. IF RANGE GIVEN DO COARSE GRID SEARCH FOR 20 RANDOM POINTS
C

DO 764 Jor-1, 10
WRITE (12,730) JA

730 FORMAT ( / PARAMETER RANGES FOR E-CONTRACTION NUMBER . 12)
DO 731 K = 1, 3

731' URIIE (122.732) BOTT(K).TOP(K)
732 FORMAT (E3 5' - ',E13.5)

DO 739 KNT=1. 30
DO 733 I = 1,NPAM
ClI RANDI.1 (XIX. XIX, PARA)

738 TRY( I )t:,-TTT(I)+PARA(TOP (I) -BOTT(I))
CotI INORS(TRY,.ERR2,0)

C PRINT 0.T BEST PARAMETER VALUES FROM GRID SEARCH AS STARTINO
C POINT FOR GRADIENT SEARCH

MRITE (12, 4001 )(TRY(I.EW), LEW-11,NPAM), ERR2
4001 FORMAT (7E15. 5)

IF (ERROR-ERR2) 739, 740, 740
740 DO 741 Ky71,NPAM
741 SAVE (K)-TRY (K)

ERRAR-ERR2
739 CONT INI.IE

DO 744 K=I.NPAM
744 PARAI1(K) =SAVE (K)

WRITE ( 12,.750)
750 FORMAT (// ' INITIAL PARAMETER VALUES"')

WRITE (12,711) (IPARAM(I),I-1,NPAM)
711 FORIAT (/' ( 12, ')t E13. 5)

TAP( I) PARAM( 1 )+( TOP( 1)-BOTT( 1) )/2. 67
POTT(1) = PARAII(1) - (TOPi) - PARAM(1))
IF (JA 6) 762, 761,762

761 TlP(2)-PARAM(2)+3.
BOTT(?) PARAM(2)-3.

762 IF (IA 8) 764, 763, 764
763 TOP (2-),EA Rfi (2)+I( 2.

POlT T2)FPARon(2) -2.
761 CO)111NF

(Al i COAl 5
Chl I. EVX IT

) )



) ) ) )

SUBROUTINE COALS

C
C
c
C COAI 5 IS A MODIFIED VERSION OF CURFIT (BEVINOTON, 1969) AND
C UTILIZES A GRADIENT SEARCH TECHNIQUE
C
C NOMENCI Al 1TRE
C At PHA (KL) CURVATURE MATRIX
C ARRAY(KL) MODIFIED CURVATURE MATRIX
C PETA(K) ROW MATRIX
C FPAM(K) NO. OF PARAMETERS
C DFt TA INCREIIENTS FOR PARAMETERS
C . IitRIV(K) It) RIVAlIVE OF FNrJTION WITH RESPECT TO PARAMETER
C K
C I Ai'A ' 1 tWIN OF OR1-AtI FNT SE ARCH INCLUflED
C I DlMY (K) DUMMY VARIAUE FOR MAIRIX INVERSiON SUBROUTINE
C tiD.'MY (K) tiDI'MMY VARIABLE FOR MATRIX INVERSION SUBROUTINE
C VECTO(M) VECTOR EOUIVAL.ENT TO THE ARRAY MATRIX
C

C
C

REAl I AMDA
DIMENSION FRAC(60),TIME(0, 15),TIEMP(60,15),VCALC(60),RCODE(60),

+ PARAM(3).BPAM(3),DERIV(3),BETA(3),ALPHA(3,3),
+ ARRAY(3.3), 1 DIMY(3),MDUMY (3), VFCTO(9)
COMMON NPAM. NRIJNZ, FRAC, TIME, TEP, VCALC, VSTAR, WATER, RCODE, PARAM,
II1O, ERROR, VECTO
EO0)IVAI ENCE (ARRAY(1, I). VECTO(I))
L'AMf'A-0. 01

99 1 AMDA0. 11 AMDA
C
C EVA) UATE ALPHA AND BETA MATRICES
C

DO 34 J=1, NPAM
PETA(J)=0. 0
DO 34 K=A, J

34 ALPHA (J, K) 0. 0
C
C FVA) HATE DERIVATIVES OF THE FTTTINO FUNCTION FOR THE ITH TERM
C WITH RESPECT TO EACH PARAMETER
C

-DO 50 =1, R0NZ
DO 9, JFOO1.3
PARAOPARAM( JFOO)
DFL TA 0. 01*PARA
PARIAM (FOO) -PARA+DELTA
CAL t INCRS (PARAM, VAL. I)
VA) 2-VCALC(I)
PARAM( JFOO)=PARA
CAI.L INGR5 (PARAMVAL, I)

98 PERIV (JFOO)'(VAL2-VCALC(I))/DELTA
DO 46 J'1, PAM
EETA (..)'-ETA(J)+(FRAC(I)-VCALC(I))*DERIV(J)
DO 46 K=1,j

46 At PHA(J, K)'-ALPHA(J, K)+DERIV(J)*DERIV(K)
50 CONT INUE

DO 53 J-1, NPAM
DO 53 K=I, J

53 ALPHA (K, J)=ALPHA (J. K)
C
C INVERT MODIFIED CURVATURE MATRIX TO FIND NEW PARAMETERS



o 71 DO 74 J- I. NPAM
0O 73 Kt, NPAM

73 ARRAY(4J.K)MAt.PHA(, K)/SQRT(ALPHA(J.J)*ALPHA(KK)
74o RRAY(J0)=ARRAYc(J,J)*(1. +LAMDA)

KUT r 0

DO 10 0Mt1. NPtI
DO 110 N--1,NPAM
KHT- KNT IA

110 VFC TO(NT) ORRAY(NM)
- CAl I MINV (VECTO, NPAMT PARA. LDOLMY. MOJMY)

11NT - NPAMINPAM
DO 120 M 1.NPAM

- MC t.-t -IF 00- M
DO 120 N I. NPAM
NROW-IFOO-N
ARRAY(4RO, MC0L)mVECTO(KNT)

120 Ki-uKT-l
O- 34 .- 1,NPAM

- PRaIM.PAROH (J)
DO 84 K-1, NPAM

84 BPFfM(i)EPOIM(dI)+BETA(K)*ARRAY(JK)/SQRT(ALPHA(JJ)*ALPHA(K.K)
C0IL INRS (EPAM, ERR2,0)
WRITE (12,4001) (BPAM(LEW).LEW"1.NPAM) , ERR2

4001 FORMAT (7E1M. 5)
C

C IF ERROR INCREASES, INCREASE LAMDA AND TRY AAIN
C

IF (ERROR-ERR2) 95,101.101
95 I TMPA-1O. *.lAMDA 

-
C00TO71

S 101 DO 105 V-1,.NPAM
IF (FS (EFAI(J)-PORAM(J))-0. 005*ABS(PARAM(J))) 105.105.106

105 C0T INUF
0 

0TO700

C
C EVAt ITE PARAMETERS
C
106 00 107 0h1,3

107 PARAM(J)P9PAM(J)
FRROR-FRR2
00 TO99

700 ERROR=ERR2
['o 707 JrJ,.3

707 PORAM(J)DPAM(J)
CAt I 0C0.6
RETlRN
END

)

C

4:



SUDROUT INE COAL6

C

C

C

C

C

REAL NCAI.C(S0). NFRAC(60)
01tEt40IlN FRAC (tO),T IIE (6O, l5).TEMP(6O,.15). VCALC (6O),.RCODE (6O).

+ FCP( (*)

'OMMt NP AM, NRI.NZ, FRAC, T IME. TEMP, VCALC, VSTAR, WATER. RCODE, DRAM.
liFtul, FR2
FOu'IVAlFENCE ( TIMIE (l, D)NCALC(1) ),(TEMP(1,.1).tNFRAC(l) )
DO ' I I1 NRl t!47

* NC Al (t ): VrCALC (I )/VS1AR
59 rs-RAC0 U hFRA:(1 ) /VSTAR

.F'Rf E FF-< / (VSTAEVSTAR)
* Whil (1, 501 ) (FRAC Ib),VCALCU )NFRACCD.),NCALC( IhRCODEU1),

+ 1 1. NFI4NZ)
501 FuRIA T ( /'EXR. FNAC. =', F6. 4,.' AND CALC. FRAC. m' ES. 4, 6X,

+ 'Nut~ 12fE' EXP. FRAC. =', Ft. 4,.' AND NORMAL IZED CALC. FRAC. 2'.
+ F76 4,*XA4)

WhI TE ( 12 7)0)

7)0 FiIIIA T ('/'/ F iNAl. PARAME TER VALtJES'=')
WhlE (12,7Il) (IUFAM(I),V=1.NPAM)

711 FuRIIAT (/' C., 12, ' P' E13. 5)
r RW VE (1t,722) FRR2,ENRN

722 EiRMlA T ( /I' $111 OF SO) ARED ERRORS', El 3. 5. 20X. 'NORMAL!I ZED ERROR SO

FF1 t.RN
ENE'

)

a -



SIDROUT INE INGR5 (PAM. ERROR, ICODE)
REAl KG
DIMENSTON PAM(4)
COMMON NPM,NRINZ. FRAC(60). TIME (60# 15) TEMP(60. 15),VCALC(60).

IVSTAR. WATER
.9372

FArPhMl( 1 )
YO- 10. **(PAIM(2)
S'3Mh-POI(3)
ERROR-i). 0
EMIN-E-2. *SGMA
ENMOAEO+2. *SGMI1
HM'). 5'SGMo

IF ( ICODE )51, 50, 51
50 11 O

I H IttRt NZ
G(TO 152

51 11() =1 COPE
IH1GH I CODE

52 DO 1 1-11 1. 10 H IGH
(I RAPS(1, EMIN)
IF ( (-VO"O -(EMIN- EA)*(EMIN-EA)*SGM2)+35. 0) 53.54.54

53 VAL.=. 0
CGO TI1 55

544 VAr -F XP(-KO*A-(EMIN--EA)*(EMIN--EA)*SGM2)
55 A0-TROFS(IEMAX)

IF (( -KO*o- -( EiX-EA)*(EMAX-EA)*SGM2)+35. 0) 56.57,57
56 -VVA.=VIt+0.0

0 TO 58
57 VOt 'VAL+EXP(-KO*A (EMAX-EA)*(EMAX-EA)*SGMA2)
53 JCOPFE 2

* ErFt11N
DOC 10 1,7
Er E+H
A(TRAPS( I. E)
IF ( ( -KO*f-(E-EA)*(E-EA)*SGMA2)+35.0) 59,60.60

59 ARi 0 0

60 ARGd IEXP(-KO*A--(E-EA)*(E-E0)*SGMA2)
61 GO TO (2,4), JCODE
2 Volt .VAt+. *ARJGO

0C' 'T 10
4 VAt =VAL+4. *AROU

10 CONTIIttE
V0M O . 3333333*H*VAL
VOAIC (I )VSTAR+ (WATER-VSTAR)*(VAL/(SOMA*2. 50663))

I ERROR=-ERROR+(VCALC(1)-FRAC(1) V**2
RETURN
END

)

'I



SU ROUTINE MINV(A, N, 1),LM).
DIMENSION A(1),L(1),M(1)
WI.0

NK=-N-
DO 80 K I.N

M (K)=K
M(K)=K

K nW *+K-

PIGA-)(KK)
DO 20 JK. N
IZ- tNh(J--I )
DO 20 I=K.N
ITA:1 Z+I
IF (O:(BIGA)-AS(A(IJ))) 15,20.20

15 EtIGiAf--(I3)

M (K)=

20 CONTIMIE
- ..Vf (K)-
IF (. t K ) 35,.35,.25

25 K IK-4
DO 30 -=IN

KIi- K1+N
HO! P=-0(KI)

o(K I )=:A G II)
30 AI( 1 )HILD

35 1 M(K)
IF(1 -K) 45,45,38

38 .1P NM(!-I)
rut 1 .ElN
JK U) +J

40 H) GI )(HK)

45 1F(DIOO) 48,46,48
46 DoC

RET~ il
43 00 55 1=1.,N

IFS-K ) 50.55,50
50 1K-lK+!

01(lh)=0( IK)/(-]31GA)
55 TON T I NI 'E

DI 65 V-. N
IK'- fK+1
HnI P-Ak IK)
IJ 11 4
N! : I.+ N -

IF(I-K) 60,65,60
60 IF(,J-K) 62.65.62
62 Kl-1J-l+K

)(1I)-H0.D*A (KJ)+A(IJ)
65 CONT IWIlE

DO 75 1-IIN

K.A KJ+rl

IF( J -K) 70, 75, 70
70 00 ".1) :A(1'1) /B IG
75 CONT IfiNt'

001) . /BIGA

)

I-



I 3 I )
)

Krlf
100 K-(K-1)

IF(K) 150, 150. 105
105 1-1(K)

IF(I-K) 120,120,108
108 JQ'fN*(K-1)

IR: Nr- ( I- I
DOo 110 -1,N

Hl-it (JK)
a lsJR+

A ( A)-. J

110 ( ( ))=HC 't
120 -1M(K)

I F ( I-K ) 100, 100,125
125 KI K-N

fO 1 3 1=,

HiDL lA (K T
3 K I rK+J

AKI )==-A (J)
130 A(.11 IO )D

G6 TO 100
150 RELItIRN

FNI;

4 )) 4 )

r

C

C-

c

(

-r-



FUNCTION TRIPS(I.E)
COMMON NPAMtNRUNZFRAC(60).TIME(60. 15).TEMP(60, 15), VCALC(60).

+VSTAR, WATER
R 1. 972
EP -E/R

TRAPS-0. 0
1F((E/TEMP(I,1))+35.0) 10.11.11

10 .Ow-i0 I
6 10 12

11 1MC'UJ-EXP(EE/TEMP(I.I))
12 DO1 Jz2, 15

DEL T-TIlE (I, J)-TIME(1, J--1)
IF ((ER/TEMP(1, J))+35. 0) 13,14,14

13 AIGH-0. 0
60 TO 15

14 flIGH=EXP(EB/TEMP(I, J))
15 TRFW=TRAPS+(. 5*(ALOW+AHIGH)*DELT

I At (LOW-AHIGH
RF1 tRN
END

3

I.

V

(

c



LIE SUBROUiTINE RANDt(XIXYIY.YFL)
%3I3t.E PRECISION ZIZ

ZlZr:XIX
LIZ=DMOD(16807. DO*Z!Z. ((2D0**31)-10D0))
YFI.mZIZ*1. DO/(2. DO**31)

RETIIRN
END

7,



/F FOR
*LIST SOURCE PROGRAM

SUBROUTINE INGR 3(PAM#ERROReICODE)
C
C ************************ ******

C
C
C INGR 3 USES THE TRAPEZOIDAL RULE TO NUMERICALLY INTEGRATE THE
C RATE CONSTANT OVER TIME FOR NON-ISOTHERMAL CONDITIONS
C
C NOMENCLATURE
C EA ACTIVATION ENERGY
C ICODE USED IN DERIVATIVE DETERMINATIONS
C KO PRE-EXPONENTIAL 'ACTOR
C PAM(KR PARAMETERS
C
C
C
C

REAL KO
DIMENSION PAM(4)
COMMON 4NRUNZFRAC(40)NUM(40)TIME(40,15),TEMP(4015),VCALC(40),

+.VSTARWATER
DATA P/1.9872/
EA=PAM(1)
KO10**(PAM(2))
VSTARaPAM(3)
ERROR"0.0
EB=-(EA/R)
IF (ICODE) 51950.51

50 ILOW-1
IHIGH=NRUNZ
GO TO 52

51 ILOW-ICODE
IHIGH-ICODE

52 DO 1 I-ILOW,1HIGH
LuNUM(I)
VCALC(I) O.0
ALOW=EXP(EB/TEMP(I,1))

DO 2 J-2,L
DELT-TIME(I.J)-TIME(I.J-1)
AHIGH-EXP(EB/TEMP( 1.J))
ARGU=0.5*(ALOW+AHIGH)
ALOW=AHIGH

2 VCALC(I)uVCALC(I. + ARGU*DELT
VCALC(I)SVSTAR+(WATER-VSTAR)*EXP(-KO*VCALC(l))

1 ERRORmERROR+(VCALC( I)-FRAC(I))**2
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX

INDUSTRIAL AND ENGINEE.RING CHEMISTRY

Foresight

SHEN there began to be offered to us for publica-
Wtion an occasional paper on some phase of coal

hydrogenation in America, the contributions were
looked upon by our reviewers and ourselves as inter-
esting in adding to the information on American coals
but with no possibility of commercial utilization or
industrial importance. We had all experienced times
in which some prophets foresaw the early exhaustion of
petroleum supplies. While we felt fairly certain that
much that had been done abroad in the production of
liquid from solid fuels could be repeated here, it seemed
a long way in the future before this could be of any real
practical interest.

But changes develop rapidly in a modern world.
It has been interesting to learn that substantial ap-
propriations have been made for further experiments
in coal hydrogenation in the U. S. Bureau of Mines
and to read the appeals of experienced engineers.
They urge that we begin now to acquire technical in-
formation on how best to handle American coals
for the production of motor fuels, if for no other reason
than to conserve petroleum for high octane fuels and
the superior lubricating oils demanded by the modern
Diesel and other types of engines.

Nothing quite equals the completion of such work
well in advance of the time when it may be needed.
The likelihood of early exhaustion of petroleum re-
sources is no greater than it seemed to be a decade ago,
but so far as we know petroleum is not being replaced
by Nature and it is being used at an enormously in-
creased rate by all the nations that can lay their hands
upon it. It is none too early to undertake very ser-
ously the type of research and development that would
lead to the proper use of coals for the manufacture of
synthetic liquid fuels and particularly to provide the
lubricating oils not duplicated elsewhere, not to men-
tion the types of fuels which modern motive power
utilizes to the bst advantage. This does not necessarily
mean beginning preparations for the third world war.
It simply means taking precautions while we can to get
the most out of our raw materials and to guard against
the repetition of any of those wasteful procedures that
have been so costly in the past. Let us learn all we can
while we may. We should learn from present experi-
ences the importnce of time, particularly whea there
are differences in technique, opinion, and policy.

Dated: 'August 1, 1942




